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Rogelli as a brand might be new to the UK, but it
is well established in Europe, where it has been
designing and selling running gear since 1996.

ANDY PEACE, SARAH ROWELL AND MARTIN PEACE

EXCLUSIVE TO
PETE BLAND SPORTS
AVAILABLE IN STORE,
ONLINE & ON OUR
MOBILE SHOP

Pete Bland Sports has joined forces with Martin
Peace, Andy Peace and Sarah Rowell to exclusively
bring you Rogelli clothing.
“As long time runners, who have both competed at the top of our sport, we know only
too well the importance of quality, functional clothing that not only fits well and looks good, but
also sells at a sensible price. The Rogelli brand impressed us in all these areas, and some hard miles
running further convinced us of the kit’s quality and value” – Sarah Rowell
“On seeing the product for the first time, I immediately recognised its quality. This is backed up by
the fantastic value with some of the cheapest prices for clothing I have seen in a long time. I new
immediately that this was a brand we would be stocking” – Matt Bland

•
•
•
•
•

Breathable
Very light
Soft touch
Quick drying
Comfortable to wear

spirit lite

functional Breathable Sportswear

Running

MENS BOONE TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at
the underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL
SAN DIEGO SHORT TITE - £12
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

LADIES SHELBY CAPRI - £20
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

MENS BANKS TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at the
underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

DYNACOOL BRUSHED
Spinning
The effect of brushing the material gives
higher insulation and an extra soft touch on
the inside.

MENS SASSARI ¾ PANT - £20
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

LADIES ALBIA TOP - £25
• Stretch inserts for optimal movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

LADIES ALGONA TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at
the underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

LADIES ANDERSON TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at the
underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

ORDER ONLINE NOW OR PLACE YOUR ORDER BY PHONE
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Tel: (01539) 731012 www.peteblandsports.co.uk
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Lakes Runner
www.lakesrunner.co.uk
Tel 015394 31272

Ambleside

Birmingham

Tobutt Sports
www.runningandfitness.co.uk
Tel: 01204 308506

Bolton

Sportshoes.com
www.sportsshoes.com
Tel 01274 530 530

Bradford

Easy Runner
www.easyrunner.co.uk
Tel 0117 929 7787

Bristol

The Derby Runner
www.derbyrunner.com
Tel 01332 280048

Derby

IronBridge Runner
www.ironbridgerunner.co.uk
Tel 01392 436 383

Super Lightweight off road racing shoe incorporating the all new Walsh
Pyra-grip sole unit that makes this a very comfortable winner.
s 5LTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
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spirit peak

Pete Bland Sports
www.peteblandsports.co.uk
Tel: 01539 731012

Kendal

Facewest
www.facewest.co.uk
Tel: 01943 870550
Natterjack Running
www.natterjack.co.uk
Tel: 0151 735 1441
Running Fox
www.running-fox.co.uk
Tel: 01509 231750
Loving Outdoors
www.lovingoutdoors.co.uk
Tel: 0845 257 7382
Tony Pryce Sports
www.tonyprycesports.co.uk
Tel: 01643 703447

Leeds
Liverpool
Loughborough
Manchester
Minehead
Newport
Newton Abbot

Frank Elford Sports
www.frankelfordsports.co.uk
Tel: 01752 265122

Plymouth

Purbeck Sports
www.purbecksports.co.uk
Tel: 01929 423 235

Swanage

Natterjack Running
www.natterjack.co.uk
Tel: 01704 546082
Compass Point
www.compasspoint-online.co.uk
Tel: 01253 795597
Bourne Sports
www.bournesports.com
Tel: 01782 410411
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Exeter
Gloucester

Pro-Direct Sports
www.prodirectrunning.com
Tel: 0870 608 0442

s "REATHABLE
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Edinburgh

Gloucester Sports
www.gloucestersports.com
Tel 01452 413 525

Ultrasport Ltd
www.ultrasport.co.uk
Tel: 01952 813918

Lightweight trail running shoe offering high levels of comfort and performance
over longer distance, incorporating the all new Walsh Pyra-grip sole unit.

Bath

Birmingham Runner
www.birminghamrunner.com
Tel 0121 745 6007

Footworks
www.footworks-uk.com
Tel 0131 229 2402

functional Breathable Sportswear

MENS BEDFORD TOP - £25
• Stretch inserts for optimal movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Alderley Edge

Running Bath
www.runningbath.co.uk
Tel 01225 462 555

functional Breathable Sportswear

DYNACOOL
Cycling
Is an elastic fabric specially developed by
Rogelli with the following properties.

Running Bear Ltd
www.runningbear.co.uk
Tel 01625 582 130

The Runners Guide
www.therunnersguide.co.uk
Tel: 01803 690444
The Bike Factory
www.ukbikefactory.com
Tel: 01663 735020
ENQUIRIES
PERFORMANCE
www.walshsports.co.uk
01204 370374
HERITAGE
www.normanwalsh.com
0207 388 6496

Southport
St Annes
Stoke on Trent
Torquay
Whaley Bridge

Bolton
London
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10%

DISCOUNT
TO FRA
MEMBERS

WALSH PB’S

PB ELITE TRAINER - £60

PB ULTRA TRAINER - £60

www.peteblandsports.co.uk
PB ELITE XTREME - £65

PB ELITE RACER - £60

PB ULTRA XTREME - £65

PB ELITE BOOT - £70

ALL OF THE ABOVE AVAILABLE IN SIZES 4-13 (INC ½ SIZES)

FREE
PB LITE SOCKS
WITH THESE SHOES
WHEN ORDERED
ONLINE

SPIRIT PEAK
Lightweight trail running shoe offering high levels of comfort and
performance over longer distance, incorporating the all new Walsh
Pyra-grip sole unit.
• Breathable
• Comfortable
• Stable
• Weight: 309 Grams
• Sizes: 4-12 (inc ½ sizes)

£70

JNR PB ELITE TRAINER - £45
1, 2, 3, 3½, 4, 4½, 5, 5½

SPIRIT LITE
Lightweight off road running shoe incorporating the all new Walsh
Pyra-grip sole unit that makes this a very comfortable winner.
•
•
•
•
•

Ultra lightweight
Highly breathable
Quick drying
Weight: 300 Grams
Sizes: 4-12 (inc ½ sizes)

£65

THIS SHOE IS
EXCLUSIVE TO PETE
BLAND SPORTS
FREE WALSH KIT
BAG WITH EVERY
PAIR

AVAILABLE ONLINE, IN STORE OR ON THE MOBILE SHOP

£2 Standard delivery
£6 Next Day Delivery
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Tel: (01539) 731012 www.peteblandsports.co.uk
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It is a courtesy for anyone who becomes a figure
head to modestly declare that their role is to serve
the membership/ shareholders/ public, etc and that
their arrival in the position is mere good fortune.
I am no different and I am but a simple fell
runner. The people who really run the FRA are the
various specialists on the Committee – all listed
towards the front of the Calendar – with possibly
the biggest postbag being that of the FRA Secretary,
Alan Brentnall. But someone has to ensure that
Committee meetings start on time, finish (nearly) on
time and that Committee members enjoy their work
in between times.
I started fell running so long ago that you could
still buy Stud Marks On The Summits for £8.95.
Membership of the FRA has grown since then and
has increased by almost 60% in the last decade alone
from around 4500 members to currently over 7000.
Whilst I hope I am not some grumpy old man who
preferred The Fellrunner when it was thin, cramped
and in black and white to the current full fat, full
colour, tome; I do have some concern with regard
to the direction in which fell running is moving. Like
the London Marathon will we one day have ballots
to get an entry for Wasdale?
I was recently asked if a Wife Carrying Race (held
in Dorking) was eligible for the FRA Calendar. I am
sure the race (400m long and 15m of ascent) is a lot
of fun but unilaterally I decided it was not really fell
running as I understand it.
We will see what the future brings and in the
meantime I am always ready to listen to a lot more
approaches of “As FRA Chairman Graham there is
just one thing I would like you to arrange...”
Listening is one of the things I was appointed
to do.

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling (www.steve-harling.fotopic.net)

Photo courtesy of Pete Hartley

Who could have known that the article on snow-shoe running in the last magazine
would prove to be quite so timely, popular and inspire more than one reader to
give this alpine past-time a go. Allan Greenwood has written an article on his own
experiences for this issue.
We’ve all had to be reasonably inventive to get out onto the fells or even the lower
trails with all that lovely, white, fluffy stuff in the way! It will be interesting to see how
the snowfalls and ice have impacted on our winter training. Those who are climbers
or skiers as well as runners may well have decided to share their spare time between
multiple sports, others will have had to brush up on their winter skills to be able to
get the miles in, others still may have resorted to the treadmill or the roads (surely not
many?).
Hard to imagine that before long the racing season will be in full swing, lighter,
warmer days will be upon us and that the bracken will return to the flanks of the fells
where the snow and ice are hiding the well worn trods at present.
Please keep sending in your stories and photos so this magazine can continue to
provide a small snapshot of what goes on in the year of the fellrunner.
Hopefully the supplement you should have received with this issue Celebration: 40
Years of the FRA also provides a little snapshot of how the Fellrunner’s Association has
developed since 1970. A copy of the first Fellrunner magazine provides a fascinating
insight into the training and racing habits of some legendary characters and the race
reports make great reading, even 40 years on!
It’s been great fun to browse through the archives of photographs from bygone
days to illustrate some of the history! There must be many a fellrunner who has such
gems – words or images – hidden away and I would love to receive some of them for
publication in these pages!
Thanks go as always to all who have been involved in the production of this issue.
The deadlines for the next issue are, as always, listed in the panel below. There’s always
a little give on this, but it’s a great help when material is submitted in good time!
Britta Sendlhofer

Commentary

ý Editor’s Note

A little gem from the archives: Sue Roberts (Todmorden) on the final climb, Noon Stone
2005. Will there be snow on the ground for the 2010 edition of this race?

Graham Breeze
at Great Whernside

Fellrunner
The Fellrunner is published three
times a year. Please send in any
articles, letters or photographs
which may be of interest. Ideas and
comment on what content you
would like to see in your magazine are
always welcome.
The deadline for submission of
content for the next issue is

May 10, 2010 for editorial content
and May 31, 2010 for news, results
and other ‘last minute’ things. Please
try and let me know what you
intend to send and try to submit
articles as early as possible.
Britta Sendlhofer, Delph Cottage,
Pool Bank, Near Witherslack,

Spring 2010
Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria LA11 6SB
Tel: 015395 68009 | 07826 113011
Email: britta@brittas-designs.co.uk

West Yorkshire BD15 0HD
Tel: 01535 273508
Email: resultsfra@aol.com

Results and Race Reports
Please submit all race reports and
results for inclusion in the Fellrunner to
Dave Weatherhead
16 Birchlands Grove, Wilsden,

Advertising
Tony Hulme
Running Bear, 5 London Road, Alderley
Edge, Cheshire SK9 7JT
Tel: 01625 582130
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ý BY ALAN BRENTNALL

Secretary’s Corner
There have been two meetings since the last
issue of The Fellrunner, and here are some brief
notes. Further information can be obtained by
contacting me direct - although the full minutes
for the AGM are available on the FRA Website
www.fellrunner.org.uk.

FRA AGM – KENDAL
Saturday 8 November 2008
Ultimately, 32 people attended the FRA AGM last
November, although, at the start of the meeting,
we had less than the necessary 20 members
needed to form a quorum (as required by our
constitution) and this gave rise to a slight delay.
The low numbers were probably due to the fact
that, unlike the previous general meetings, there
were no particularly controversial motions up for
discussion, and no external events threatening
to disturb the peace of our sport.
Indeed, there was only one motion to debate
and that basically asked the membership if
we should make the post of the Chair of the
International Selection Committee into a
formal committee position with voting status.
This motion follows on from a motion last year
which sought to give voting status to co-opted
committee members – and, traditionally, this has
meant either the Internationals Chair or the UKA
representative. After a relatively short discussion,
this went to a vote, and at this point there must
have been 26 people in the room because I
recorded 24 votes for, 1 against and 1 abstention.
When it came to the election of officers, we
said farewell to Paul Sanderson and Rod Sutcliffe,
who are stepping down as club and member
representatives, and we thank them for their work
while on the committee. On the other hand, we
welcomed aboard one new committee member,
that being Dave Ward of Borrowdale Fell Runners.
Unfortunately, we only managed to nominate two
out of the four member representatives.
As usual, there was an open discussion on fell
running matters after the formal business was
complete.
The first item for discussion was a glut of
extra copies of the 2008 Summer and Autumn
issues of The Fellrunner. For some reason, the
printer has created many more than necessary,
and Martin Stone could be seen, like Father
Christmas, handing out copies from the back of
his car! If you know anybody who would like any
of these spare copies, or if you live near a Youth
Hostel, for example, where the reading matter
in the common room could be improved by an
extra Fellrunner or two, please let me know.
The meeting also discussed the role of the
International Selection Chair, which has changed
slightly because of the change of status of the
World Mountain Running Championship, which
requires a UK team, rather than four home
countries teams. It was acknowledged that there
6

were still events where an England team would
be needed – the forthcoming Commonwealth
Games event in September being one.
There was also a discussion on the role and
make-up of the CMG and communications links
between the FRA and the CMG.
Predictably the new format of the British
Championship was discussed, including the
reasons for the change, the difficulties in
selecting races and the challenge of trying
to increase participation from non-English
countries. The members of the Championships
Subcommittee, who were all present, assured
the meeting that the situation was being
monitored and the format would change again if
that were thought necessary.
Also predictably, the effects of the OMM
were discussed, and it was commented that in
December there was to be a meeting between
the National Trust and the FRA to discuss events
in Cumbria. It was asked whether we should
have a specific PR officer to deal with media
questions, and maybe safety officer too. In
answer to this last point, the Chairman pointed
out that the responsibility for safety issues is
taken on by the whole committee, who create
a subcommittee to look into changes in safety
regulations from time to time.
Lastly Wendy Dodds thanked Britta for all her
work on behalf of the membership.

COMMITTEE MEETING – Staveley
Saturday 13 December, 2008.
Prior to the meeting proper, a presentation on
the British Fell Relay Championship was given by
Harry Jarrett, Barry Johnson and Peter Crompton
on behalf of CFR who are the organising club.
As is usual at the first meeting of the year, the
composition of the four standard subcommittees
(Championships, International Selection,
Disciplinary and Finance) was decided.
As we only managed to get 2 out of 4 member
representatives this year, the committee formally
agreed to co-opt Rod Sutcliffe as a committee
member.
I reported that the requested FRA Library has
now been started, and that it now has some
17 books in total, including a photocopy of
Studmarks On The Summit and several books
which had been kindly donated by Keven Shevels.
The need for a specific PR officer, as had been
suggested at the AGM, was discussed, but it was
decided that the Chair and Secretary should
continue to fulfil this role.
The problem of getting members to actually
attend an AGM in sufficient numbers was
discussed. Several committee members had
been following a web forum discussion on
this topic, and some noted that I had posted a
contribution admitting that AGMs are boring.
However, nobody could really contradict this

statement, nor were there any suggestions as to
how the AGM could be made more interesting.
Any reasonable ideas will be looked into ...
The new British Championship format was
again discussed. As stated at the AGM, it was
acknowledged that this would be monitored and
the format could be changed depending on the
outcome.
Following a request from a member, the
possibility of omitting long races from the
English Championship for MV65 runners was
discussed, and it was agreed that the current
format should be maintained.
It was confirmed that Innovate and Pete
Bland Sports are to sponsor the Senior English
Championship, and that they are in favour of
cash prizes.
Please note there is a new team category in
the English Championship for LV40 teams.
The progress of the 2009 Commonwealth
Games event in Keswick. As well as specific team
events, this will include an Open Race taking the
form of three loops of Latrigg.
There was a long discussion about Junior
issues and it was generally agreed that the
Junior Co-ordinator should form a Junior
Subcommittee to provide the practical
assistance that the job needs.
The Junior Home International event is to be
held in Sedburgh this year.
Bashir Hussein is organising the English
Squad, and the committee agreed to provide
funding for training camps etc.
The pilot coaching course will be followed up
by a second course towards the end of the year.
The FRA recently met Lakeland National Trust
officials to discuss events in Cumbria which use
NT resources. Basically the National Trust need to
be informed of any event using their land in the
Lake District, and intend to introduce a licensing
scheme in the near future. The FRA will provide
a contact point for all new Lakes races to ensure
that the procedures are followed.
Following problems with the 2008 OMM, it
is advisable that local emergency services are
made aware of the existence and nature of any
major (i.e. large) events in advance.
As reported elsewhere in this magazine,
the FRA First Aid course has taken place and
feedback suggests that it was successful. A full
report will be made to the committee before
the February meeting when the future of such
courses will be discussed.
England Athletics have agreed that members
of the FRA will be granted full EA membership
without any fee. However this is not to be
used by members of multi-discipline clubs as a
means of avoiding payment. It is aimed at those
members of fell-only clubs who may do the
occasional road race and or compete abroad.
Applications (in writing – email or post) will be
administered by the FRA Secretary.
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01539 721202 | mikerobinson1969@yahoo.co.uk

Michael McLoughlin, 21 St Margaret’s Close, Ingol, Preston, PR2 3ZU
07977 439060, michael.mcloughlin@conlonconstruct.co.uk
Nick Harris, 8 Hardman Close, Coupe, Rossendale, BB4 7DL
01706 211468 | nick.harris@northmanchester.net

UKA Representative:
Alan Barlow
12 Redcar Close, Hazel Grove, Stockport, SK7 4SQ
0161 483 9330 | runalan55@hotmail.com

FRA Membership enquiries
Debbie Thompson
Tel: 01931 714106 | email:debbie@staminade.freeserve.co.uk

N. Ireland Mountain Running Association
Website: www.nimra.org.uk
Ian Taylor (Secretary)
Tel: 028 9028 0790 | email: ir.taylor@ntlworld.com
52 Bladon Drive, Belfast, BT9 5JN.

Scottish Hill Runners
www.shr.uk.com
Malcolm Patterson (Secretary)
Tel: 0141 632 6986 | email: malcpat@yahoo.co.uk
6 Nigel Gardens, Glasgow, G41 3UQ.

Scottish Athletics Hill Running Commission
www.scottishathletics.org.uk
David Armitage
Tel: 01467 651532
7 St.Ninian’s, Monymusk, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire, AB51 7HF.

Welsh Mountain Running Committee
www.welshathletics.org
Adrian Woods
Tel: 01495 791754 | email: adrian.woods@virgin.net
Ty’r Mynnydd, 7Coed Cae Uchaf, Blaenafon, Torfaen, NP4 9JA.

Welsh Fell Runners Association
Ross Powell (Chairman)
Tel: 01286 881491 email: rosspowell@wfra.org.uk
Pen y Buarth Farm, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon, LL54 7RD.

World Mountain Running Association
Adrian Woods (General Secretary)
Tel: 01495 791754 | adrian.woods@virgin.net
Ty’r Mynydd, 7,Heol Coed Cae Uchaf, Blaenafon, Torfaen, NP4 9JA.
Sarah Rowell (Great Britain Representative)
Tel: 07712 051002 | saz@srowell.demon.co.uk
32 Millhey, Haworth, BD22 8NA

Andrew Schofield (Borrowdale), End Yan, Jenkin Hill, Thornthwaite,
Near Keswick, Cumbria, CA12 5SG. 017687 78577
Tony Varley (Horwich), 1 Kensington Drive, Horwich, Bolton, BL6 6AE
01204 669570 | tonyvarley@sky.com
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Limited Edition Lakes Runner
Epic Trinity Fell Suit
Jacket £60 (rrp £85)
Pants £40 (rrp £50)
or

BUY BOTH - £80!
jacket

pants
*Logo image is mock up of printed garments

 Perfect in the bum bag for all conditions
 Rainproof, Windproof and incredibly breathable
 No conductive heat loss like clammy standard water
and wind proofs
 Super pack able and light – jacket 218g, pants 107g
(both in size medium)
 Suitable for both full body cover and full waterproof fell race cover
(seams not taped so not compliant for some mountain marathons)

FREE P+P ON ALL WEB AND PHONE ORDERS
10% DISCOUNT IN THE SHOP FOR FRA MEMBERS
info@lakesrunner.com TEL: 015394 33660
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ý FOR FRA MEMBERS INFO

Change of address or
missing magazines

OVERSEAS MEDICAL
INSURANCE

Please contact: Debbie Thompson
Tel: 0870 7661792 or email:
debbie@staminade.freeserve.co.uk

Past copie
The Fellrus of
nner

From mid-1
980s to th
e present.
Free to a g
ood home,
but must b
collected fr
e
om either
Llandovery
Rugby.
or
robinbarlo
w66@goo

Although your E111 will cover you for emergency treatment
in Europe, any extended treatment, or hospitalisation, will be
chargable. Because of changes in the reciprocal agreement
between the UK and the Manx Government, this situation applies
also to the Isle of Man after 31 March 2010 - for more details see
www.gov.im/dhss/reciprocal_agreement/faqs.xml .
Runners having difficulty sourcing medical insurance which
will cover participation in races are advised that UK Athletics’
previous insurers, Oval Insurance, have a policy which is suitable.
If you look on their website www.policydirect.co.uk you can
select Travel Insurance from the top menu, and then at the
quote screen select Europe as your destination (other options
are Channel Islands and Ireland) and the kind of insurance
you want (there is an option for medical cover only) – and
make sure that you tick the box that says “Upgrade cover to
include participation in training and amateur sports including
competitions”. Get your quote and, if the price is OK you can buy
it on-line.

glemail.co

m

ts
Results & Race Repor in
orts and res
Please submit all race rep
the Fellrunner to:

ults for inclusion

Results

The Petzl Lake District
Mountain Trial 2010
On-line entries will be open on 1st April at
www.ldmta.org.uk

Ean and Jane Scott

take over the running of Wilfs
producing the same fayre for Fellrunners

Telephone: 015394 88900
Email: info@scottseventcatering.co.uk
Web: ScottEventCatering.co.uk

We were a little
concerned by
the article which
appeared on
page 66 (of the
Autumn Fellrunner
magazine) titled
“Races with Cakes”.
The reasons being:

MAY 10 – SEPTEMBER 8, 2009
BY DAVE WEATHERHEAD & BARBARA CARNEY

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

Dave Weatherhead
, West
16 Birchlands Grove, Wilsden
0HD
5
BD1
ire
Yorksh
Tel: 01535 273508 | Email:
resultsfra@aol.com
to go
Please submit all photos
results
and
orts
rep
e
rac
ide
alongs
for inclusion to:
Tony Vaeley at Skiddaw

Britta Sendlhofer
over Sands,
k, Nr Witherslack, Grange
Delph Cottage, Pool Ban
Cumbria LA11 6SB
.uk
britta@brittas-designs.co
Tel: 015395 68009 | Email:

a. Wilfs were not booked to operate the
Free Race Meal at the OMM this year
(2009), it was operated by a local caterer
although we were present.
b. We didn’t own the business at the LAMM
in June (2009) – does the comment
therefore reflect on us?
c. We find the *comment most concerning.
We are owners (plural). The comment

says it’s to be re-named – we have the
name under licence for 3 years. We
bought the recipes and intend to use the
strap line ‘…only the faces have changed’.
All events we have operated have rebooked plus more.
Kind Regards,
Ean & Jane
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ASICS

MONTRAIL

WALSH

SAUCONY

NEW BALANCE

Northern Runner

BROOKS

RONHILL

Newcastle’s Leading Running Specialist
for the last 10 years

MOUNTAIN BEAR

Northern Runner is a true specialist retailer. We have
specialist knowledge of fell running and offer the
very best in fell shoes and equipment for all types of
mountain terrain.

NIP GUARD

Come and meet our experienced staff who can offer
you advice and provide you with the right equipment
to suit your running needs.

We are proud to offer you:
 Expert shoe fitting service including gait analysis

SIS
GARMIN

www.northernrunner.com
Shop Opening Hours:
Monday: 10am – 5.30pm
Tuesday: 10am – 5.30pm
Wednesday: 10am – 5.30pm
Thursday: 10am – 7pm
Friday: 10am – 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5.30pm
Sunday: Closed
Where to Find Us:
52, Low Friar Street,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 5UE
(near The Gate)

www.northernrunner.com

Untitled-1 1

CRAFT

SUGOI

Mail Order: 08456 120 145

GORE

OMM

NATHAN

X SOCKS

THORLO

 A Comprehensive Website

SORBOTHANE

TIMEX

 Quick Mail Order Delivery Service

BODY GLIDE

 Friendly & knowledgeable staff

ODLO

MIZUNO

INOV8

HILLY
17/10/2008 21:11:23

ý B Y M a d e l e i n e W at s o n

Treasurer’s
Report

Year to 31st July 2009

Introduction
The annual accounts for the FRA are
presented each year at the AGM in November,
which is open for all members to attend.
They are also available on request by any
member. In the past this has meant that
very few members actually get to see the
accounts. Following the suggestion of one

of our members, it has been decided that we
should publish the accounts in the Fellrunner
magazine each year. So here they are – “for
the record”.
The accounting year for the FRA runs from
1st August to 31st July. These accounts
are for the year ending 31st July 2009, and

include a comparison with the previous year’s
accounts. As at the 31st July 2009, there was
£108,103 in the general account (of which
£4,902 was held on behalf of the Competition
Management Group (CMG), and not FRA
funds), £387 in the subscription account,
£2,794 in the junior development fund, and
£10,320 in the international fund.

Profit and Loss
General account

2008/9 2007/08 Junior account

Expenditure

2008/9

2007/08

Expenditure

Magazine

50,934

medals

47,783 Junior expenses

330
6,755

6,991 FMR expenses

calendar

4,855

4,630

donations

4,100

7,000

Commonwealth Championships

5,000

committee expenses

2,777

2,917

post & stationery

3,284

2,922

578

1,657

1,382

643

334

388

1,555

200

navigation courses
dinner
depreciation
misc
Total Expenditure

81,883

Profit/loss

3,852

7,297 JHI

admin fee

-1,378 Profit/loss

2008/9 2007/08

3,990 Expenses

99

531

1,606
863

82,429 Total Expenditure

3,757

International account
Expenditure

6,321
554

3,990 Total Expenditure
510

Profit/loss

99

531

-99

-531

Balance Sheets
General account

2008/9

Current/reserve account

108,103

2007/08 Junior account
100,407 Junior account

Subscription account

387

230

Debtors

868

600 Debtors

LIABILITIES
Outstanding payments
etc
CMG
English champs
sponsorship
NET ASSETS

Surplus/deficit for the
year

2,794

2007/08

-10,834

-6,819

-4,902

-4,225

International account

2,340 International account

2008/9

2007/08

10,320

10,664

100

LIABILITIES

LIABILITIES
Outstanding payments etc

-246

-29
94,916

91,159 NET ASSETS

REPRESENTED BY
Accumulated fund
brought forward

2008/9

2,894

2,340 NET ASSETS

REPRESENTED BY
91,159

Accumulated fund
92,536 brought forward

3,757

Surplus/deficit for
-1,378 the year

94,916

91,159

10,320

10,418

10,418

10,949

REPRESENTED BY
2,340
554
2,894

Accumulated fund brought
1,830 forward
510 Surplus/deficit for the year
2,340

-99

-531

10,320

10,418
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General account

Income
The FRA gets the majority of its income from
member’s subscriptions. This year it was £74,000.
A further £10,200 came from adverts in the Fell
Runner Magazine (almost double the amount
received in the previous year), £1,000 in interest
payments (a large drop from the previous year
due to the fall in interest rates), and a small
amount in donations/other income (£420),
mostly website adverts.
Expenditure (Rounded to the nearest £100).
The main items of expenditure have been
§§
the magazine of £50,900, over half of all
expenditure, and a slight increase from the
previous year. A breakdown of the £50,900 is
£38,300 for printing (including cost of layout/
typesetting), £11,100 for postage/mailing
and £1,500 other expenses.
§§
donations of £9,100, of which £4,000 was to
the junior development fund and £5,000 to
the Commonwealth Championships
§§
Cost of administering the membership
of £6,800, a slight reduction from the
previous year
§§
Production of the calendar – nearly £5,000,

a slight increase on the previous year. We
did receive some money for adverts in the
calendar, but we again this year waived the
registration fee for each race
§§
Post and stationery – £3,300, increased from
£2,900 in the previous year
§§
Committee expenses were almost £2,800, a
slight reduction from the previous year
§§
Miscellaneous expenses of £1,600, which
was mostly subsidising a pilot of a First
Aid course (£900), and car stickers for all
members (£650)
§§
Cost of the annual dinner of £1,400 more than
the sales of tickets. This included free tickets
for the English and British Champions and for
the organisers of the championship races
§§
Navigation courses had a net cost of almost
£600
Overall, we received just over £3,700 more in
income than we spent this year.

Junior Development Account
Most of the money going into the junior
development account has come from the main
FRA account this year (£4,000). We also received
a donation of £200 from the 3 Peaks Association.

This year there is also money held by the FRA
for running the Fell and Mountain Running
coaching courses.
The money has been spent on
§§
supporting the junior championships
(assisting race organisers, funding a
presentation event and providing T shirts and
other goodies for those juniors who attended
4 or 6 of the championship races); and
§§
in sending and supporting juniors at
international events: most of the money
spent on these events does not come
through the FRA accounts. England Athletics
and UKA provide the funding and pay for
plane tickets etc directly.

England International Account
As with the junior international expenses,
most of the money spent on international
fell running does not come through the FRA
accounts. UKA and England Athletics support
fell running through the Home International,
providing medals and engraving for the British
Fell Running championships, providing medical
cover and support for team athletes, and the
course material for Level 2 Coaching course.

DON’T RUN THROUGH
CHRONIC INJURY
THE SPECIALISTS
FOR RUNNING INJURIES
� digital dynamic running analysis

COMMON RUNNING INJURIES
� All foot problems
� Plantarfaciitis
� Achilles Tendonitis
� Ankle Pain
� Deep Calf Pain

� one visit treatments available

� Shin Splints

� custom made orthoses “while you wait”

� Osgood Schlatters Syndrome

� on-site workshop ensures comfort
� orthotics tested in Video Gait Laboratory
� a l l d e v i c e s i n d i v i d u a l l y d e s i g n e d / p ro d u c e d

� Knee Injuries
� Chondromalacia Patellae
� Iliotibial Band Syndrome
� Hip Pain
� Lower Back Pain. etc

www.reboundclinic.co.uk
Clinical Director and PODIATRIST
Or for a brochure and appointments
ANDREW STANLEY BSc (Hon) PodM MChS SRCH
Specialist in biomechanical dysfunction, sports and
Tel - 01729 825900
activity related injuries in the feet and legs
Rebound Clinic, The Sidings, Settle, North Yorks
Biomechanical Consultants to Trail Magazine and George Fisher Group
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ý BY CHRIS KNOX

Dalehead through the quarries
– where did the path go?

Access and
Environment
SPRING 2010

Well, my apparently misinformed dig at the
Ramblers in the autumn issue certainly got
a response (see adjacent article), humble
apologies and thank you Simon, we now know
more about the current state of the Ramblers
Association.
Following on from this, we (the FRA) may
be having discussions with the Ramblers on
the impacts of the CRoW Act (2000), this could
include any proposed modifications to the
extent of the access areas. Yes, hard to believe
the Act is ten years old and possibly about to
become an awkward teenager, as more and
more recreational demands on our upland areas
are being closely monitored by landowners,
agencies and managers, with broader layers of
protective legislation to guide them.
However with ever improving communication
lines between the FRA and those landowners,
agencies and managers, we hope to minimise
any changes to the existing access that we enjoy.
Later on into spring I’ll be involved in a
conference hosted by the BMC relating to
future recreational use and conservation of the
uplands, I’ll report back on any issues arising.

Litter

Weather

This time it’s not our litter, its festive Chinese
lanterns, they look great floating up into the
winter sky, but where do they end up? It never
occurred to me until a week or so ago when I
disturbed three red deer in the woodland where
I was working. Nothing unusual about the way
they crashed away through the undergrowth,
except for what looked like plastic bag that flew
off the forefoot of the trailing animal, before
it overtook the other two. I picked up the ‘bag’
to see it was a wire cross in a cane circle with
another loop of bamboo from which hung the
tattered remains of white tissue. It still didn’t
bother me, just an odd, over-engineered bit of
litter, that without the deer, I might not have
noticed. However just this week, I heard on a
farming programme about cattle chewing on
them, with one farmer who found a cow on its
side struggling for breath. The animal died a few
hours later. Its oesophagus had been punctured
by a piece of the wire. If willow had been used
instead of wire, yes we’d still have the rubbish
but not the danger to wildlife, and the lanterns
could still look good.

Right, goodness knows what we’re getting as
you read this, but what a winter we’ve had so far.
Extreme flooding in Cumbria during November
and pretty grim in other areas of the UK, followed
by snow and some extremely cold dry conditions,
followed by more snow. Until the end of January,
most of the snow had come from the East,
without much wind, but in great volume. Being
dry, when the wind did rise there was a lot of
spindrift blowing into big drifts, playing havoc
with the roads, and no chance of following
ordinary upland footpaths, but I’m sure most of
us had fun trying! As most of you will know, there
were several winter races called off due to the
conditions, and the aftermath of the November
floods still has many Cumbrian roads and tracks
with limited access due to missing or damaged
bridges. So let’s look forward to warm weather
working and running, with the hope that normal
access will be resumed as soon as possible.
In the meantime I hope the wind-chill chart
that I put in the last issue has been useful, it
certainly should help as a prompt towards what
protective gear to take out on the fell.
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ý BY Margaret Chippendale

Calendar
update
I’m very sorry that the 2010 Calendar did not reach members before Christmas. A lot of changes have
been made to the way in which the Calendar is produced and eventually we ran out of time for it to
be posted out before Christmas. The Christmas break itself then introduced a further delay of about
two weeks.
All the race information is now held in the new database which Brett Weeden and his son Jack
have developed on their computer system and which I access online to add data. Whilst, as of the
end of January 2010, the printed and website Calendars both look essentially the same as before
the new database has been established to facilitate a much more versatile website display of race
information in due course. Work on the website is in progress to achieve this.
An up to date Calendar is maintained on the FRA website, www.fellrunner.org.uk. This website also
contains links to the Northern Ireland Mountain Running Association, Scottish Athletics, Scottish Hill
Runners and the Welsh FRA websites where information can be found about Celtic races which are
not included in the FRA Calendar.
Margaret Chippendale

RACE INFORMATION
Events which have been Registered with and
Permitted/Insured through the FRA are identified by
“(R)” after the name of the race. Most but not all the
races in England have been Permitted/Insured in this
way. They will be run in accordance with “FRA Safety
Requirements for Fell Races” and the “FRA Rules for
Competition”
Races which are not identified in this way are
included in the Calendar for information only and are
not Registered with the FRA. This includes all races
held in Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. The
FRA cannot vouch for their Permit or Insurance status
and details should be obtained from the organisers
if required.
Details of many of the races listed below were
received too late to be included in the printed
Calendar. Corrections and amendments to the
information in the Calendar are also listed. Please
note that the update is in chronological order of
when the races will NOW take place.
SAT. MAR 6. BIRNAM HILL CLASSIC. AS. 12.00 p.m.
4m/1740’. Venue: Beatrix Potter Garden, opposite
Birnam House Hotel. GR NO32420. £7.00, pre-entry.
By Feb 28th. £15 for series. Registration at Birnham
Guest House (GR NO032420). ER/LK/PM. Over 16.
Records: P. Prasad, 29.36, 2009; f. A. Mudge, 35.47,
2008. Second race in 3 race series over Fri to Sun.
[First race is an evening trail race at 8 p.m. Fri, River
Tay Dash, 4.5m/150’. £7 pre-entry. Registration
Birnham Guest House. Start Hermitage Car Park
(GR NO012421), finish Jubilee Park (GR NO032420)].
Details: Adrian Davis, Birnham Guest House, 4
Murthly Terrace, Birnham, Dunkeld, PH8 0BG. Tel:
01350 727201. Email: adrianrdavis@hotmail.com.
Website: wildoutdoors.info

SUN. MAR 7. DEUCHARY HILL CANTER. AM.
11.00 a.m. 11m/2600’. Venue: Hilton Hotel car
park. GR NO010426. £7.00, pre-entry. By Feb
28th. Registration in Birnham Guest House (GR
NO032420). ER/LK/NS/PM. Over 18. Records: A.
Symonds, 01.30.50, 2009; f. A. Mudge, 01.38.42,
2008. Finish at Cally car park (GR NO023437). Race
3 in 3 race series over Fri to Sun. No toilets. Details:
Adrian Davis, Birnham Guest House, 4 Murthly
Terrace, Birnham, Dunkeld, PH8 0BG.
Tel: 01350 727201.
Email: adrianrdavis@hotmail.com.
Website: wildoutdoors.info
WED. APR 28. ASHURST BEACON (R). BS. 7.00
p.m. 5.9m/950’. Venue: Prince William Inn, Dalton,
Upholland. GR 502075. £3.00, on day. PM. Over 16.
Records: N. Leigh, 34.49, 2006; f. S. Wilkinson, 38.11,
2001. This race has been postponed from Sat
Jan 16th. Details: Andy Quickfall, 26 Chaucer Close,
Eccleston, Chorley, PR7 5UJ. Tel: 01257 450339.
Email: andyquickfall@hotmail.com
SAT. MAY 8. SEDBERGH SKY (R) and SUN. MAY 9.
MADMOUNTAINS DUATHLON. Please note that
both these events have been postponed until
2011.
SUN. MAY 16. CHEDDAR CHASE (R). BM. 11.00 a.m.
8m/1100’. Venue: High Rock car park, Cheddar
Gorge. GR ST470542. £8.00, pre-entry. On official
form. Enclose SAE for race information. Cheques to
“E. Milln (Cheddar Chase)”. Limit 150. Over 18. All
proceeds to “Help for Heroes”. Details: Elly Milln,
Cheddar Caves & Gorge, Cheddar, BS27 3QF. Tel:
01934 742343. Email: elly@cheddarcaves.co.uk.
Website: cheddarchallenge.com

SUN. MAY 16. SURREY HILLS RACE A (R). BL. 10.30
a.m. 18m/2535’. Venue: Priory School, West Bank,
Dorking, RH4 3DG. GR TQ156988. £8.00 pre-entry,
£10.00 on day. Entry on-line via www.fabian4.co.uk/
Default.aspx?EventID=289. LK/NS. Over 18. Records:
M. Chapman, 01.55.01, 1991; f. H.-M. Chung,
02.25.59, 2000. MAP-READING SKILLS essential - no
marshalls, no markers. Electronic timing. Details:
Virginia Catmur, 73 Claygate Lane, Esher, KT10 0BQ.
Tel: 07977 142510. Email: virginia@catmur.co.uk.
Website: sloweb.org.uk.
SUN. MAY 16. SURREY HILLS RACE B (R). BM. 10.45
a.m. 10m/1268’. Venue: Priory School, West Bank,
Dorking, RH4 3DG. GR TQ156988. £8.00 pre-entry,
£10.00 on day. Entry on-line via
www.fabian4.co.uk/Default.aspx?EventID=289. LK/
NS. Over 18. MAP-READING SKILLS essential - no
marshalls, no markers. Electronic timing. Details:
Virginia Catmur, 73 Claygate Lane, Esher, KT10 0BQ.
Tel: 07977 142510. Email: virginia@catmur.co.uk.
Website: sloweb.org.uk.
SUN. MAY 16. SURREY HILLS RACE C (R). CM. 10.35
a.m. 6m/730’. Venue: Priory School, West Bank,
Dorking, RH4 3DG. GR TQ156988. £8.00 pre-entry,
£10.00 on day. Juniors (16 & 17), £4/£5. Entry on-line
via www.fabian4.co.uk/Default.aspx?EventID=289.
LK/NS. Over 16. MAP-READING SKILLS essential - no
marshalls, no markers. Electronic timing. Details:
Virginia Catmur, 73 Claygate Lane, Esher, KT10 0BQ.
Tel: 07977 142510. Email: virginia@catmur.co.uk.
Website: sloweb.org.uk.
WED. MAY 19. BLACKSTONE EDGE (R). AS. 7.30 p.m.
3.5m/1200’. Venue: Knowl Farm, Lydgate Hamlet,
Blackstone Edge Old Rd, Littleborough. £4.00,
on day. Teams men(4), ladies(3). ER/PM. Over 14.
Records: C. Donnelly, 26.33, 1989; f. A. Mudge,
32.38, 2008. Refreshments by “famous” Calderbrook
Church ladies. Details: Kev Shand, 13 Chichester
Close, Smithybridge, Littleborough, OL15 8QL.
Tel: 01706 370080.
SAT. MAY 22. LLETTY. AM. 2.30 p.m. 9m/2900’. Please
note that the category for this race was given
incorrectly as AS in the printed Calendar.
WED. MAY 26. VANESSA CHAPPELL (R). BS. 7.30 p.m.
5.6m/1317’. Venue: Moorside Grange Hotel, Higher
Disley, Ches. SK12 2AP. GR SJ985833. £4.00, on
day. Includes soup & roll. PM. Over 16. Revival of a
popular event. Details: Philomena Smith, c/o Brow
Top Farm, Kettleshulme, High Peak, SK23 7RF.
Tel: 01663 719552.
Email: races@goytvalleystriders.org.uk.
Website: goytvalleystriders.org.uk
MON. MAY 31. MYNYDD MYFYR (R). BS. 11.00 a.m.
4m/500’. Venue: Trefonen Village Hall, nr Oswestry,
Shropshire. £5.00, pre-entry or on day. Over 14.
Juniors: Race on playing field at approx 12.30 p.m.
Details: Margaret Morris, 27 Whittington Road,
Oswestry, SY11 1JD. Tel: 01691 653338.
Website: oswestryolympians.co.uk
SAT. JUN 5. DARREN’S DASH. BS. 2.30 p.m. 5m/900’.
Venue: Longtown Outdoor Education Centre,
Longtown, Hereford, HR2 0LD. £10.00 pre-entry,
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£12.00 on day. Unattached £2 extra. Entries to
Darren’s Dash, 26 Holm Oak Rd, Hereford, HR2
7UP. Commemorative mug & certificate included.
Proceeds for bursary fund for young people. PM.
Over 16. Records: M. James, 34.12, 2009; f. A. Nixon,
38.58, 2009. Also “Courthouse Canter Family Fun
Run”, same time - 1km, 2km and 5km courses.
Refreshments, BBQ, children’s entertainment etc.
Details: Mike Fawcett, Longtown Outdoor Education
Centre, Longtown, Hereford, HR2 0LD.
Tel: 01873 860225.
Email: MFawcett@northamptonshire.gov.uk.
Website: longtownoec.co.uk.
SAT. JUN 12. FOEL FRAS. AL. 12.00 p.m. 12m/3100’.
Venue: Hen Felin, Abergwyngregyn, Gwynedd,
LL33 0LP. £5.00, on day. ER/LK/NS/PM. Over 18.
Records: R. Roberts, 01.37.38, 2008; f. A. Roberts,
02.02.50, 2008. Details: Wyn Griffith, Hen Felin,
Abergwyngregyn, Llanfairfechan, LL33 0LP.
Tel: 01248 680848.
Email: hywelthomas@supanet.com
SUN. JUN 13. KINDER TROG (R). BL. 11.00 a.m.
16m/3490’. Venue: Scout Hut, Hayfield. £5.00, on
day. Includes tea/coffee & sandwiches. Teams. ER/
LK/NS/PM. Over 18. Records: L. Taggart, 01.46.45,
2006; f. J. Lee, 02.11.14, 2006. Details: Jonathan
Butterworth, 2 Windy Knowle, Thornsett Lane, Birch
Vale, High Peak, SK22 1DJ.
Tel: 01663 741312. Email: jb@kingfisher1.net.
Website: cs.manchester.ac.uk/~temples/hc/
THU. JUN 17. WALSH TWO LADS (R). BS. 7.30 p.m.
5.25m/900’. Venue: Bridge Inn, Church St, Horwich.
£4.00, on day. Teams. ER/PM. Over 16. Records: R.
Hope, 30.55, 2005; f. K. Ingram, 36.53, 2007. Car
share if possible to ease congestion. Details: Colin
Jones, 3 Church Street, Horwich, Bolton, BL6 6AH.
Tel: 07773 160675. Email: colin@vapor-tek.co.uk
SUN. JUN 27. GEAT BAKEWELL PUDDING RACE
(R). CM. 11.00 a.m. 6.3m/700’. Venue: Bakewell
Recreation Ground, off A6. £5.00, on day. PM. Over
18. Records: J. Taylor, 38.18, 2002; f. C. Howard,
45.05, 2006. Juniors: 2.75m, over 12. Bakewell
pudding/tart to first 250, in senior race and junior/
fun run, subject to availability. No parking on site
- use public car parks. Details: John Scott, 6 Yeld
Close, Bakewell, DE45 1FX. Tel: 01629 814217.
Email: john.scott@gallifordtry.co.uk.
Website: puddingrace.org

SUN. JUL 18. FAN Y BIG. AS. 11.00 a.m. Please note
that the start time of 12 noon in the printed
Calendar is incorrect.
SAT. JUL 24. TURNSLACK (R). AM. 2.30 p.m. 8m/2000’.
Venue: Calderbrook Church, Calderbrook, nr
Summit. £4.00, on day. Teams men (4), ladies (3). ER/
LK/PM. Over 18. Records: J. Brown, 01.03.24, 2008; f.
M. Laney, 01.17.25, 2004. Registration, refreshments
and prize giving in Community Rooms. Details:

buses from finish in Delamere Forest to start, ticket
£5. See website for full details. Details: Jill Barnes,
111 Station Road, Delamere, Northwich,
CW8 2HZ. Tel: 01606 888845.
Email: jbarn8@delamere111.freeserve.co.uk.
Website: deeside-orienteering-club.org.uk/sstrail/

SUN. JUL 25. JAMES HERRIOT RUN (R). CM. 11.00
a.m. 8.5m/1000’. Venue: Bolton Castle, nr Leyburn, N
Yorks, DL8 4ET. £9.00 pre-entry, £10.00 on day. On
form from website. PM. Over 18. Records: S. Whelan,
52.59, 2009; f. S. Tunstall, 59.36, 2007. Details: Barrie
Whitfield, Hillside, Patrick Brompton, Bedale,
DL8 1JN. Tel: 01677 450703.
Email: barrie@whitfieldshillside.fsnet.co.uk.
Website: wensleydale.rotary1040.org

SUN. OCT 3. SANDSTONE TRAIL RACE B (R). CM.
11.00 a.m. 10.6m/950’. Venue: Beeston Castle,
Cheshire. GR SJ538583. £6.00, pre-entry. On-line
entry preferred or on official form from website or
by post with SAE. Teams. LK/PM. Over 18. Records: I.
Macgill, 01.08.45, 2007; f. L. Murphy, 01.16.25, 2009.
One way race - buses from finish in Delamere Forest
to start, ticket £5. See website for full details. Details:
Jill Barnes, 111 Station Road, Delamere, Northwich,
CW8 2HZ. Tel: 01606 888845.
Email: jbarn8@delamere111.freeserve.co.uk.
Website: deeside-orienteering-club.org.uk/sstrail/

SUN. AUG 8. BOULSWORTH (R). BM. 10.30 a.m.
7.5m/1400’. Venue: Trawden Recreation Ground,
Trawden. GR 915395. £5.00, on day. Includes access
to Trawden Show. LK/PM. Over 18. Part of Burnley &
Pendle Grand Prix race series. Details: David Croll, 5
Spring Meadows, Clayton-le-Moors, Accrington, BB5
5XA. Tel: 01254 388059.
Email: davidcroll@btinternet.com.
Website: trawdenac.co.uk

SUN. NOV 21. DRUIM FADA CHASE. BM. 11.00 a.m.
6.2m/1220’. Venue: Cluaran, Annat, Fort William. GR
NN079770. Free entry on day. PM. Over 16. Records:
R. Simpson, 42.57, 2009; f. N. Meekin, 50.40, 2009.
Details: Roger Boswell, Cluaran, Annat, Fort William,
PH33 7NJ. Tel: 01397 772258.
Email: rogerboswell@googlemail.com

SAT. AUG 21. CRAIG Y RHIW (R). AS. 1.00 p.m.
4m/1000’. Venue: Village Hall, Rhydycroesau,
Shropshire (3 miles west of Oswestry on B5480).
£5.00, on day. Over 14. Details: Nick Blake, Tanygraig
Ucha, Rhydycroesau, Oswestry,
SY10 7JD. Tel: 01691 791342.
Email: blakeshouse@tiscali.co.uk.
Website: oswestryolympians.co.uk.

SUN. DEC 5. BOLTON BY BOWLAND (R). CM. 11.30
a.m. 8m/800’. Venue: Village Hall, Bolton by Bowland,
nr Clitheroe, Lancs. £3.00, on day. PM. Over 18.
Records: S. Livesey, 44.18, 1989; f. M. Laney, 50.47,
1991. No safety pins. Refreshments. Good spectator
course. Village pub. Details: Roger Dewhurst, 5 Main
Street, Bolton by Bowland, Clitheroe, BB7 4NW.
Tel: 01200 447634. This race was accidently
omitted from the printed Calendar.

SAT. AUG 28. CHIPPING SHOW (R). AM. 2.30 p.m.
8m/2000’. Venue: Chipping Show Field. GR 622428.
Entry on day. Pay entry to Show - race free. Teams.
LK/NS/PM. Over 18. Records: L. Taggart, 01.02.19,
2007; f. J. Lee, 01.15.39, 2007. No safety pins.
Agricultural Show. Details: Joe Howard, 9 Victoria
Parade, Ashton, Preston, PR2 1DS.
Tel: 01772 493098. Email: joehoward@uwclub.net.
Website: prestonharriers.net

SUN. DEC 26. CRUIM LEACAINN. BM. 11.00 a.m.
6.2m/900’. Venue: Tomacharich, Torlundy, Fort
William. GR NN142783. Free entry on day. PM. Over
16. Records: D. Rodgers, 41.36, 2006; f. D. Scott,
47.48, 2008. Details: Roger Boswell, Cluaran, Annat,
Fort William, PH33 7NJ. Tel: 01397 772258.
Email: rogerboswell@googlemail.com

WED. SEP 8. ILKLEY INCLINE (R). CS. Please note
change of date from Sept 1st. All other details
unchanged.
SAT. SEP 18. GOOD SHEPHERD (R). BL. 10.30
a.m. 14m/2000’. Venue: Good Shepherd Centre,
Mytholmroyd. GR 013258. £5.00 pre-entry, £6.00
on day. Teams. ER/LK/NS/PM. Over 18. Records: J.
Logue, 01.45.32, 2009; f. A. Johnson, 02.06.49, 2009.
Proceeds to Rainbow House Orphanage. Details:
Jason
Stevens,
10 New Barton,
Hubberton, Sowerby
PETE
BLAND
SPORTS
Bridge, HX6 1NW. Tel: 01422 316194.
2010
ROAD SHOW
Email:
jase.steve@googlemail.com.
SUPPORTING FELL RUNNING FOR 29 YEARS
Website: goodshepherdfellrace.co.uk
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Details: Adrian
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House,
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01350 727201.
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adrianrdavis@hotmail.com.
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Fixtures Calendar
& Handbook 2010
2010 Fixtures Calendar & Handbook

SAT. JUL 10. THURLSTONE CHASE (R). BS. 3.00
p.m. 4m/800’. Venue: Thurlstone Showground. GR
226036. £3.00, on day. PM. Over 16. Records: P.
Dugdale, 20.50, 1986; f. C. Haigh, 22.40, 1985. £25
cash prize for 1st male and female finisher, beating
course record. No toilets. Details: Robert Innes, 78 St
Anthony Road, Crookes, Sheffield, S10 1SG.
Tel: 0114 2679511.
Email: janeandbob239@btinternet.com.
Website: pfrac.co.uk

Kev Shand, 13 Chichester Close, Smithybridge,
Littleborough, OL15 8QL. Tel: 01706 370080
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ý BY MORGAN WILLIAMS TRUSTEE

4th at Ovrannaz, 5th at Telfes and 7th at Smarna
Gora placing 7th overall in the series. Sarah says
that she gained great experience of Continental
style racing, which just cannot be replicated on
the British fell scene and that this helped her
towards her 3rd place in the European Mountain
Running Trophy in July 2008.
Shortly after the 2009 World Championship
Trials race, we were contacted by Katie Ingram,
the winner of the ladies Trial. The travel
arrangements for the GB team, for which Katie
has been selected, seemed both to her and to
us hardly conducive to delivering optimum
performance on the day of the race. Katie
wanted to improve her chances of a good run by
travelling to Italy earlier than planned and she
was able to deliver a summary of the expected
costs for this to us quickly. Just as quickly, we
were able to make a decision to award her a
grant to help with the additional costs that
would fall on her shoulders.

Katie placed 7th in the World Championship
Ladies race. Sarah Tunstall placed 4th in that race
and they helped GB take a team silver medal.
These two supported athletes also delivered
fantastic performances at the Commonwealth
Championships in Keswick, Katie taking silver
in the Uphill only race and gold in the Up and
Down race, with Sarah taking silver in the Up
and Down and team gold for England in both
disciplines. In Katie’s words: “The support from
the John Taylor Foundation has helped to
motivate me and has shown me what, with good
preparation, I am capable of at world standard.”
I make no apology for the focus on the efforts
of athletes at the top end of the achievement
scale. John Taylor was an international athlete
himself, and we feel that the Foundation
established in his memory should be helping
young athletes with international aspirations.
Just as noteworthy, though, are the efforts of
all the young athletes who have received grants
Photo © Dave Woodhead www.woodentops.org.uk

My last report on the Foundation’s activities was
in the February 2008 edition of The Fellrunner.
It is time for a further update on what has been
happening with the JTF.
The trustees are conscious that without the
generous donations received largely from the
fell running community, we would be unable
to do the good work that we do. So can I start
by thanking everyone who has given their hard
earned cash, race organisation proceeds or
any other kind of donation to the Foundation.
I would like to make special mention of an
anonymous donor from the South West whose
regular donations started in 2005 and have
continued since then and whose contributions
are now substantial in the context of the
Foundation. Thank you, whoever you are! I know
that the young athletes who benefit from all this
generosity really appreciate the opportunities
that are opened up to them.
In the last update, I spent some time talking
about the performance of Adam Grice of
Leeds City AC at the World Trophy in autumn
2007. During the period under review, Adam
received 2 further grants from the Foundation
to help him with his build up to, first, the World
Student Cross County Championships 2008 and
latterly his first Half Marathon, the Great North
Run 2008, where he ran 65.46 and placed 20th
overall. In preparation for the GNR, Adam spent 4
weeks at altitude in Colorado. This trip was partly
funded by a grant from the Foundation, and
according to Adam paid dividends in terms of his
preparation.
It was really pleasing for us to see Adam’s
impressive performance at the World
Championship Trial Race 2009 in Keswick, but
even more so his brilliant performance to take
a silver medal behind a very swift Kenyan in the
Commonwealth Mountain and Ultra Distance
Championships in Keswick in September; further
steps on his road to becoming a world-class
athlete? We hope so!
During the period under review, we received
an application from Sarah Tunstall of Kendal AC
based around a plan to undertake the WMRA
Grand Prix races on the Continent during 2008.
We were happy to be able to help Sarah with this
project and happier still to see her results in the
races she ran. Sarah placed 3rd at Grand Ballon,
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A full list of those who have been awarded
grants from the Foundation since January
2008 is set out below:























Laura Park
Matthew Clows
Sarah Tunstall
Peter Matthews
Niall Gould
Rosie Stuart
Ryan Gould
Heather Timmins
Adam Grice
Jim Patterson/NIMRA
Jack Thompson
Annika Jarman
Emma Spencer
Christopher Nash
Matthew Nash
Katie Ingram
Nick Swinburn
Tom Crowley
Holly Crabtree
Scott McDonald
Paul Richardson
Hannah Bateson

Financially, the Foundation’s affairs are in an
acceptable position. During the year ended on
5 April 2009, we spent more than our income by
a few hundred pounds, a situation with which
the trustees are comfortable. At current rates of
spending, we have good levels of “reserves” with
our still healthy cash balances.
I would like to thank our Grant Advisory
Committee (Sarah Rowell, Wendy Dodds, Chris
Beadle and Richard Lecky-Thompson) for the
wise advice they deliver in connection with
those applications that we refer to them.
The current trustees of the Foundation are
Kirstin Bailey, Dave Hodgson (who also does
sterling work as our Treasurer) and Chris Cariss,
as well as myself. Any of us will welcome an
approach from young athletes interested in
seeking funding from the Foundation. The
Foundation can be contacted by email at
enquiries@johntaylorfoundation.org.uk and the
trustees are out and about regularly during the
year at races, relays and related events, so feel
free to have a word with any of us.
It is worth reminding potential applicants that
the Foundation is a “relief of poverty” charity
and in order for us to award a grant we must be
happy that there is financial “need” on the part
of the athlete seeking funding. This is the legal
framework within we must work and it helps
if applicants can give us an overview of their
circumstances when applying for a grant. Most

Photo © Dave Woodhead www.woodentops.org.uk

from the Foundation and reports of those efforts
are detailed on the Foundation’s website at
www.johntaylorfoundation.org.uk

likely one of the trustees will follow up on this
aspect personally. Please don’t be offended at
the occasional direct question about this aspect
of our operating structure.
Thanks again to all who have contributed
in any way to the Foundation’s efforts. Those
contributions are much appreciated.
John Taylor Foundation, PO Box 124, Ilkley,
West Yorkshire LS29 0PX
www.johntaylorfoundation.org.uk
Charity No: 1101008
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ý BY JON BROXAP

2010 Fell Running
Championships
BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS

Organised by UKA Athletics Mountain Running Advisory
Group Championship Subcommittee*
Sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
and Norman Walsh Footwear
www.peteblandsports.co.uk

www.walshsports.com

The four races are as follows:-

www.inov-8.com

Saturday 10th April

Medium

Silent Valley

Saturday 26th June

Short

Sedbergh Three Peaks

Saturday 31st July

Medium

Dollar

Saturday 25th Sept

Long

Black Mountains

ENGLISH CHAMPIONSHIPS
Organised by the Fell Runners Association

Photo © Nigel Coe

Sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
and inov-8
The six races are as follows:
Saturday 27th February

Medium

Noon Stone

Saturday 1st May

Medium

Coniston

Saturday 12th June

Long

Ennerdale

Saturday 26th June

Short

Sedbergh Three Peaks

Sunday 18th July

Long

Holme Moss

Sunday 5th Sept

Short

Shelf Moor

FRA ENGLISH JUNIOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Sponsored by Norman Walsh Footwear
with Pete Bland Sports
The six races are as follows:

On the first ascent of the
Coniston Fell Race 2009

Saturday 24th April

Anniversary Wa!, Cumbria

Monday 3rd May

Coiners, Yorkshire

Monday 31st May

Shutlingsloe, Cheshire

Saturday 19th June

Clougha Pike, Lancashire

Sunday 27th June

Arnison (uphill only), Cumbria

Saturday 21st August

Darwen, Lancashire

*MRAG Championship Subcommittee: Jon Broxap, Mark Hobson,
Andrew Schofield, Alan Barlow
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Silent Valley
NORTH E R N IR E LA ND
Silent Valley Mountain Park, Mourne Mountains,
Head Road, Kilkeel, County Down
 Registration, parking, toilets – GR 306210
 10 miles/4500 feet
 Start 12 noon
Entry £7 by 3rd April
Please enter using online facility on NIMRA
website or by post using form available on
website.
Teams free
Navigation skills required
Details: Ian Taylor
52 Bladon Drive, Belfast BT9 5JN
Tel: 028 9028 0790
ir.taylor@ntlworld.com
Parking charge at Silent Valley £4.50/car payable
on day
Optional buffet meal available at prizegiving in
Newcastle- details on entry form and website
COURSE
Map: Mourne Country OSNI 1:25000
Start: Gate on track, Scardan Hill
310 213
1. Gate on Moolieve (marked route)
315 216
2. Slieve Binnian Summit Tor, 747m
320 234
3. Col Binnian / Lamagan, track junction 320 256
4. Doan, 594m
302 262
5. Carn Mountain, 588m
288 260
6. Slieve Muck, wall junction, 674m
281 250
7. Slievenaglogh, wall corner, 445m
299 229
8. Wall junction and crossing point
295 227
9. Stile approaching reservoir
302 221
Finish: Below Dam wall (marked route) 307 217
ENTRIES
NIMRA has invested in a new website with online
entry. If possible, please use this facility as it
integrates with our results system. Alternatively,
you can enter by post using the form available
on the website. Please pre-enter as this helps
our race administration. While entries can be
made on the day, the cost is £15.
INTRODUCTION
This is a new race, designed specifically for the
British Championship. We have used DonardCommedagh as our medium race in the British
Series for some years. While it is a fine race, we
decided on a new offering from Silent Valley on
the south side about 12 miles from Newcastle.
Silent Valley runs deep into centre of the high
Mournes and contains two reservoirs which
supply Belfast.
The reservoir grounds have been developed
as a park which is open to the public. This
provides us with ample car parking and toilet
facilities. There is also a cafe, visitors centre and

marked walks. Please note that the standard
entry charge of £4.50 per car is payable on entry
at the gate. Slieve Binnian, with distinctive tors
along its ridge, dominates to the east, while
Slievenaglogh, Slieve Muck, Carn and Doan lie
to the west side. As this is a new race the course
description is quite detailed.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The race starts up on the slopes of Moolieve at
Scardan Hill on an old quarry track to the east of
the car park. The half mile/300 feet climb route
to the start will be marked. Allow plenty of time
to get to there. On the way you will see why we
are not starting the race lower down - it is heavily
overgrown. The start is not as spacious as our
other British Championship races, so please try
to line up in ‘pace’ order.
The section across Moolieve is marked with
the first half mile on track. The serious climbing
starts at Wee Binnian and the Mourne Wall can
be followed for most of the 1500 feet to Slieve
Binnian summit. The path skirts round the foot of
Wee Binnian’s rocky tor then climbs steeply over
rocky ground. There is a crossing point on the
wall after Wee Binnian and on race day there will
also be a small temporary crossing point high
up near where the wall meets the slabs of the
summit tors. Only cross the wall at these points.
Approaching the summit tors traverse across
to the north, climb up to a small col between
the tors and up to the checkpoint on top of the
north most of the summit tors. From here it is
north along the ridge of Binnian with great views
if it is clear and you have time to look. There
is a slight climb to the North Tor then about
800ft descent to the check point at the col with
Lamagan. About two thirds of the way down the
ridge narrows and there is a short rocky section
to negotiate.
The next section to Carn Mountain will be
familiar to all those who ran Mourne Peaks in
2008 as it is a reverse of that route. The run
down to Ben Crom Dam is roughish then across
the dam wall and about 1200 feet of climb
up to the steep summit of Doan. After Carn
Mountain there is a more gradual climb up to the
checkpoint at the wall junction on the summit
of Slieve Muck. There are two steep sections
descending Muck on the way to Slievenaglogh.
About 100 metres after the summit the wall goes
over a small crag, which can be easily negotiated
by keeping out to the left/north of the wall at
this point. About two thirds of the way down the
wall runs over a longer section of rocky slabs so
keep wide on either side to get past. It is shown
on the map as a break in the wall.
After crossing the Bann’s Road there is
flat boggy section. The 500 foot climb up
Slievenaglogh is straight forward, but likely to
be tiring by this stage. Next descend south west
over rocky ground for about 400 metres to the

Saturday April 10, 2010 – 12noon
AM 10 miles/4500 feet

British Fell and Hill Running Championship
Event: Series sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
& Norman Walsh Footwear
NIMRA Mountain Running Championship
Event: Series sponsored by Primo-Solutions

Specially created by Brian Ervine for
this year’sChampionship Silent Valley
approaches the Mournes from the
“other” side. Visiting Slieve Binnian
with its distinctive tors it looks set to
become a Classic

next checkpoint at the wall crossing point.
Then it is south east across flattish ground.
Soon the finish will be in sight as you drop down
alongside the wall, then fence to the checkpoint
at a stile approaching the reservoir. A short
section of rough ground leads to a track down to
the corner of the dam. From here it is 400 metres
across the dam to the tapes which will mark the
short drop down the grass back of the dam wall
to the finish.
At 10miles with 4500 feet climb, there is a
substantial amount of running in this course.
ACCOMODATION
There are plenty of B&Bs, guest houses and self
catering cottages in the region.
Newcastle is the main centre about 12 miles
away while the town of Kilkeel is 4 miles
south of Silent Valley. Newcastle has a Youth
Hostel and there is a well appointed
campsite at Tollymore Forest Park.
Less than three miles from the course is the
Cnocnafeola Centre
Bog Road, Atticall, Kilkeel, Co. Down, BT34 4HT
T: +4428 417 65859 Mob: 07918197000
W: www.mournehostel.com
E: info@mournehostel.com
Meelmore Lodge on the north side of the
Mournes (GR 305 307) has a hostel, basic
campsite, showers and a café. It was the venue
for the Mourne Peaks race in 2008.
The Lodge has a 32 bed self catering hostel.
Rooms include 3 family with double and bunks,
2 single and 1x10 beds and 1x 8 beds. It may
be ideal for club groups. Camper vans will be
welcome.
http://www.meelmorelodge.co.uk/
meelmorelodge@hotmail.co.uk
Meelmore Lodge: 028 4372 5949
028 4372 6657
0793 466 6842
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Newcastle Scouts Campsite is also available
at Tipperary Woods (5 mins walk to Newcastle
Centre) – details from Deon McNeilly
Email: deon@mournes.plus.com or
Tel: 028 4372 6618
Further details are available from Tourist
information offices:Newcastle, Central Promenade, Newcastle, Co
Down BT33 0AA
Tel: 028 4372 2222
Fax: 028 4372 2400
Email: newcastle@nitc.net
Newry, Town Hall, Newry, Co Down BT35 6HR
Tel: 028 3026 8877
Tel: 028 3026 8833
Newcastle YH 028. Tel: 4372 2133
Tollymore Campsite. Tel: 028 4372 2428

Websites: www.kingdomsofdown.com
www.visitcoastofdown.com
E-mail: info@kingdomsofdown.com
The Mourne Heritage Trust website www.
mournelive.com gives a wide range of
information about the area.
TRAVEL
You can travel to Belfast and Larne by ferry from
Stranraer, Cairnryan and Troon. Also Dublin/Dun
Laoghaire from Holyhead. Stena and P&O both
operate services and it is often worth shopping
around for special offers.
P&O
Tel: 0870 24 24 777 Website: www.poirishsea.com
Stena
Tel: 08705 70 70 70
Website: www.stenaline.co.uk

Showers are available for a small charge at the
Newcastle Centre on the Central Promenade and
at Meelmore Lodge.

Saturday July 31, 2010 – 2pm

CENT R A L S C OTLA ND

ENTRY
Entry forms will be available from www.
ochilhillrunners.org.uk from mid February, with
a closing date of 26th July. There will also be EOD
available.
REGISTRATION
Cricket Pavilion, left at main gates of Dollar
Academy. Changing Facilities, showers and
toilets available within pavilion.
PARKING
On Grassy area outside the main gates and
nearby streets within Dollar.
COURSE
The race starts on the road just beside the Cricket
Pavilion. After around 400m of road the route
turns left after a small bridge into Dollar Glen
then climbs up exiting the west side of the glen
then over the shoulder of bank hill and across
the Burn of Sorrow. From here is the first steep

MAP
The Mourne Country Outdoor Pursuits Map is
published by Ordnance Survey Northern Ireland.
Tel 028 9025 5755
Fax 028 9025 5700
PRIZEGIVING
This will be held at the regular venue of O’Hares
beside Donard Park in Newcastle. This year the
optional meal which can be ordered will be a
buffet format. Details are included on the entry
form and website.

Dollar

VENUE
Cricket Pavilion – Dollar Academy – Dollar,
Clackmananshire, Central Scotland (G.R. NS
959982)

By air you can travel to Belfast City and
International airports or Dublin. Easyjet fly to
Belfast International which is 15 miles to the
north of Belfast.

climb of the race onto Saddle Hill to the first
Checkpoint (NN 955005). From Saddle Hill the
route goes along the saddle and climbs up to
the second Checkpoint on the top of the broad
topped Whitewisp Hill (NN 955014). From here
for a while the running gets easy, but if the cloud
is down the navigation gets harder. A gentle
down and up gets you to the third Checkpoint
Tarmangie Hill (NN 943014). To the next
Checkpoint Andrew Gannel Hill (NN 919005) the
shortest route is a bit steep and boggy. For speed
everyone follows the fence line of Tarmangie,
and turning left at the fence junction to follow
a track around Skythorn Hill and up the side of
Andrew Gannel. Follow the land rover track up
the hill where there will be a marshal directing
you to the summit. Should you miss this the hills
beyond are very runnable, but visiting them will
do nothing for your race time.
The next tricky part of the course is on
the Summit of Andrew Gannel, the route
turns through about 300 degrees from South
to almost North East, but this being the
checkpoint, as long as you listen to the marshal
you won’t end up in Tillicoultry. Next is a fast
down hill, and just when you need it the most a
fairly steep 400ft climb onto Kings Seat the next
checkpoint (NS 936998). You’re almost home
now, if it’s clear you’ll soon be able to see Dollar
and the Finish, almost 2000ft below you. Follow
the track off Kings Seat, turning left after you
cross the gate at the bottom, then follow the
track east to Bank Hill and the final checkpoint
(NS 954992). From here its due east down the
hill back into Dollar Glen. Right out of the glen
along the road and in through the gate to finish
in front of the Cricket Pavilion.

AM 9.4 miles/3150 feet

British Fell and Hill Running Championship
Event: Series sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
& Norman Walsh Footwear

A quick return to Dollar – last used in
2006. For Sassenachs new to the Ochils
think Howgills – fast going and steep
grassy climbs and descents: more Borders
than Highlands but a great course.

MAPS
OS Explorer 366 – Stirling and Ochils West /
Harvey Maps – Ochil Hills
RECORDS
Male: 1:11:53 2006 Simon Bailey
Female: 1:24:10 2006 Angela Mudge
2009 RESULTS
1st MS (1), 01:13:10, Joe Symonds, HBT
2nd MS (2), 01:13:50, Presad Presad, Clydesdale
Harriers
3rd MS (3), 01:16:42, Alasdair Anthony, Ochil
1st MS (9), 01:29:01, M Laing, Fife AC, V
2nd MSV (10), 01:29:07, Peter Simpson, Carnegie
1st MV (12), 01:29:55, Chris Upson, Westerlands,
1st FV 1st Female (15), 01:31:29, Andrea Priestley,
Ochil
2nd MV (16), 01:32:20, David White, Kilmarnock
Harriers
1st M60+ (18), 01:33:38, Mike Walsh, Kendal
2nd FS (38), 01:42:10, Alayne Finlay, Ochil,
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3rd FS (41), 01:42:49, Ellie Homewood,
Westerlands
1st FSV (73), 02:01:40, Isobell Burnett, Carnegie
2nd FSV (75), 02:03:36, Alison West, Carnegie
2nd FV (82), 02:11:40, Joan Wilson, Carnethy
Tormaukin Hotel, Glen Devon.
PRIZE GIVING
4:15pm at the Cricket Pavilion. Prizes are
traditionally Beers from Williams Brothers
in Alloa

B&Bs: Kennels Cottage, Dollar
Mrs Agnes Wilson, Dollar
Westbourne House, Tillicoultry
Wyvis, Tillicoulry

FESTIVITIES
No formal festivities are planned, but the Race
Organisers usually retire to the King Seat Hotel
on Bridge Street (Main Road) after the race, and
anyone is more than welcome to join us.

Youth Hostels:
Glendevon YH, Glendevon
Willy Wallace Hostel, Stirling
Stirling Youth Hostel, Stirling

ACCOMMODATION
Hotels: Castle Campbell Hotel Dollar
Harviestoun Country hotel, Tillicoultry

Campsites:
Witches Craig, Blairlogie Stirling.
Gallowhill Farm, Kinross

Tourist Information Centres:
Local tourist information:
www.visitscottishheartlands.com
Phone: 01786 475 019
For Accommodation: www.visitscotland.com
Adjacent counties:
Kinrossshire: Kinross Service area (Jn 6 M90)
01577 863680
CONTACTS
Enquires: Alex King –
Tel: 07885 912200 (No calls after 21:30)
Email: dollar@ochilhillrunners.org.uk
Web Site: www.ochilhillrunners.org.uk

The 2010 UKA Fell and Hill Running
Relay Championships
Sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
and Norman Walsh Footwear

The 2010 UKA Fell and Hill Running
Relay Championships will be held
on the Lomond Hills from Falkland
in Fife.
Promoted by Frank McLaren and
his team from Fife AC, organisers
of the popular Devil’s Burden
Relay, the Relays will have a slightly
different format – long/short/
long navgn./short – from last year.
Andy Spenceley, organiser of 2 very
successful British Relays at Alva, will
be Controller and aided by Mark
Johnston, will ensure great courses.
Loads of photos of the Devil’s
Burden, which give a good feel of the
area, are posted on www.fifeac.co.uk
Full details, including entry, will be
in the summer Fellrunner.
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Black Mountains
SOU TH WA L E S

VENUE
The race start / finish is at Llanbedr village, near
Crickowell,Powys, South Wales (G.R. SO 230203).
ENTRY
£4.50 to organiser John Darby or £5 on day.
Teams free (3 to count).
REGISTRATION
In Village School Hall. Changing facilities but no
showers. There is a stream near the finish where
you could clean up!
PARKING
School playing field next to the school, small
vehicles only due to restricted narrow entrance.
Larger vehicles in adjacent field – plenty of room
and short walk to registration. All parking is free.
FACILITIES
Portaloos will be provided - toilets and kitchen
in school will be locked. Outside catering will be
provided.
COURSE
Route: OS Map 161 Abergavenny and the Black
Mountains.
Start:
Llanbedr
Checkpoint1
Pen Cerrig Calch
Checkpoint 2 Pen y Gader Fawr
Checkpoint 3 Chwarel y Fan
Checkpoint 4 Bal Mawr
Checkpoint 4a Grwyne Valley
(Road Crossing – time limit 3.5hrs)
 Checkpoint 5 Crug Mawr
 Finish
Llanbedr







239 203
217 224
229 287
258 294
267 271
267 251
263 226
239 203

DESCRIPTION
Start on the road outside the village pub. After
about 1 k turn left into the farmers field where
the really big climb starts to Checkpoint1.
Then onto an undulating ridge run to a small
knoll called Pentwynglas. Now, I know where
the sheep tracks take you down to the stream
junction, but this is hard to describe so your best
bet would be to recce this section if possible.
Otherwise if you can descend as Billy Bland did
then you should be OK. I have also seen some
runners keep to the ridge after Pentwynglas for
1 K then turn due East down a spur to the stream
junction.
You then have a big climb over rough terrain but
not too much rock to the many false summits of
Checkpoint 2. Then a fast downhill run – mostly
track, making sure you keep out of the steep
large side valley on your right. This brings you
to another stream crossing and road and then
a steep climb out over the old railway bed.
This climb does get easier as you progress to
Checkpoint 3.
Some rate this next ridge run to Checkpoint

4 as the best bit on the course ( and it can be
the windiest too ). Now to Checkpoint 5 via the
road crossing Checkpoint 4A. This is where most
runners get a bit disorientated.
I will try my best to mark the course down to
the road from Checkpoint 4 but it will not be
marked up to Checkpoint 5. A good map reader
should have no problems with this though ( so
no excuses about map reading skills – you have
been warned! ). There will be a marshall and car
at Checkpoint 4A for any runner wishing to retire
here.
The run in to the finish is fast over a mainly
grassy path, then road, a field, a small wooded
section and then the sting in the tail – 200
metres uphill over a rough path (dare you to run
up this after over 2 miles of down hill sprinting).
Next sprint 100 yards to the finish opposite the
Church/next to the pub!!! I intend marking the
last mile of the course to the finish.

Sat September 25, 2010 – 12noon
AL 17 miles/5200 feet

British Fell and Hill Running Championship
Event: Series sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
& Norman Walsh Footwear

MDC stalwart John Darby welcomes us
back to the Black Mountains – providing
great ridge running interspersed with
steep drops and climbs they create a
really demanding challenge for the
Championship decider.

MAPS
OS Map 161 Abergavenny and the Black
Mountains.
RECORDS WITH 2009 RESULTS
Records
M Keith Anderson 2-16-01
F Menna Angharad 2-40-10
2009
1
Mark Palmer
M40
2-27-10*
2
Lloyd Taggart
M40
2-30-51
3
Hugh Aggleton
2-46-03
L
Helen Fines
2-57-34
M50
Chris Taylor
3-14-58
* new vets record breaking Billy Bland’s 1993
record
PRIZE GIVING
Usually by 4:30pm on the school playing field or
in the school hall if the weather is bad.
ACCOMMODATION
Lots available – try:
www.breconbeaconstourism.co.uk
or www.visitwales
TIC: www.blaenavon.tic@torfaen.gov.uk
Tel: 01495 742335
CONTACTS
Organiser: Mr William John Darby
Garnwen Farm, Trevethin, Pontypool, Torfaen
NP4 8TR
Telephone: 01495 750491 (answer phone if not
at home – phone anytime before 10:00pm).
RACE/CLUB WEBSITE
I hope to have everything on the Mynydd Du
club website later in the year
www.mynydd-du.org.uk
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Noon Stone
Venue: The registration will take place at Top
Brink Inn, Lumbutts, Todmorden (G.R. 956236)
The race start is from the adjacent village of
Mankinholes, approximately 3 – 5 minutes walk
from registration.
ENTRY
Entries for the 2010 event will be accepted by
post, an official printable entry form will be
available from the Todmorden Harriers web site
on January 1st.
There will be an entry limit of 500 competitors.
REGISTRATION
Top Brink Inn (details above) The pubs facilities
will be open to all throughout the course of
the day, Tea and Coffee will be available during
registration and food (the pub has an extensive
menu) after 12.00. All successful entrants will be
sent a detailed map of how to get to the venue
along with the confirmation of their entry.
PARKING
The parking at this venue is unfortunately quite
restricted and for this reason I would like to
encourage car sharing wherever possible.
There are three different approach roads to
the venue, competitors will be advised as to
which road they should use, dependant on their
direction of approach. Failing to car share could
result in a lengthy walk to registration and the
start.
FACILITIES
As previously mentioned the Top Brink Inn
facilities will be open to all throughout the event.
For a small charge, there will be food available
for competitors, post race.
There will be changing marquees in the field by
the side of the pub.
COURSE
The route crosses private land (Yorkshire Water)
and also has areas of special scientific interest.
(SSI) Training over the route should be avoided.
The race starts on the road close to Mankinholes
YHA, after several hundred yards the race enters
the walled “Pig lane” which also serves as the
home straight to the finish line. The gate at the
top of the lane provides access to the fell and
the first steep climb of the route to the summit
of Coldwell Hill. (G.R. 964225) After a brief run
along the skyline a sharp descent takes you onto
the bridleway of London Road and the foot of
the second climb up to the prominent landmark
of Stoodley Pike monument. (G.R. 973242)

Napoleon and the surrender of Paris, and then
completed in 1815, after the battle of Waterloo.
This structure collapsed in 1854 following an earlier
lightning strike and ongoing wear and tear from
the elements. Today’s structure has been fitted
with a lightning conductor and has been struck
on numerous occasions without any notable
structural damage.

Sat February 27, 2010 – 12noon
AM 9 miles/2300 feet

English Fell and Hill Running
Championship Event: Series sponsored by
Pete Bland Sports and inov-8

A typical Pennine trog – lots of
tussocks and mud! And usually damp
weather for Championship day – a
“gradely” day out.

History lesson over!
After passing Stoodley Pike the route descends
to Withens Clough reservoir – I hope that your
shoes are tightly tied, this section is boggy! - At
the reservoir a very brief road section leads you
to the start the un-flagged navigation section,
which covers some typical rough South Pennines
moorland and includes three checkpoints.
1. the two Lads Cairns G.R. 904221
2. Little Holder Stones G.R. 969214
3. Rain Gauge G.R. 955215
After visiting the Rain Gauge follow the flagged
section to Langfield Edge and down into Black
Clough. (G.R. 956223) From here a short sharp
climb provides a real sting in the tail for tired legs
and a view of the “Noon Stone” a cleft Gritstone
rock at the summit of the climb. From this point
you will soon be back to Coldwell Hill, your initial
summit and retracing your steps as you display
your descending skills to the finish.
MAPS
South Pennines OS explorer 1;25000 sheet 21
A printable map of the route and checkpoints is
available from the Todmorden Harrires web site,
www.todharriers.co.uk
RECORDS
Men, Andrew Wrench 63.57 1994 Ladies,
Lou Roberts 78.12 2004
Full lists of results from the inaugural year 1993
are available on the Tod Harriers web site.
PRIZE GIVING
Will be in the Top Brink as soon as possible after
the event.
ACCOMMODATION
Tourist information: Visit www.todmorden.org
or select the link on the Tod Harriers web site.
CONTACTS
Andrew Horsfall, tel 01706818623 no calls after
10pm please
Email a.g-horsfall_64@tiscali.co.uk

Stoodley Pike: Local architect James Green
designed the current 121ft structure in 1854; the
building was completed in 1856 when peace
was declared at the end of the Crimean war.
An earlier monument had existed on the site,
started in 1814 to commemorate the defeat of
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Saturday May 1, 2010 – 12.30pm

Coniston
VENUE
Registration and parking:
Coniston Sports and Social club,
Shepherds’ Bridge Lane, Coniston. (GR 306978)
FACILITIES
Toilets, changing rooms, shower, bar.
START
12.30.
Coppermines road (GR 301 978)
NO PARKING.
ENTRY
£8.00 pre-entry by April 17th on official entry
form only, available to download from March
1st, enclose S.A.E. Limit 400. Cheques payable to
“Coniston Fell Race”. No entries on the day.
PARKING
At the event centre or where directed by marshals.
No parking on Copper mines road or in the finish
field.
COURSE
Start on the road which climbs ever steeper
until turning into a track. Cross the cattle grid
and strike up the fell after 100m; this is Mouldry
Bank. Over the top and descend slightly to
Blue Quarries, short cuts through to the main
Wetherlam track up Hole Rake. At the col follow
path to the left and gain the broad ridge of
Wetherlam - various options; go left and contour
gradually or a more direct line to the right.
Checkpoint 1 – Wetherlam (GR 288 011).
Descend to Red Dell Head Moss and pick up
track to Swirl Hawse. Climb the steep rocky ridge
of Prison Band to Checkpoint 2 – Swirl How (GR
273 005).
From Swirl How head South to Levers Hawse,
then climb up to Brim Fell and on to checkpoint
3 – Coniston Old Man (GR 272 978).
The next bit is the most talked about
subject on race day – which is the best descent
route? Whichever way you go, if you’re a good
descender you’ll pass loads, if you’re tentative,
loads will pass you. To the right of the old
quarries is more grassy, a recce would help to
find a good line, good luck.
The other main alternative is to the left
generally following the main tourist track, it
is rockier, with some good grassy shortcuts.
Whichever way you go, aim to be at Windy Gap
(GR 285 981), head down the track and cross
Miner’s Bridge and leg it down the track onto the
road and left into the field to finish.
More on the descent; Ian Holmes showed a
few of us his “secret” descent route the day after
the race last year; hung-over from the Ceilidh,
we launched off the summit… There is no secret
route! The secret is a bit of knowledge and a lot
of skill in descending, oh and new studs, some of
us were missing two or three of those attributes

AM 9 miles/3500 feet

as we slipped hopped and wobbled back to the
village, a country mile behind the maestro.

English Fell and Hill Running
Championship Event: Series sponsored by
Pete Bland Sports and inov-8

MAPS
Ordnance Survey Outdoor Leisure 1:25000 The
English Lakes, South Western area.
Race map available from Pete Bland’s van on the
day.

A Bank Holiday weekend ‘belter’! “So

RECORDS
Ian Holmes 1:03.29
Menna Angharad 1:20.51

won here eight times: can he make it nine

TOP TEN TIMES:
1. Ian Holmes
2. Mark Kinch
3. Keith Anderson
4. Kenny Stuart
5. Jack Maitland
6. Ian Holmes
7. Kenny Stuart
8. Simon Booth
9. Hugh Symonds
10. Stephen Hawkins

Bingley
U/A
Ambleside
Keswick
Leeds
Bingley
Keswick
Borrowdale
Kendal
Bingley

many people tell me Coniston is their
favourite race; familiar faces turn up year
after year, including “Holmesy” who has
this year? The long weekend enables
many to stay for an extra day or so to

63:29
63:58
65:22
65:46
65:47
66:02
66:23
66:36
66:45
66:57

1996
1996
1992
1985
1985
2002
1984
2002
1984
1996

catch up with old acquaintances or have
a family camping weekend.” Sam

2009 RESULTS
1 IanHolmes, Bingley, V40
1.09.41
2, Simon,Bailey, Mercia Fell Runners, M 1.11.24
3 Nick Sharp, Ambleside, M
1.14.39
4 Nick Fish, Borrowdale, M
1.15.48
5 Rick Stuart, Kendal AC, V45
1.15.58
1 Billy Proctor, Helm Hill, V50
1.22.14
1 Mike Walsh, Kendal AC, V60
1.31.51
71 Kirstin Bailey, Bingley, L
1.33.09
73 Heather Dawe, Ilkley Harriers, L
1.33.24
117 Jackie Casey, Barrow & Furness Striders, LV50 1.39.53
125 Suzanne Budgett, Horwich, LV40
1.40.47
139 Rachel Skinner, Todmorden Harriers, L 1.43.35
PRIZE GIVING
3:30 ish at Coniston Sports and social club.
FESTIVITIES:
Live music / Ceilidh about 8.30.
Camping in the field adjacent to the club
organised by Todmorden Harriers subject to
weather and go ahead from the farmer. Please
don’t bring dogs, there will be young lambs in
the next fields. Take all litter away with you at
the end of the weekend – don’t fill the club’s
bins please.
All camping enquiries to:
ali.ketelhouses@fsmail.net
ACCOMMODATION
www.coniston-net.com
CONTACTS
Sam Clarke
22 Yewdale Road, Coniston, Cumbria LA21 8DX
015394 41869 before 8pm.
E-mail: andrew.clarke@onetel.net
Website: www.conistonfellrace.org
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Sedbergh Three
Peaks
VENUE
The race will start from outside the Peoples Hall
and finishes in that area but registration will be
at Sedbergh School. GR 655 919 on OL 19
ENTRY
By post after the 26th March and before the 26th
May. Cheques made Payable to Jon Richardson
and to be sent to 12a Queens Drive, Sedbergh,
Cumbria, LA10 5DP
REGISTRATION
Race headquarters/registration will be within
the teaching area of the School and will be well
signposted from the Schools main entrance on
Station Road. Changing facilities and showers are
available walk.
Parking: will be signposted and be on the
schoolgrounds. Please park as directed. No race
parking on Howgill Lane or the Peoples Hall car
park.
FACILITIES
Tea and Coffee should be available in Queens
Hall after the completion of both races

COURSE
Sedbergh School proudly presents its
annual fell race, the Sedbergh 3 Peaks.
This race involves climbing Winder (473m)
via a jagged marked ascent, then onto
the highest point following the bridleway
to Arant Haw (605m) before sharp and
undulating descent onto the summit of
Crook (460m), the last of the peaks, and
then back to the start/finish at Peoples Hall.
The current record stands at 30:16 by Junior
England international and Old Sedberghian
Simon Barnby. The womens record is held
by a current Sedbergh School pupil Melanie
Hyder in 36:41. More details can be found at
www.sedberghschool.org

Saturday June 26, 2010
Ladies 2pm, Men 3pm
AS 4.1 miles/1663 feet

British Fell and Hill Running Championship
Event: Series sponsored by Pete Bland Sports
& Norman Walsh Footwear

English Fell and Hill Running
Championship Event: Series sponsored by
Pete Bland Sports and inov-8

New to the Championships for 2010
these 3 Peaks offer fast, grassy going and
virtually rock free courses. The records
may be held by Sedbergh School pupils
but don’t be fooled – they both had
England vests!

The race will also be run at 4.30pm on the
2nd March with free entry and food
PRIZE GIVING
Prizes will be awarded in Queens Hall after the
completion of the two races. There will be a
bonus prize for the first to the top of Winder
and then to complete the race within 3 minutes
of the winner.

Sedbergh 3 Peaks
26/06/10

ACCOMODATION
www.sedbergh.org.uk/accommodation/b-andb1.html
CONTACTS
jdwr@sedberghschool.org

Checkpoint 2

Checkpoint 3

Checkpoint 1

Flagged Route
between start
and checkpoint 1

Start/Finish
May be Subject to
change.
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CFRA Ennerdale
Horseshoe
The Ennerdale is part of the Lakeland Classics
Trophy Breezeuplands@aol.com

Saturday June 12, 2010 – 12.30pm
AL 23 miles/7500 feet

English
Fell and Hill Running
C.F.R.A
- ENNERDALE
HORSESHOE
SATURDAY JUNE
12TH 2010
Championship
Event:
Series sponsored by
http://www.cfra.co.uk/
Pete Bland
Sports and inov-8
Sponsored by

able to take advantage of this.
The Ennerdale is part of the Lakeland Classics Trophy Breezeuplands@aol.com
People often go wrong by descending into
According to legend, Joss reckons it’s
Buttermere from High crag and by turning Entry:
Fee £9.00 Pre entry open from march 31st to may 31 2010. Cheques payable to CFRA.
favourite race with fast running
south over Red Pike into Wasdale. These areFee includes Lighthis
refreshment and use of sportident race management / results system
below or from the FRA race calendar
both painful and potentially expensive routeUse the entry formbits,
rough under foot bits and plenty of
to:
deviations. There is no transportation / taxisEntries
Colin Dulson. 5 Sunnyside,
scopeKendal,
for aCumbria,
slowLA97DJ
starter! It comes with a
Telephone 01539 735134 email colin@berrison.com
provided by the race organisers if you descend
on the day of though
the race.
– don’t start what you
into the wrong valley so these parts of the Age limit: Over 18warning
Start:
route are worth fixing in your mind and on your
can’tScoutcamp
finish GR
... 088154 go to Ennerdale bridge and follow the
11.00 hrs from Ennerdale
compass. There is a dangerous and difficult signs
section of the race in the descent from Kirk Fell
Course
checkpoint
closing time
1st check
Great Borne
124164
11.50hrs
summit 194104 to Black Sail Pass 192114 details
2nd check
Red Pike
160154
12.25hrs
Check
Black Beck Tarn
201129
13.25hrs
of this and advice will be given on race day. 3rd
4th check
Green Gable
215106
14.10hrs
5th check
Kirk Fell
194104
14.45hrs
parking
is
available
on
the
campsite
on
a first
Other sneaky route economies and devious
6th check
Pillar
171121
15.40hrs
7th
check
Haycock
145107
---come
fi
rst
serve
basis.
water sources are available from the following
at
8th check
Iron crag
122119
---Fell
097143
cars will be
directed to public ---car
a cost: J Naylor, B Bland, S Booth, Scoffer and9thBCheck CragOther
Follow flags from
the 9th outside
check to thethe
finish campsite or the water works
parks
Johnson to name but a few.
Route description
(permission being sought). Runners directed to
parks
should
expect you’ll
a 5 to
10display
minute
MAPS
This race route other
is not for car
the faint
hearted
but after completing
proudly
it on
your runners CV. It is a horseshoe but in many respects it is an out and back race. If you
to race
registration
and
start.
1:25,000 Ordnance Survey Outdoor Leisure map
4 or nearwalk
retire at
the midway
point (green
gable ish!) you
haverace
a 10 mile
jog, walk,
1:50,000 Ordnance Survey Landranger sheetstumble
89 back to registration along the valley floor.
ACCOMMODATION AND CAMPSITES
Pete Bland Sports also produce race specific
No camping by runners can be permitted on the
maps with Harveys of the Ennerdale route
scout camp itself. If you are intending to stay
locally you will have to make arrangements to
RACE RECORDS
camp or hotel/B&B locally.
Men Kenny Stuart: 3.20.57
Women Janet McIver: 4.01.33
Good accommodation and camping web sites
are:
PRIZES
 www.lastminutelakeland.co.uk/region/
Men seniors. V40 and 5 year categories to V70
cockermouthwestcumbriaandwestlakes.php
Lady seniors, V40. And 5 year categories to V70
 www.western-lakedistrict.co.uk/
Teams: 1st ladies team and 1st men’s team
 www.golakes.co.uk/default.aspx
Winning team = lowest score calculated by adding
 www.cumbria-the-lake-district.co.uk/
the race positions of the first 5 runners of each club.
st

ENTRY
Fee £9.00. Pre entry open from March 31st to
May 31st 2010. Cheques payable to CFRA.
Fee includes light refreshment and use of
sportident race management / results system.
Use the generic FRA entry form from the FRA
race calendar or the FRA website.
ENTRIES TO
Colin Dulson. 5 Sunnyside, Kendal,
Cumbria, LA97DJ
Telephone: 01539 735134
Email: colin@berrison.com
Age limit: Over 18 on the day of the race.
START
11.00am from Ennerdale Scoutcamp GR 088154
go to Ennerdale Bridge and follow the signs
COURSE
Checkpoint
1. Great Borne
2. Red Pike
3. Black Beck Tarn
4. Green Gable
5. Kirk Fell
6. Pillar
7. Haycock
8. Iron crag
9. Crag Fell

124164
160154
201129
215106
194104
171121
145107
122119
097143

Closing time
11.50hrs
12.25hrs
13.25hrs
14.10hrs
14.45hrs
15.40hrs
----------

Follow flags from the 9th check to the finish
ROUTE DESCRIPTION
This race route is not for the faint hearted but
after completing you’ll proudly display it on
your runners CV. It is a horseshoe but in many
respects it is an out and back race. If you retire
at or near the midway point (Green Gable ish!)
you have a 10 mile jog, walk, stumble back to
registration along the valley floor.
The route is flagged from the start to half way
up Great Borne GR 113166 and from the final
summit of Crag Fell to the finish.
The only guaranteed water is at Black Beck
Tarn GR 201129. There is sometimes water on the
way round to Beck Head from Green Gable and
some carried by summit marshals and friends.
Save for squeezing water from grass and cactus
plants there is little or no ground water on the
return leg past Beck Head.
The last 6 to 7 miles of the race route is (can
be) fast running as the ground changes to low
angled grass slopes. If you’ve left enough in your
legs from the run out and over Pillar you will be

FACILITIES
Toilets and limited changing facilities are
available at the scout camp race registration.
Post race there are 5/6 showers available or the
local stream to revive tired muscles. Limited

Ennerdale Bridge and Lamplugh are the nearest
villages
Emergency telephone number on the race
day: 01946 861811.
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Holme Moss
VENUE
Cartworth Moor Cricket Club (SE 135067), 1 mile
south of Holmfirth. Postcode for sat nav users
–HD92TU
ENTRY
£5 pre-entry by 9th July on official form
downloadable from race website from 1st May: if
400 limit not reached entry on day £6
REGISTRATION
Cartworth Moor Cricket Club – in the clubhouse
PARKING
Roadside parking along the lanes near the
Cricket Club
FACILITIES
Changing facilities and toilets at Cricket Club.
Usually light refreshments (sandwiches, cakes,
hot and cold drinks etc.) after the race at the
Cricket Club
COURSE
Start (133059) on track about half a mile south of
the cricket club
CP1 (130046) Road / track junction
CP2 (085030) Tooleyshaw Moss
CP3 (070996) Crowden
CP4 (068009) Bareholme Moss
CP5 (057016) Laddow Rocks – north end of crags
CP6 (078047) Black Hill Summit
CP7 (096036) Holme Moss road summit
Finish (135067) Cartworth Moor Cricket Club
Route map and more detailed description
on Holmfirth Harriers website
(www.holmfirthharriers.com)
A mixture of fast tracks, and classic Pennine
bogs interspersed with a few steep ups and
downs. It all starts off easily enough along a
track and lane to CP1. Another good path leads
to the first steep descent (flagged) down into
Ramsden Clough. Crossing the stream in the
bottom of the clough a path curves diagonally
up the hillside to the right eventually curving
round to reach a shepherd’s bothy (115036).
From here a gently-climbing edge path leads
to the summit of the Holme Moss road – if
it’s hot take advantage of the water on offer
here. Steep drop number 2 leads down into
Heyden Clough and another climb up to CP2
(Tooleyshaw Moss). The next section following
the broad ridge over White Low is fast especially
after a dry spell. There are a few bogs to catch
out the unsuspecting and navigation can be
tricky in the mist. Down in the valley bottom at
Crowden (CP3) (more drinks) follow flags up the
valley and then steeply uphill to CP4. The next
section can be critical – finding a good line down
into the valley bottom and then up the other
side to the north end of Laddow Rocks (CP5).
The ground is rough and bouldery in places

with some unhelpful vegetation. If you’re lucky
Holmfirth Club President Ashley Smith will have
spent Saturday lugging water and jelly babies
up to Laddow and he’ll probably provide some
choice words of encouragement too. From CP5
to CP6 it’s a straightforward route following the
Pennine Way. The route is flagged from CP6 to
CP7 at the Holme Moss road summit to minimise
the damage to exposed peat banks which are
being repaired. The return route from here is the
same as the outward route – but save something
for the last climb up from Ramsden Clough – the
race was won and lost here last year.

Sunday July 18, 2010 – 11am
AL 17 miles/4000 feet

English Fell and Hill Running
Championship Event: Series sponsored by
Pete Bland Sports and inov-8

The easier option to Ennerdale? It’s
certainly a contrast – few steep bits or
rock but lots of fast tracks and classic
Pennine bogs. And of course the aptly
named Black Hill…

MAPS
OS Explorer 1 – Dark Peak
Route map and more detailed description
on Holmfirth Harriers website (http://www.
holmfirthharriers.com
RECORDS WITH 2009 RESULTS
This route was used for the first time last year so
Jon Morgan and Janet McIver’s winning times
are automatically the new records.
2009 – Jon Morgan 2.49.55; Janet McIver 3.02.03
The new course is a fair bit longer than when Ian
Holmes raced around in 2 hours and 5 seconds
back in 1996, but no doubt a substantial amount
of time will get knocked off the men’s record.
Something around 2.20 – 2.30 might be a likely
winning time for the men
PRIZE GIVING
At the Cricket Club
ACCOMODATION
Plenty of hotels, B&B’s in Holmfirth and the
surrounding area. Free camping is available on
the Saturday night at the Cricket Club (after
the match has finished) – contact Russell for
details. Alternatively try Holme Valley Camping
and Caravan Park, Thongsbridge.There is also a
popular camp site over the hill at Crowden.
Tourist Information Centres:
Holmfirth Tourist Information Centre
Tel: 01484 222444
Email: holmfirth.tic@kirklees.gov.uk
CONTACTS
Email: chrishumphries@sky.com
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Sunday September 5, 2010
Ladies 11am, Men 12noon

Shelf Moor
VENUE
The start of the Senior races are approximately
15 mins. walk from registration in Old Glossop,
along the Mossy Lea track at the first closed
gate (SK 053 950). The initial stages of the race
are on private land and the owners have asked
that runners do not warm up in the field beyond
the first gate, as it will contain sheep and/or
cows that we do not want to disturb. The race
finishes at the junction of the Mossy Lea track
and Shepley Street (SK 043 949) approximately
five minutes from the registration hut. The Junior
race will start and finish from the junction of the
Mossy Lea track and Shepley Street.
ENTRY
This year it will be pre-entry for the Senior races
using the form which will be available on the
Glossopdale Harriers website. No entries will
be processed before July 1st and the closing
date for entries is 27th August. The entry fee for
the Senior races is £4 and cheques should be
payable to Glossopdale Harriers. If the race limit
(300) is not reached there will be entry on the
day. Announcements will be made via the Club
website and FRA forums if the race is full. Entry
for the Junior race (over 10) will be on the day
and is free.
REGISTRATION
Registration will be in the Scout Hut off Hope
Street in Old Glossop (GR SK042 949, Postcode
SK13 7SB) from 9.30am. Travelling towards
Sheffield on the A57 Snake road from the centre
of Glossop, turn left onto Manor Park Road
(signed on the day). Follow Manor Park Road
(400m), bear right in front of the Queens Hotel
into Shepley Street, and then immediately left
into Wesley St. The Scout Hut ~200m further on
in Hope Street at the top of Wesley St.
RACE START
The Ladies race will start at 11am, and the Mens
race will start at 12 noon. The Junior race will start
approximately 5 minutes after the Ladies race.
PARKING
Wesley St and Hope St are narrow roads and
parking on these streets will be limited. There is
on road parking along Shepley Street (5 minutes
from registration). Alternatively there is a car
park in Manor Park (SK 039 943) with space for
about 50-60 cars, which is about 10 minutes walk
from registration. We will be looking into using
the factory car parks on Shepley St, but these
details still need to be confirmed. Please car
share if possible.
FACILITIES
Toilets will be available at the registration
hall. Glossop Brook next to the race finish
provides a good opportunity to remove the
peat accumulated in the crossing of Shelf Moor
(See photo on page 169 of the Autumn 2009

AL 5.9 miles/1500 feet

Fellrunner Magazine).
COURSE
Starting at about 650ft the first mile and a half
of the race is a gradual climb to about 900ft. This
is followed by the major ascent of the race up to
the summit of James’s Thorn at 1850ft. The route
continues more gently along the ridge passing
Lower Shelf Stones to reach Higher Shelf Stones.
Rounding the trig point at 2032ft the course
then turns for home with a stretch across the
peat of Shelf Moor. After wet summers, in recent
years, this section has been what fell runners
could describe as sticky. Reaching Dowstone
Clough the race route crosses the brook and
follows the path past Dog Rock. From here the
descent begins in earnest and it is flat out down
Lightside. Joining the Mossy Lea track there is a
deceptively long sprint to reach the finish.
A couple of quotes about the race from FRA
forumites:
Why have I not done this race before? It was
Brilliant! Big steep climb followed by a long,
very fast, very muddy descent. Why were people
wearing trail shoes? IanDarkpeak.
What a great race! That climb just goes on and
on... and on... “Proper” fell race, with hardly a
flat footfall to be had – rocks, puddles, streams,
grass, mud, peat, heather, bracken – the full set.
DazTheSlug.
MAPS
OS Explorer Map OL1 – The Peak District,
Dark Peak Area. A map and tracks in common
formats will be available for download from the
Glossopdale Harriers website nearer the event.
RECORDS WITH 2009 RESULTS:
Records
Male: Colin Donnelly, 1989, 39.45
Female: Carol Greenwood, 1986, 47.17
Senior Race 2009
Men
1st Lloyd Taggart
2nd Karl Webster
3rd Nat Winfield
V40
1st Lloyd Taggart
2nd Gary Webb
3rd Paul Targett

Dark Peak
Matlock
Pennine

44:10
47:54
48:25

English Fell and Hill Running
Championship Event: Series sponsored by
Pete Bland Sports and inov-8

Andy Trigg’s ‘local favourite’: “ I’ve run
the race 12 times and trained over it
hundreds! It’s a real Peak District classic
and Colin Donnelly’s record of 30.45 is
going to last a long time. (Incidentally
he set the record the day after winning
Blackstone Edge to secure the British
Championship for that year). He also
rated it as one of the best courses he had
ever run. So if you fancy a real tough Peak
District race – this could be the one!”

PRIZE GIVING
Prize giving will be in the registration hall as
soon as possible after the completion of the race.
ACCOMODATION
There is a youth hostel and campsite at Crowden.
There are several B&Bs within a 10-15 minute
walk of the registration hall, including The
George Hotel on Norfolk Street and Peak Dale
Lodge on High Street East.
Tourist Information Centres
The tourist information centre in Glossop has
recently closed. An alternative is in Buxton
Pavilion Gardens, St John’s Road, Buxton
SK17 6XN,
Tele: 01298 25106.
Email: tourism@highpeak.gov.uk.
Contacts
Gordon and Sandra Cooper,
6 Hampshire Close, Glossop SK13 8SA.
Tel: 01457 864673 before 8pm.
Email: gordonjcooper@hotmail.com.
Details can also be found on the Glossopdale
Harriers website www.glossopdale.org.uk

Dark Peak
44:10
Calder Valley
51:10
Clayton Le Woods 51:34

Ladies
1st Christine Howard Matlock
2nd Jackie Lee
Eryri Harriers
3rd Helen Berry
Holmfirth

53:20
54:35
57:08

V40
1st Tracey Greenwood Ilkley Harriers
2nd Elaine Rose
Pennine
3rd Karen Sinkinson Holmfirth

57:27
1:03:47
1:05:31
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The Fellrunner Association
40th Anniversary
Presentation & Dinner Dance
Meet Fellrunner Champions past and present
Cost: At a special price £20 per person, on a first
come first served basis for the first 200 places.
3 course meal plus live band ‘The Fabulous Picasso
Brothers. Bar open until midnight.
Location: At the castle Green Hotel, Sedbergh Road,
Kendal.
Date: 13th November 2010.
7.00pm to 7.30pm.

Cheques payable to FRA, include SAE and mention
which club you are a member of.
Tickets can also be collected from Pete Bland Sports,
Kirkland, Kendal or from the Pete Bland Sports Van
at events throughout the season.
The FRA AGM: Also same day, same venue.
Start 4.00pm.
Accommodation: Kendal now has a Travel Lodge
and a Premier Inn for overnight accommodation.

Tickets: by post from: Pete Bland, 12 Danes Road,
Staveley, Kendal, Cumbria LA89PW.
Tel:01539 821688.
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Pete Bland

r ac e or g an i s e r ex traordinair e
Photo © Neil Shuttleworth

the Rydal Round (part of Ambleside Sports),
Kentmere, Grasmere and the recently revived
Loughrigg and Silver Howe Chase. Over the years
he has also promoted the Potter Fell, the Butter
Crag race, and two years ago added the Reston
Scar Scamper to his portfolio.
The Rydal Round is basically the Fairfield
Horseshoe circuit at Ambleside Sports. Here
many years ago Pete won the short sharp race
and became a guides champion.
The Kentmere race came about quite simply
because it was one of his regular training routes.
“I live at Staveley and one day on a training run
with Mike Nicholson of Kendal I said ‘this would
make a great race’. It looked a fantastic course,
a natural horseshoe. So I put on a race round it
in 1975. We used to reverse the route, clockwise
one year, anti-clockwise the next. Then we got
a serious build up at a ladder stile half way up
Kentmere Pike. Now it’s only clock-wise.”
In the 1980s the British Fell Running

Above: After the 1979 Kentmere Fell Race - the
first three - Harry Jarrett (3rd), Andy Styan winner - and Mike Short (2nd). The race was run
in deep snow, hence the tights.

Photo © Neil Shuttleworth

Last year was the 35th Kentmere Horseshoe Fell
Race organised by Pete Bland. To find out why
is he still the organiser I caught up with him at
the recent FRA Dinner Dance where he was main
host.
Following some decent cross-country results
at school, Pete Bland began guides racing at 12
(1954), and had some very good results on the
guides circuit. By 1972 he was reinstated as an
amateur and was able to show his prowess at
long-distance racing too.
He retired from running at age 50 due to
injury problems, and directed all his energies
into developing his company, Pete Bland Sports,
now a limited company. For a decade, 19901999, he was the England Team Manager for
Mountain Running. Now 68 and semi-retired, the
day-to-day management of the business is down
to son Matthew who joined the business in 1998.
The current FRA Calendar shows that he is
the contact for four popular Lakeland races –

Donald Booth (Holmfirth) leading Pete Bland in
the 1980 Northern Counties fell race
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Photo courtesy of Pete Bland Sports

medically trained to give help in the vital
minutes after a heart attack, stroke or serious
accident. I try to link that scheme with the
Kentmere race. A great scheme that deserves
our support. They do a good job. First class
volunteers.”
Should the record be broken for the Grasmere
Senior Guides Race then the winner would take
home £500, thanks to the backing of Pete Bland
Sports. What chance is there the record will go
soon? “A lot depends on the weather, but the
likelihood of it going at the moment is a bit slim.
Rob Jebb, who has won Grasmere seven times
and is within 12 seconds, is very very close.
Simon Bailey could be another. If these two
Champions got together, the day was right and
they were fit, one could get close.”
On safety and regulations Pete said, “You
run the races under FRA Rules and expect
competitors to comply with the rules and
regulations. If they break them that is their
problem. Should it be a serious breach of the
rules I would ban them in the future from my
races. The rules are there and there for a reason.”
The tragic death of Judith Taylor, who died in
the 20th Kentmere Fell race on Easter Sunday
1994, had a profound effect on Pete. “She was
carrying the requisite kit. It was a freakish
accident. One result was that I moved the race
from April to July, and now never organise a race
outside the months of June to August.”
In conclusion, Pete says that organising races
is very satisfying. “I enjoy doing it. If it all runs
smoothly, it is very rewarding. It puts something
back into the sport that you love. It is a way of life.”

Pete Bland winning at Rydal

Grasmere Guides Race 2009

Championship was decided on the best 10 races
from 15 – yes, your best 10 races, and the Butter
Crag (really it was the amateurs race run over
the famous Grasmere course, an innovation due
thanks to Pete) was then regularly one of the
five selected short races. Otherwise us amateurs
would never have been able to savour the
delights of Grasmere and coming into a stadium
akin to the Olympic cauldron.
At Grasmere Pete was second in 1961
to the inimitable Bill Teasdale. Then when
the two codes - amateur and professional
(guides racers) - became one, the Butter Crag
race was dispensed with. But Pete still was
there organising it. Today he is the Fell Race
Manager for the Grasmere Sports and has been
responsible since 2002 for organising all the five
races there on the day. One of his mainstays is
Jack Prince, who is the timekeeper there and for
the other races Pete promotes. “He is invaluable,
a great guy too.”

Otherwise it is all Pete’s work – he involves
his family, and invariably ropes in his wife Anne.
They make a good team. Remember the cover
for the 1979 FRA magazine? She was storming
into the finish of the 1978 Karrimor with Pete in
tow to become the first mixed pair to finish the
Elite course. Although a pioneer in fell races, she
excelled on the road. And son Matthew “on the
fringe and when his work permits.” Pete adds, “It
is very difficult to get someone to stand out in the
pouring rain and marshal for you. Our dedicated
band of marshals do it for the love of it.”
“When the race is over, on a good day, if it is
not raining, we would produce a hand-written
result sheet. We do not use any computers or
Sport-Ident. But eventually a result sheet is
produced.”
The surplus from the entry fees is returned
to a charity. “I do not have a particular favourite
charity. Each village around here have ‘First
Responders’, volunteer first aiders who are

Pete Bland:
Ex-guides racer and champion; ex-shoe
maker, designer and distributor; sports goods
retailer; Chairman Kendal AAC 1978-1988;
FRA Committee member – ex-Social Secretary
(jointly), now Dinner Dance organiser; FRA
Membership Secretary; England Mountain
Running Team Manager 1990-1999; race
organiser extraordinaire.
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Bryan ‘Tanky’ Stokes
AND THE STORY OF THE TANKY’S TROGG
“If you can get to
Marsden, it’s on,” has
Tanky’s Trogg start 1995
always been Tanky’s
mantra.
Only once in its
37 years has ‘Tanky’s
Trogg’ been cancelled
due to the extreme
weather in 1996. Bryan
‘Tanky’ Stokes revived
the classic 20 mile
Dark Peak bog-trot
over to Edale as a race
in December 1973,
and he has been in charge ever year since.
Stokes, now a retired mountaineering
retailer, is a Sheffield man who has skied and
climbed in Britain and the Alps, and designed
his own gear too, like the ‘Tanky Sack’ and
climbing harnesses “when Don Whillans was
in short trousers.” He acquired the name
‘Tanky’ when he was in the Boy Scouts
because he ‘tanked’ around everywhere, then
coincidently he served his National Service in
the Royal Tank Regiment, and ‘Tanky’ stuck.
He ran a bit (but says not very competitively):
“I did the first Sheffield Marathon around
1988, but prefer fell running and have run 15
Karrimor Mountain Marathons.” In the early
days of the Trogg he organised it and ran in it
too. “It was a recognised walk and I thought
it would make a good fell race. So I did a
dummy run and the year Claire was born, so
too was the Trogg.”
Bill Smith, the author of Stud marks on the
summits (1985), a much sought-after out-ofprint classic tome, recalls vividly some of the
early days: “We used to throw our gear into
the back of Tanky’s van for it to be transported
to Edale, but in later years, as the event
attracted an increasingly larger number of
competitors, competitors had to make their
own arrangements for this. The Trogg started
on the waste ground opposite the “old” New
Inn at Marsden and went up the Wessenden
Valley to Black Hill, and passed through
Crowden to finish at Fieldhead, Edale (later
moved to the railway bridge).
All 23 starters in that first year finished. The
next year I joined them and was one of a few
dozen competitors. By 1981 the entries had
risen to over 200, which spoiled the event. The
small fields of the early races meant that you
could be on your own for much of the route,
with other competitors having their own ideas
about which was the quickest line between
certain points.
I have fond memories of catching the
occasional glimpse of a rival far ahead as

the mist momentarily
shifted to reveal him,
then quickly blanked him
out again. Yes, the Trogg
was certainly one of my
favourite events of the
1970s.”
Remember that
Smith was at his peak
in the 1970s: in 1975 he
knocked over an hour
off his previous year’s
time to clock 3:36 for
12th of 29 finishers. Mike
Cudahy, author of the recently re-released and
updated Wild Trails to Far Horizons, is also very
grateful to Tanky for his efforts over the years,
and considers that the Trogg is “one of the
very best of traditional fell running events.”
Tanky says that the event has given the
family a lot of pleasure despite the hard work
required. “The Trogg is very dear to my heart. I
have had an amazing following through it and
it has been a big part of my family’s life.”
“Each year we have to negotiate the route
and seek permission to cross land. We have to
write to the ground landlords over most of the
route annually. In certain areas we may have
to apply restrictions; in others it’s no problem.”
One who certainly knows the route
intimately is Andy Trigg. Winner of the Trogg
eight times between 1987 and 1999, he set
the record for the fastest ever traverse from
Marsden to Edale at 2:38:01 in 1989. That
year Andy, a former Glossopdale Harrier,
says he had a battle with Mark Rigby and
Malcolm Patterson going up from the Snake
Inn. “Thanks to club-mate Bill Buckley, who
had shown me the three minute crossing a
few weeks before, I was able to cash in on all
my local knowledge. That is the key,” reckons
Andy. “There are lots of short cuts you can
take. Hern Stones is an example. There is a
fantastic trod that gets you quickly to the
Snake Road. I enjoyed the old route up Rollick
Stones before it was fenced off.”
“Yes, it is a great race. Tanky is a great bloke
too. And at the end he lays on a great spread.”
At Edale Village Hall refreshments are
served before the prize giving. This year a few
took home a coveted mug; for others it is the
satisfaction of completing a tough event. For
the Stokes family the Trogg is truly a labour
of love.”
For an event like the Trogg many
committed helpers are needed, and the
Stokes family seem to be able to recruit
them. Tanky says, “Over the years, as it has
grown, it has become a family concern with

invaluable help from Kate, my wife and three
children. We have also had a dedicated team
of friends who have helped in various ways
over the years. These duties range from
checkpoint control, river and road crossings,
erecting tents at the finish, rucksack checks,
buying, preparing, serving and clearing
up refreshments to mention but a few. An
integral part of that team is the Woodhead
Mountain Rescue Team who provide help on
the hill, at checkpoints and at base, along with
the Edale Team.”
“The whole process of administering the
event has now become computerised –
electronic mail has obviously quickened the
procedures, but it is still a hectic (but exciting)
time for us.”
“As the race developed and the legislation
became more involved the amount of work
(and worry) increased.”
“All my helpers have been remarkable.
I have been very fortunate to have such a
dedicated and committed team. Trevor Briggs,
who has helped from the first one when a
handful of people ran, has entered all the
runners every year. He has booked them in
at the start, checked them off at Edale and
entered the results up for me. He did this
until his illness started three years ago. His
death last year saddened us all, and we plan
to give a substantial contribution from this
year’s event to Western Park Hospice where he
received his treatment.”
“Claire and Esther, my two daughters now
do the ‘start and finish.’”
‘Tanky’ derives much satisfaction from the
event. “There are many memories. Proud, sad,
happy, relief are some of the emotions I have
experienced, not to mention exhaustion in
the early days when I used to run it as well as
organise it! The many letters I have received
of thanks always touch me. A treasured one
is from a competitor who wrote to me: He
thanked me for providing something, which
helped him to focus on whilst grieving for
his young son who died tragically. He told
me how he had run the Trogg with him ‘in
spirit’. I remember giving him entry No 1 the
year after... I was proud too only the other
week when our son, Rob, who was working
in British Columbia, Canada last year for a
company who take clients on eco-tours into
the rain forest on zip lines, got chatting to a
colleague. It transpired that his Dad (Julien
Rank) had won the Tanky’s Trogg three times
(2000-2). What a small world, just goes to
show how famous Tanky’s is!”
So, if you can get to Marsden on the first
Sunday in December, Tanky’s Trogg is on.
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Main photo: ‘Tanky’ in the hills
Top right: Tanky in the first Sheffield Marathon
Second from top, right: Daughter Claire aged 6
helping at the end
Third from top, right: Esther (left) and Claire
(right)in the finish tent at Edale.
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Bottom right: ‘Tanky’ in a Karrimor
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Family Ties

Squidgey Power!
Question – How else can you describe a Malt Loaf?
Kids reply – ‘It’s squidgey and when you eat it, it
gives you power to excercise.
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These Junior Soreen Quarry Runs are nothing special, but then running doesn’t have to be, it’s simply a matter of putting on your
trainers, getting outdoors and enjoying the countryside. The terrain here is nothing special either, it can be found anywhere and
what these races show is that youngsters want to be active, all it takes is imagination, time, effort and enthusiasm from someone.
Admittedly these races do have their own unique way of getting kids active – it’s called the Soreen goody bag, maybe that’s why
139 toed the under 8’s to under 16’s start lines, some even running in fancy dress.
Fell running is a very family orientated sport, and WOW, you can’t get more family orientated than these two Holmfirth Harrier
clans: The Waterman’s and the Byram’s.
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The Watermans
Harmonie – Under 14 girls winner

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

I am 12 years old, live in the Holme Valley, and
go to Holmfirth High School. I have five brothers
and three sisters, who also all do competitive
sport (well, nearly all). Apart from running I also
enjoy swimming, cycling and triathlon. I have
been running since the age of six, swimming
competitively since the age of seven, cycling
competitively for only two years and have been
doing triathlon for about five years and my sixth
season is coming up.
My last 12 months in sport have been very
successful. In swimming, I went to the National
Swimming Champs and in September I won my
age group, Tri Star 2, in the National Triathlon
Championships, I even fell off my bike! In Cycling
I have age group titles in the National Hill Climb
and National Schools 5 Mile Time Trial; and have
come second in a National 10 Mile Race (GHS)
and National Cyclo-Cross Series... a bit like fell
running on a bike really.
My weakest discipline has previously been
running and I have worked really hard to
improve. I enjoyed the Stoop in December,
where we all nearly got stranded in the snow,

GU14 Soreen winner
Harmonie Waterman

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk
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and was so happy to have been placed first.
My Cross Country running has improved to the
point where I really do enjoy it – rather than just
turn up and finish exhausted. I’ve always been
inspired by my friend Abby Mae Parkinson who
is as quick as an extremely quick thing in a hurry.
I have a Black belt in Karate, although I don’t
have time to attend classes anymore, and I play
the piano and violin.
The Soreen run was fantastic fun, with a really
good atmosphere. Even though we were new
runners we were made to feel really welcome
and the course was just right – challenging,
interesting and fun. The only down side is that
I’m not a huge fan of Soreen Loafs, although the
new Fruity Five one is alright.

Seth – Under 12 boys winner
I am 11 years and started as a swimmer when I
was four and got into running when I was about
six or seven. I really like triathlon and always look
forward to the running leg as I know I’m quite
quick – I’ve beaten Harmonie at both the Stoop
and the Soreen event’s now. I have really got
into my bike and have competed in road races
and cyclo-cross races. I love the mud! I have just
started at the Manchester Velodrome and am an

Seth Waterman Soreen
under 12 winner by
David Brett
accredited rider, but I am too young to compete
yet. I love fell racing as I enjoy running in the
hills, and enjoy the challenge of navigating up
and down them. I thought that the atmosphere
at these races was great, serious but fun, and the
chocolate throw out adds to the bounty and fun.
Unlike Harmonie I love Soreen.
I am also a black belt in Karate, but as I have
little time to do it, all I now focus on is my
swimming, running and cycling.
In addition to my sport I play the guitar and
violin and have done this since I was five. To
chill, I love building Lego constructions, however
free time is rare and often sabotaged by my little
brothers.

Tiras - 9th Under 10 boy
I also swim for Borough of Kirklees, run for
Holmfirth Harriers and cycle. I take part in the
family pursuit of triathlon. I was really pleased as
I came first in the Tri Start One series for Yorkshire
and Humberside, and I have another year at that
level. I train every day, sometimes it gets tiring,
but what I enjoy is the real social side – I have
made lots of friends all over the country as sport
requires me to travel about. I am an accredited
velodrome rider, but like Seth am also too young
to compete. I have done one year of road racing
and some cyclo-cross and have improved every
time. I am bottom end of my age group and am
focused on really doing well this season.
I enjoy fell racing as it is so friendly and
challenging, I am working on my run as it has
always been my weakest part of triathlon,
however I am getting better. I am just trying to
keep up with my brother Seth. We all run out as a
pack and it is a great motivation.
Other than sport I also dance. Yes, boys do
dance! Its great, as I do not suffer the same aches
and pains as my brother Seth because I am more
stretchy. He hates all that dancing stuff.
Like Harmonie and Seth I am a black belt in
karate; however I still do competitions and really
love it. I also squeeze in climbing and am doing a
national qualifying event soon, which my mum is
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less keen on as she sees climbing as risky. It does
help in fell running though, as I noticed in this
race that it involved some climbing. I was a bit
upset that someone accidentally stood on my
hand as I was climbing the quarry though. I was
a bit thrown out with pain and disappointed
with my result but the Malt Loafs did sweeten
the blow. It’s great fun days like these that make
training worth it.

pleased with the result at the Soreen event as I
had just gone up an age group, as I was eight in
November and I came out fourth.
This weeks lunch boxes have been great as
I have had so much Malt Loaf, I also love it. My
mum feeds us all on it anyway, as apparently her
mum used to feed her on it. She approves of the
Malt Loaf more than the sweets, but I love the
sweets too. It makes the event really fun.

Sunnivah - 4th Under 10 girl

Elphina

I am eight and I have been brought up on sport
and now I am competing. I also swim, run and
cycle. In addition I do competitive gymnastics
and dance festivals. I also do triathlon and was
really pleased as in my first year I came first in the
Yorkshire and Humberside Tri Start series.
I run with my brothers and sisters and it is
good training trying to keep them in sight. My
Mum is usually running with me at the back, so I
don’t feel too lonely.
I play the cello and piano and have done so
since I was five. I enjoy it as it is very different to
all the sport I do.
The Stoop was very cold and I ran in an older
age group by mistake, but it was fun. I was very

I am six. I have just started competing and love
running. Unfortunately I could not get to the
Soreen race as the wipers went on our bus and
so I was the first not to be able to go. I went
swimming instead. I swim five times a week and
have done some aquathlons, although they were
just for fun as I am too young to compete.
I have competed at cyclo-cross and have won
a Yorkshire competition for my age group.
I dance and do Karate too, I especially like
singing and enjoy being on stage. I am the lead
cheer leader for the clan and I love running after
my sisters and brothers cheering them, they
often give me some of the goody bags which is
always good.

Photo © Tim Done

Soljai
I am four and also swim, run and cycle, although
I have only competed at cyclo-cross. It’s great; I
also love the mud and sweets. I also do Karate
and dance, but I would like to have a go at
football. My Godfather has seen that my mum
and dad have little understanding of football
and he takes me off some Sundays and teaches
me tackling, but I want to have a go at triathlon.
I love the fell runs as I managed to eat up the
sweeties when we were stuck in the snow
coming back from the Stoop. It’s the only time
my mum has let me eat that many sweets.

Tiras Waterman

Oscion-Shem
I am two and follow my clan around; I love the
sweeties and the friends I have made. I love
swimming and prefer to be in the water rather
than out. My goal is to ride my bike this year –
my brother was riding by now.

Iceni
One month old and he has been exposed to
all the sporting events in the womb. He is the
Waterman mascot, and had to be born when it
was convenient!

Poppyanna

Sunnivah Waterman

I am 15 and have done competitive swimming,
running and triathlon. I have been third in the
series at Tri Start, but I don’t enjoy the morning
training or the competition enough to compete.
I now concentrate on karate; I am a second Dan
and train three times a week.
I have won competition in life saving and
am working towards my life saving certificate.
I am the support team if it all goes wrong, in
fact I have been useful several times when my
brothers and sisters have had an accident. I too
loved the Soreen.
I may well get back to racing and do like the
look of fell, as I love being outside in the hills.
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Katy - Mummy

Lucy Byram

I have never done sport at the level of the
children, but I love supporting them and I do
hang out at the back in training trying to give
wise words. I am very proud of all my children
and admire their dedication especially at 5am,
when they have to get up.
I would love to have a go at a triathlon,
however I am a full time carer and work full time
as a lawyer so it is not realistic, maybe when I am
retired, or the children finally fly the nest!
I would love a go at fell racing, as I only run
off road, I love the feeling of running out in the
sticks.

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk
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Adam - Daddy
I am chief driver, pit stop worker, refreshment
organiser, cook and navigator. I am also in
admiration of them and have not mustered the
courage to train with them, but I do work out in
the gym.

The Byrams
Lucy Byram – 3rd Under 12 girl
Hi I am Lucy, age 10, I live in Marsden and I go
to Marsden Junior School, my friends at school
always ask how I have done after a race. After
school I go training and my only rest day is
Thursday, which sounds really hard but I do love
training. I really enjoy fell running especially
really muddy races. I run for Holmfirth Harriers
and my running coaches are Kath Farquhar and
John McFadzean who are really encouraging,
and Kath always comes to support me at
different races. My first fell race was the Curly
Wurly Rat Runs at the Withins Skyline. I was in
the under 10s and I came second. I don’t just do
fell running, I also enjoy road and cross country
running. As well as running I also do triathlon
and last year I won my 9-10 years age group,
in the Yorkshire Triathlon Series where my twin
sister came third and my brother came first in
the 11-12 year age group. This year we all have
to move up an age group and so the distances
increase quite a bit. During the week I go to a
swimming squad and it has really improved my
swimming but I like cycling best.
The Soreen race was my first time in the under
12 age group. I had a really good race and came
third in the under 12s my sister was second. It
was really cold and it was raining a little but I
didn’t mind. Next time I do a fell race I would
like to finish ahead of my twin sister Erica – she
always beats me in fell racing, so I am going to
show her I am just as good as her. She is also a
really good training partner and we encourage
each other, but I would still like to beat her.
My favourite training day would be not too
hot and not too cold and going through the
woods for a couple of miles in a little group. My
worst training day would be running around a
football pitch, just going round and round and
round in a massive group on a wet and windy
day. It is not just me and Erica who race, my
brother Lewis, mummy and daddy also run and
do triathlon too!

Erica – 2nd Under 12 girl
Hi, I’m Erica and I am ten. I too am coached by
Kath and John – they are fantastic. All my friends
at Holmfirth Harriers are also my best friends and
they are Lucy Farquhar, Amira Mellor, Olivia and
Ruby Sykes, Sophie Williams and Amy Kettlewell.
In the race I did really well because I have just
moved up to the under 12s and I came second
and my twin sister Lucy was third. As a prize
I chose an Easter Egg off the table, and won
some Soreen loafs, but best was winning the
prize draw: I got a big doggy. Unfortunately the
weather was not so good because it was raining
but I didn’t let that slow me down! My brother
also ran in the same race and won, my daddy
also ran the senior race for the first time and he
was happy with his race – he can now see how
we feel when we finish, very cold and wet, but
we got chocolate, unlike him!
I really enjoy fell running because I like the
mud and the steep hills. I also like beating my
sister Lucy. I don’t just do fell running, I also do
cross country, road and triathlon. Last season
in triathlon I came third and just missed out on
second place by eight seconds overall and my
twin sister came first. My big brother Lewis came
first in his age group.
The night before a race I usually have
spaghetti and chicken and a big glass of milk.
I like training in the summer because it is nice
and hot and I don’t like training when it is or has

been raining because it makes the fields get all
soggy.
I look up to Alistair Brownlee because he
comes from Yorkshire, and he is a fell runner and
the World Triathlon Champion, he is amazing.

Lewis – Under 14 boys winner
I’m Lewis and I am 12, my coaches are Kath
and John who are fantastic. I have just moved
up an age group on the fells to the under 14’s.
I recently competed in the Soreen, a race I
had done before and really enjoyed. It is well
organised, and you get lots of goodies no matter
how you do. This time even though I moved up
age groups I was very pleased that I won the
race overall. This hill is always windy, cold, icy,
wet and muddy, but I don’t mind, it’s all part of
fell running!
This was my second race of the weekend! On
the Saturday I took part in the North of England
Cross Country Championships at Blackburn.
I was in the under 13 age group and again it
was very wet and muddy and there were 184
boys altogether in my race, so I was extremely
happy as I came ninth overall. The next race I
am looking forward to is the Yorkshire Cross
Country Championships. I hope I am able to
do well in this race, as I have worked hard in
the West Yorkshire Cross Country League and
got individual gold and team gold in the U13’s
thanks to my teammates from Holmfirth.
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I really enjoy running but over
the summer my main event is
triathlon. Last year in the Tri Star
2 in Yorkshire and Humberside
I came first in my age group. As
I finished at the top of the age
group I went along with other
members from Yorkshire and
Humberside to the Inter Regional
Championships. Unfortunately
I was not happy with my own
performance, but this was a
team event and Yorkshire &
Humberside won gold at the
Championships, it was very
special. I hope I get the chance
to represent the region again.
However, this year there should
be no pressure on me as I have
to move up to Tri Star 3. I really
enjoy training and love running.
Cycling is my next favourite
event but I have to work hard
on my swimming, although this
is improving thanks to Rachael
Mellor my swim coach. When I
am older I hope to represent my
country and maybe one day be
lucky enough and work hard to
get to the Olympics!

Daddy Wayne Byram

U14 Soreen winner
Lewis Byram
Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

Footnote; Daddy, Wayne Byram finished 83rd
in the Soreen senior in a time of 57-00 minutes
from 299 competitors.

Erica Byram scrambling
out of the quarry
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Lets twist again!
The last few articles have been quite in depth
dealing with obscure and complicated injuries,
so I have decided to write about the most
frequently reported sport’s injury – the sprained
ankle – a very common fell running injury.
A sprained ankle occurs when the foot twists or
turns beyond its normal range of movement,
resulting in damage to the soft tissues around
the ankle. This often occurs when the foot
lands on uneven ground or rolling off the side
of a ledge or kerb, causing excessive inwards
or outwards movement. The ligaments are
most frequently injured, but also the muscles
and tendons and occasionally the bone can be
affected.
The ligaments on the outer aspect of the
ankle are the most commonly injured as the
ankle tends to invert, straining the outer aspect
of the ankle. The ligaments on the inside of the
joint are very strong and are rarely injured by
twisting the ankle. These inside ligaments tend
to be damaged when an individual excessively
pronates and the ankle continually ‘falls’ inwards
putting a strain on these structures.

Ligaments of the Ankle Joint
LIGAMENTS ON MEDIAL (INNER) ASPECT OF ANKLE

Anterior tibiotalar ligament

Deltoid ligament

LIGAMENTS ON LATERAL (OUTER) ASPECT OF ANKLE
Anterior tibiofibular ligament
Anterior talofibular ligament

Grades of Sprain
Ligaments consist of tough, dense fibrous
collagen fibres connecting one bone to another.
As the foot is forced into a range beyond normal,
these fibres are over-stretched and injured. The
extent of the damage usually depends on the
speed and force with which the ankle turns. We
have all turned our ankles when it has caused
momentary discomfort but it has been possible
to continue running, whereas the other extreme
is when there is an audible crack or pop and it is
difficult to even put weight through the ankle.

Calcaneofibular ligament

Calcaneocuboid or bifurcate ligament
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The extent of a ligament injury can be graded
into 3 levels:Grade 1: Minor damage to the ligament.
It is possible to continue weight bearing,
but there might be some slight swelling or
tenderness over the site of the ligament. This is
often when the ankle suddenly twists, but within
a few steps it is possible to resume a normal
running style and after a short time you have
forgotten the incident.
Grade 2: Moderate damage to the ligament.
This will cause more swelling and weight bearing
will probably be painful. The range of movement
of the ankle joint will be reduced due to the pain
and the joint might feel unstable. This is when
the ankle turns whilst out running, and whilst
you can hobble back you probably couldn’t
continue running.
Grade 3: Severe tear or complete rupture of
the ligament.
There is considerable swelling and pain, and the
ankle may feel very unstable. Weight bearing is
much more painful and it may be necessary to
use crutches. You might also hear a crack or pop
as the ligament is torn.

Additional Damage
Muscles, tendons and bones can also be
damaged as a result of a severe sprain.
As the ankle turns, the ligaments initially take
the strain, but sometimes the muscles react and
try to prevent this excessive movement. Because
natural forces are taking the foot one way but
the muscles are contracting and trying to pull in
the opposite direction, the muscles or tendons,
which attach these muscles to the bone, can also
be damaged.
In the case of an inversion injury, when
the outer aspect of the ankle is strained, the
peroneal muscles or tendons can be affected.
These muscles are on the outer aspect of the
shin, and the tendons which attach these
muscles to the bone wrap around the outer
ankle bone, inserting into the foot. The shorter
tendon (peroneus brevis) inserts on the outer
aspect of the foot, but the longer tendon
(peroneus longus) goes underneath the foot
inserting into a bone on the inner aspect of the
foot. This can result in pain either up the outer
aspect of the shin, on the outside of the foot, or
underneath the foot. To test these structures you
can push your foot outwards against some form
of resistance eg your own hand or a chair leg
whilst sitting on the chair. If it is painful to stress
these structures, they may be injured.
Sometimes the ligament also pulls a fragment
of bone away from where it is attached. This is
referred to as an avulsion fracture. Occasionally
surgery is necessary to re-attach the fragmented
bone, but if the fragment hasn’t been displaced
too far away from its source, it usually heals well
with rest. In this situation, it would be important
not to try to resume activities too soon as it
could prevent the fragment from re-attaching
or pull it further away from where it has been
detached. The main site of this injury is the fibula

where the anterior talofibular
ligament detaches the lowest
tip of the bone.
In extreme cases the forces
are so great that it causes
serious damage to the ankle,
resulting in major fractures
or dislocations. This is much
more severe and could result
in the rescue services being
called if you are out on the
fells. Nobody likes carrying
extra gear when running, but
this is the time when it could
be crucial.
Several years ago I was
treating a runner who, luckily,
had been walking so was
fully clothed. She twisted
her ankle badly resulting in
fractures and a dislocation,
but she landed in wet, boggy
conditions. Her severe injuries
meant she was unable to
move and as a consequence
had to lie there until she could
be assisted. She had her mobile
phone with her but unfortunately didn’t have a
signal. Somebody else finally came along who
could alert the emergency services, but she was
several hours before being rescued and taken to
a hospital. Had she only been wearing shorts and
vest the situation could have been very different.
After doing the ‘wilderness first aid course’
in damp, icy conditions last year, everybody on
the course realised how quickly the symptoms
of hypothermia could set in - especially if you
weren’t appropriately dressed and were unable
to move due to injury. If you are with somebody
in this situation, it is important not to move them
but to try to keep them as warm as possible
until assistance is available. Some form of
‘emergency shelter’ thrown over the top of both
of you means you are breathing in each other’s
warm air which can make a huge difference.
This is much more effective than just huddling
together.
With this in mind, if you are out running alone
make sure:
1. somebody knows where you are and how
long you intend to be
2. you can make contact via a mobile phone or
3. carry some additional gear just in case you
need to cover up – unfortunately accidents
do happen!

Treatment of Ligament Injuries
24-48 hours - RICE
REST – Try to prevent causing further damage to
the injured tissues by giving them time to start
repairing.
ICE – Apply cold to the injured area for 15-20
mins at a time. Do not apply ice directly to the
skin as this can cause burning. Put some barrier
(eg Vaseline) on the skin to protect it, or wrap ice
or a bag of frozen peas in a towel. If the ice is not
comfortable or there isn’t any available, cooling

the ankle in a bowl of cold water
or wrapping the ankle in a towel
which has been soaked in cold
water and wrung out can still
help to reduce the temperature –
this might be necessary whilst at
work or if away from home.
COMPRESSION – This helps to
minimise the tissue swelling.
It can be applied by using a
compression stocking such as
tubigrip, an ankle support or
a crepe bandage applied in a
figure of 8 or from the toes to the
knee. Compression support is
particularly important when the
leg can’t be elevated.
ELEVATION – As the leg isn’t being
used normally, the muscles aren’t
pumping the circulation around.
During this time it is important
to elevate the leg so that gravity
can help to reduce the swelling
as much as possible. Standing for
long periods will increase swelling
considerably, so should be avoided whenever
possible in the 1st couple of days.

Day 3+
INCREASE ANKLE MOBILITY - As long as there is
no bony damage, it is important to resume ankle
mobility as quickly as the pain allows. Tissues
heal in response to the strains put through
them, so by beginning to move the ankle this
reinforces the direction of the repairing fibres.
Immobility results in a haphazard scar which
can cause more long-term problems. Walking
may be uncomfortable, but it can be possible to
keep the ankle mobile with non-weightbearing
exercises, swimming or static cycling.
INCREASE RANGE OF MOVEMENT – It is
important to regain normal range of movement
of the ankle. If the ankle ligament is allowed
to heal too short, it will be injured quicker the
next time you turn your ankle. Ideally you need
to be able to stretch your ankle into the same
positions as the opposite uninjured ankle.
Initially this can be by stretching the ankle up
and down, in and out and round in circles. As this
becomes easier you can stretch over the edge of
a step, or do a controlled stretch in standing into
the same direction as the injury.
STRENGTH – As the pain subsides and the range
of movement begins to return, the ankle needs
to resume its strength. The muscles surrounding
a joint weaken quickly when they are not being
used normally, so it is important to make sure
they are strong enough to resume normal
training. Walking around on tip-toes or on the
heels, toe raises on the edge of a step, hopping
on the spot, forwards, backwards and sideways,
and on and off a low step will all help strengthen
the muscles around the ankle joint. Running on
the fells requires considerable ankle strength
and if you can’t do these activities in a controlled
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environment at home you are going to be more
susceptible to further injury when running over
rough tussocky terrain.
PROPRIOCEPTION – This is often referred to
as ‘the joint’s position in space’. Receptors in
the joint and the surrounding structures give
feedback to the brain about the position of
the joint at any given time. It is subconscious
and is happening all the time even though
we aren’t aware of it, but following an injury,
it is as important to sharpen up this feedback.
Proprioception work is often carried out on
an unstable base such as a foam cushion or
a wobble board. The ankle joint is put into
positions away from neutral and the structures
around the joint have to control the movement.
With practice the reactions become more
controlled and quicker, and this helps to improve
your response times when out running on rough
terrain. If you haven’t got access to a wobble
board, standing on the injured leg with your
eyes closed and then trying to stand on 1 leg
on a cushion with eyes closed will still help reeducate proprioception.
ACTIVITY SPECIFIC REHABILITATION – It is
important to rehabilitate steadily with your final
goal in mind. Your 1st run after injury shouldn’t
be in fell shoes over rough ground – instead it
might be a jog for 10 minutes on a canal bank
in road shoes. It is then important to gradually
increase distance, speed, incline, decline and
uneven terrain, but I usually advise that you only
alter one of these at any given training session.
Each of these factors stresses the injured tissues
slightly differently, so it is important that you
don’t introduce too many different stresses at
any given time.
STRAPPING – I am not
a keen supporter of
strapping as I feel the
tissues should be reeducated sufficiently
that they do not need
additional support.
However, following
ligament injury to the
ankle, the individual
is usually worried
that the ankle is
going to twist again
and when racing you
don’t want to have that concern. In this situation,
I think that stirrup strapping can help boost
confidence so you can run normally rather than
altering your running style trying to prevent
further injury.
This strapping is applied by using zinc oxide
tape from just above the inside ankle bone,
underneath the heel bone, then up the outer
aspect of the leg to approximately a hand’s
width below the outer aspect of the knee (see
pic). The tape is taken so high as it provides a
stimulus to the peroneal muscles if the ankle
begins to invert. If tension is applied to the tape
as it is pulled up the outer aspect of the leg,
the ankle is unable to invert to the point where

it could cause further injury
when you put weight through
Denise M Park
the limb. An additional
Musculoskeletal Chartered Physiotherapist
piece of tape can be applied
MSc MCSP SRP Grad Dip Phys
horizontally across the 2 ends
World Mountain Running Association Accredited Physio
of the tape to help it stay in
Tel: 01200 423181
place, but don’t wrap this
www.deniseparkphysio.co.uk
around the total circumference
of the leg as it could apply
29 Peel St, Clitheroe, Lancs, BB7 1NH
pressure to the tissues once
the muscles are pumped up
and inflammation. There is some thought
whilst exercising. Tight tape
that you shouldn’t take these too soon after
could then restrict blood flow or‘saw’ into the
an injury as they can slow down and interfere
tendons causing additional damage.
with the body’s natural healing mechanisms.
Recovery Times
Inflammation is the body’s response to injury, so
Depending on the severity of the injury, you can
by restricting this, you could delay rather than
expect to be back running within days to weeks.
assist the healing in the first few days. This is still
When there is only ligament damage, I usually
an area which is being researched, but it is worth
expect a full recovery in anything up to 6 weeks
considering.
– especially when combined with physiotherapy
Long-term and Surgery
treatment.
If ankle sprains aren’t resolved properly, chronic
It is often possible to resolve this injury
long-term problems can develop resulting in
and return to running without physiotherapy
recurrent sprains, instability and pain. As long
intervention. However, if the injury is a severe
as the above advice is followed, this shouldn’t
grade 2 or grade 3 sprain, treatment might aid
happen. It is crucial that the guidelines for
the recovery. Additionally, if there doesn’t appear
movement, strength, proprioception and a
to be significant improvement by the 10th day, it
running specific rehabilitation are followed to
might be sensible to seek professional advice in
optimise recovery. When returning to sport, the
case the injury is more severe than suspected.
injured ankle must be as similar to the nonIf there is excessive bruising, swelling or pain,
injured ankle as possible. Asymmetry can have
I would always recommend that the ankle is
an affect on running style resulting in additional
x-rayed to confirm if there is any bony injury. The
compensatory problems.
management of a fractured ankle is considerably
It is rare that surgery is required following
different to the management of a sprain, so
ligament damage, but very occasionally
accurate diagnosis is important. I would also
recovery fails with conservative treatment. It
suggest that if an ankle injury does not appear to
may be necessary to look inside the joint (an
be resolving as expected, it might be necessary
arthroscopy) to see if the cartilage is damaged or
to re-x-ray in case some bony damage has not
if there is any debris within the joint, or it may be
been identified on the initial x-ray. Sometimes
necessary to carry out reconstructive surgery to
bone damage is not seen immediately after the
repair the torn tissues. In my experience, surgery
injury and it is only when the bone begins to
should be avoided wherever possible.
heal and there is new bone growth that you can
see the line of the fracture.
Prevention
The photographs accompanying this article
There are occasions when the injury happens so
are of a sprained ankle with ligament damage.
quickly and under so much force that you will
The excessive bruising and swelling appeared
never prevent it from happening.
immediately following the injury, but x-rays at the
To help prevent ankle sprains, make sure that
time suggested no bony damage. When he came
you have good range of movement, adequate
to see me a few days later I suggested re-x-rays
strength to control your ankles when running
before deciding on the appropriate rehabilitation.
over rough terrain, and good proprioception so
The hospital A&E department also agreed that
that your reaction response is quick if your ankle
the ankle should be re-x-rayed once they saw
begins to turn. Practise some of the exercises
the amount of swelling and bruising. The second
mentioned above and train your ankles to cope
x-rays confirmed no bony injury which meant I
with the terrains encountered in fell running.
could advise him on a speedy rehabilitation. He
followed my advice, I didn’t treat him again and
he was back racing within 6 weeks.
NB: Sarah Tunstall is reducing her hours to
(This injury was caused by jogging backwards
focus more on her training. To cover her hours
in the warm-up to an important race. I am not
I am looking for a chartered physiotherapist
sure why he felt it necessary to jog backwards
with an interest in musculoskeletal injuries,
before such an important event, but needless
and preferably a knowledge of fell / mountain
to say he fell down a pothole because he
running, to work alongside me.
couldn’t see where he was going. He will remain
This would initially be a part-time position
nameless!)
with flexible hours, but with bags of potential for
Medication
the future.
It is possible to take non-steroidal antiIf you are interested, please contact me on
inflammatory drugs to help control the pain
01200 423181 for a chat.
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Keith Richardson
with Joss Naylor

Words by the Water Literature Festival

FESTIVAL INFORMATION:

KESWICK, CUMBRIA

Date: 5-14th March 2010
Venue: Theatre by the Lake, Keswick

Friday 12 March - 9pm - Words by the Water at
Theatre by the Lake
Keith Richardson
The Legendary Joss: A Lakeland Fell Runner
and Shepherd (an illustrated talk)

Cumbrian writers appearing at the festival
include: Jenn Ashworth, Michelle Guinness,
Sarah Hall, Matt Hilton, John Murray,
Jacob Polley, and Chris Wadsworth

Keith Richardson won The Lakeland Book of
the Year Award in 2009 for Ivver Sen, his first
book about the life and times of the men and
women who worked the land. His second, Joss,
is a biography of the legendary Lake District
fell runner and shepherd Joss Naylor. In his talk,
featuring Val Corbett’s photographs, the author
examines the life and times of one of the Lake
District’s most celebrated characters.
“Joss Naylor’s pedigree as a fell runner is
undeniable but there is much more to the man.
In addition to his considerable exploits in the
world of running, this biography brings to the
fore other areas of Joss’s remarkable story.”
Joss’s world is a fascinating place to be; more
than a biography “…it is also a social history
and, in many respects, a tribute to Lakeland, its
people and that band of hardy souls that call
them selves fell runners.”
Given the subject of the talk the organizers
of Words by the Water felt that it would only
be appropriate that 50% of box office takings
should be donated to the Cumbrian Flood
Recovery Fund. Kay Dunbar, one of the festival’s
directors, has stressed that the festival’s
organisers will be doing all they can in the run-

Other programme highlights include:

WORDS
A by the
T
E
R
A Cumbrian Literature Festival
Theatre by the Lake, Keswick
5 - 14 March 2010

up to the festival to draw visitors back to Keswick
following last November’s floods.
“The annual literary pilgrimage to Words by
the Water brings thousands of people to Keswick
each Spring and provides a welcome boost for
the local economy. The 2010 programme boasts
a really exciting line-up and we’re working
hard to ensure that the festival welcomes more
visitors than ever this year.”

 Martin Bell on MPs expenses and the
future of politics
 Brian Keenan on his Belfast boyhood
 Fay Weldon on a lifetime in books
 Shirley Williams on the influences that
shaped her
Festival programmes available now:
Tel: 01803 867373 or
Email admin@wayswithwords.co.uk
Tickets priced from £7 can be purchased
in person or by phone from Theatre by the
Lake (017687 74411) or online at www.
theatrebythelake.com from Wednesday 16th
December.

CONTACT:
* Kate Treleaven t. 01803 867311 or email
kate.treleaven@wayswithwords.co.uk www.
wordsbythewater.org.uk
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First aid for
fellrunners
The air is crisp and cold, the moors are coated
in a thick layer of snow and your afternoon walk
will soon be over. Your thoughts of looking
forward to reaching your car and warmth are
suddenly interrupted. Against the blanket of
snow a motionless body stands out. A fell runner
clad in nothing but thermal top and shorts.
A number of things are flooding your mind:
 Things look safe, there is no obvious cause of
collapse
 You shouted to see if they were ok but no
response
 How long have they been there, what has
happened?
A closer inspection reveals a man in his mid
thirties in a foetal position who looks as if he has
been on the ground for at least an hour as his
skin feels so cold. Touching his face causes him
to mumble
“How long have you been here?” you ask.
“...I can’t remem...don’t know...”
“Don’t worry, I can help you.”
You are thankful that you are well prepared.
Within a few minutes you are in your group
shelter. Shouting for help did not produce any
results but a call to the police and Mountain
Rescue was successful.
You remembered the following advice for
encountering an unresponsive person in this
situation:
“Assume the casualty is hypothermic, diabetic
and has head and spinal injuries until proven
otherwise”.
As he was unable to answer your questions
you decide not to assume anything. The section
of sleeping mat you keep in your rucksack would
help insulate him from the ground. You decide
against moving him as he is uncooperative
and help is imminent. The few minutes he is
left on the floor are unlikely to kill him but any
unnecessary movement may cause problems for
a potentially weak heart at this point. The shelter
and your additional body warmth are stopping
him from getting further cold. Additional
contents of your ruck sack are packed around
his head and shoulders to help immobilise him.
You hope your constant reassurance is helping
as you crumble up two dextrose tablets to put
between his cheeks and teeth.
After a few minutes he mumbles. “... who are
you?”
You never get the chance to answer as the

rescue team arrives. Later that night a forage in
the loft produces a small lightweight back pack,
thrown into the loft a couple of years ago as
you hated to carry anything on your runs. The
addition of a crepe bandage, Blizzard Survival
Jacket, large wound dressing and, small amount
of duct tape and a small head torch make you
feel prepared for any future winter runs. A quick
flick through your first aid manual reminded you
of some of the day’s events:

DIABETES
HYPOGLYCAEMIA
Signs and Symptoms: Comes on rapidly,
tiredness, weakness, sweating, trembling,
palpitations, pale, hunger, irritability, confusion,
aggressive, emotional swings.
Treatment - conscious
 Sugary drink or sweets if conscious and able
to swallow
 On return to normal they should dictate what
they normally do or give more food in the
form of complex carbohydrate

HYPERGLYCAEMIA
Signs and Symptoms: Comes on gradually,
passing a lot of urine, may be thirsty, headache,
weak, dizzy, nauseous, rapid pulse/respirations,
dehydration, possibly becoming aggressive,
gradually becoming drowsy, possibility of fruity
smelling breath.

Treatment - conscious
 Get them to test their blood sugar levels and
treat for dehydration with an unsweetened
drink
Treatment - unconscious
 Get help
 Do not inject insulin
If unsure if hypo or hyperglycaemic in the
unconscious casualty still rub/massage crushed
dextrose tablets or similar into the gums – do not
go past the teeth. If no recovery – get help.

Treatment - unconscious
 Rub/massage crushed dextrose tablets or
similar into the gums – do not go past the
teeth. If no recovery – get help
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TRAIL and FELL
Running Weekends

in Scotland
(incl races and orienteering events)

HYPOTHERMIA
MILD HYPOTHERMIA
Signs and Symptoms : Shivering, goose bumps, cold to touch, irritable,
tired, poor judgement.

a
Discover the magnificenitthScprottofeishssionhilalls coin ac hes.
relaxed environ ment w advice, navigation
Includes training
& sports massage.

Treatment
 Shelter
 Body warmth
 Sweet drink and food if conscious
 Evacuate if able to re-warm, clothing is dry, casualty is able to walk
unassisted, and weather has improved.
MODERATE HYPOTHERMIA
Signs and Symptoms: Blue lips, warm and red limbs due to vasodilation,
slow pulse, reduced level of consciousness, slurred speech, confused
irrational behaviour, clumsiness, falling over.
Treatment
 Handle casualty gently
 Protect airway
 Heat packs on core
 Evacuate if able to re-warm, clothing is dry, casualty is able to walk
unassisted, and weather has improved.
SEVERE HYPOTHERMIA
Signs and Symptoms : Faint respirations and pulse, may look dead, blue
limbs
Treatment
 Get further help
 Prevent from getting further cold
 For immersion hypothermia re- warm in a shelter and replace clothing
 If no shelter put dry clothing on top of wet
No CPR for severely hypothermic casualties – get help
Blizzard Survival Jackets are made by Blizzard Survival and can be found at
www.blizzardsurvival.com We use them on our courses as they are simply
great products that work!

NICOLA PICKERING
Owner of High Peak First Aid Training since 1997 who provide first aid
and medical skills for the urban, wilderness and hostile environments.
The company evolved after a successful solo exploration of undiscovered
caves in remote areas of the Nepal Himalayas.
Nicola currently directs, develops and delivers training to civilian and
military organisations from basic to advanced levels. She particularly
enjoys training for the wilderness and hostile environments.
Personal experience has involved 10 years working in the outdoor
education industry, as a qualified instructor in several disciplines and
25 years personal experience UK and worldwide caving, climbing and
kayaking in some very remote locations. Past member of Buxton MRT and
Derbyshire DCRO for 8 years.

ramme 2010
Wildoutdoors Running Prog
5-7th Mar

The Highland Boundary races,
3 races in 3 days, Birnam, Perthshire
12-14th Mar Fell and navigation weekend
2-4 April
Fell running weekend
19-20th Sept Mountain marathon training weekend
26 Sept
Newtyle Hill race
22-24 Oct
Fell running weekend
26-28 Nov
Fell and navigation weekend

PRICES FROM £90

which includes: short and long runs tailored to
suit you organic and locally sourced food
small groups with transport in our lovely minibus
accommodation at Birnam Guest House and
other venues throughout Scotland all weekends
operated by the wildoutdoors team

Wildoutdoors
Birnam Guest House
Perthshire, Scotland

Also B&B at Birnam Guest House

Tel: 01350 727201/07761 673231
e: adrianrdavis@hotmail.com

www.wildoutdoors.info
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ý BY KEITH BURNS

Wild Trails to
Far Horizons
MIKE CUDAHY
2ND EDITION, HAYLOFT PUBLISHING LTD.
“When I stand at the beginning of 100 miles
of moor, mountain, valley and meadow, I am
standing on the threshold of a dream.” - author
Mike Cudahy.
This book is a very thoughtful account of a life
with an obsession: to run further and faster for
personal contentment rather than fame and
material gain. In 1984, to attempt the Pennine
Way in under three days was bold. Cudahy’s first
sub-three-day traverse (eight attempts in all) will
stay unique in stature because followers must
benefit from the footpath improvements, and
perhaps from Sheldrake’s morphic resonance
effect as well as. The Pennine Way is just one
of a large and varied range of long distance
ventures in the hills that are described with
feeling in this new edition of Cudahy’s athletic
autobiography. The fascinating accounts of
ultra runs varies through the sublime landscape
drama of the Scottish 4000ft summits, Pennine,
Welsh and Lake District routes to the tedium of
the Southern Uplands Way (“with all the silk at
their disposal, the Scottish planners have produced
a sow’s ear.”)
This isn’t a mechanistic account of one foot in
front of the other; it’s a fascinating insight into
what makes the mind tick towards seemingly
impossible struggles which never quite feed the
rat adequately (Al Alvarez). The afflicted must
always up the ante and go for more and more
difficult objectives. Why? George Mallory, when
frustrated by this question, said, “ - - because it is
there.” When he was asked why he was going back
to Everest he said, “Because I can’t help it. To refuse
the adventure would be to run the risk of drying up
like a pea in its shell”. Cudahy’s preoccupation with
the big journeys comes from the same mysterious
origins within the head. The book prompts this
difficult question as to why we do what we do.
Cudahy talks eloquently within and around the
subject, but provides no clear answers on a plate.
You are left to pursue the mystery as homework.
Cudahy is to fell-running philosophy what Harold
Drasdo is to climbing.
At the basic guidebook level It’s a rich mine
of ideas that will prompt you to emulate and
extend them. But it’s so much more than this.
You will learn about the relative merits of early
morning and evening starts when you’re about
to lose the following two nights of sleep; about
the consequences of not training on ground
similar to your next big project; about the

hallucinatory consequences
of sleep deprivation; nonrelativistic time dilation;
precision versus intuitive
navigation, Eustace Thomas’s
nostril expanders and much
more. The book raises as
many questions as it answers.
As an opportunity to study
the man as a curiosity of his
type it’s a remarkable, honest
and illuminating account.
Cudahy is as dogmatic as
befits a one-time professional
educator, but his diagnoses
and medicine should come
with health warnings. To
make eight attempts in the
pursuit of a sub-three day
Pennine Way record will be
understood by many readers of the Fell Runner,
but they should also consider that there are
penalties. The knees of most fell runners tend
to give out before other essential working parts
(ask any fell runner in his sixties) and there’s
a lot of interesting stuff to do before you pop
your clogs without getting the needle stuck in
a particular groove. So before succumbing to
such extraordinary objectives, consider whether
the payback is going to be worth it if so much of
the time spent in its pursuit might involve not
actually enjoying the experience at the time.
The linkage between challenge, discomfort,
stimulation and reward is far from unique to
fell running; it has been observed in cohorts
as varied as Indonesian cannibals, Japanese
motor cycle gangs and Italian prostitutes.
There is passing reference to the enormous
demands of time and patience for training and
planning, feeding and watering; not only on the
individual, but on family, friends and supporters.
To preach a philosophy of “not to quit if you can
still put one leg in front of the other” verges on
the irresponsible, the ultimate consequence
being death from hypothermia on a cold moor.
An uncomfortable chauvinism accidentally slips
out in places: a “crone over a stove” is no way to
refer to one of the many unsung event marshals
who have assisted him on his way; nor is the
remark “not bad for a woman” an appropriate
reference to the formidable performance of one
of his most loyal supporters. These are blokey,
jokey cracks, but they still jar. By contrast, I like
Cudahy’s reinforcement of the admirable selfdiscipline of the fell runner, “To cheat is to truly
embrace failure; you have lost.” We erode this
culture at the peril of our sport.

Judging from the prices that the first edition
of this book has been commanding on EBay and
Amazon, this reprint will sell well. Those who
have an original edition will have kept it not as
an investment, but because it’s an extremely
good book. Personally I think it’s unique in its
subject area. Ultra distance running in the hills
will never command a mass readership. Its
quality literature verges on the non-existent
(I discount the turgid treatises that would be
better on a chemist’s shelf alongside cures for
insomnia). This new edition
also has extra material
that almost matches the
quality of what preceded
it, but the new material
would have merited a bit
more editing down from
its hard-core club journal
format. A richly-deserved
inclusion (a first publication
to my knowledge) is Mike
Hartley’s account of his
remarkable traverse of the
big three British rounds
(Ramsay, Graham and
Buckley) as a continuous
journey (183 miles and
83,000ft) linked by vehicle
transport. We deserve more
from Hartley himself before
his other achievements are
lost to posterity.
It’s a pity there are not more outline maps.
Those with the fell runner’s comprehensive
familiarity with the northern wastes will have no
problem with orientation, but the book deserves
a readership that extends to those who need a
bit more geographical assistance as well. Sadly,
the quality of the writing has not been matched
by care in production. For a second edition, there
are too many typos (albeit trivial) that seem to
result from the use of modern word processing
technology. The omission of six pages is a great
pity for a complete print run. I understand that
this is going to be put right retrospectively for all
past and future purchasers. There is a frustrating
lack of an index, which the book deserves.
Mountaineering literature has a rich history of
good writing spanning over at least a couple of
centuries from de Saussure through Whymper
and Tilman to Simpson. There’s no comparable
shelf-load for the fell runner, ultra or not-so-ultra.
Cudahy has contributed handsomely to the
genre. For the newer generation of fell runners
who might not have seen the original, this should
be more than a book you order from your library;
you need to own it, for you will keep returning
for its wisdom, raw information, inspiration and
entertainment. But don’t expect an Askwithian
gee-whizz popular exposition. For those with the
obsession, this is an anorak’s apotheosis. Lend it
to a neighbour to explain what you do, and he’ll
not treat you with awe; he’ll point you out to
others and tell them you’re a bit odd. This book
may help you to stay content with your oddness,
and lead you to a useful personal reassessment.
Buy this book before it becomes as hard to find as
its first edition.
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The Best of the Fells

BRILLIANT! WHY DIDN’T ANYONE...
Peter Hooper
(Lulu £9.95)
...think of producing a book like
this before?
Or perhaps they did but
only Pete Hooper has had the
vision, patience, tenacity and
ability to assemble, edit and
arrange the publication of this
compilation of excellent writing
on fellrunning.
The book (270 pages)
includes articles, photos and
even a couple of poems from
50 contributors covering a
broad range of fell race and
other challenges: the Ben, the
BGR, the Fellsman, some more
obscure races, plus writing on fell running and
other challenges in general. From the droll wit
of Pete’s opening introduction the subsequent
pages are a delight and, gratefully, what the
book is not is just a collection of tedious “let me
tell you about my run” accounts. It is instead a
collection of well written, witty and enjoyable
pieces.
Although the content has mainly been
published in other formats, primarily club

websites and e.g. the
pages of The Fellrunner, I
suggest that no one will
pick this book up and fail to
be delighted and amused
to read writing, and high
quality writing, new to them.
Most of the pieces
are short, illustrating
Shakespeare’s view that
brevity is the soul of wit, and
leave the reader wanting
more. But there are longer
pieces as well on e.g. the
Tour de Mont Blanc and
the 16th Marathon des
Sables. Now 240km across
the South Moroccan Sahara
Desert may not quite be fell
running as I understand it but it surely qualifies
as a challenge.
It would be invidious to highlight any
particular contributions and individual readers
will enjoy different pieces but The Best of the Fells
is a book to buy, read and enjoy; and then read
and enjoy again. I laughed out loud on page 11,
again on page 16, and again and again until “A
Fell Running Glossary“ reduced me to hysterical
tears. This book could well have been titled The

Fun of the Fells.
Pete as editor kindly gives most credit to his
contributors but in fact his own writing is as
good and as funny as any contribution in the
book. He should be proud to have his name on
the cover.
There are over 7000 members of the FRA and
I hope every one buys a copy, not least because
of the encouragement it will give to other
aspiring writers who might wonder if there really
is a market (apart from for the ubiquitous Feet
in the Clouds) for books on fell running. And,
who knows, big sales might open the eyes of
publishers as well.
Pete has kept the price down to £9.95 or
the price of a few fancy latte coffees and, since
neither Pete nor the contributors are taking any
royalties, around 1/3rd of the cover price is going
to UK Mountain Rescue funds.
I urge every self-respecting fell runner to buy a
copy of The Best of the Fells for personal pleasure
and another half a dozen copies as Christmas
presents. Christmas always comes along sooner
than you expect and the more people who
read this book the more enlightened they will
become about our wonderful sport.
The Best of the Fells? Absolutely!
So contact www.lulu.com

The perfect
stocking-filler
for your favourite
hill-runner this
Christmas . . .
Classic Hill Runs and Races by Steven Fallon is the first guidebook to hill-running in
Scotland. Covering the whole of the country from the Central Belt and the Southern
Uplands to the Western Isles and the Far North, it covers 70 routes from well-known
classics and good beginners’ routes to more hidden gems and big Munro-bagging
challenges in an easy-to-follow, fully-illustrated pocket format.

A great little book full
of race and running
routes all over Scotland.
A must have for any
fellrunner heading to
Scotland! A very handy
pocket sized guide that
is full of information
and maps illustrating a
large selection of runs
of a variety of distances.

Available
from all good
running shops
and bookshops
from 1st Dec.
price: £10

www.pocketmountains.com
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Oh, Snow Lucky
WOW, but what a spectacular end to the year
and the noughties it was, despite everything!
The skirl of the bagpipes being played by young
Callum Carslaw, the backdrop of a snowy picture
postcard Penistone Hill and the hustle and bustle
of noise that only runners can produce made this
the only place to be on New Years Eve morning.
World Triathlon Champion and Triathlon Man
of the Year award winner, Alistair Brownlee,
showed he can still mix it with the best in fell
running, seeing off a star studded field and more
impressively breaking trail through the worst
of the snow drifts on the summit ridge of the
changed route.
The route used on the day – the original race
route – was chosen because on the other route
all the bridleways towards Bronte Waterfall and
then the Pennine Way to Top Withins Ruin were
sheets of ice and unrunnable – unless you were
going to audition for ‘Dancing on Ice’ or felt the
need to break some bones!
This original route took in more of the
moorland paths, which were just snow covered,
although the route from the Top O’ Stairs to
Oxenhope Stoop was virgin snow with numerous
drifts to negotiate, making it a fell runners dream
– ‘the more challenging the better’. This route, for

the bookworms, was last used in 2003 when Ian
Holmes ran the record of 34-01 to win the race
for the eleventh consecutive year.
To celebrate the year end and get everyone
in the festive mood for the evenings revelry to
come, all entrants on registering were presented
with a bottle of Yorkshires Finest Ale – Daleside
Old Leg Over, which this year had a neck label of
either Andi Jones or Blue Haywood, as tribute to
them for winning last year. On that note, because
this race was pre-entry for the first time ever, all
entrants who for whatever reason didn’t get to
this years entertaining snowy adventure, had the
chance to pick up their bottle of Old Leg Over at
the Soreen Stanbury Splash race.

It’s snow easy for Ali
382 runners sped off at speed after the
traditional guest starter Louis Holmes, dressed
as Superman – a tribute to his dad, Ian – said
the magic words, ‘GO ON THEN’. 21 year old pin
up Alistair, who is gracing the cover of several
sporting magazines, made his move to victory
along the ridge and by the Stoop checkpoint
had ten seconds on the chasing group of
younger brother Jonathan, twice winner and
normal route record holder Andi Jones, 2006
Photo © Dave Woodhead www.woodentops.org.uk

With all the ice and snow over the Christmas
and New Year period the logistics of organising
the 16th Daleside Auld Lang Syne race were
a nightmare. We flagged the route early
because of the snow, but then had to change
everything because thick ice had developed on
all the bridleways on the moor. Then add in to
the equation the fact that our camper van was
snowed in, Penistone Hill itself was carpeted
in ice and West End cricket ground was snow
bound. It’s thanks to many that this race
survived. Simon Farrar and his trusty Landy
were two of the races saviours: they delivered
the famous Daleside Old Leg Over beer to
the race venue, delivered the prizes to the pub
and even brought us to Haworth very early on
race day. However, with what has happened
since: the travel chaos, with thousands held
up on grid locked roads; buses, trains and
aeroplanes at a halt; road closures; weather
alerts; over 2000 schools closed; sporting
events canceled; a biting Siberian blast causing
-18 degree celsius temperatures and the whole
of shivering Britain being covered deep in the
white stuff, we were ‘Oh, snow lucky!’

“Go on then!”
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winner Simon Bailey and ‘old faithful’ Ian
Holmes. By the beck crossing, after the eventful
snowy descent, Ian had caught Alistair but it
wasn’t long before Alistair began kicking for his
second victory here, to which veteran Ian, 23
years his senior, had no response, although he
did have enough in his legs to keep European
Junior Triathlon and runner up in the World’s,
Jonathan at bay. With these three athletes all
representing Bingley Harriers the team prize was
easy to work out, before the rest of the weary
runners descended into the finish, where they
realised just how cold their hands and feet were.
They soon got the feelings back after a cup of
steaming hot coffee.

There’s snow stopping Walnut
It was a battle of two halves in the ladies race
with reigning Yorkshire fell champion, Emma
Clayton, leading until halfway along the snowy
ridge. ’It was just crazy, deep snow and I never
knew how deep it was. I hated it. It was horrible.
I am so mad with myself for losing it there. Olivia
just strolled past me,’ said 21 year old Emma,
who now teaches PE at Wibsey Primary School.
Emma, the Withins Skyline winner was also
disappointed she didn’t beat her U18 record
time from 2003 of 48-32, being 33 seconds
slower. When you consider that only the first
three men broke the ladies record (40-05), set by
Sarah Rowell some 14 years ago, it shows what
the conditions must have been like. Incidentally
Saz was our Stoop checkpoint marshal.
Emma has had a very, very good year: Senior
English Bronze medallist, fourth in the senior
British championship and English and British
U23 champion. She had been rewarded with
two senior England vests, wearing one to finish
third at the International Mount Snowdon Race.
She has also improved her 3K and 10K times
by 30 seconds each to 9-52 and 36-22. Add to
this that she is the senior Yorkshire champion
and Yorkshire U23 champion, was a part of the
Yorkshire Inter County girls team victory at
Hutton Roof with Lizzie Adams, Zanthe Wray and
Lisa Lacon. What more could a girl ask for?

2009 Inter County fells champion, Olivia
Walwyn, nicknamed ‘Walnut’, who ran dressed as
an Indian Squaw said, ‘it was a steady start. I was
trying not to put pressure on myself and to just
see how it went, because over Christmas I have
been injured and it was only a jog the previous
day that tipped the balance for me to run,
although I had been cross training. The ridge was
enjoyable, I love running in snow and even deep
mud, although at times when overtaking you
just never knew how deep the hard snow was.’ A
librarian at Kings School in Macclesfield, Olivia’s
name is now on the Daleside beer pump trophy
for the third time: 2006, 2007 and 2009 – and of
course she is the record holder for the normal
course. Her year has been a very mixed one. A
great early season with fourth in the Southern
and a tenth in the National Cross Country
Championships, and a road 10K pb of 34-53 at
Blackburn. Later on colds etc. took their toll,
although making the England Commonwealth

Games team in Keswick and finishing seventh
was exciting.
In third, hot on the heels of Emma, was Welsh
1000m Peaks and 53 mile Highland Fling winner,
the Australian born Sarah Ridgeway-Kleeman,
who has run in the World Mountain Trophy and
is now a Welsh international. Sarah, along with
the Welsh contingency, spent the New Year at
Haworth Youth Hostel, and the day after she won
the Giants Tooth race with Matthew Roberts,
who was eighth at the ALS.
There may have been snow all around and
runners shivering everywhere but seeing a
junior, who has run in the junior Quarry Runs
over the years, progress to winning the U18
category in their first senior outing was heart
warming: 17 year old Nichola Jackson of Preston
Harriers impressively finished an incredible fifth
overall.
The Auld Lang Syne is about serious racing
for some but also about end of year fun and
celebrating for others, so Louis Holmes’ first job
of the day was to decide the fancy dress winners,
not an easy task we may add, with so many
but Werewolf – Paul Crabtree, Skeleton – Andy
Nicholl, Leprechaun – Steve Turland, Shaun
the Sheep – Sue Roberts, Punk Rocker – Caren
Crabtree and Christmas Parcel – Mick Green all
won Heroes chocolates, for being real sporting
heroes.
Renowned P&B fell runner and artist Shane
Green, who finished 32nd, added a surprise extra
to the winners prize haul, by presenting Alistair
and Olivia with two framed running etchings at
the beer come chocolate prize giving, where the
race video entertained the packed Old Sun Hotel.
This race was pre-entry, but a few runners did
manage to enter after the closing date, purely
because they provided invaluable help to the
organiser. Remember, without the help of others,
race organisers can’t put the events on for you
to enjoy. So for 2010, why not SUPPORT YOUR
RACE ORGANISERS – THEY ALWAYS NEED

Wolfman cometh: Paul Crabtree
with Jason Hemsley

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

Photo © Dave Woodhead www.woodentops.org.uk

First three women (l-r): Emma Clayton,
Olivia Walwyn & Sarah Ridgeway-Kleeman
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THE BIG ONE!!!!

First Under 18 lady - Nichola Jackson of Preston Harriers
as fast as I could. Going over the final bump and
seeing the finish was a welcome sight as were
the hot drinks and biscuits!
The pub was packed, but the hot soup and
bread roll was just what I needed to get some
warmth! As I was 1st under 18 I got some biscuits
and a tin of Heroes – chocolate was needed after
such a cold race! I was very pleased with my run.
I didn’t expect to finish so high up and it was a
surprise to be 5th lady! I really enjoyed it and I
will be back next year and run even faster...
I first started running at the age of eight
because my sister Lucy used to run. Lucy still
holds records in Sports Hall Athletics, though
she now is a county badminton player with
Durham University. You could say it’s her fault
I got in to running. My first fell race was at the
Helm Hill English Junior Relay Champs when our
club needed another U12 and Stephanie Roe,
Domenique Claydon, Beth Goodwin, Amie and
Emily Kevan talked me into it and we actually
finished first girls team. I didn’t have any fell
shoes so had to run in trainers. Coming down
was scary! As well as fell running, I do track, road
and cross country. I have represented Lancashire
at the English Schools and at the Inter Counties,
both for Cross Country.

PS: Steven, my dad finished the race in 58-43,
whilst I ran 50-12, he, he.’
PPS: Last year for my coursework that
contributed to my A* in Textiles, I designed
and made a recycled dress, made entirely from
recycled household items and just general
rubbish!

Photo © Dave Woodhead www.woodentops.org.uk

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

‘Before this event I had only ever done the
junior quarry runs, which accompany the big
races. These were fast and furious but none the
less very enjoyable and with great prizes too!
However I was too old to compete in these so I
had to do the ‘Big’ One ...
Travelling across to Penistone Country Park
from Lancashire was a challenge in its self, the
icy roads and snow covering made the journey
treacherous. We managed to grab a parking
space at the bottom, not risking to go any
further up the road as we would probably have
skidded back down! I collected my number and
bottle of Daleside Old Leg Over beer along with
my dad, who was running as well. Mum had
just come to give support. Dave then carefully
pointed out the route which was just a mass of
whiteness, as I had no idea where I was actually
going. It didn’t seem too bad, but I was wrong in
thinking that!
Everyone made their way down into the quarry
following the sound of the bagpipes, the people
wearing fancy dress were judged and we were off!
Though some front runners did jump superman’s
start! The run out of the quarry was fast and a bit
mad, I had never experienced this before! I ran
hard along the road to make sure I had a good
position when it got to the single track.
It was difficult to keep your feet as the
snow was deep and rutted, I suffered a
few tumbles but got straight back up
again. The snow became progressively
deeper as we climbed, running along
the flat path towards Top O’Stairs was
fairly deep snow, it seemed to just sap
the energy from your legs, but little
did I know there was worse to come!
I pushed on from the end of the path
and to the Top O’ Stairs, managing to
negotiate the stile. Unlike Alex Fowler
from Preston, who didn’t bother to lift
his leg up – he obviously thought the
stile would move itself! He did suffer
the consequences of a bruised and
bleeding knee!
Trying to run across the summit
ridge through calf deep snow drifts
was impossible. Every time you put
your foot in you just sank! I didn’t have
much idea as to how far the ridge
lasted and whenever I was brave
enough to look up I risked losing my
footing as a result. I could just see a
line of runners against the vast white
background. Not a pleasant sight but
beautiful scenery! I managed to use
the foot holes the runner had made
just in front of me to make sure I
didn’t sink. This proved to be a good
tactic and I was a bit surprised by how
quickly the trig point came – just the
descent to go! The rutted, frozen snow
made running downhill a little hard,
I suffered a few tumbles but I just ran

I’m studying A levels in biology, maths,
geography and sport studies at Cardinal
Newman College at Preston, after achieving 2A*,
7A’s and a B in my GCSE’S, last summer. I hope
to go to university after college. In addition
to running I’m in the netball academy at my
college, play badminton and was third in the
North West Singles Championships. I’m also in
the hockey squad and we were runners up in
the North West. More recently, together with
Ellen Buckley and Abi Mackley, I was part of the
winning team at the North West Schools Biathlon
Championships which were held at Liverpool.
This will hopefully get us to the Nationals in Bath.
In 2010 I just want to keep on enjoying
running, as much as I already do and run as best
as I possibly can in every race and hopefully
good things will come as a result! Of course
that’s if my taxi is still available ... Mum and dad!
Seriously though without their support and time
given, I wouldn’t even be needing to write this
article as it’s all down to their encouragement.
Thanks!

Nicola chased by
a scary skeleton,
Andy Nicoll
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The Belles of Belle Vue
Racers
By Cecilia Boodhoo - who finished in 70-17

the sport more now. The year after I ran the
London Marathon and I have now done my
favourite race, The Stockport 10, every year, it’s a
great race. Through Belle Vue Racers I discovered
an enthusiastic set of runners now using one of
the best outdoor running tracks in the country
for training. There’s a few fell runners in the mix

as well which is how we ladies came to find
ourselves on the moors in the snow on New
Years Eve.
What a terrifically well organised race and a
memorable finish for 2009. There’s no way I’ll let
those nuns beat me again next year – now I’m
getting the hang of it.’
Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

“Looking at the entry list online for the Auld Lang
Syne Fell Race 2009, plagued with international
and world champions’ names, made me want
to knock Kevin Egerton, veteran Belle Vue Racer
(BVR) and fell runner, off his stool in the pub
next time I came across him. Kevin had recruited
members of the ladies BVR team to run the race
using the flowery language of achievement,
personal fulfillment, friendly folk and fun. In the
cold light of my computer screen it now looked
to me like I was well and truly out of my depth.
This was clearly a top notch, serious business
race for proper athletes. Yet here I was on the
31st January, trotting down into a quarry on the
Yorkshire moors to start the race. I was relieved
that I kept the outfit simple with a lilac feather boa
to enhance my team’s colours. Some of the fancy
dresses were hilarious – hats off to you guys!
It was the second fell race in my whole life –
the first had been all sunshine, sheep and cakes.
“Beam me up Scottie” was all I could think of at
that moment. Then we were off. Me, Maxine
Grimshaw, Vicky Smith and Jill Osgood – Belle Vue
Ladies here we go.
The race was exhilarating, funny, friendly and
just simply great! It was all new to me; deep
mud, snow for miles, fantastic views, legs doing
weirdo moves to keep the body upright and
arms flailing. It took some time to get a rhythm
going. I think I was passed by many fairies, the
nuns definitely, the Sheikh was well ahead. A
few knee high plunges into the soft black mud
kept me on the alert. Overtaking was tricky – not
that I did it often but as soon as you took your
eyes off the trail for a second, anything could
happen. Down the last slope to the finish – part
of the way on a safe fattish bottom. What can I
say? I didn’t appear on the video (shows there
is a God). Before I could say “Those fell runners
– especially the tippy toed fast women – are
something else”, I was enjoying a drink in the
pub afterwards with Kevin and about 300 other
fell runners and all’s forgiven.
Consequently, I have now downloaded an
application to join the FRA. I am an unlikely
member, I imagine, but they can’t exclude me.
There are laws against it. I should know, I am a
49 year old divorce lawyer.
I have been road running since Linda
Cheetham, trainer at Belle Vue Racers, turned up
at the end of my road in Didsbury, Manchester
in 2003 along with her late husband and the
founder of Belle Vue Racers, Eddie Cheetham.
They arrived to inspire an athletically diverse set
of ladies to get running. Job done. I am a convert
from ladies soccer, which I played for four years
with our solicitors group. The 5k Wythenshaw
Park event in 2003 was my first race. Although
my dad John wasn’t over impressed with me
finishing near the back then, he does understand
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What a race!
By Jill Osgood & Vicky Smith – who were seperated by two
seconds at the finish in 70-01 & 70-03
holding others up in the process. The sense
of camaraderie throughout the run and the
congratulations we received at the finish line
ultimately made the run such an enjoyable
experience.
Would we do it again? The answer is a
probable yes, although maybe next time we’ll
don fancy dress – it didn’t seem to slow the
nuns down, and who knows it may get us on the
video?!’

Jill Osgood sprinting away
from Vicky Smith

Vicky Smith relishing the snow

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

There’s little for us to add – although it is true
that it was Kevin’s idea, or can I say fault?! He
first persuaded Vicky, who then convinced me,
and had entered us both before we, a) realised
what we were doing, and b) had the chance to
back out. Maxine Grimshaw, an experienced and
successful fell runner – particularly endurance
events – was keen to enter for another year. As
was Tom Snaith, the first Belle Vue runner to
finish in 66-04.
For all of us at Belle Vue, the race offered the
chance to do something outside of the normal
road running, interspersed with cross-country
throughout the winter. Once we entered, (or had
been entered I should say), it set a trend – other
club members were keen to enter but found the
race fully subscribed.
The fell race was a first for me – originally
with a background of team sports, playing
county Hockey and Lacrosse with tennis mixed
in. Walking and then running on the fells in the
Peak District and then, after relocating to central
Manchester I predominately do road running. It
was at this point I was introduced to club coach
Lynda, and recently have trained with Belle
Vue Racers, which is Thursday night at Eastland
Stadium, where everyone is welcome.
Vicky, a relative new comer to running, has
spent the year notching up a variety of new race
types – from her first half-marathon at the Four
Villages to now her first fell race. Vicky is always
willing to try something different and recently
went to what she thought was a Boxercise class,
but found herself actually at a proper boxing
club training night, with big muscle bound
blokes working the bags and sparring with no
quarters given!
The race was a great way to mark the end of
the year. For both of us it was a year plagued
by injuries – making us realise that we’re just
not as young as we used to be. My injured
left groin, knee and foot continued to be
problematic throughout the year and Vicky
suffered with both knees. It meant that we saw
more of, and spent more on, the physio than
we’d ideally like. However for me, a medical
student, it has greatly enhanced my anatomical
knowledge of the ‘lower-limb’; including how
to examine, investigate, and treat it for a variety
of complaints – perfect for my up and coming
orthopaedic rotation. I feel like I’ve been given
a head start. (Now all I need is an ‘upper-limb’
injury…)
The friendly atmosphere and fabulous
location – made even more so by the snow, the
novelty factor and even the countless falls – all
added to the experience. It’s not everyday
that you get to run alongside a pair of nuns, or
should I say get beaten by a pair of nuns. We
felt relatively strong on the ups, and along the
ridge, but found going downhill took all our
concentration – and probably meant we were
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World Champ Alistair
Brownlee breaks trail

Legless in the snow
BY WORLD TRIATHLON & NOW TWICE AULD LANG SYNE CHAMPION
ALISTAIR BROWNLEE

Photo © David Brett www.photos-dsb.co.uk

‘Another New Years Eve, another chance to get
lost on Haworth moor. I turned up to find it was
Caribbean weather compared to last year, even
though there was snow on the ground. There
was a bit of confusion at the start, since I went on
the STEADY and not the GO! – Sorry Louis – but
we got underway heading out towards the cafe.
I took the lead, knowing the path down to the
stream is very narrow and rocky. Part of the way
V60 Dave Waywell (179), Sally Malir (300),
Rob Pitchard (103) and George Stevens (152)

up the Stoop I saw a water channel heading off
to the left and thought that must be the one I
should be running on. Faced with a 6ft wall to
get onto it, I wasn’t so sure anymore and looked
up to see the other runners heading further up
the hill. No nice calls telling me I was going the
wrong way this year!
I caught them back up again and started
running along the right water channel in shin

Sheikh Clive Greatorex
deep snow. Not too bad, just a bit frustrating.
Stairs Lane was a bit slippy and the snow was
getting deeper. On the moor at the top, Holmsey
had told me to go to the right of the wall and
believing his advice I did. Very quickly my legs
completely disappeared in a deep drift, I was
legless and then I had to swim out it, front crawl
style. Back on (slightly) firmer snow I had to catch
the leaders up, again! The snow was shin deep
and slightly frozen. I could run on it but every
so often it wouldn’t hold my weight and I’d go
through and the hard snow would cut my shins.
The stretch along the top went on forever and
I was glad to get to the corner of the wall. The
stretch to the standing stone and back was not
deep and runnable, at last! I had a bit of a gap
and ran hard but Holmsey still came flying past
me on the way down to the stream. Fortunately
I caught him on the way back to the cafe and
made it to the finish. The bag pipes greeting the
finishers was a nice touch!
I was absolutely freezing but Dave made us
stand around posing for his pictures before I
could put some sensible clothes on. I did a very
long warm down with every clothing garment
I own on and managed to warm back up again.
The prize giving was spectacular as ever with a
packed pub of familiar faces – is it me or does
the Sun get smaller every year? I’m looking
forward to next year already.’
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Out of the naughties and into
twentyten – a learning curve
by Sarah Ridgeway-Kleeman – 3rd Lady at Auld Lang Syne & 1st at Giants Tooth
The old year ended and the new one began
with a race, but what surprised me was how
much I enjoyed them. Following a rollercoaster
year of injury, sickness, selection/de-selection
for international events and plummeting
motivation for racing, I had a rushed rekindling
of enjoyment that stems from fell racing and
running:
a) The atmosphere – which this sport brings
b) The terrain – because it’s so varied
c) The views – each one is different
d) The weather – it’s always changeable
e) The thrill of pushing yourself
And so it was that two races, Auld Lang Syne
and the Giant’s Tooth, dominated my thoughts
in reflecting over the year. I found myself,
rather than dwelling on the disappointments of
2009, thinking back to when I first took up fell
running some six years ago. It was those same
feelings that drew me to the mountains in the
first place that have driven my husband, Iain,
and I to make fell running an integral part of
our lives, including setting up our business: Run
Snowdonia.
That’s not to say 2009 wasn’t great. There
were many fantastic achievements to be
enjoyed. Some of them my own, like winning
the Highland Fling 53miler, the Welsh 1000M
Peaks race and the North Wales Border League
Road Series. There were also Iain’s achievements:
gaining selection to race for Wales in the
Commonwealth 100km Race in Keswick as well
as his superb run in the Ultra Tour De Mont Blanc
(UTMB), completing in less than 30 hours. But in
truth, when asked to write an article reflecting
on the past year, I found myself postponing
doing so. While 2009 had some fabulous
moments, it was not an easy year for me. I had
already subjected my non-running and running
friends to a year of grumbles and I was at risk
of doing the same to the wider fell running
audience with a torrent of:

fitness. The moment Casper the Ghost passed
me in the Snowdon Marathon was perhaps my
lowest of the year. For the first time in my life I
did not enjoy running.
Yet run on, I did. Perhaps not wisely, certainly
without any clear strategy or plan and many
times with pain and/or post illness fatigue. My
low motivation had resulted in abandonment of
my log book, but I continued to keep my blog
(sarzmountainrun.blogspot.com) of favourite
runs in the mountains with Iain, our mates,
as well as Bella and Fly, our two mad collie
mongrels. When I looked back through my blog
posts, I realised there were countless experiences
in 2009 of that simple pleasure of running in the
mountains. Or should I say, being able to run
in the mountains. I think I had started to take
for granted the years of training and experience
that has allowed me to do this sport – having

the fitness to simply run up a mountain, the
confidence to explore new routes, getting to
know old routes in a different setting (night
running) and taking the challenge of adapting to
running in different countries.
It makes the good days all the sweeter
One of the charms and challenges of fell running is
being able to adapt to new conditions (terrain, the
elements etc), but in all my experiences of running
in Europe, New Zealand and Australia – running
and racing in the UK is almost unbeatable. Even
following an amazing three weeks in Australia
over Christmas, I couldn’t wait to get home to
North Wales and run from the front door of our
house. I realised how lucky I was. Sure, there’s the
weather, but then some of my most memorable
runs and races have been in absolutely hideous
weather. In fact, my epiphany was this: just as the

The Blue Mountains, Australia

I got really sick, twisted my pelvis, got sick again,
started having a few good races, had a knock back,
got a forefoot injury and chipped a bone in my
foot, knee flares up, got sick again, started having a
few good races again, foot injury flared up again, I
got sick again, ripped my calf muscle…
Hmmm - not exactly inspirational stuff.
Inbetween I’d also made the mistake of throwing
all my plans made early in 2009 out of the
window and competing in and training for
disciplines that I had not originally planned for.
The result: Injury, illness and poor motivation,
all leading to bad training and a plummeting of
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bad weather days really make
you appreciate the good
weather ones when they do
come along, so too should
the days when running is not
going your way. It makes the
good days all the sweeter. Two
of those days happened to fall
on New Years Eve and New
Year’s Day.
Auld Lang Syne coincided
with a crisp, clear day that
Night running on
became all the more stunning
Moel Eilio, North Wales
with the extensive covering
of snow and ice. The ice had
forced a change of route, but in no way did this affect the challenge of the
race. The deep snow over the summit ridge was affecting many, but here
I made places. I was feeling reasonably strong with my sights on Emma
Clayton, when Olivia Walwyn floated past. I fought to keep up but turned
my attention to passing Emma and fighting through the drifts. Emma and I
continued to have a good battle but she surged on the last climb, finishing 5
seconds ahead in second place.
While I enjoyed the slog across that snow, I was roasting. I had selfadmittedly developed a certain amount of “wussiness”. At the race start I was
dressed in full length leggings, long-sleeve thermal, t-shirt as well as gloves
and buff (after reluctantly leaving hottie-hotwater bottle in the van). I was
still feeling the cold, having only just arrived back from a sweltering Australia
three days prior. For some this may not be strange (well, perhaps the hottie),
but I’m happy racing in vest and shorts in the worst of conditions. So the next
day – New Year’s Day – as we stood on the start line at the Giant’s Tooth race, I
shivered in my short sleeve shirt and shorts, but soon enjoyed the refreshing
chill in the air as we raced the three mile course through something akin to
Narnia, a race I went on to win.
With a 3rd and 1st placing, these two races were my best performances
in quite some time. What’s more I really enjoyed them. It was, at first, a
bit of a shock to me. Perhaps the holiday in Australia had given me some
perspective: I hadn’t been too bothered by the calf injury that forced me to
persist through a week of aqua-running, and even the challenge of finding
routes to cope with the bushfires, energy sapping heat, snakes and water
sources dry as a dead dingo’s donger*. We raked up some quality running
in some spectacular areas. I looked back and realised I’d had a few months
of good, steady, consistent training and was finally starting to learn from
my mistakes.
One thing I have learnt over this last year is that it’s not always roses.
Injuries will happen. Sometimes you get sick. Other people can make
decisions that affect your racing and over which you have little to no control.
The key is not to give up. Find an alternative to running when you can’t, learn
to manage injuries and read your body and accept that illness will affect how
you feel. For me, finally learning to develop a consistent training pattern,
planning goal races and accepting the results of non-goal and goal races, as
well as learning when to rest and recover, has improved my running.
Most of all, I’ve realised I shouldn’t forget why I do it in the first place. I
look back at posts in my blog and remember writing: ‘what I realised last
night while running in the mountains, is that for me, not running is worse than
having a hard time at running.’ I remember thinking way back when I was a
rookie, how easy it looked for the top runners. Certainly, some people have
an undeniable talent and are gifted with genetics that gives them the upper
edge, but in speaking with many top runners, it’s no easier at the top, either
mentally or physically. Indeed, it’s most likely harder.
Did Auld Lang Syne and the Giant’s Tooth save me or does everything
simply always work out in the long run? I think it does, but not without
persistence, hard work and a positive attitude. 2009 was tough for me, and
2010 may be just as hard. Either way, I’m taking the good days for all I can.
2010 is looking bonzer**.

“The missing link
between my evening
meal and lunch has
been bridged. A superb
protein mix to ﬁll the
gap and top up protein
levels, Kick Starting
my day”

Kevin Dawson

11 times men’s BBAR
and Rudy Project
Champion.

“Are You Always In A
Rush To Snatch A Quick
Breakfast Of Cereals,
Porridge Or Toast?”
‘Does This Sound Like You
First Thing In The Morning?’
PERFORMANCE COMPROMISED
his is a typical breakfast and OK from an energy point of view but far
too low in protein for an athlete. If you compete your performance will
be severely compromised. It is particularly important to slot in your ﬁrst
protein meal of the day as soon as possible after an all night fast.

T

GOOD NEWS
The good news is that now you have no need to change your breakfast
routine, after all, you need the carbohydrates for energy and to help drive
the proteins into your muscles. So we developed a delicious ‘meal topping’
protein formula – Kick Start©, made from dairy caseinates and whey which,
when mixed with milk, will deliver the extra protein you need at breakfast
time – mix it up the night before and keep it in the fridge ready and you can
still have your cereals, porridge or toast.
Kick Start© is dead easy to mix and comes in three delicious ﬂavours –
strawberry, banana and peach. Pack size is 1 kilo (30 servings). Each pack
costs just £12.95 plus £5 p&p two or more packs are post FREE. (Except

Channel Islands, Northern Ireland, Scottish Islands and Isle of Man = £5 postage on ALL orders).

FREE GIFT with orders over £25.
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
We are so conﬁdent that Kick Start© will improve your day that we are
prepared to offer you a sample FREE of charge (for the ﬁrst 50 replies only)
– just tell us which ﬂavour. If you would like more details before you buy,
just call us for our FREE brochure – no obligations.
Our money back guarantee: If you are not delighted with
this product just return any unopened packs for a full, no
quibbles, refund and keep the gift.
If your local sports shop does not stock it, ask them
“why?” – or to order please give us a call, or visit
our website shop, or order by post (please make
cheques or postal orders payable to Allsports
International Ltd., or pay by credit card. Please
send us your name, address, card details (name
on card, card number, expiry date, security code),
daytime phone number, delivery instructions and
details of quantity and ﬂavour of Kick Start© required.

©

Allsports International Ltd - Dept. FR
21 Wheatley Hall Business Centre,
Wheatley Hall Rd, Doncaster DN2 4LP

©

Tel: 01302 325163
Fax: 01302 328771
Email: enquiries@allsports-int.co.uk

www.allsports-int.co.uk

*dry as a dead dingo’s donger: very dry. Chosen in this article as an
alternative to the equally popular ‘as dry as a Pommy’s towel’ - based on the
canard that Poms bathe about once a month
**bonzer: GREAT!
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Doing it
her way
Sarah Tunstall
Sarah Tunstall is one of Britain’s brightest
prospects on both the mountains and
the country. At only 24 she already
has, for mountain running, a bronze
medal from the European
Championships, a silver medal
from the Commonwealths
and a 4th place in the World
Championships. On the country,
she has silver medals from the
European Championships at U23
level and the English National and the InterCounties at senior level. Mr P caught up with
her to find out the reasons for her success and
her plans for the future.

Sarah Tunstall
leading the
European
Mountain
Running Champs
in Germany 2008

Mr P: When did you start running and
what got you into it?
Sarah Tunstall (ST): The first ‘distance’ race
I can remember is winning the 400m at
the local area sports when I was 10 or 11.
Until then I’d only been allowed to do the
100m sprints which wasn’t really my forte. I’d
always been very competitive so when I found
out I was better at the longer stuff, that’s
when I caught the bug! My Dad was doing
some 10k’s and training for the Great North
Run so I used to tag along. I used to train by
myself, with Dad always there for support,
dropping me off and picking me up. By age 12
I made the Cumbria XC team (final counter). I
can remember racing that day in my first ever
pair of Walshes! I then made the Cumbria
team every year but the competitive streak
wasn’t quite satisfied until I was first
Cumbria counter a couple of years later.
I made the athletics team a few times
on the track and competed a bit for
Border Harriers but I soon realised that
I wasn’t as good at this so that’s when
I looked for something I was good at
... fell running. Dad took me all over
racing the Championship races from under
16 level and I competed until a couple of years
ago when I won the under 23’s. I got a couple
of international vests in home internationals,
Black Forest Games and the World Trophy
2004 as a junior. Living and training in the
flatlands of York as a student stalled my vests
until 2007 when I made the senior World
Trophy team.

Mr P: What is a typical training week in the
cross country season and in the mountain
running season?
ST: A typical training week tends to involve about
50-60miles. I’ve always worked better off quality
rather than quantity and my first senior vest came
off 30 miles per week! I generally train quite hard
so the lower mileage helps me to do this. I usually
do three sessions per week including intervals on
grass, hill reps and threshold running. The rest of
the week will be continuous running but almost
always off road. Training during the mountain
running season doesn’t tend to differ too much:
I’ll just do longer reps on the hill session and make
my long run hillier. I tend to find if I train too much
on the hills I lose my, already limited, flat speed for
the winter!
Mr P: What are your ultimate aims in
athletics?
ST: I think every athlete’s ultimate aim is the
Olympics or at least the highest level you can get
in your discipline, such as the Euros or Worlds in
XC and Mountain running. I don’t think you can
be a successful athlete without aiming that high.
I’m lucky to have achieved what I have so far and
know if I never won another medal that would be
ok. I’m not satisfied with that though and, as long
as I’m able to run, I’ll be trying to improve until I
reach the highest level that I think I can get to.
Mr P: Do you have any role models?
ST: I don’t really know if I have many specific
role models. I look at the leading athletes and
am in awe of their performances and respect
the hard work and training it takes to get there
but, maybe because I’m not as conventional in
my approach, I wouldn’t say they’re role models
because I wouldn’t want to do it their way. I
try and make the hard work more enjoyable
by training in nice places and being flexible so
that I do what I want to do that day rather than
the exact session I wrote down on the plan. I
think my role models are people who achieve
their performances in this way, such as Ingrid
Kristiannson with her approach to natural
running or, when I think about it more, Angela
Mudge, who has succeeded at the highest level
in XC and mountain running. That’s something
I aspire to. I also admire people who’ve been
through a lot of adversity and come back to
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succeed at the highest level, such as Jessica
Ennis and Kelly Holmes. However, a lot of the
time my role models are just people I know
either through running or people I work with.
Mr P: Do you plan to continue with mountain
running alongside cross country?
ST: I prefer up and down courses and this year
I decided not to do the European Mountain
Running Championships, which was uphill only.
Instead, I chose to mix in a bit of road running
during the summer. It was a hard decision as
I ran at Telfes (the venue for the Europeans)
last year in the Grand Prix race and loved it,
especially the location. However, I don’t feel
uphill only running is what I am going to
succeed at and to be honest I don’t really enjoy it
(apart from the scenery!) So I think I will continue
the mountain/XC/road approach. Overall, I felt
that this worked in 2009 and I was certainly
faster and fitter than I’d ever been in August with
a combination of speed and hill training. I was
feeling extremely confident going into the XC
season but unfortunately picked up an injury
which has set me back but I definitely think it’s
the approach that suits me.
Mr P: What are your plans for 2010?
ST: As I mentioned, I picked up an injury at the
World Mountains in September so it has been
a slow few months trying to get back on track.
I’ve started 2010 feeling positive and am able
to slowly increase the running. Depending on
how quickly I regain fitness, I’d love to do the
National XC and Inter-Counties but I may not be
as competitive as I want to be. I’ll just play the
rest of the winter by ear and make plans for the
summer. As the European Mountains are up and
down this year, I will start preparing for that in
April/May by including a bit of hill work but I will
also race some 5-10k road races. I will probably
go away to altitude to train for a few weeks in
June and target the trial race and hopefully the
European Mountain Running Championships
in Bulgaria. After that, I may consider increasing
my racing distance to 10 miles/half marathon
on the road in the autumn, with either the Great
North or Great South Run as a target, before I
look towards XC and the Europeans in Spain in
December.
Mr P: Have you got any ambitions on the track
or road?
ST: Although I don’t enjoy road racing quite as
much as the mountains, I do see it as a challenge
because I’m not as good at it and I want to be
better. It’s almost the easy option for me to run
on the mountains because it’s what comes so
naturally to me. I am going to spend some time
trying to improve on the roads, as I feel I can do
this alongside the mountain races and even think
they compliment each other. I always write off
track running simply because I don’t like it. I find
it very boring but again, because I’m not good
at it, it’s a challenge. Also, I don’t want to wonder
in a few years time whether I could have been
any good, so I am willing to try and see if I can
improve enough to compete on this surface as
well…but I won’t be too disappointed if I can’t!

Sarah Tunstall - bronze
medal at European Mountain
Running Championships 2008

Mr P: It is every athlete’s dream to get to the
Olympics. As mountain running is not an
Olympic sport, do you have another event in
mind and a plan to get there?
ST: It is the highest accolade for any athlete
so I would like to at least attempt to make the
Olympics. I think, realistically, I’d be looking at
the marathon as I lack the flat speed to make
it on the track. It all depends on whether I can
improve enough on the flat surfaces and how I
adapt to the volume and intensity of training. I’d
rather try and fail than think ‘what if’.
Mr P: Was there any specific preparation you
did prior to your bronze medal in the 2008
European Championships and your 4th place
in the 2009 World Championships?
ST: Before both events I had spent time training
at altitude. In 2008, I stayed near Briançon in
France and trained for two weeks at 14001500m, I also raced over a ‘fast’ uphill only 10k.
Similarly, I spent 3 weeks in the Swiss Alps in July
2009 before the Worlds and, although I didn’t
race, I got some brilliant training under my belt
which sometimes helps as much with confidence
as a race can.

Mr P: What do you think was the key to your
success in these races?
ST: As well as the preparation at altitude I think
the key to my success in these races was the
lack of pressure. In 2008 I was never expected
to medal. Also, in 2009 I had struggled with an
Achilles problem throughout August so wasn’t
expected to be in the best shape. In hindsight, I
think it helped because I backed off training and
came back from it rested and flying! The Achilles
problem also meant that I had to request to be
pre-selected for the team. This was difficult for me
and, as I was just starting to recover, I felt quite
guilty in doing so. Therefore, I was desperate
to justify the decision at the Championships. I
think another key aspect to succeeding on the
mountains is the team. It is always made up of
friendly, like-minded people, which make the
trips such a brilliant experience. There is never any
sense of ego, which can occur in other disciplines
I’ve been involved in. So, being part of medal
winning teams on both occasions, meant as much
as the individual medals.
Mr P: Who coaches you?
ST: I have always been self-coached. Dad would
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Euro Champs
2008: Senior
Women individual
bronze &
team gold

always help with any advice he could and is the
nearest I’ve ever had to a coach, as he would
drop anything to help out in any way that he
could. Otherwise, I just do what works for me. I’m
always eager for any opinions I can get and am
lucky to have access to a wide range of coaches
and athletes who can pass on advice if I need.
I just work out what suits me and incorporate
what I can. If I want to improve on the road and
track, a coach, or at least an advisor or mentor,
is something that I’m going to have to look at. I
feel I can plan for XC and mountain running but I
would need help with devising specific sessions,
and how to progress them, if I started racing on
the track.
Mr P: Do you make a race plan for the year or
take things a step at a time?
ST: I usually have a rough plan for the year. I know
the big races that I am specifically aiming for
and will usually schedule training races, usually
trail races, leading up to these targets. However,
I am liable to throwing in the odd race on spec. I
love to race and, if it fits in without jeopardising
the major aims, then why not!? Even without
planning, I feel races can serve a purpose and be
just as beneficial, if not more so, than a session
and if you win a prize, all the better!

Mr P: Does fell running feature in your future
plans?
ST: I run on the fells every week so it’s always a
part of my plan. I always make sure my long run
is off road, usually around the low fells around
home in Kirkby Stephen in the winter or in the
summer in the Lakes or Howgills. I haven’t raced
on the fells since 2007, mainly because of the
clashes in fixtures, but if a fell race complements
my target races I will run. I find that fell and
mountain racing are very different, which is
mainly due to the terrain. Probably the ones I
would choose would be those over faster paths
and gradients.
Mr P: Which races would you most like to win?
ST: At XC, I would love to win the National. I’m
glad in a way that the World XC is becoming
biannual. It will be a loss to the calendar but at
least it means every second year you can really
target the National. On the mountains, I’d like to
think with my success so far that I could attempt
to win the major two events (the World and
European Championships) in the up and down
discipline. It’s not something I’ll really think
about until the lead up to an event as I tend to
know what kind of form I am in through training.
But I’ve also learned a lot over the past few

months being injured…that you can’t plan in
running. Often things are out of your control so
you’ve got to just take each season as it comes.
Mr P: What do you think has been you best
race to date?
ST: My best races to date were probably on the
country last year. It’s hard to chose between the
European XC (U23), the National at Parliament
Hill or the Inter-Counties in Nottingham. I
finished 2nd in each of them. They were all
satisfying but for different reasons. I think my
best race was probably the Inter-Counties as
that’s the only one I can look back on and think ‘I
couldn’t have done any more to win it’.

Sarah is an amazing talent and, although she
has achieved a huge amount already, there is
a sense that she’s only just beginning. She is
working hard to get everything right in pursuit
of becoming the best that she can be. A mature
but down-to-earth attitude to what needs to be
done to get there will ensure she succeeds.
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Members benefits
One of the additional benefits for The Fellrunners Association is the 10% discount we have
negotiated for you with Cotswold Outdoor Ltd. – the outdoor clothing and equipment specialist
with stores nationwide.
Cotswold have provided us with an Affiliation Code for use in their stores (see details below).
The new Affiliation Code is AF-FRA-H9 and offers 10% off of the full retail value of current stock
items. At any of the Cotswold Outdoor stores (including The North Face Leeds Store) or items
shown online and listed in the current Winter and Summer Catalogue ranges available.
The offer does not apply to Gift Vouchers, Rock Bottom goods, sale items, previously discounted
goods, DVD’s and specially ordered goods. The Affiliation Code cannot be used in conjunction
with any other Cotswold Offer, affiliation or discount.

How to use of the Affiliation Code
In-store – please present your bar-coded letter or The Fellrunner
article or quote your Affiliation Code to the sales staff to obtain the
correct price structure.

A carriage charge of £5.00 will apply to mail order and online sales
for delivery within UK any orders requiring urgent or overseas
delivery will be subject to the relevant delivery charges that apply at
point of order.

Online – please register your address details www.cotswoldoutdoor.
com or login, if previously registered at the checkout key in the
Affiliation Code into

Cotswold Outdoor stocks many of the well known clothing,
climbing, camping, footwear and snow sport brand ranges for both
adults and children in their stores and are happy to supply special
ordered products not included their range subject to availability.

the promotional code box (not case sensitive) and click the ‘Go’
button. All qualifying items will have the correct price structure
applied to the order. (See exclusions above) Checkout to complete
your purchase.

Expiry Date – the new Affiliation Code is valid until 31st December
2011. Members will have access to replacement codes as they
become available.

Registration – of address details gives access to both Winter and
Summer Catalogues, e-news containing additional offers, as they
become available and sales leaflets throughout the year.
Mail Order- if not previously registered please provide your
address details to the sales staff quoting the Affiliation Code and if
previously registered please quote the Affiliation Code AF-FRA-H9
when ordering.
Please purchase your equipment in adequate time to allow for size
exchanges to take place if necessary.
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‘Race the
Sun!’
Photos © Mark Eastham, IOMCC

A Touch of Manx
Midsummer Madness

There’s nothing that quite beats the sense of
anticipation and excitement of standing on the
start line of the unknown. The warm glow of the
sun slowly crept down the rose-coloured walls
of Peel Castle to light the otherwise deserted
promenade. The picturesque port was asleep,
save the nervous banter and camaraderie of
the runners, gathering at dawn on the startline
of the infamous ‘Race then Sun’. Playful joshing
accompanied the usual eyeing up of the
competition and the brief snippets of chat of
recent adventures left me mildly unnerved to say
the least!
The Isle of Man; Viking stronghold, home of
the TT Races and birthplace of The Bee Gees (eh?)
– yes, this place has it all. The island has a long
history of being a playground for those with an
adventurous spirit and ‘Race the Sun’ is a non-stop
relay race like no other. The task is simple; starting
at sunrise your team must complete a clockwise
lap of the dramatic 98 mile coastal footpath
before the sun sets. With a total ascent of nearly
15,000 feet and terrain that includes desolate

beach running, cliff top precipices and forest trails
it has something for everyone. This, coupled with
tactics and decisions to be made about who goes
for which leg, smooth transitions and support and
the nip and tuck of competition all lead to a truly
unforgettable event.
Whilst our sport would suggest a degree
of dogged individuality (and boy does it have
that by the bucket-load) it’s those occasions
where I’ve been part of a team that I’ve probably
enjoyed the most. After some wonderful
experiences gained competing in the Western
Isles Challenges of the 90’s the boom of the
‘adventure race’ now provides a wealth of
opportunity for those who fancy a shot at
something different in a challenging landscape.
‘Race the Sun’ is the brainchild of the Isle of
Man Children’s Centre. Created as a charitable
fundraiser this good-natured event attracts
teams that include top class athletes right
through to ‘have a go heroes’ who fancy raising
some money for a good cause. It began only a
few years ago as little more than a bar-room bet

but has now grown into a very professionally
organised event, attracting teams from both the
mainland and the Island itself. The current record
stood at 15 hours 37 minutes and word was out
that there was some serious intent this year to
lower that record by a considerable margin.
My good friend John Knight who lives on the
Island had invited me over to take part. John
and I have made a habit of encouraging each
other to take part in various forms of energetic
stupidity over the years and after a memorable
trip to run in the Manx Mountain Marathon in
2008 he asked me to join the team set to run for
the Children’s Centre. A blissful ferry hop from
Heysham on Friday afternoon saw me lounging
on the sun deck under the azure (I kid you not!)
skies of the Irish Sea. A quick dash from work
and the cares of the world were slipping behind
me. John had kindly offered to pick me up from
Douglas and after a ‘happy hour carbo-load’ in a
nearby Italian, we headed up over the mountain
road to make our preparations that evening from
his home in Ramsey.
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Left hand page: The Fire of the evening above Peel
Main photo: ‘Magnificent desolation’ – Dawn
towards Blue Point
Inset: Conditions were sometimes wet underfoot!

The alarm went off way too early and the usual
bowl of porridge was wolfed down as we tiptoed
through his sleeping household. Butterflies
were already beginning to stir in my stomach
as my body started to sense the approach of
competition – somewhat prematurely in my case
as I’d actually been earmarked for leg 9! I was then
solemnly presented with my white team vest to
be proudly worn during the race. “May be a little
tight across your shoulders’ I was warned. Fine,
I think to myself – “I’ll look like a sculpted ‘Steve
Redgrave’ and my adversaries will bow before
me”. The reality was somewhat different however
– and far from making me look THE part I looked
more like A part and sadly the final look was more
akin to that of ‘Freddie Mercury’s lovechild’.
We gathered on Peel Promenade as the sun’s
glow began to light the walls of the castle –
reputedly the site of Arthurian ‘Avalon’. Those
set for leg 1 engaged in some last minute
stretching as zero hour approached. There’s
something about competing as a team that is
undeniably exhilarating – possibly wanting to
do well but definitely not wanting to let the side
down. The beach below looked idyllic, yet as the
countdown began all eyes looked to the north.
A low key “Off you go then..” and the dogs left
the traps, a truly eclectic band of sporting talent
ranging from ‘All the gear (yet no idea)’ to the
‘wily, lean and still half-asleep’ fell runners (and
they were fooling nobody). Our man leading
off for the Children’s Centre was Andy Bell, a
seasoned and accomplished Vets triathlete.

Typically understated and focused he adeptly
tucked in just behind his main contender
representing PDMS, an IT consultancy based
on the island. The group arched away down
the promenade to slowly curl up along the cliff
top path. Local knowledge of the course can
make a big difference here (as I was to find out
to my cost but more on that later!) and being
midsummer the hedgerows were looking
glorious. Only a shame that they were also doing
their best to camouflage the paths we were
attempting to run on. All part of the fun though.
This 12 mile opening leg saw the full range
of terrain that the event offers. A short road
section transitioned to a scenic old railway track
overlooking the waves crashing just metres away.
The group began to fragment and PDMS broke
trail with Andy a close second. The route then
continued to chop and change between exposed
rocky coastline to the lush green glens of Glen
Moar and Glen Wyllin. The town of Kirk Michael
provided a welcome waymark before dropping
down onto the beach for a ‘leg sapping’ four miles
along the shore to The Cronk. There is something
endearing about the culture and language of the
Island that lends itself to this surreal occasion. As
Andy and his foe came into sight on this desolate
stretch of beach we realised we were being
languidly observed by a pair of bobbing seals not
20m away. What they would have made of this
ragbag of semi-naked adventurers at this time of
the morning heaven only knows. It was then that
Andy showed his real class – effortlessly stepping

up a gear to cruise into the lead over the last half
mile and sending a subtle yet strong message to
the competition that there was a race on for the
record.
He handed over to his son Darren. They say
‘the apple doesn’t fall ferfrom the tree’, well
that was certainly the case here. After the
bear minimum of stretching the top was flung
off and Darren was off down the beach like a
rat up a drainpipe. The north of the island is
actually exceptionally flat, consisting mainly of
deposits built up from glacial advances from
western Scotland during colder times. This saw
Darren running the character-forming 11miles
over predominantly shingle beaches (the race
information boasting a total ascent of nearly 30
feet!). On reaching the Tumulus at Blue Point
the route then moved onto a grassy path for
the last five miles as they headed for the bleak
Lighthouse at Point of Ayre. After trudging the
endless sands there’s plenty of opportunity for
your concentration to lapse as you wonder ‘Is
that b****y lighthouse getting any closer?!..’.
Darren had other commitments on his mind
however as later that morning he was due to
appear on the catwalk at a local fashion show
(made doubly galling by the fact he’s also a really
nice lad….grrrr, ‘youth’…don’t you miss it!).
One of the wonderful features of the race
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Main: The Labyrinthine Cliffs above Niarbyl
Small photo, top right: Rugged and Remote
– the stunning cliffs around Fleshwick
Small photo, bottom right: Dropping off
Cronk Ny Arrey Laa

Photos © Mark Eastham, IOMCC
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Main photo: Scanning the horizon
(or “Where the chuff is he?!!..”)
Small photo: Breaking out at Niarbyl

is that it’s so easy for the support teams and
accompanying runners to leap frog from
vantage point to vantage point to see how
events are unfolding. It’s also a wonderful way
of experiencing all the variety and history the
Island has to offer – and all in just a single day.
A lone van marked the checkpoint beneath
the glowering lighthouse and smoke billowed
from the portable barbecue offering cooked
breakfasts to anyone who wanted one. ‘It doesn’t
get much better than this’ I thought to myself
though as an athlete (yeah right..) I restricted
myself to just the one bacon bap.
Leg 3 saw our man James Bishop head
south down the coast towards Ramsay with a
15 minute lead. James powered off down the
coastal path on the bluffs above Shelagh Point
before rejoining the beach. At a full 5 miles this is
the longest and most challenging beach section.
He cut a lonely figure below the cliffs North of
Ramsey and the rise beyond to Port Vullen and
change of terrain provided welcome relief. The
small village of Maughold – the most eastern
point of the island – was the next changeover.
Stood at the foot of North Barrule the village
is the home of a number of renowned Celtic
Crosses and what better place for the baton
to be passed over than in the graveyard itself.
Here my mate John picked up the mantle and I
watched as his familiar gait descended the green
lane towards Booilushag.
The route undulates viciously here, up and
down between a series of beautiful little bays

before reaching Port Moar. Minor roads alternate
with bridle tracks until you reach the idyllic
salmon pool at Port Cornaa, a great place to cool
off apparently. As team captain however John’s
mind was on other matters and he performed
with stubborn resilience, crossing the slopes of
The Dreem to reach Laxey with our lead still intact
though the competition was closing – and fast!
The route out of Laxey is tough and perilous.
For this section we had opted for the tried and
tested legs of Mike Gardner. Having taken early
retirement just months before Mike is also a
keen cyclist and triathlete with recent experience
of covering a few stages of the Tour De France
under his belt. The route switched from path to
minor road and after negotiating Port Groudle
and Onchan it was all downhill to Douglas and
the bright lights(!) of the capital.
John Swindlehurst took over here with
the leading three teams separated by only
20 minutes after having covered 52 miles.
Speculation was rife about who was still to run
for each of the teams and the impact that might
have on events still to unfold. The relatively
effortless journey along the sea front was soon
rudely interrupted by Douglas Head, the steep
steps rising sharply to take the runners out onto
the narrow cliff top path that follows the unspoilt
coastline for 11 miles down to Port Grenaugh.
They say that variety is the spice of life and leg
7 certainly provided that. Tom Williams took over
here with the teams from PDMS and Barclays
hot on our heels. The stunning cliff top path

takes you to a gripping traverse of Santon Gorge.
The route then passes from the sublime to the
ridiculous as you arc past the airport extension
at Ronaldsway through Scarlett Point to finish at
Chapel Bay. Mobile phones were now buzzing
amongst the support contingent and every
figure on the horizon drew comment. It was at
Chapel Bay that I met Neil Birchill – our leg 8 man
who was to handover to me. “Just got back from
completing the Marathon de Sables” whispered
our skipper in my ear as Neil prepared himself.
(“Oh, has he now.” If I wasn’t already feeling a
little out of my league I certainly was now.).
This is the shortest section but what it lacks in
distance it certainly makes up for in height gain,
taking you past evocative place names such as
The Anvil, The Sugarloaf and Spanish Head. The
tidal races off the Calf of Man mark the southern
tip of the Island and Neil looked more than
comfortable as he headed north to Port Erin. We
jumped in the car and I began to get my shoes
on, adrenalin beginning to kick in as the time
had come for me to play my part.
Now those that know me will know that
if they gave medals for enthusiasm I’d be on
the podium on a regular basis. Unfortunately
they don’t (it’s for something called ‘talent’
apparently), so the thought of actually heading
off on the penultimate leg of the race in
first place was not a comfortable or familiar
experience for me. I dashed out of Bradda Head
Car Park attempting to display to my chums in
the following pack that I meant business (hey,
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Main photo: ‘...and all the way back up again.’ - The
haul out of Fleshwick Bay
Small photo, top right: ‘Avalon’ – the real deal!
Small photo, middle right: Peel Castle at sunset
Small photo, bottom right: Beautiful bays and
relentless undulations!
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I’m trying to use whatever ‘mindgames’ I can
by this stage). This zeal was soon brought into
check though as I then began the first of three
relentless climbs – each one longer than the last.
Mention the name ‘Fleshwick’ to anyone who’s
done the Manx MM and you’ll get a response.
It’s the sting in the tail of a long day as you drop
all the way down to sea level only to have to
regain all the altitude you have just lost and
you’re crossing contours like they’re going out of
fashion. As I began the steep ascent away from
the bay a rapidly approaching figure could be
spotted silhouetted on the skyline above me.
One of the reasons I’d put my hand up for
this leg was that I knew what was coming and
was reasonably familiar with the route – or
at least the first two thirds of it. The coastline
here is just inspirational. The route becomes
increasingly wild and remote, and to the west
of each hill sheer cliffs plunge vertically to the
waves crashing below. At 1434ft Cronk ny Arrey
Laa marks the highest point on the entire route
and having reached the summit a path was set
to cover the remaining three miles to Niarbyl. Or
so I thought.
Before setting off I’d had quick glance on a
1:25 000 and spotted a sea stack with a vague
path diverting away from the main path to

cutting back to the cliff edge once more a
nervous half hour followed as we lost contact
with the runners. We needn’t have worried.
Shortly afterwards Martin appeared beneath the
familiar castle walls to effortlessly glide home
across the finish line a clear 10 minutes ahead of
his adversary. He had covered 7 miles and 1400ft
of ascent on predominantly rough path in a
little over 40 minutes. And the record had been
broken – 98 miles in 13 hours 51 minutes.
The finish line on the prom then evolved
into more of a party than anything else. As
the evening sun dipped, runners finished to
rapturous applause and bemused onlookers. The
support teams were taking full advantage of the
hospitality offered by the yacht club opposite.
Handshakes and beaming smiles all round,
each runner appreciating a memorable day and
friendships made. An exuberant prize giving in
the yacht club then closed the day beautifully
with more than a touch of frivolity as ‘war stories’
were shared and gauntlets laid down for next
year. There’s a record there to be broken. Thanks
to everyone for a truly amazing weekend on the
Island – I look forward to seeing you there in June!

‘Race the Sun’ – 19th June 2010

view it. However on the run itself I had foolishly
chosen to go with the A4 paper photocopy. As
the sweat poured from me it had now begun
to take on the look of well-used paper hanky
and was disintegrating by the minute. With
every step I took the path I was on became
increasingly vague and with the bay at Niarbyl
clearly in view I found myself right on the cliff
edge with no sign of a path anywhere. ‘Oh dear’
I thought, or words to that effect. I continued
to push on with the brambles and scrub above
confining me to the very edge. This is where the
‘team’ thing kicked in again and where the race
for me truly did become ‘an adventure’. I knew
the guy behind was a local lad and closing fast.
I therefore selected the ‘as the crow flies’ route
option and after some bramble wading (not
recommended in shorts) finally broke clear out
onto the beachand stumbled hurriedly into the
final checkpoint at Niarbyl just 5 minutes ahead
of my nearest rival.
Fortunately our anchorman was Martin
Malone – the Manx equivalent of Steve Ovett.
Arguably the quickest middle distance runner
on the island Martin departed the checkpoint
with a little more panache than I had on arriving
and quickly disappeared from view over the
brow of the hill towards Peel. Due to the path

As a fundraiser for the Island’s Childrens Centre
the cost is to raise a minimum of £300 for the
charity – so that’s £30 a head based on a team
of 10. Teams must consist of any combination of
runners from a minimum of 5 to a maximum of
10, with no single runner running more than 2
legs. To find out more contact Mark Eastham at
the IOMCC on 01624 676076 or visit the website
at www.iomcc.im/adventure-events/. The event
also opens the Isle of Man Adventure Week
in 2010 with a whole host of activities across
the island throughout the week designed to
promote it as a playground for those with an
adventurous spirit
The event is tailor-made for a lively group
weekend away. Packages are also being
put together with options including group
accommodation and minibus hire on the island
for the weekend. To find out more contact Sally
Helwich at the Isle of Man Events Services on
01624 664460 or visit the website at
www.iomevents.com.

The dash for the line (and a quick change in time for
the Party!)
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A short-distance
race report

Three weeks later, Bacup solicitor Chris Smale
blasted around the four mile loop from The
Summit Inn near Littleborough, Lancashire to
record his third victory at Running Bear Race
You To The Summit. The former Todmorden
Harrier – presently running unattached – battled
throughout with Saddleworth Runners’ Sean
Willis, another ex-Toddy. Both men touched the
wall of the White House Inn on Blackstone Edge
together, (typically modest, Chris insisted that
Sean just about had the edge at that point).
Smale really pulled out his tripe on the long
sweeping descent track and rough muddy return
though, to record a swift time of 29 minutes 14
seconds; quicker than his win of 2008 but the
best part of a minute slower than his victory of
2006. That didn’t bother Chris, as he picked up a
pair of Running Bear Gladiator shoes, courtesy
of Tony Hulme at Running Bear, a generous and
worthy award which certainly impressed a lot of
people at the prizegiving.

Photos © Allan Greenwood

Despite a somewhat depleted team, Borrowdale
scored yet another record-breaking victory in
the Ian Hodgson Mountain relay from Sykeside
camp site Brotherswater, Patterdale. Mercifully
the rain held off so avoiding a repeat of the
previous year’s cancellation, when the site
was waterlogged. However,
the winds became so
fierce on Saturday that the
main marquee had to be
dismantled so as to avoid any
damage.
Jon and Scoffer directed
re-assembly of the giant tent
at around 5.30am on Sunday
morning and on a much
calmer day, with intermittent
light showers later on, the
event was soon back in
full swing. The kitchen was
fired up; marshals were fed
breakfast and dispatched to
their posts.
Lloyd Taggart and Matt
Speake of Dark Peak were leading Borrowdale’s
Simon Booth and Nick Fish by forty seconds at
Kirkstone Pass, the end of the first stage, but
the lakeland men moved into the lead on leg
two through Jim Davies and Mark Roberts and
steadily increased their lead over the final two
stages to win in record time.
It is worthy of note that Pudsey and Bramley’s
Sarah Rowell – no stranger to long distance
running in her sparkling career – ran the whole
route of 25 miles with 8500 ft of climb/descent.

Top Left: Ian Hodgson relay.
Helm Hill’s final leg runners.
Main Pic: Just checking! Karl
Gray takes second place at
Great Whernside.
Right: Race To The Summit,
just before the start.
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Ten years ago, Shepherd’s
Skyline November 1999
Willis was gaining along the reservoir-side
towards the finish but despite a brave effort, ran
out of track and came in four seconds down.
Young Sean Carey of Todmorden Harriers is
making a name for himself in local events, only
15 years old and mixing it with the big boys,
taking a fine third on this occasion. Another
Toddy, Lauren Jeska made sure of continued
Tod victory at the event as she also won Running
Bear fell shoes and added her name to that of
clubmate Elise Milnes who won in 2008. Lauren’s
name is now fixed to the trophy, an original oil
painting by Rochdale local artist and fell runner
Geoff Read.
The Yorkshire County championships were
decided in Kettlewell, Upper Wharfedale, held
in conjunction with the Great Whernside fell
race. With typical spot-on organisation, Peter
Jebb and his band of helpers (mainly friends and
family members) ran a well co-ordinated and
slick operation in a beautifully picturesque part
of the Yorkshire Dales. There was ample parking,
toilets and showers, and fine food and ale
afterwards at the Kings Head, where Pete dished
out the prizes. A field of 168 toed the line and on
the initial climb it became clear that Pudsey and
Bramley and Calder Valley athletes would figure
among the men’s county medals. Calder’s Ben
Mounsey, with his characteristically fast start,
found himself alongside John Heneghan of P&B
and his clubmate Graham Pierce, Calder’s Karl
Gray and Gavin Mulholland in close order just
behind. Heneghan soon took control however
and was to return victorious in the race as well as

the Yorkshire championships.
Gray out-descended Pierce in the closing
yards and lead his clubmates to the county team
gold. Helm Hill’s Melanie Hyder took a relatively
comfortable win among the women, from Emma
Clayton of Scunthorpe and Holmfirth’s Lisa
Lacon. The 2010 event will, I understand, include
a race for juniors.
The Shepherd’s Skyline race is organised by
Many Goth and Phil Hodgson of Todmorden
Harriers. Ten years ago, the energetic and
innovative couple (they organise Jura and
were the driving force behind the Lakes100)
spent their wedding day at the race location,
exchanged vows at Stoodley Pike monument,
the turning point of the race, – and then ran the
race in the afternoon in bride & groom fancy
dress! The popular event attracted a record
number of juniors this year. A very soggy,
muddy, extremely well marshalled course was
laid on and although shoes were lost & slips
and trips were to be had, all appeared to have a
great time. Under 14’s winner Max Wharton of
Calder Valley opened an impressive lead on the
rest. However, he found his descent speed was
such that he completely missed the finish funnel
and had to quickly retraced his steps, scamper
back up the muddy hill and nip over the line
just as the second lad
Wharfedale’s James Hall
came in two seconds
behind! Goody bags
were handed out at
the finish. The senior

race went off at 2pm and they were treated to
as much of a mire as the little ones had. Three
Peaks winner Anna Lupton took an early lead
and was still in command on the descent from
the monument. However, Gloucester-based
Helen Fines of Calder showed here superior
descending skills and emerged victorious in the
end. The men’s field was led home by Pudsey’s
Graham Pierce, who’s name will now appear
on the race trophy, a wooden replica of the
Stoodley Pike obelisk made by the late Jack Riley
of Clayton le Moors.

Winner Helen Fines descends at Shepherd’s
Skyline fell race

Photos © Allan Greenwood

Great Whernside_
Ben Mounsey (Calder
Valley) with winner Jon
Heneghan (P&B)
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A Report on the 2009 North East
Fell Running Championships
The 2009 North East Fell Running
Championships introduced a slightly modified
format with an increase to seven races from
which a competitors’ four best results would
count, with points awarded in the same way as
the national championships.
The championship got underway in March
at Doctor’s Gate in County Durham. The
weather was fine and Phil Sanderson (V40) of
Northumberland FR made a clear statement of
intent by finishing well clear of 2008 champion
Will Horsley (NFR), and setting a new course
record in the process. A number of runners made
a navigational error less than half a mile from the
finish line which affected results but was not to
have a big impact on the series. Karen Robertson
(NFR) duly picked up the points in the women’s
race.
Only a week later battle commenced at the
ever popular Guisborough Moors race in North
Yorks, run in glorious sunshine and unseasonably
warm conditions. The main battle was between
Jim Bulman (NYMAC) and Charlie Stead (NFR)
with Bulman having the edge on the finish
line. However, neither was to complete the
championship series. Sanderson was well clear in
third, and in what was to become a familiar story
in the series, Horsley was just one place behind.
Robertson was absent so team mate Katherine
Davis (NFR) upheld the club’s honour by taking
maximum points.
Race number three was at the Roman Wall
Show in drizzly but warm weather. It was a
spectacular race along a section of Hadrian’s
Wall and then back to the show ground. Morgan
Donnelly (Borrowdale) was the clear winner and
has the largest trophy ever seen to prove it. The
North Eastern runners were again led home by
Sanderson with Horsley trailing in his wake. Of
note was the performance of Lee Bennett (NFR)
who had been steadily improving and picking
up points since the first race. The men’s open
series was taking shape with Sanderson leading
Horsley, and a battle developing in third place,
currently occupied by Bennett. Robertson was
on local turf and no one was going to beat her
on this course.
We stayed in Northumberland for the
fourth and longest race of the series with the
intimidating prospect of the Chevy Chase.
Sanderson went off so fast that by the first
checkpoint he was out of sight of the chasing
pack but a missed checkpoint later in the race
meant his result was not to count. This would
keep the championship alive for at least another
race. The venerable Joe Blackett (Dark Peak, and
’04 & ’05 champion) showed his experience by
claiming his second victory in only his second
attempt at the event. Blackett was now in a
strong overall position but injury would mean

Phil Sanderson and Karen Robertson

that this was his last race in the series. Horsley
was best placed to profit by taking points for
third. Robertson won the women’s race and had
a firm grip on the women’s open and V40 titles.
Bellingham show in Northumberland saw
Sanderson commence battle with Horsley
again, and it was a familiar tale as they battled
closely all the way until the final mile when
Sanderson pulled clear to win the race. It would
later transpire that, due to other results that day,
Sanderson could not be beaten in the men’s
open and V40 series and was duly crowned
champion after just five races. Robertson also
ensured a clean sweep and was crowned
champion in the women’s open and V40 series. It
was a good day for NFR.
The sixth race saw a return to North Yorks
for the Saltergate Gallows race. An unfortunate
clash with the FRA relays meant that the leading
protagonists were absent. Dan Middlemas
(formerly of Loftus, now with Esk Valley Fell Club)
took maximum points, which along with his fifth
place at G’bro Moors earlier in the season gave
him a good average points score. It is a shame
we don’t see more of the Yorkshire and Teesside
based runners completing the series as there
is a lot of talent in that part of the world. Sarah
Lister (Blackhill Bounders) put in another strong
performance to secure the runner up spot in the
women’s open title.
The last race of the series saw most of the
remaining positions and veteran’s categories
finalised. It was a record turn-out for the
Simonside Cairns race, despite Sanderson

and Horsley taking a break with Sanderson
on marshalling duties. The race was won by
James Buis (Heaton Harriers) who could be
a name to watch next year after winning the
Hexhamshire Hobble the previous week and
getting a good result at the Chevy Chase earlier
in the season. Bennett secured the necessary
points for third place in the open series and
runner-up in the V40, and this in his first season
of fell running. Horsley therefore took runner-up
spot in the men’s open which also gave NFR an
unprecedented 1-2-3 in the men’s open series.
Robertson was back in action and despite
already having the title wrapped up, she showed
the mark of a true champion by winning the final
women’s race too.
The story of the championship would
probably have to be NFR’s dominance by taking
the men’s open championship and the MV40,
women’s open, and LV40 titles amongst others
too. The closest battle was delivered in the
MV50 category with two Weardale neighbours
battling it out and the experienced Stu Ferguson
(Durham Fell Runners) winning through in
the final race. A particular mention must go to
Graham Fraser (Allen Valley Striders) who, after
a late start, bagged the necessary points and
sealed the MV60 title, beating many younger
runners along the way. Full results are available
on north eastern fell running club websites such
as www.northumberlandfellrunners.co.uk . A
number of new names have appeared in the 2009
championship that clearly have the potential to
perform strongly in 2010 and beyond.
The 2010 Championship will again feature
seven races and gets off to an early start at Kielder
in January. New for 2010 is a championship
sponsor with www.tracknterrain.com of Durham
City generously providing prizes for all our medal
winners including the veteran categories. Keep an
eye on north eastern fell running club websites for
details of the other championship races, regular
series updates, and championship rules.
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EDZ Epic Trinity Jacket
RRP: £85, Weight: 225g, Size: Large
Say the word “Epic’ to most fell runners and, after a brief pause, they will
swiftly re-count daring tales of triumph in the face of utmost adversity and
desperation. Facing down gale force 9 winds, thick mist, and driving rain,
whilst still delivering ‘Bob’ into Wasdale Head 10 minutes up on his schedule.
Fascinating though this is, the ‘Epic’ used by EDZ in their new Trinity
jacket is actually much more useful for the majority of runners for the
majority of the time. EDZ performance clothing and accessories is a small
company, founded by James Tillard in 1995 based out of Maryport on the
west coast of Cumbria. By their own admission they have a ‘gear that does
exactly what it says on the tin’ approach to making functional products,
which reminds me in a lot of ways of Walsh Sports in Bolton. Kit that
doesn’t look particularly ‘bling’, but is affordable, and does exactly what you
need it to do when the hammer goes down, or the brown stuff collides with
the proverbial rotating blades.
Now I will try and keep this as edible as possible, but reading this review
is fundamentally pointless if you don’t gain an understanding of the
difference between ‘Epic’ fabric (as used in the Trinity jacket), windproof
fabric (as used in your standard full body cover.) and a waterproof laminate/
coating (what your current waterproof cover is likely to be made of ).
Windproof fabric
In essence a fabric made up of a tight weave of fibres with a water repellent
coating applied to the face of the fabric. This makes a jacket windproof
and breathable, and is very light and packable. However after shedding
for a period in a shower, water will soak through the fabric and can give
considerable conductive heat loss from the skin. You feel this when your
windproof top wets out and feels clammy and cold next to your skin.
Waterproof Laminate/Coating
This is easiest to visualise as a face fabric with either a laminate membrane
or coating behind to stop the water coming through. (see diagram 1).
This has the advantage of making the jacket totally water and wind proof;
however it significantly reduces the breath ability of the fabric. When you’re
running and working hard you can feel wet and clammy on the inside
because the fabric can’t shift the sweat you are creating.
Epic Fabric
Instead of putting a membrane behind the face fabric (waterproof
laminate), or just relying on a water repellent coating (windproof ), Epic
fabric encapsulates each fibre in a silicon based water repellent coating
before weaving those fibres into the actual fabric (again see diagram 1).
What results is a highly water repellent, highly breathable fabric, ideally
suited to coping with the demands of high energy bad weather activities.

heat loss (cold clammy
feeling against skin when
wet) lead to Epic fabric
being significantly more
comfortable to wear
whilst running in the
majority of bad weather
conditions. The two
exceptions being:
a. On a windy day with little
or no rain – a windproof
will be more breathable
b. When it is raining heavily
and you may have to
stop running for a period
longer than 10 min’s – A
waterproof laminate
will keep you more
comfortable while you
are stationary.
On all other bad weather
occasions I have felt more
comfortable running in
Epic fabric (including continuous wind and heavy rain for 2hrs) over my
waterproof or windproof.
As you can tell, from using the Trinity Jacket, I have become a huge fan of
the Epic fabric it is made from. When looking at the features of the Trinity
jacket itself, although I will still choose to wear it over other products, it
does have some draw backs and design issues that I would recommend
need improving:
1. The hood – compared to my Haglofs OZ Pullover (waterproof laminate)
the hood is poor, the peak is too soft and flaps down, allowing water to
run onto your face if the wind is blowing onto you. The hood coverage
and tightening system is fine but the peak lets it down.
2. The front zip isn’t long enough. – Ok you can still get the jacket on fine,
but why not have a deeper venting front zip?
3. The storm flap over the front pocket is unnecessarily heavy. – the fabric
seems to have been doubled back on itself before sewing, this adds
weight where a waterproof zip and no storm flap would probably do? (it
is still very light at 225g size Large)
4. As yet no XS for ladies/small men
On a positive side the general cut of the jacket is good, with long enough
back and arms for cycling etc. Sizing is also consistent as I am a standard
large in most things, and this fitted well. It packs down to fist size so is
small enough to go in a standard bum bag along side some over trousers
and the usual other garb without problems. Reflective piping and logo
front and back helps for crossover use and winter training. For me going
back to wearing a laminate waterproof after running in the Trinity definitely
felt like a step backwards in comfort.

Diagram 1
Technology aside (I hope the above has been useful and not too boring!)
what this means in reality is Epic fabric breath’s almost as well as your
Windproof, and keeps water out almost as well as your waterproof. These
two factors combined with the experiencing of very little conductive

So to conclude I think the EDZ Trinity jacket is somewhat of a flawed genius.
Not much to look at, but delivering awesome functional usability through its
fabric and cut. It’s almost like its an unfinished masterpiece waiting for those
little design tweaks to take a good product and make it a truly great product.
If anyone else has had first hand use of this product James at EDZ is always
keen to get feedback from real end users and can be contacted on
james@edz.biz or check out www.edz.biz for more info on the brand.
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Causey Pike
A CRACKING LITTLE LAKELAND RACE

Winner Philippa Jackson (Keswick) on
the climb at the Causey

park alongside the village hall with its distinctive
roof of shed felting! We climbed into the back of
the van and put the kettle on. A pot of tea and
a couple of sandwiches later, others started to
arrive. First a couple of lads who had offered to
marshal the course, then Tim and Natalie from
Kendal, Scoffer, who’d cycled in from Keswick, Ali
Welsh and Wendy Dodds. Ali came round for a
cuppa and as we chatted, Jackie prepared to go
off on her walk.
By now, Lyn, the race organiser had opened
up the hall and registration was set up. I got
myself changed, picked up a number from the
bustling village hall and jogged along the lane
as a warm-up. The race starts at a sharp bend
in the lane and after a hundred yards climbs
to a junction with the Newlands road, at the
foot of the hill, named Rowling End. I climbed
the grassy embankment and studied the hill. A
quick discussion with other runners revealed
a choice of routes. The walkers path goes
straight on around the foot of the hill for a short
way, then sharp left and up a steep rocky zig
zag path. The alternative, and by far the most
popular for the runners, is to go straight up
the steep grassy fellside from the road, joining

the path further up to gain the ridge before
Sleet Hause. Never one to simply go with the
flow, I made up my mind to contour round
and see how far I could jog up the stony path.
I’d paid my money and taken my choice. Now
for a look at the final run in. The last quarter of
a mile or so leaves the stony track alongside
Stonycroft Gill to descend a steep, wet gully
and cross the beck, then climb out and across
the moor to the road crossing and back along
the lane. I plodded back to where the crowd
was gathering. The air was alive with excited,
nervous chatter; all good natured banter. Some
were jogging away behind the assembled
throng, getting that last stretch of the legs in,
or maybe they’d forgotten something or were
caught short? Others from the front ranks
sprinted away at lightning speed up the lane
ahead, only to jog back steadily, and some bent
and stretched or tried vainly to push the gate
post over. A hush descended and a muffled
voice ahead shouted out the final rites, then we
were off. Steady at first, then the road began to
climb a little, spreading the field out in no time.
Up the banking and the majority strayed over
to the left and up the steep face of the fell. I
Photo © Jackie Mason

Causey Pike is situated in the Newlands Valley,
about three miles south of Keswick. It stands at
just over 2000 feet with it’s distinctive ‘knobble’
shaped top.
As with just about every hill you can name in
Britain, Causey Pike has a fell race to it’s summit
and back, with an annual four and a half mile
run from Stair village hall towards the end of
March. The event is currently organised by Lyn
Thompson of Keswick and the fastest time
stands at just over half an hour.
We were en route to the lake district in our
camper van when I pulled out the fixtures
calendar and noticed that the Causey race
was due to take place that afternoon. It was a
beautiful spring day, with bright sunshine, a
clear blue sky and, as we approached Keswick,
the high tops of Skiddaw and Blencathra wore
woolly bonnets of snow. Having not ever done
the race, and just happening to have my fell
shoes in the back of the van, I suggested that I
might have a run. Jackie, not being a fell runner
(yet!) agreed that she could walk to the summit,
therefore giving both of us the chance to bag
another ‘Wainwright’ peak.
Being very early we found plenty of room to
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stuck to my guns and, along with a dozen or so
others, took the slightly longer but less severe
route while preparing to try and jog up the rocky
path. Away we go! As I climbed I glanced across
to the crocodile of coloured shirts heaving up
the banking, bent double, hands on knees. I
could see my great friend Wendy Dodds working
hard just a little way down, which spurred me
on. I was still jogging and walking alternately
and soon the whole field merged. I pushed hard
until we gained the ridge and turned right into
the wind. From here it is a series of short level
joggable sections and rocky climbs. I was aware
that Wendy was just behind me somewhere
so pushed myself to jog as much of the rocky
climbs as possible. Now I felt good. I was starting
to get a second wind and as I jogged the steep

Allan Greenwood (Calder Valley)
leads Wendy Dodds (Clayton)

Winner Nick Sharp (Ambleside)

sections, passing other runners I drew a few
comments, (well, grunts!). However, I had noticed
that my left shoe felt a bit loose. Oh, no! What
could I do – just leave it and risk losing it on
the descent or tie it and lose some of the good
ground I’d gained?
The compromise was to grab the (still tied)
laces and tug them tight, but as I did so, I got
Wendy’s voice right in my ear.
Time to push on again. I caught a couple
of Bingley runners, Rachel and Paul and just
before the top, Angela Brand Barker. Jackie had
done well to get so high on the fell and there
she stood with her camera poised and gave us
a shout. Along the level ridge from the summit
and soon the marshal sent us down to the right
on a steep grassy descent. Now my legs were
totally shot, buzzing after trying so hard on the
ascent. I was struggling now and began to lose
places wholesale. First Angela, soon Wendy
and as I hit the bottom and turned right onto
the track, Paul and Rachel flew by. The track is
rocky and really hard on the feet but I hung on
and made it to the final gully without losing too
much more ground. I heard footsteps behind
as I negotiate the run-in along the road and a
good natured battle commenced over the final
hundred yards or so and then it was over.
What a cracking little race. 50 minutes of
extreme pleasure in perfect conditions, (Nick
Sharp managed 35 minutes while Phillippa
Jackson clocked 40) then a change of clothes,
and when Jackie arrived back we managed a
couple of pints at the nearby Swinside Inn with
Ali, Scoffer and a few others before heading
for cam near Buttermere. An experience well
recommended!
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Change is Good!
Photos © Dave Lindop

THE 8th Lakeland Classics Trophy 2009

Prescience?
The 2009 Trophy winners were Rob Jebb
(Bingley), Mary Gillie (Clwydian Range Runners)
and Dark Peak.
Dark Peak? Well it was foreseen.
The 2008 LCT report noted that although
Borrowdale had won the team prize for the
sixth time in seven years they were only 5
points ahead of Dark Peak and Ambleside (the
only other past team winners) suggesting that
Borrowdale’s hegemony could soon be defeated.
And it has been and Dark Peak (278 points)
will now feature on the slab of slate that
Borrowdale runners (273 points) had got used to
using as a door stop for the past five consecutive
years. In 2009 Ambleside were in third place but
well behind with 253 points.
This is not to suggest that Dark Peak is some
“dark horse” club. After all, they were 2nd in four
English (Open, V40 and V50) and British (V40)
Male Team Championships in 2009.
For those who notice these things Dark Peak’s
pursuit of Borrowdale has been relentless. In
2004 they were 73 points behind, in 2005 37
points, in 2006 and 2007 the deficit was down

to 13 and, as noted above, in 2008 it was just 5
points; prior to victory in 2009. Of course Dark
Peak is a much bigger club than Borrowdale
whose runners compete in the LCT events
because, well, they are really on the door step.
On the other hand the Borrowdale website does
claim that although “initially a small club, it has
expanded to some 60 members, amongst them
some of the finest fell runners in the Country
- as the many Team Championship awards
demonstrate”. So perhaps a little schadenfreude
can be excused?
As for 2010? Well as Dark Peak will know:
winning is one thing, retaining is another.

year both Hazel Robinson and Britta Sendlhofer
(both Ambleside) joined the group with Britta
receiving a Bentham Pottery mug as the highest
six-race completer after Hazel, who received the
Second Lady award.
The first three: Mary Gillie, Hazel Robinson
and Nicky Spinks (Dark Peak) were all recipients
of Bentham mugs for the first time, which
is pleasing for the LCT organisers because
it illustrates that new and younger runners
(neither of the first two are vets) are taking on
the massive classic fell races, by which I mean
Wasdale and Ennerdale, that are the heart of the
Trophy.

And The Ladies?

Mary Gillie

Although there has been a general increase in
the number of LCT completers over the years
the really interesting statistic is the much bigger
increase in women completers. Only 4 women
made up the 38 completers in 2002 (around
10%) but in 2009 this had grown to a record 15
out of 83 completers, which is 18%.
By 2008, after seven years, only 4 women
had completed all six races in one year but this

Mary ran in four races, she was highest scoring
female in all four and won two races outright
(Borrowdale and Three Shires). However it was
a close run thing overall because Mary only
finished two points (201 to 199) and a couple of
places ahead of Hazel. In fact at the Three Shires
Race their finishing times were so close that their
rounded points were the same (both 73). This
final outcome is the closest between First and
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Second Lady since the inaugural 2002 LCT when
Wendy Dodds (CLM) beat Alison Weston (Ilkley)
by just one place.
Both the Westmorland Gazette and the
race report in The Fellrunner described Mary’s
Borrowdale win as “unexpected”. Well, she does
live in Chester but perhaps the attached miniprofile, Mary Gillie: Why Haven’t We Heard Of
You Before?, will act as an introduction to those
unfamiliar with Mary’s prowess in the west.
As the mini-profile reports, Mary’s big
challenge for 2009 was a Paddy Buckley Round
which, although she completed the third fastest
female round, she describes in a modest way
on the WFRA and her club websites (www.
clwydianrangerunners.co.uk/mary_gillie_
PB.htm). On this she is generous in thanking her
support team which included the likes of Jackie
Lee (Eryri), who herself won the LCT in 2004 and
2005, and Bill and Anne Johnson (both Calder
Valley, Bill being the current Chairman), whom
she had never met before but who just turned
up at short notice to help. “How did you know
the Johnsons who live in Yorkshire?” I asked. “Oh
just through the email grape vine” was her casual
reply although her account does charmingly
record her late discovery the night before she set
off that Anne, her unknown supporter, actually
held the ladies record.
Mary records what wonderful people the
Johnsons are. Bill was the driving force behind
the excellent UKA British Fell & Hill Running
Relay Championships organised by Calder
Valley in 2006 and Anne is one of the greatest
long distance runner of our time. I had known
of Anne (when Stentiford) as the winner of the
Duddon Valley race in 1989 when I researched
my Classic Fell Races series and I encountered
her name again after Angela Mudge (Carnethy)
broke Anne’s Everest Marathon record in 2008
which I discussed with Bill at the time along

with Anne’s Bob Graham Round record. I hope
the mini-profile Anne Johnson: Just One Left
alongside will lead to even greater recognition of
a great lady runner who will turn out at one days
notice to travel to Wales to support someone she
does not know to do a Paddy Buckley Round,
and tow her husband and children along as well!

Wendy Dodds & Jane Reedy
It is an elegant coincidence that the first person
ever to complete the Paddy Buckley Round was
Wendy Dodds and no mountains, particularly
Lakeland classics, have ever deterred her, a past
double LCT overall lady winner. Wendy collected
her record seventh category win mug as First
LV50 in 2009 and she would almost certainly
have had an unbroken series of eight mugs
had she not fallen from her bike competing in a
Lanequest (orienteering on bikes) event in June,
breaking her clavicle and so being unable to
complete the series
And a mention for Jane Reedy (Ambleside)
is appropriate. In 2003 as Jane Leather, when
running for Ilkley Harriers, Jane came second
of the two women who completed with 124
points. The report for 2008 observed that after
several years of steady progression Jane’s 2008
LCT points total was the third highest ever
(230 points) but it unfortunately coincided
with Janet McIver’s year of obliteration and so
Jane could only finish the year as LCT runnerup. Nevertheless given that Jane had a top 3
placing in four of the LCT races, including a win
at Langdale, the 2008 report suggested that
a Championship medal was in sight and, lo &
behold, so it came to pass with Jane winning the
Silver Medal in the 2009 English Championship.
Well you did read it here first!
The Usual Suspects plus Simon and Leigh.
It has been debated elsewhere why it is easier
for men than women to maintain long term

success in fell running and the LCT illustrates
this.
Of the first half dozen men in 2009 Pete
Vale (Mercia) won the Trophy in 2008 and Rob
Jebb has now won it twice. Ben Abdelnoor
(Ambleside) was 3rd in 2008 and John Hunt’s
several mugs include a 2nd and 3rd overall. And
double winner Scoffer would probably have
been well up the ranking again but for injury.
On the other hand Simon Booth had never
completed the series before but at his first
attempt he came second overall and was First
V40. Older readers may recall the Profile of Simon
inThe Fellrunner written before he notched up
his 10th consecutive victory in the (full distance)
Borrowdale race; a sequence which, I suggest, will
never be emulated by any other runner in any
comparable, long, arduous race. This review is not
the place to reprise any (rather pointless) “greatest
fell runner” debate but, for the record, Simon now
has had 21 victories in LCT events which total is
only exceeded by two Blands: Gavin (22) and, of
course, the incomparable Billy on 37.
Leigh Warburton (Bowland) remains the
Trophy’s most loyal friend. He was 8th overall
and First V40 in the first 2002 LCT (38 finishers)
and won a further three mugs in subsequent
years. In 2009 he was 27th overall and 2nd
V50 (83 finishers) but perhaps more important
than his fifth mug was that he remains the only
person to have completed every series. The
offer of a unique set of saucers for every mug
he wins if he can complete the first ten series is
still on offer. But no pressure. And, whilst we
are counting mugs, Dave Tait (Dark Peak) now
has five category wins, (First V50 twice, First V60
thrice), which puts him second only to Wendy.
John Hunt (Dark Peak) also has five mugs as has
last year’s overall winner, Pete Vale (Mercia).

Rob Jebb & Friends
Rob ‘s reputation as a fell running/mountain
running/Skyrunning/cyclo-cross, etc., champion
means that he needs no further accolades here
but the LCT organisers will always be grateful for
his kind remarks when he was presented with
his LCT award in 2003. As Richard Askwith notes
in Feet In The Clouds (page 301 of the paperback
edition) Rob delighted those assembled at the
FRA “Do” with a short speech declaring that
the LCT races lay at the heart of the sport and
“everyone should resolve to compete in at least
one next year and ’take along a friend’”.
Well many did take Rob’s advice and have
continued to do and in 2009 Rob came back
himself as one of the 83 runners (and 13 teams)
who completed the series. He ran in only three
races but won them all and therefore secured
a maximum score of 300 points. I think in
football this is known as Route 1? Rob won
his first Wasdale by around 10 minutes from
Simon Bailey and Pete Vale, won Ennerdale by
around 18 minutes from Ben Abdelnoor and
won Borrowdale, again his first win in this race,
by around a minute from Ben Bardsley who led
home the Borrowdale Fell Runners squad.
Rob is only the second person to win these
three races in the same year. The other, in 1987,
was and really could only have been, Billy Bland.
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So the first two in the LCT for 2009, Rob Jebb
and Simon Booth, just happen to be the two
best long distance Lakeland runners around
today: which feels about right.

Further Down The Field
As I approached the summit of Scafell Pike in the
2009 Wasdale I started chatting (as you do in the
Wasdale) to a runner in a Southport & Waterloo
AC vest-possibly because you don’t see many
Southport & Waterloo AC vests on Scafell Pike.
His name was Edwin Sherstone and he said that
he had completed the LCT in 2008 and had come
back for more. He then halted and tested his
blood sugar because he is a diabetic. It was OK
and on he went. Edwin finished pretty close to
the back of the field at Wasdale and he is ranked
77th out of 83 in the LCT but his points score
(102) at 20% higher than the 89 points he scored
in 2008 means he is awarded the “Best Improver”
mug. Many of the runners mentioned earlier in
this article can never win this category because it
tends to favour runners nearer to the back than
the front of the field i.e. runners who complete
the LCT and then come back and do much better
the following year, as did Edwin. The second and
third ranked improvers were Gavin Patterson
(CFR) who scored 11% more points and Hazel
Robinson who scored 10% more than in 2008.
The calculation of % points change for every
runner who completed in 2008 and 2009 also
illustrates those who show a deterioration which
for 2009 was up to minus 20%. However for the
present no mug is awarded for deteriorating
performance.

Edwin Sherstone

Sponsorship
Pete Bland Sports has sponsored fell running
since time began and since 2008 their generosity

has included the Lakeland Classics. This support
is appreciated by the Trophy organisers because
they can continue not to charge runners or
race organisers for the costs of the Trophy. PBS
sponsorship has also resulted in an increase in
the number of awards which, as seen below, now
stands at 20.
Over the eight years of the Trophy only 101
mugs have been awarded. It remains the view
of the organizers that baubles for finishing, like
medals and T-shirts, are the preserve of road
runners and that completing the series should
be reward enough for Trophy runners. And the
organisers’ reward? Well they choose the colour
of the mugs each year.

Trophy & Category Winners.
Male
Female
Team
Men

Rob Jebb
Bingley
Mary Gillie
Clwydian Range
Dark Peak
1st
Rob Jebb
Bingley
2nd (V40)
Simon Booth
Borrowdale
3rd
Ben Abdelnoor
Ambleside
4th
Pete Vale
Mercia
2nd V40 (5th)
John Hunt
Dark Peak
3rd V40
Mike Johnson
Bowland
V50
Geoff Briggs
Pennine
2nd V50
Leigh Warburton
Bowland
V60
Dave Tait
Dark Peak
Series
Mike Robinson
Dark Peak
Ladies
1st
Mary Gillie
Clwydian Range
2nd
Hazel Robinson
Ambleside
3rd (LV40)
Nicky Spinks
Dark Peak
2nd LV40 (4th)
Jo Taylor
Bowland
LV50 (5th)
Wendy Dodds
CLM
Series
Britta Sendlhofer
Ambleside
Best Improver
Edwin Sherstone
Southport
Team Counters
Mike Robinson, Matthew Hulley, John Hunt, John Coe, Nick Kirk
(Best improver is highest % points increase on 2008)
(Series prize refers to highest scorer in all 6 races not awarded a prize in another category)
Photos © Dave Lindop

I asked Edwin about the difficulties diabetics face
in fell running, particularly when tackling the
arduous events he has completed like the LDMT.
He told me “it is a tough juggling act. Trying
to balance food intake with reduced insulin
injections over a long fell race such as Wasdale
is a complicated business. Typically during fell

races I will check my blood-sugar every hour or
so on the climbs. Then if I get everything right
I finish the race with either a normal or slightly
higher blood-sugar level.” Edwin finished all
six races and previous reports have noted
the increase in the number of runners who
achieve this. In 2002 there were just two (John
Hunt and Leigh Warburton) but in 2009 there
were thirteen, not all of whom are fell running
super men/women, including Andrew Hirst
(Wharfedale) for the fourth year in a row.
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LAKELAND CLASSICS TROPHY 2009
RANK

NAME

CLUB

CAT.

1

Rob

Jebb

Bingley

2

Simon

Booth

Borrowdale

RANK

NAME

CAT.

TOTAL
POINTS

300

1

Mary

Gillie

294

2

Hazel

Robinson

Clwydian R

L

201

Ambleside

L

199

3

Ben

Abdelnoor

4

Pete

Vale

Ambleside

286

3

Nicky

Mercia

283

4

Jo

Spinks

Dark Peak

LV40

178

Taylor

Bowland

LV40

162

5

John

Hunt

Dark Peak

6

Mike

Robinson

Dark Peak

277

5

268

6

Wendy

Dodds

CleM

LV50

150

Kathleen

Brierley

Todmorden

LV40

7

Mike

Johnson

Bowland

262

150

7

Anna

Forrest

Ambleside

LV40

149

8

John

Coe

9

Matthew

Hulley

Dark Peak
Dark Peak

253

8

Rachael

Lawrance

Macclesfield

250

9

Isaline

Hughes

Burnden

10

Julian

Rank

Holmfirth

11

Peter

Ward

Lochaber

245

10

Britta

Sendlhofer

Ambleside

241

11

Clare

Kenny

Calder Valley

12

Mark

Chippendale

Bowland

13

Nick

Kirk

Dark Peak

V40

241

12

Kirsty

Hall

V40

236

13

Christine

Preston

14

Gareth

Jones

15

Derek

Fuller

Bitton RR

235

14

Sue

Unattached

224

15

Helen

16

Stephen

Smithies

Calder Valley

17

Andrew

Jebb

Bingley

221

1

18

Ian

Barnes

19

David

Ward

Ambleside

220

Borrowdale

217

20

Gavin

Pattison

CFR

21

Jonathan

Whitaker

Ilkley

V40

22

Martin

Holroyd

Borrowdale

23

Peter

Tayler

Black Combe

24

David

Sykes

Dark Peak

25

Craig

Stansfield

Rossendale

26

Andrew

Hirst

Wharfedale

27

Martin

Terry

28

Philip

Pearson

29

David

30

Ashley

31
32

V40

V40
V40

CLUB

L

148

LV40

140

L

123

LV40

122

Wharfedale

L

118

Todmorden

LV40

108

Hodkinson

Black Combe

L

89

Hodgkinson

Todmorden

L

30

Geoff

Briggs

Pennine

V50

234

2

Leigh

Warburton

Bowland

V50

200

3

Richard

Bellaries

CleM

V50

187

214

4

Glen

Davies

Mercia

V50

186

210

5

Andy

Butler

Pennine

V50

184

V40

208

6

Nick

Hewitt

Bowland

V50

184

V40

204

7

Declan

O’Duffy

Bowland

V50

167

202

8

Andrew

Hearle

Mercia

V50

165

V40

193

9

Ian

Cowie

Mercia

V50

163

V40

190

10

Michael

McLoughlin

Preston

V50

162

CleM

V40

190

11

Mark

Graham

CFR

V50

132

Saltwell

V40

181

12

John

Hazell

FRA

V50

125

Atkinson

NFR

V40

180

13

John

Armstrong

Rochdale

V50

109

Kay

Dark Peak

V40

178

14

Dave

Till

Helm Hill

V50

99

Martin

Farrar

Skyrac

V40

177

15

Max

Howard

Retford

V50

93

Greg

Rimmer

Dark Peak

V40

175

33

David

Ralphs

Newburgh

V40

174

1

Dave

Tait

Dark Peak

V60

185

34

Ben

Crowther

Todmorden

171

2

John

Taylor

Bowland

V60

150

35

Paul

Jennings

CFR

V40

165

3

Roger

Whitaker

CFR

V60

86

36

John

Thompson

Newburgh

V40

164

37

Charles

Mason

CFR

V40

154

38

Graeme

MacTavish

Unattached

V40

153

1

Dark Peak

278

39

Darren

Parker

FRA

V40

149

2

Borrowdale

273

40

Geoff

Smith

CleM

148

3

Ambleside

253

41

Will

Ross

Black Combe

145

4

Bowland

252

42

Bill

Oxley

FRA

138

5

Mercia

248

43

Chris

Green

FRA

134

6

Calder Valley

218

44

Peter

Ferris

CFR

133

7

CleM

217

133

8

CFR

217

126

9

Pennine

204

125

10

Todmorden

203

119

11

Keswick

196

102

12

Wharfedale

185

64

13

Black Combe

149

45

Paul

Lydon

Totley

46

Paul

Atkinson

Unattached

47

James

Riley

Todmorden

48

Andrew

Murray

Keswick

49

Edwin

Sherstone

Southport

50

Ross

Howard

Dark Peak

V40

TOTAL
POINTS

V40

V40
V40

V40
V40

222
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Mary Gillie:Why haven’t we heard of you before?
“Well I live in Chester and I race mostly in
Wales so I am known in Wales! We can be a bit
parochial but I had done races like Borrowdale
several times before doing the Lakeland Classics
races this year. I actually know the Borrowdale
area very well because I meet up with some
friends there every year but I first did the race a
few years ago because a friend took me along.
As a race I think Borrowdale has just about
everything: the fast run out after the start, then
the boggy bits, rocky bits, Scafell Pike, fast
descents-everything”.

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

Had You Heard Of The LCT Before You Won It?
“Oh yes! I had known about it for several years.
However my priority this year was my Paddy
Buckley Round but having completed that in
June I then had half a year left to do other races
so I entered the LCT races, really just to get to
know them. But looking at the LCT Results tables
as the series progressed I suddenly realised ‘Hey!
I could win this!’” And Mary confirmed to me that
she took the Trophy so seriously as to recce the
Three Shires route being very conscious that
Hazel Robinson (Ambleside) would be a lot more
familiar with the course. Perhaps this was wise

because on race day Mary beat Hazel by just 55
seconds.
Mary also did the 2009 OMM in the Elan
Valley in Wales. “It was my first OMM and since
I had only returned from a business meeting
6 days before it probably wasn’t a very good
idea to enter the Elite Class but Rob Woodall
and I finished up First Mixed Team: although
there were only two other pairs in the class!” A
business meeting? “Well it was in Hawaii but it
was very interesting. It really was”.
And Clwydian Range Runners?
“The nearest club for me and others was Eryri
but it wasn’t really convenient for meeting up
for training nights and around four years ago
Ben Amesbury turned up one day in a black vest
with Clwydian Range Runners on the front ‘to test
people’s reaction’. And that was the start. It’s a
very laid back club, a club for eccentrics!”
Did You Run At School?
“No. I didn’t really like XC at school. It was just
too team focused and competitive. My father
died when I was eight and although he wasn’t a
runner he was very active and we were always

off ‘doing something’. I was brought up in Derby
and so I learnt my navigation on Kinder Scout.
I then moved to Scotland for nine years (after
time at Edinburgh and Strathclyde Universities
she gained a PhD in Electrical Engineering) and
so got to know the Highlands very well. About
five years ago I moved to Chester to work for
a small consultancy firm as a power engineer
specializing in renewable energy and it was only
then that I took up fell running. I found the hills
round there too small to walk up so I started
running up them. Perhaps I have always been a
repressed fell runner?
I like the long distance ‘just keep going’ races. I
was 2nd Lady in Peris Horseshoe in 2007 and 3rd
Lady in the Welsh 1000M the same year; both of
which I thought were good performances.”
When You Are Not Running?
“I read a lot: history, politics, and novels
whether 19th Century or modern. I frequent
Oxfam shops as a way of encountering new
authors on the cheap. I swim and I cycle
although not for pleasure but just to get from
A to B”. She actually cycled to the FRA “Do”
from Oxenholme, which is about 3 miles from
the Castle Green Hotel in Kendal, but this was
misheard by several people around her as
Oxenhope, which is around 60 miles from the
Hotel. Her listeners were really impressed until
the misunderstanding was clarified! “I have two
allotments and as a long time vegetarian I eat
a lot of vegetables”. She is 32, 5’6” and around
9 stones but “fell runners come in all sorts of
shapes and sizes”. She has only really suffered
one serious injury during the Llangynhafal Loop
race when she fell and tore open her knee. “I
didn’t think too much about it when I fell- until I
saw the bare cartilage”.
After A Paddy Buckley?
“Long term I think it will be another Round,
probably the Ramsay” (she supported Anne
Johnson on her aborted attempt)” or the
Meirionnydd Round, which is based in Southern
Snowdonia, but only Yiannis Tridimas and Colin
Donnelly have completed that. In 2010 I might
have a go at the English Championships but
probably not the British because I don’t like the
‘3 from 4’ format where you could travel all over
Britain and do well in three races and then lose
it all by missing the last race or having one bad
run”. A Bob Graham? “No. I don’t want to do it. It
has become a bit of an industry and I am glad I
did the Paddy Buckley when I did, having done
all the recces and just supported by my friends,
before it goes the same way as the BGR.
I don’t regard myself as a ‘top drawer’ runner
like Janet (McIver-Dark Peak) or Phillipa (JacksonKeswick) but I know I can improve on, say, my
Wasdale time for this year by maybe 15 minutes
because I ran it just after the Paddy Buckley;
really you are always only competing against
yourself.
And because I love Wasdale and Ennerdale I
might be doing the LCT again!”
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Although the Johnsons now live in Luddenden
near Halifax, Anne ran with Macclesfield Harriers
from the age of 14 for 23 years before she
joined Calder Valley. She represented Cheshire
at high jump and cross-country and was a 36
minute 10K runner but was led astray as an
impressionable 20 year old into the murky world
of mountain marathons, doing the 1985 KIMM in
Troutbeck, followed by many more Elite KIMMs,
the first Rock & Run, and even a Swiss KIMM with
Helene Diamantides/ Whitaker (Ilkley Harriers).
Then in 1989 she came
across the Bob Graham Round
booklet in Rock & Run in
Ambleside, read it, and went
and did the BGR that year
in 20.35 at the age of 24. A
couple of years later she did
the Paddy Buckley round in
19.19, which not only broke
Helene’s ladies record of 20.08
set in 1989 by almost an hour,
but was also faster than the
men’s record! Mark Hartell
(Macclesfield) set a faster time
of 18.10 in 1992, but only
three other men (Chris Near:
18.10 in 2008, Tom Gibbs:
18.55 and Tim Higginbottom:
17.42 –both in 2009) have
since gone faster. It is perhaps
interesting to reflect that both
Anne and Helene for a time
held the fastest rounds, male
or female, after they had each broken the record.
Martin Stone then suggested that she attempt
a BGR record, so a month after her Paddy
Buckley round, Anne set off on an attempt in
appalling weather. I would not be writing this
if she had failed but she didn’t. She set a new
female record of 18.49. No woman has run faster
and at the time of writing there have been 112
female completions. But perhaps even more
impressive is that her time is faster than 99% of
male completions i.e. of the 1417 male finishers
only 16 have run faster. As one highly regarded
International athlete observed to me “these are
very impressive statistics and illustrate just how
good Anne was and perhaps still is”.
Or, as the paragraph devoted to her in the
“42 Peaks” booklet (2007 edition, page 37) in
introducing her great achievement notes: “1991
was a magnificent year for Anne Stentiford”.
Then in 1994, after doing a lot of training with
Mark Hartell, who was aiming to break the men’s
Lakeland 24hour record, Anne had a go at the
ladies Lakeland 24 hour record. This time the
weather was scorching but if sailors should not
complain about the sea then fell runners should
not complain about the weather and Anne just
added 3 extra peaks to the record to take it to
62 peaks. This feat was recognized by the FRA
Long Distance Award for 1994, and a place in the
Guinness Book of Records!

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

Anne Johnson:
Just one left

These records
- BGR, PBR and
Lakeland 24hour still stand.
Her next record attempt would have been a
Ramsay Round but she had operations on both
Achilles which kept her out of running for a
while. She came back: for the Everest Marathon
in 1997 which was run in blizzard conditions
and only went ahead because the runners were
already at the start and had to get down the
mountain anyway. Even running over fresh snow
Anne demolished the ladies record and finished
8th overall. Bill Johnson competed in the
same race and that is where their relationship
developed. Bill lost sight of her at the half-way
stage, in the race that is, but since The Fellrunner
is not Hello; enough already! Her record stood
until the majestic Angela Mudge (Carnethy)
broke it in 2007, also coming 8th overall, just
before her Profile appeared in The Fellrunner.
As the interview with Mary Gillie reports,
Mary turned out to support Anne on her much
delayed Ramsay Round attempt in 2009. After
a day’s delay waiting for an improvement in the
weather they set off in the early hours for Glen
Nevis. But before they got there they were the
first on the scene at a fatal accident in which
a local man had ploughed off the road. They
remained at the scene for three hours dealing
with the police and ambulance staff after which
time a Ramsay Round no longer seemed to
matter very much and the attempt never started.
And as a serendipitous aside (always

preferable to zemblanity) Wendy Dodds was
also in Anne’s Ramsay Round support team and
this provided the occasion for Wendy and Mary
to meet for the first time and it was of course
Wendy who completed the first Paddy Buckley
and so it goes.
Anne’s life hasn’t been completely devoted to
running. After gaining a First in Chemistry she
worked as a forensic scientist, specialising in fire
investigation, for the Metropolitan Police. With
Geoff Pettengell she then set up Running Bear, of
the distinctive logo, which was eventually sold
to Tony Hulme whose Wilmslow based business
is well known to every fell runner. Anne then
retrained and worked in computing for several
years during which she met Bill. They travelled
round Eastern Europe and South East Asia for six
months on a Triumph Thunderbird ending up at
the Everest Marathon.
Children appeared (Adam -1999 and
Gemma-2000) and although Bill still works in IT,
Anne retrained again as a Reflexologist whilst
renovating half of the farmhouse in which
they live which is now rented as a self-catering
cottage. And as an ultimate mark of respect: I will
mention their two collies, Fly and Gyp.
In 2009 Anne, who is now 44, won her first
individual Championship Medals with V40
Gold and V40 Silver in the English and British
Championships respectively and for 2010, I
suggest, it would be really rather nice if Anne
could break the Ramsay Round record to
complete her collection.
There is just the one left.
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ý B Y C L A I R E A P P L E T O N , H E S T E R C O X & A L A S TA I R D U N N

Fell Poets Society
On a quiet evening last Autumn a new thread on the FRA forum was started entitled “today’s poet”.
Over the course of the past few months the thread has evolved into a lively, warm and creative
space where people have posted their favourite poems as well as their own work. Many people who
never previously considered themselves as poets have enjoyed the opportunity to “play” with words
and created some wonderful pieces. Poems have varied greatly in terms of subject matter from the
serious to the damn right silly! Many of the poems have explored fell running, the emotional and
spiritual aspects of the sport and the runner’s relationship with nature.
We are a friendly bunch, so why not join us on the forum. You don’t have to write; feel free to just
browse and enjoy the poems found, written and shared.
The background picture for this article is entitled “Highland Winter” by the fellrunner and print
maker Hester Cox. www.hestercox.com

mud-spattered gasping
touch the trig, turn and descend
tired legs find new spring
footfalls break silence
startled pheasant startles me
and we both take flight
Rievaulx below us
treading the footsteps of monks
our faith is the fells
Hes

What if

X Country

What if
One day running fails me?
The sidelong rain and leaves
Fail to dispel my fears
Daily strife steals a ride
On the body-bursting climb?

Bang! Off goes the gun
A frenzied movement, we start to run
Set off at a ridiculous pace
We soon settle down for the race
Get to the hill
I’m not up for this: My excuse, I’m feeling ill
I manage to snatch a lead on the uphill slog
Just got to keep pushing through the bog
Out through the wood
I start to feel slightly good
Into the finish neck and neck
Why did I leave it this late? Oh heck
He makes a push for the line
Damn victory is no longer mine
My confidence torn
And my legs well they are totally worn
I make one last hard push
My legs feel like mush
I’ve made it, I did it, I’m pretty sure I won
Then I remember the age old ‘Its all about fun’
I collapse to the ground
My breath the only audible sound
I won it, a trophy, cup
Suppose now the only way is up
Fair do’s I look like a fool
But lets face it X Country is cool

Focus fails on reckless descent
And “Brain off ” is a command defied
By dark thoughts that
Chase down ghyll and screes?
Craggy wilderness no longer stirs?
The eerie raven croak met with disinterest
And I am no longer immersed in the wild –
Merely passing through?
On the summit cairns of Gable and Glaramara
The fist that wrings my guts
And crushes my spirit
Is there to greet me?
Where then can I hide?
Old Whippet

A Fell Runner’s Prayer
In a world which craves certainty,
I seek out simplicity,
In a world which values enterprise,
I embrace emptiness,
In a world which aspires the urban-way,
I oﬀer my soul to the fells,
In a world of cosy self-indulgence,
I long for the sanctuary of adversity,
In a world of which esteems contrivance,
I yearn for raw authenticity,
So please, let me run long, let me run silently.

T’was the night before Tankies
...and all through the peak.
No one was running!
They were resting there feet.
For Tomorrow bring’s heart ache
21 miles of pain
over Blackhill and Bleaklow
it might even rain.
but then there’s Seal Edge
a hell of a climb..
to get to the crossing.
then down to the line.
and there at the finish
we’ll all tell tall tales
of the running of Tanky’s
over a glass of fine ‘Ale’
Ian DarkPeak

Sometimes I run to get lost,
Lost I get and free I feel,
But something always leads me home
Merrylegs

Turbo Tom

Cold and wet start I
Need the heat of the first climb
Crug Mawr beckons me

Joss

Stevie

Each step agony with iron will he persevered,
Carved out of Cumbrian rock,
A special humble man who is very much revered,
On the hill he tends his stock,
His dogs scouring the fells always by his side,
An extraordinary man whose spirit cannot be
denied.

I rose to the ridge
Our eyes met, a shared moment
Deer bounded. Gone.
Harry H Howgill

Tri mind
Mossdog
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But I never saw the view

Kinder

Getting Round

I’ve been up every Lakeland fell
Racing hard and true
I’ve followed studmarks closely
But I never saw the view

A splendid place this plateau
of rich, dark, peat
A wilderness at rest
like a lazy wrinkled sheet

I’ve raced round all the Wainwright’s
Done BG reccies too
Head down following the map
But I never saw the view

The collapsed meandering
tunnels of giant worms
across this torturous land
or the dragging tips of fingers
by some collosal hand

Thoughts of why have long since gone
Nine hours gone, fifteen to come
That early talk of pace and plans
Has given way to destiny’s hands
As autopilot lifts a leg
Our hero is cajouled and fed
Whilst one by one the peaks slip past
Each heavier than the last

I’ve done every Karrimor and OMM
Since 1992
My car’s plastered with stickers
But I never saw the view
From the summit cairn of Gable
And from Scafell too
They say that Wasdale’s stunning
But I never saw the view
Kentmere, Fairfield, Weasdale
The most scenic horseshoe?
I’ve even done the Anni Waltz
But I never saw the view
I’ve followed calves and ankles
Vests of green and blue
I know all the shortest routes and lines
But I never saw the view
One day I’ve promised to myself
When my racing’s through
I’ll climb back up to every top
Sit down, breathe in that view

Neil Wootten

Oh lonely windy path
How I wish to beat your track
Where’s those Walshes
Roy Scott

A Prayer
Run awaken
dull senses!
Envelope with
a shuddering heart,
salt on the brow
quickening of breath
and the hope
of fresh sun crumbs
for a solitary soul
Freckle

Harry H Howgill

Cat Bells, toll a throng
Tourists gawp incredulous
me, geronimooooooooooo
Mossdog

Wharfedale Saturday
oozing peat, tussock, cropped grass
seven hours great fun
tough Ilkley Moor run
frozen tussocks melting snow
one brown hare fleeing
Derby Tup

Nowt nicer than
wet wintry paths
in need of a pounding
Freckle

Fell Runner
I’ve had my share of the Pennine air,
On mountain and moorland and fell.
I’ve seen groughs of peat, all covered in sleet,
And they looked like the ash tips of Hell.
I’ve run through the bogs, where you wouldn’t
send dogs,
In places a man cannot forget.
I’ve sunk to my belly, in peat like black jelly,
And never a moment to regret.
I’ve traversed terrain till my legs have gone lame,
I know about pain and persistence.
I’ve gone the wrong way on a fifteen mile day,
And had to run double the distance.
Though folk here may grin, as they ask where
I’ve been,
Not runners, just talkers and boozers.
I’ve seen the white hare, and felt freedom there,
And I know that they are the losers.
X-Runner

Hard Lakeland round daunts
Twenty seven thousand feet
Moot Hall steps beckon

Wishes and hopes have never left
The others that won’t see their beds
Guesswork and sustenance are made
Is he well up, or rain-delayed?
Cars are parked and necks are craned
Food on, chair out, mood up, tea made
Is that a rock, or is that him?
Today the two are kin
That time ago, this just a seed
Exploring which advice to heed
The first of many a slipperly slope
That faces all who dare to hope ...
... and plan, and train and organise,
Obsess of bearings, schedule times
To study every inch of ground
And dream of getting round
One Off Poet

Running to Discover
My bruised mind,
battered by the chaos of India,
finds solace in the stillness of home.
Running through the dimming light
the fog hides and transforms
the once familiar trees and hedges.
An air pregnant with possibility
gives birth to startling sounds.
The squawk of a disgruntled guinea fowl
as my bouncing torch beam
picks out its sleeping form.
A low mournful bellow,
milk-swollen and patient,
the cows await their master.
Sulphurous light spills from the barn
where the strains of a violin
drift away in the mist.
The sullen farmer’s melancholic choice,
surprising and beautiful,
makes me wonder.
My ears ring with the sounds of the wind
and my heartbeat as I ascend.
Gritty, muddy footfalls splashing up the hill.
A clattering in the branches
as a pheasant takes fright.
Below the bridge a torrent rages
the stream now a river,
gorged by the thaw.
Nearing home and
the unfamiliar shape ahead turns
revealing a winter-weary mare
She lowers her head
as we both discover
Who I am.

Derby Tup
Hester Cox
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ý BY Mr C Heckpoint DURHAM FELL RUNNER

27 things you should know
about Mountain Marathons
Spring is upon us, the newly arrived FRA Calendar has already been well thumbed, pages turned over
and favourite or perhaps new races planned and there is an air of anticipation...
One of the categories within the FRA Calendar has a ‘MM’ beside it – a Mountain Marathon. ‘MMs’
are peculiar beasts which are well worth giving a go. However, if you haven’t experienced one
before, there are a number of things (twenty seven to be precise) you should know about them.
The 27 nuggets of information presented in my article are based on 19 years of competing in MMs
with five different partners and are an amalgam of experience.
I should emphasise that the comments do not reflect the personal bodily characteristics of anyone
other than myself (with the exception of the snoring reference and that seems to be an unfortunate
trait of everyone I’ve competed with, but obviously isn’t something I am plagued by myself ).
So – 27 things relevant to a mountain marathon (remember that proper prior planning prevents
**** poor performance and all that)...
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

At some stage on Day 1 you will feel quite
good
You will be quite surprised by the views
when you remember to look around you
The Compeed you carefully put on your feet
before you started will have come off within
two hours
You will always pitch your tent so that you,
rather than your partner, have all the lumps
to ‘sleep’ on
Your partner will always get to sleep before
you (and then snore)
The queue for the Portaloos (or slit trench)
will always move more slowly than you
expected
No matter how early you got up, you will
always be slightly rushed to get away at
your allotted start time (see 14 above)

Photo © Dave MacFarlane -www.planetfear.com

8.

There will always be too much on at work/
home/everywhere in the days leading up to
the event
It will always take much longer to pack your
gear the night before than it should do
Your partner’s running sack will always look
smaller than yours
You will never believe the amount of
training that your partner claims to have
done prior to the event
You will take too much gear
All the other teams around at the start you
will look fitter than you feel
Your feet will get wet quicker than you
would like
You will discover that the antiperspirant
that you applied before the start doesn’t
seem to be working

16. There will always be a steep climb at the
start of Day 2 from the mid-way camp
17. At some stage on Day 2 you will feel quite
good
18. You will become aware that you smell in an
off-putting way
19. You are likely to spend some of Day 2
worrying about how deep in the mud your
car will now be in the parking field and how
easy it will be to get it out again
20. You will be pleased to finish
21. Your finger-nails will look as if you have
been digging an allotment all weekend
22. There will always be someone you see at
a Service Station on the way home who is
limping worse/looks in a worse state than
you are
23. The Compeed that you put on your feet at
the mid-way camp will seem to be superglued to your feet and won’t come off for
a week
24. Your car will benefit from an increasingly
rich aroma on the journey home
25. You will develop weird cravings for food on
the way home/during the days immediately
after the event
26. You will always be able to find 2-3 errors that
if only you hadn’t experienced them, would
have moved you up the field by 4-5 places
27. By half way into the return journey you will
have agreed which Class/Event you will
enter next.
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A trinity of fells
This – the upteenth time I’ve climbed
from Fitz Park’s field to the balding summit.
But now we run a special gauntlet,
for time is our sword of Damocles.
Heads bowed as though deferential reverence
we stride the ever widening path
until the ascent by the monument
squeezes the lungs, grasps the muscles,
and we fight the increasing steepness.
Along a levelled path we increase the pace
and then the steepness, though less in fierceness,
meets us as we tread the windswept slate.
At last the shelter comes into view.
No time to imbibe the views –
we drop beneath the eastern flank,
dismiss the springing heather that hides our feet
and once again contend another fell.

Great Calva, shapeless, of nothing to boast,
demeaned by greater summits,
but the ascent, though ast, does not diminish
the human effort to the top where
fencing, ageless and rusted, juts from crude cairn,
like so many discarded weapons.
Not until we reach the gentle beck
does coarse heather find it’s boundary.
No time to choose a crossing,
we leap into the waters.
We assault the extensive flank
that never seems to surrender distance.
On, forever onwards, rising steepness,
until we break the serrated rim
and view a cauldron of greyness
beneath our feet; down we must plunge,
and so we seek the sharp arête,
the ridge that will bring us
into Threlkeld’s hamlet, a mellowing of the spirit.
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ý BY MARK GRAHAM

The Adventures 12
of Oliver Mallis

Epis
ode

LOST AT SEA

June - somewhere on the
M6
Mallis trundled south on his
decrepit old motorbike, a tatty road
map of Wales gaffa taped to the
petrol tank between his knees. It
was raining hard and getting dark
but not even the miserable weather
could dampen his spirits because
he was on a mission - he had
received the call and was speeding
to the rescue (well relatively speeding as a 30
year old Honda 350 twin couldn’t go much faster
than 60, and the lack of a visor on his helmet
tended to restrict his speed based on how tightly
he could screw up his eyes and still see the road
ahead). However this was meaningless because
at last someone had recognised his true worth
and had sought him out - the call had come
early that morning. “Hello, is that Oliver Mallis?
The guy who posted all those really helpful bits
of advice on how to do the Three Peaks Yacht
Race on the FRA Forum? Oh Good. You see the
thing is one of our runners has had a bit of an
accident. Yes, someone accidentally showed him
the weather forecast and now he cant come. We
need a runner, and you obviously seem to know
what you are doing - can you be in Barmouth
tonight in time for a pre race gin? You can?
Splendid!” And so later that evening Mallis found
himself standing in line at the buffet in the yacht
club. He felt just a little out of place, the oily
puddle beneath his boots and oval black mask
of road grime around his face didn’t quite meet
the dress code expectations of some of those
present. But there was another reason for his
nervousness - perhaps he had exaggerated his
abilities just a tiny bit on the forum, particularly
when it came to his knowledge of the intricacies
of sailing boats around the west coast of
Scotland (in reality most of this had been gained
while sitting behind large fried breakfasts in
the café on assorted CalMac ferries). But this
probably didn’t matter all that much as he had
come along as a runner, not a sailor. He could
look forward to some leisurely sightseeing and
sunbathing on deck between runs while the
sailing crew took care of getting him and his
partner (who had they found to run with him
he wondered?) comfortably between stops. At
this point the caught sight of a couple in the
queue ahead of him and his heart missed a beat.
Tricia and Bates were in a small group dressed in
identical matching sailor suits with the name of
their boat ‘Ostentatious’ tastefully embroidered
across the back. Before he could make his

presence known he was accosted
by a rather official looking
lady. Eyeing his battered and
greasy barbour suit she politely
demanded to know which yacht
he was with. Mallis didn’t know
- it wasn’t something he had
thought to ask on the phone,
so keeping his dignity intact he
quietly buggered off to find out.
Down by the water he saw
a line of sleek and efficient looking boats. All
were unattended apart from the last one which
seemed to be in the process of holding a car
boot sale, with gear strewn across the decks
and on the pier. Three people were frantically
sorting through the mess, passing large crates
of baked beans and pies through a hatch. Or at
least two of the three were busy, one seemed
to be supervising proceedings from beneath a
large peaked cap. Making a mental note that if
this was his boat he would need to explain to
the cook that his preferred pre-race diet was
hand made pasta, freshly squeezed grapefruit
juice and warm croissants Mallis approached
the crew. The squat bearded individual wearing
the cap looked up on his approach. The gold
braid on the peak glinted in the late evening
sunlight “Are you Mallis? Splendid. Welcome
aboard the Pequod. I‘m the skipper, Ahab ‘AB’
Tyke, but you can call me Sir. These two are the
Brownie brothers, Allstar and Jaunty. I think
you already know our star crew member, he
is currently readying himself below. I believe
you watched him do the Bob Graham a while
back or something?”. Clutching his rucksack
Mallis gingerly stepped on to the deck. It didn’t
seem very big, so it was probably just as well
he hadn’t brought his sun lounger to relax on
between runs. Stepping below to ‘stow his gear’
(he knew all the right words) he became even
more concerned - there only appeared to be at
most two beds, but there were five of them in
the crew. Perhaps there was a large stateroom
somewhere else on the boat. Anyway he was
here know, it was probably time to brief the crew
on how they could best support the runners.
Nothing too complicated at the moment, just
simple things like making sure to only arrive at
each port on nice days with plenty of daylight
left, and had they thought of places where they
might shelter from the wind for a good rest or
sleep if he got a bit tired - after all it was no good
arriving at Fort William with tired runners. And
he needed to explain his breakfast requirements
to the cook.

Then he noticed a figure curled up sound
asleep in a thick duvet on the largest bed.
Shockingly it was none other than Adrian
‘AD’ Tyke. Mallis had more than watched him
complete his BG, he had physically carried him
round large sections of the route, a fact which
had escaped the notice of the BG Club, the other
pacers, anyone else who happened to have
been on the hill that day and even, apparently
‘AD’ himself. Mallis had a score to settle with
him but that aside the skipper seemed to have
picked some classy runners to do the sailing.
Which of them was going to run with him
though, and would they be able to keep up?
At this point the figure stirred from its slumber
and opened a beady eye. “Mallis - Oh, so you
are the replacement. I suppose Uncle Ahab had
a job finding anyone else at short notice then.
Oh well, you will have to do, but only if neither
of the Brownies is up to running Ben Nevis with
me after they’ve done the other two peaks. Now
you need to get back on deck - that’s the top bit
back up those little steps. There’s lots of work to
be done”
Back upstairs he got another shock. The
skipper explained that something called ‘Naval
discipline’ was in force on his ship. Looking
worried the Brownie boys suddenly stopped
casting longing glances towards the bar where
the all female crew of the ‘Mary Sealegs’ were
busy carousing and got on with stacking crates
of beans. Ahab said that they were competing
for something called the Tilman Trophy, which
meant that at least four of the crew had to run.
As Skipper he would decide who ran when
based on “Circumstances existing at the time,
or more accurately whoever I decide is least
knackered”. At this point ‘AD’ helpfully poked his
head out of the hatch to explain that this meant
he would run the Ben as his high profile after his
successful BG meant it was important that the
boat was represented by a prestigious runner on
the final key leg of the race. Anyway it was his
Uncles boat, so he got to call the shots, and to
take it home if anyone disagreed. It also meant
that he needed plenty of rest as it was a long
way to Fort William, so could someone hurry up
with his supper before he got some more sleep?
The next morning they were off. Mallis was a
bit perturbed. Small as it was the boat had been
nice and flat when it was tied up to the jetty
last night. Now it always seemed to be listing
(he still knew all the words) badly to one side or
another while the water tried its best to come
over the edge and get inside, where he had
left all his nice dry kit spread out over the little
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flat table. This had seemed to annoy Ahab for
some reason, but not as much as when Mallis
had accidentally opened the wrong valve on
the sea toilet. Strangely neither the Brownie
brothers, ‘AD’ or Ahab himself seemed in the
least concerned by the leaning of the boat.
You would almost have thought it was meant
to happen. Still all the other boats seemed to
have the same fault, and at least that made the
race fair. Ahab seemed to be shouting a lot of
orders, most of which involved doing things with
ropes and Mallis was about to remind him why
he was there (and to ask when he could expect
breakfast) when Ostentatious came storming
past with the crew sitting in a line along the side.
All apart from Tricia who was lounging on the
front bit of the boat with a large cocktail in her
hand. The crew all looked very professional in
their matching outfits and Tricias bikini was even
the same colour as her wellies. Bates caught
sight of Mallis across the narrow gap between
the two boats. “Hey Mallis” he yelled “What are
you doing here? Never mind, you can tell me in
Fort William - if you make it that far” Mallis did his
best to appear cool and ignore Bates but Ahab
appeared to have different ideas. It seemed that
he was inclined to be competitive when it came
to making his boat go faster than other peoples
boats. Ominously this extended to wanting his
runners to go faster than other skippers runners
as well, and to seeing his beloved nephew ‘AD’
(who for some reason was still curled up asleep)
triumphant at the finish line . Mallis suspected
that perhaps this combination of circumstances
did not bode all that well on the breakfast front.

Several days later, Loch Linnhe
Mallis and ‘AD’ stood together on the deck
dressed to run. The last few days had been a
nightmare. Not only had Ahab expected Mallis
to do loads of work trying to make the boat go
fast he hadn’t let them stop once apart from
Caernarvon and Whitehaven. Making the boat
go seemed very complicated - it involved lots
of messing about with ropes and being sick.
Mallis need not have bothered bringing his
fishing rod, and the nice little pub he had hoped
to visit in Portpatrick had been closed when
they sailed past. This was annoying but hardly
surprising. After all it had been 3.00 am, and
Ahab had shown no inclination whatsoever to
hang around and wait for it to open. But most
frustratingly Mallis had not had the chance to
share in the glory of running. He had been too
ill at Caernarvon. This was hardly surprising as
Ahab had insisted on keeping going even when
the sea got a bit lumpy. But at Whitehaven he
had thought he might get his chance, only to
have his hopes dashed when neither Brownie
seemed willing to lend Mallis his bike for the
cycle leg. Something to do with carbon fibre
not being compatible with 13 stone athletes
apparently, according to the lads. Mallis was
offended. He might have weighed 13 stones at
the start but he had eaten so little and been so
ill for so long that he was probably down to 8 or
9 stone by now. Throughout this time AD had
remained comfortably below decks, ‘preparing’

for the Ben, only interrupting his sleep to
consume meals prepared for him by Mallis or
one of the Brownies every time Ahab barked
an order. They had found it best to obey Ahabs
orders promptly. Mallis could still taste the salt
water from the last keel hauling he had suffered
for peeing to windward. But in spite of the
difficulties the consolation was that the end was
now in sight and to qualify for the Tilman Trophy
Ahab had to let Mallis run the Ben with ‘AD’. And
even better, the dot on the horizon BEHIND them
was Ostentatious, apparently delayed, according
to much excited chatter on the VHF when Tricia’s
bikini top mysteriously got washed overboard
and she unsportingly insisted on them all going
back to retrieve it. Ostentatious was also a bit
behind because Mallis had to grudgingly admit
that the two young Brownie lads hadn’t done
too badly on Snowdon or Scafell either, inspiring
Ahab to even greater feats of seamanship and
making him drive his scurvy crew unsparingly.
Mallis was still sore from the lashes he had
received for putting the spinnaker on upside
down as they left Whitehaven. It hadn’t helped
that it was one of the few occasions when AD
was on deck and they were being filmed by a
press helicopter at the time. But adding to the
tension under the same rules that were about to
give Mallis and AD their chance, Bates and Tricia
would be racing against them on the hill.
Later that day, somewhere on The Ben
Mallis kept glancing back down behind them.
Two figures were keeping pace about half a mile
back but every time they looked like closing
the gap they kept getting delayed by various
members of a large group of charity walkers
dressed as nuns. They should actually have been
a little further back, but AD had caused a slight
delay having his photograph taken - it had taken
ages to get a suitable view of the Ben in the
background of the shot. Things changed for the
worse after The Red Burn - AD claimed that the
direct ascent was too rough as his legs were sore
because the boat was too small to do his yoga
exercises properly and because Mallis hadn’t
cooked his breakfast eggs properly - they would
have to use the zig zags. This was frustrating
for Mallis, and every time they reached a corner
he cast an anxious glance back down the slope
to see the two figures of his arch rival and his
unrequited love closer each time as they raced
hard up the direct line. At last the inevitable
happened and as they emerged on to the
summit plateau it was to see the pair ahead of
them for the first time. To Mallis this was made
worse by the fact that they were even too far
behind to get a good view of Tricia’s shapely
bottom, a view which he had followed and
which had kept him going on many a race. It was
just a shame that another lady had been wearing
similar shorts on one particular race and had felt
he was following her just a little too closely. But
the police had been very understanding and
it had all been sorted out - eventually. He was
still waiting for the FRA Disciplinary Committee
hearing though.
By a superhuman effort Mallis and AD
managed to close the gap a little, and were only

just behind Bates and Tricia at the summit, but
as they turned and began to speed off on the
descent Mallis knew that desperate measures
were called for if he was going to save the day.
AD had obviously come to the same conclusion.
Mallis knew this because he had suddenly
jumped on his back and was demanding that
he run - fast and downhill, in as straight a line
as possible. By this time a mist had descended,
and under the cover of this our intrepid heroes
began a record breaking vertical plunge that
eventually brought them out of the mist close
to the bottom of the tourist track - and more
importantly - just ahead of Bates and Tricia. AD
promptly hopped off Mallis and ordered that he
run - fast - along the road. An exhausted Mallis
put himself two feet behind ADs bumbag and
dug in. This was hard, but things were going
pretty well, and they were holding their lead. But
far from being recovered AD was pretty delirious
by now, in spite of his carry down the mountain,
and he began to stagger aimlessly from one side
of the road to the other. He kept muttering on
about the Ben Nevis race, and how well he was
doing, and how much he was looking forward
to a cake in the tent at the finish. Before Mallis
realised what was happening and before he
could stop him AD veered off through the gate
in to the sports field and started running around
the track complaining about the absence of a
pipe band to greet him. Mallis grabbed him and
shook him hard. “Keep going” he shouted, “We
can get out of the far gate and stay ahead of
them” and started to drag him across the grass.
Two minutes later Bates and Tricia cruised
down the road and noticed a distracted wailing
coming from their right. As they passed they
noticed two knackered looking figures pressed
up against the wire mesh fencing which now
bars the old entrance to the sports field.
The Finish, some little time later.
Mallis gradually began to regain
consciousness. He had made it across the line
with his last reserves of energy, but sadly some
time behind Tricia and Bates, who were already
off celebrating their victory. He was dimly of AD
complaining about Mallis’ navigation and route
choice and speed, and of the Brownie brothers
muttering with the skipper on deck where they
were still messing about with ropes for some
reason or another. It was only when they began
to hoist a scary looking oval loop from the
yardarm that he really began to worry.
Will the truth prevail and will Adrian ‘AD’ Tyke
get his rightful comeuppance? How will Mallis
get back to Barmouth without being made to
walk the plank? (or will Ahab simply maroon him
in the Garvellachs, which is not funny because
it’s a very painful condition) Will his motorbike
still be in the Commodores parking slot where
he left it? Will matching bikinis and wellies be
a kit requirement in future races? Read the
next instalment to find out in the next exciting
adventure of Oliver Mallis, Ace Fellrunner.
Note, in this context Ace might mean ‘another
complete eejit’
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ý BY Debbie & Gary Devine

What Fellrunners
do in the snow

...why they race in the snow of course!
Trail Blanch 23/24 January 2010

Start of the 13km

Location – French Pyrenees
Over 2 days there were three race distances to
choose from, 13km/450m of climb/descent,
23km/1200m climb/descent and 50km/2700m
climb/descent.
Debbie Devine
I opted for the 13km as, foolishly, I thought it
was going to be largely raced on cross country
ski pistes as it started and finished at a cross
country ski resort. Oh I am such an innocent! 300
other innocents joined me on the start line at the
resort of Beille. With me was Danny Hope, also
a Pudsey and Bramley runner. We should have
known something was amiss when the other
runners, all wearing gaiters and other forms of
ankle protection, stood in a stunned silence as
Danny lined up in a pair of shorts.
The hooter sounded and we were off. I
managed to stay on my feet for 100m and
then set the tone for the rest of the 13km by
mainly floundering up steep climbs then down
what seemed even steeper descents. All in
all I think we ran on pistes for a grand total of
two kilometres, the rest was semi-compacted
snow shoe routes, knee deep and thigh deep
virgin snow. Well it was virgin snow for the
front runners (Danny) – when I got there it was
churned up soup. Thankfully though the front
runners had broken through the top layer of ice

so my shins finished intact – the same cannot be
said of those who chose to race in shorts!
We started at 1800 metres in clear blue sky
and when I wasn’t looking where to put my
feet I can say that the views were stupendous.
The only sounds to be heard were the heavy
breathing of athletes, the shrieks of those who
were continually coming a cropper in the snow
and the odd skidoo rescuing those who could
take no more. Had I been asked at the finish if I
would do it again the answer would have been

‘don’t be ridiculous that wasn’t a race it was a
13km flounder, bloody stupid’ but now, after a
bottle of cheap French wine, I might now say
‘well it was a good day out’...
Danny Hope
Running in often waist deep snow at 1800m was
one of the toughest things I’ve ever done. With
an early lead I had to break a trail through the
snow and ice and a dislocated shoulder from a
training run a few days earlier didn’t help. The

Blood on the piste
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Early start for the
35km race!

Try somewhere new...winter skiing and summer
activity holidays in the beautiful French Pyrenees.

international competition and stunning scenery made it worthwhile, as did
the armful of great prizes I walked away with. I’m putting my win down to
a relaxing week of skiing and snow shoeing around Ax-Les-Thermes along
with the fabulous food cooked up by the Devines.
Gary Devine
News that the 50km was being reduced to just 35km due to avalanche
danger was a bit of a relief after watching Saturdays race! So at 7.30am on
Sunday morning 250 brave souls donned their head torches and set off in
pitch black from the centre of Ax-Les-Thermes. Each of those brave souls
carried more than ample compulsory kit which included water and a tin
mug. In no time at all we faced our first climb of 1400m. We soon reached
the snow line but luckily most of the climb was run on hard compacted
snow shoe routes but then the descent started. Steep waist deep crusty
snow is awkward to run down. In fact it is almost impossible, however, I had
just been given a pair of Inov8 Orocs to trial and they were outstanding!
Another 700m climb, then back down the same descent although this time
it was completely different as 300 runners had already been down it (the
23km also used this descent) – it was a very slippy bottom shaped furrow.
What a race, even without the snow it would have been hard enough. Sadly
though I could not make it another Pudsey and Bramley win, although 4th
was quite respectable for my local international race.

§§ 6km from the ski resort of Ax les Thermes
§§ Short drive to Andorra or dedicated snow
shoe/cross country ski resorts
§§ Running and walking routes in abundance
§§ Mountain biking and road cycling
§§ Beautifully renovated Pyrenean village house
Pyrenees Haven in the village of Perles (Ariege
Pyrenees) is owned and run by Gary and Debbie
Devine. We are within easy reach of Toulouse,
Carcassone, Perpignan and Barcelona airports. We
can offer you B&B or catered breaks.

For anyone interested in the results they can be found at
www.trailblanch.org’

It might look like Debbie
finished in the dark but
she was less than an
hour behind Danny!

Go on, try somewhere new. We look forward to
seeing you.

Ideal for club training breaks!

Pyrenees-haven.com
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ý BY Allan Greenwood

From pure-chance
meeting to elation
A Snow-shoeing adventure in Italy
I really enjoyed reading the article by ‘Mr P’
in the autumn edition of The Fellrunner about
snowshoe races in the Alps. It really got me
thinking. Running with those things must really
be hard work. I remember Gary Devine, one
snowy day about 20 years ago, suggesting one
of the best ways of getting really fit through the
winter would be with cross country skis, even
if it meant slogging round and round the local
park or footie fields.
I usually run cross country and dabble in
cyclo-cross during the off-season. After reading
that article, the thought of getting hold of some
snow shoes for training and trying to get really
fit through the bad winter they have forecast
for Britain early in 2010 was on my mind before
Christmas.
A quote from Martin Cox also struck a chord
with me; “Fitness can’t be stored, it must be
earned over and over, indefinitely”. I, for one,
had never thought of it like that. What a simple
and yet all encompassing statement regarding
the whole point of our training regime. That
sentence stayed in the back of my mind.
Wouldn’t it be great if we could train and train
through the winter, then store that fitness up
to use as and when we needed it? Imagine
some of the tussles at the front of the field with
everyone’s batteries fully charged! However,
as the great Pete Watson of Pudsey & Bramley
once stated, “Runners run between one injury
and the next”, so perhaps it could be shortlived. Anyway, fitness must be earned.
Jackie and I had booked a skiing holiday in
Italy for Christmas and as usual, I found room
in my rucksack for a pair of Inov-8 Mudclaws.
Plenty of fierce stud on the soles to grip on
the snowy roads as I ran around the resort
of an evening. The first full days skiing over, I
changed into running mode and set off before
4pm, giving me around 45 minutes before
dark, though I stuck a Tikka micro headtorch
in my pocket just in case I got lost, (not an
impossibility!)
The first jaunt, straight up the piste turned out
to be a bit of a non-event. It was too icy to get a
decent grip, so I strayed to the edge of the ski run
and cut through the thigh deep snow between
some wooden alpine lodges to the mountain
road. Up the winding road on hard-packed snow
I climbed steadily for about half an hour, then
steeply down through the woods in deep powder
and back to the village of Sauze D’oulx.

The next evening, I set off a little earlier and
jogged up the road towards the highest hotel
in the village, through its snow covered carpark
and onto a narrow forest trail. This was more
like it! The snow was about six inches deep
and tightly packed down. The trail twisted and
wound it’s way up the mountain, every so often
there were wooden sculptures, around six or
eight feet tall, a bear, a wolf, birds, even insects
and one or two weird shapes, one entitled
‘metamorphosis’. I jogged through the densely
forested area, then out into a clearing and up
the steep sweeping zigzags as far as a deserted
village, with dilapidated houses, their roofs
caving in. A wooden sign indicated the former
bar and restaurant. From here, the snow was
just too deep and the hillside too steep to go
further. I watched the sun go down behind the
jagged Alpine peaks across the valley then ran
back, elated.
That night it never stopped snowing.
Next morning, after breakfast, the sun came
out and shone brightly all day and we enjoyed
perfect skiing conditions in a spectacular
setting. That evening, I set off again, earlier still,
and headed for my trail. I soon found it to be
much harder going as there was at least a foot
of additional snow. Often, I sank up to my knees
and I was repeatedly thrown off balance. This
was hard work. However, there was a strangelooking channel through the deep snow as
though someone had dragged a plastic sledge
along it. I’d been going about 15 minutes and
it was tiring. “Just around the next bend, where
the large rocks jut out and I will turn back”, I
thought to myself. As I rounded the bend, what
should see up ahead? Another runner! Well,
that is like a red rag isn’t it? He was not gonna
beat me!
I bashed on a bit further until I had almost
caught him and soon realised that he was in
fact walking very quickly in snowshoes using
ski poles for balance. I drew level and said

hello. He was very friendly and he immediately
wanted to know what shoes I was wearing. “So
am I!” he exclaimed as he proudly showed me
the studded shoes strapped into his snowshoes.
He announced that he worked in a sports shop
and they were local agents for Inov-8! Giorgio
is in his early fifties. He told me that he had
competed in a foot-race the previous Saturday,
with 400 runners completing the 18km route,
climbing the piste from Sauze, down into a
valley and up to the resort of Sestriere and
back. He spoke with enthusiasm about World
class fell runners he knew including Martin Cox,
Davide Melisi and Antonio Molinari.
On reaching the run-down village, Giorgio
produced a flask of hot drink which he cooled
with a little snow before offering it to me. It was
“menthol” he told me. Yes it tasted a bit minty.
Right, he said, if you would like to follow me
i’ll take you on my route up the hill. Well, you
should have seen him plough through those
two feet deep snow-drifts. His rhythm was
metronomic as he crushed the snow down into
a hard packed trail. I found it easy to follow in
his tracks – still breaking through the surface
to my knees at times – but he was doing all
the hard work. I was impressed and I made no
secret of it. As ‘Mr P’ rightly pointed out in the
last issue, the shoes work on the principle of
‘floatation’; spreading the bodyweight over a
large surface area, so you don’t sink completely
in the snow. After around half an hour, we
reached a point where we would pass beneath
the cable-car which transports skiers from
the village of Oulx way down the mountain
below us. Here, another drink was offered and
then down the line of cable-car pylons we
descended at speed to eventually rejoin our
outward trail at around the point where I’d
caught Giorgio earlier.
As we made our way back to the village, my
new friend asked which hotel I was staying at. “I
will be away in Sestriere tomorrow evening but
if you like, I can bring some snow shoes to your
hotel reception during the day for you to try”.
Well, I wasn’t about to decline was I?
And so he did. The next day I was off at
around 3-30 pm and I ran up to where the trail
started. I then put on the snow shoes and set
off up the winding way, using my ski poles for
balance. It took some practice, getting into a
rhythm and knowing when and where to stick
which pole into the deep drifts at the side. The
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plastic shoes I used are made by Ferrino. They have a wide rim, a bit like
a tennis racket, and the fellshoe clad foot fits into an adjustable support,
like those things they used to measure your feet at shoe shops as a child.
This model isn’t one of those lightweight racers as worn by Mike Short
and Martin Cox. On mine, the toe of your shoe is held in tight by an
adjustable strap, with another strap that fastens with a click lock around
the ankle. I quickly deduced that on hard packed snow, the shoe remains
clamped to the sole of the foot and is lifted with each step. However, in
deep snow like I was experiencing they need a simple adjustment. There
is a hinge under the toe section and by undoing a little catch at the heel
of the snowshoe, this allows the runner’s heel to lift up, rather like cross
country ski bindings. This means the back of the snowshoe trails along
the ground – otherwise the shoes would lift and carry a stone of soft
snow with each step. It’s hard enough as it is without that additional
burden. As the toe hinges forward, a large metal claw with three teeth
grabs the snow surface, powering the way forward, while on the sole,
six short metal spikes grip the snow or ice. I was very impressed with
them, the wide platform meaning I didn’t sink through the deep snow,
though concentration is needed to get the foot down flat. Let the ankle
‘twist’ a bit and you are soon flat on your side in the powder. At one point
I removed the snow shoes and tried running along the trail in fell shoes
only. I quickly reattached them as I was back to breaking through the
crust and floundering around up to my knees.
I completed the circuit that Giorgio had shown me, though our
previous evenings tracks had all but vanished under the fresh snowfall.
It was tough. I was really having to work on the climb and soon sweating
freely but I could feel the power as I lunged on up the hill, using the poles
for balance. At one point I stopped and looked behind at the deep tracks
I’d made, falling away right back down to the old village. This was terrific!
I was in the middle of nowhere in deep powder snow on a mountain in
Italy – the only person on the hill, the air was freezing and I was getting
the best workout ever. I threw my head back and let out an almighty wolf
howl! This was fantastic! If I’d dropped dead at that moment I would have
died a very happy man.
Night was falling as I returned along the final couple of kilometres so
I was glad of the head-torch, though well pleased with having achieved
such a hard workout. The only minus point for me was that on the narrow
trail, as I brought my back foot forward, I caught my ankle with the edge
of the rim of the plastic shoe with a resounding ‘crack!’. Really painful,
especially after doing it for a second time. I guess neoprene socks might
have helped here, or I could have tried running ‘bandy legged’.
The price of the model I used “Ferrino Baldas Nevada” is somewhere
around 50-80 euros, though snowshoes come in all sorts of models and
weights from those designed for walking up to lightweight racers. I was
sad to have to hand them back but with all this snow we are experiencing
in Britain as I type, I’m looking for a pair online to use for my morning run
to work. Maybe I’ll be able to get there a bit quicker!

FRA Basic Navigation
Courses 2010
Learn the basics of navigation on the fells or come
along to improve your navigation skills. Cost £60 FRA
members, £85 non-members inclusive of full board.
Courses will comprise instruction and practical
sessions on the fells and indoor instruction, with
discussions and talks on safety and anything else
you request us to cover. There will be a presentation
about the FRA. Low key map reading events will also
be included.
Ideal for anyone new to the sport of fellrunning.

For Details of courses write to:
Mrs Margaret Batley, Hillside Close, Addingham, Ilkley,
West Yorkshire LS29 0TB. Email: margaretbatley@
btinternet.com
Please enclose an SAE - early booking advisable.
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ý BY James Buckley

Three Peaks
with a Twist
I pick up the fellrunner, flick through pictures for
scenes of good fells and people struggling up
them, and look for reports of people’s challenges
and get inspired to do something myself.
My fell running days started back in 1990
when at university in Glasgow. Bored of road
running, I drove from Glasgow to Loch Tay,
dumped my car outside a farm and headed off
for Ben Lawyers with a sketch of a map taken
from a walking book. I had a fantastic time, was
absolutely shattered and eventually found my
car again. I never realised there were fell races
or clubs, so just did it for fun as a cross country
run – such missed opportunities. Later I moved
south, to north Wiltshire, where sadly there
are only small hills and a trek to the Brecons is
required to see some proper hills.
Time rolled on, work, marriage, children,
further study and I started to get a bit lardy. In
2007 I decided enough was enough; I would
get back into my running and get off to the
Brecons more frequently. Later that year I found
a colleague, Chris Hall, who also enjoyed fell
running and had entered some proper events –
my fell running epiphany began!
So with some misguided enthusiasm I agreed
to join him for a mountain marathon the
following summer. Training started in earnest
and the more I did the more I realised just how
unfit I had got and just how much more difficult
it was to get the stamina for long days in the
hills. Our first event was the Saunders 2008 as
we entered the Bowfell category – Chris told me
this would be fine. New kit – too much kit – too
fast a start – ill fitting shoes – poor food control
and part way round day 1 I was wondering
what had possessed me to enter. Still, I knew
my friend Chris had a competitive streak and
not letting him down was most fore front in my
mind. At the end of Day 1 we were in 5th place.
Chris explained to me the concept of a chasing
start and my competitive streak, absent for so
many years, returned in an instant. Day 2 split
completed in 2nd place; 4th overall; and the bug
had bitten!
Two hours later, before common sense could
prevail, we decided to enter another race and
the OMM 2008 Class A seemed like a fantastic
choice. Training continued, kit was lightened,
food planned better and a great couple of
days out was planned. Well we certainly had a
fantastic one day out, as the smiling picture on

James and the walkers

the front of the 2009 OMM magazine showed
(though my dear wife Jayne was not amused and
tried to ban fell running through the winter!)

The Challenge – A Bet with Some
Walkers
So what then could I aim for in 2009? Some
friends were going to walk the 3 peaks in
24hrs (Ben Nevis, Scafell and Snowdon) in aid
of a charity (The Kauri Centre, Chippenham –
volunteers providing specialist support to those
experiencing problems both pre and post natal).
Asked if I would join them I couldn’t imagine
being sponsored for walking – but then an
idea was born. Could I run up and down each
mountain – twice – in the time the walkers
did it once? The bet (sponsorship) was on! 43
miles and 20,000feet (albeit in three bites of the
cherry).

The Training
Training started, enthusiastically. I knew from
last year that I needed to improve my hill
climbing, so most runs were up and down, with
as little flat as possible; up and down the white
horse at Cherhill continuously! However, like last
year, the more I trained, the more I realised how

far I still had to improve. None the less, training
was going reasonably well, despite work starting
to crowd out the schedule.
First I tried extending the distance, and
stretched the cross country to 30 miles. I know it
is not far by standards I read of in the fellrunner,
but my border collie, Jacob, was tired too, so I
had some satisfaction there!
You might remember an article a year ago
by John Easterbrook on calculating times
for fell races. I was intrigued by his article,
particularly as I wanted to know how long
it would take me for two Ben Nevis and so
on. So I used the formulae and changed the
factors so they correlated with my own, much
slower, performance. It was looking very tight;
particularly if I allowed for being fatigued on
starting mountain two and three!
So, then hill training started in earnest. Trying
to mimic two Ben Nevis’ was going to be a key
part of the training. First outing to the Brecons
in early April showed that I was a long way off,
so more hill training back home (and several
times up and down the steps to the Seoul tower
during a work trip to Korea).
Then my concern of distance returned, so
one morning I extended it to 40 miles on the
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Marlborough Downs (Jacob was really tired!)
At the beginning of May we returned to the
Brecons. This time I managed the two Ben Nevis
equivalent in the 5hr window.
There followed a few weeks of tiredness (I had
probably overdone it by now) and a final training
run in the Brecons; leaving out the last 1000ft
climb, but still on pace.
So now it was time for two weeks rest and just
wonder whether the continual 4.5 miles up Ben
Nevis would be much worse than the up and
down of the Brecons. (p.s. I know my training
regime was probably not the most scientific or
appropriate – but what else was I to do?)

My Downfall
Resting went well. Kit was packed, and
repacked, and repacked. Race food was weighed
and packaged. Maps were laminated, reviewed
and memorised (I had never been up Ben Nevis
or Snowdon and only been up Scafell when I
was 12!) Kit was rechecked, repacked, and all
sorted out for a quick change at the end of each
mountain before getting back in the minibus.
Work meetings were rescheduled leaving a
relatively quiet week before, ending in a trip to
visit a customer on the Thursday – and that’s
when the trouble started.
Never eat food prepared by someone else in
the days before an important event!

The Battle
Friday was race day. 0430 the alarm went off,
leaving time to get up, eat, zinc oxide tape my
feet and get down to the minibus pick up point.
My stomach was grumbling, I wasn’t hungry –
but that is not uncommon for 0430hrs wake up.
The journey started, the minibus was
cramped. My stomach rumbled some more –
digestion is never good sitting cramped up.
Eventually at 1700hrs we were at Ben Nevis
Youth Hostel and ready to start.
Team photo taken, I said goodbye to the
walkers and off I started.
Up the first steps of Ben Nevis pathway, past
the crowds of walkers, heart rate faster than it
should be. Perhaps I had just started too fast.
I slowed down the pace slightly, eventually
getting heart rate nearer where I wanted it.
Stomach still grumbling. 20minutes in, running
was not going smoothly. 40minutes in, drinking
water caused further discomfort. 50 minutes in,
remembering the discipline – need to eat, need
to drink – I must get it right this time. Stomach
wasn’t happy.
An hour in and I thought I might not make it –
but I couldn’t stop now, after months of training.
So on up and across the snow field at top of Ben
Nevis. Found the summit in the cloud (typical
mountain – sunburn at bottom, rain halfway up,
cloud and freezing at top).
A few minutes behind schedule, turned and
started the descent (my fingers were freezing).
Halfway down and my stomach was bloating.
Trapped wind is not pleasant any time, especially
running downhill. Running slowed almost
to a stop at some points. Then the bloating
miraculously disappeared – much to the raised
eyebrows of passing walkers.

Well, time still less than half used, so I decided
to see how far up I could get the second time.
One third of the way up and I had to make a
sharp exit left. Thankfully there was low cloud
at that point, long enough to maintain some
dignity. Then back on the track and continue the
ascent.
Two thirds of the way and I start to pass my
colleague walkers on their way back down.
Time was running out, and I was not convinced I
would make it all the way before needing to turn
round.
Eating and drinking was uncomfortable, and I
knew I was on borrowed time, dehydrating and
running out of energy.
The snow fields arrived sooner than expected
and I thought there is no way I was turning back
now for the sake of a few minutes past my cut
off time – breaking the agreed rule I know. On
up to the top for a second time. By now, 4 hours
in, my legs were tiring, and the snow was harder
to cross; just a couple of walkers going the other
direction. Finally the summit for the second
time...
And then another sharp exit required!
Thank fully at 9pm, even at midsummer, there
aren’t many people at the top of Ben Nevis, so
some dignity again maintained. Eventually I
turned again for the descent, and this time it was
a good half hour before feeling returned to my
fingers.
I found the descent more difficult this time,
trying to maintain concentration and focus to
pick my way running through the bouldery path,
conscious that as I was tiring it would be easier
to catch my toe or misjudge footing whilst trying
to maintain speed - I didn’t want to delay the
walkers schedule.
Eventually at the bottom, just minutes behind
the walkers, a quick wash in the stream and
change of clothes (eaten by the midges!).
Now very dehydrated and with rumbling
bowels. I was glad this time to use the toilets at
the Youth Hostel!

Facing Reality
Unfortunately, at that point I knew the challenge
was over. Having not been able to take on water
or food (I looked and saw I had drunk less than a
litre in 5 hours) and with a painful stomach, I was
resigned to curling up in a ball in the back of the
minibus.
On reaching Scafell I was not even interested
in looking out the window!
By the time of Snowdon I wanted some fresh
air. So I decided to walk up Snowdon with the
walkers. By this time I was itching to run again,
but the priority had now changed to encourage
the walkers as they completed their challenge.
So I returned home, rather disappointed and
frustrated (such an understatement!), before
flying out to Spain a few hours later for my
cousins wedding. It was a few days later before
my stomach settled down.
If I had not finished purely due to lack of
training that would be one thing, but to have
been caught out by bad food was down right....
irritating!
So a challenge of 43 miles and 20,000 feet.

James at the 2008 OMM

But only 17 miles and 9,000 feet ran (and 7
miles and 3,000 feet walked). It still bugs me!
If only.... But as a coach said to me on previous
occasions – don’t get caught in the losers’ loop;
learn from the experience and move on. At least
the combined team raised £6,300 for the Kauri
Centre  so job done. (Thanks to the walkers:
Gary, Noel, Richard, Dave, Mariano, Christine,
Sharon, Jo, Ben and Dave.)
Would I try it again? No. 10 hour drive in a
minibus is no fun at all. But more than that, I
have now seen first hand the sheer volume of
traffic that goes up and down the well worn
paths of Ben Nevis and Snowdon. I think I will
stick to less well worn paths in future.
On my return, the summer edition of the
fellrunner had arrived, and I saw Yiannis Tridimas’
article on the South Wales Traverse...that looks
good fun! (Ssshh – don’t tell Jayne!!)
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Welsh Fell Runners Association
WFRA CHAMPIONSHIPS AND SERIES 2009
Congratulations to all the prizewinners
listed below. Thanks to the sponsors - Run
and Become (Cardiff ) and Benards Gallery
(Llandudno) who donated prizes.

Female over 40
1. Ellie Salisbury
2. Ali Thomas
3. Juliet Edwards
Female over 50
1. Sue Ashton
2. Gill Stott

Eryri
137pts
Eryri
127pts
Meirionnydd 105pts

(3)
(2)
(2)

Chepstow
Chepstow

167pts
112pts

(3)
(2)

Eryri

149pts (4)

OPEN/WELSH CHAMPIONSHIPS PRIZEWINNERS
Female over 60
1. Maggie Oliver

Male under 40
1. Martin Shaw
Mynydd Du
2. Scott Butterworth Eryri
3. Matthew Roberts Eryri
Male over 40
1. Paul Beeson
2. Glyn Fletcher
3. Ed Harmer

Maldwyn
Maldwyn
Eryri

Male over 50
1. Ross Powell
WFRA
2. Peter Williams
MDC
3. Martin Cortvriend Clwydian
Male over 60
1. Don Williams
2. Alwyn Oliver
3. Mike Blake
Male over 70
1. Peter Norman

Eryri
Eryri
Eryri

424pts (5)
355pts (4)
308pts (3)

346pts
321pts
244pts

325pts
321pts
285pts

302pts
247pts
206pts

Wrexham

58pts

Female under 40
1. Andrea Rowlands Eryri
315pts
2. Helen Fines
Calder Valley 260pts
3. Joanne Moore
U/A
175pts

(5)
(5)
(3)

(5)
(4)
(4)

Male over 70
1. Peter Norman
Female under 40
1. Andrea Rowlands
2. Anna Bartlett
3. Joanne Moore
Female over 40
1. Juliet Edwards
2. Ellie Salisbury
3. Sandra Rowlands

Wrexham

87pts

(2)

Eryri
527pts
Shrewsbury 351pts
U/A
273pts

(8)
(4)
(4)

Meirionnydd 370pts
Eryri
302pts
Clwydian
289pts

(6)
(6)
(5)

Martin Shaw is the male WFRA Welsh Champion
for 2009. The ladies WFRA Welsh Champion is
Andrea Rowlands.

Female over 50
1. Kath Harvey

Pennine

73pts

(1)

NORTH WALES SERIES PRIZEWINNERS

Female over 60
1. Maggie Oliver

Eryri

250pts

(5)

Male under 40
1. Martin Cliffe
Eryri
2. Scott Butterworth Eryri
3. Simon Edwards Buckley

469pts
464pts
451pts

(5)
(5)
(5)

The overall winners of the North Wales Series are
Paul Jenkinson and Andrea Rowlands.
SOUTH WALES SERIES PRIZEWINNERS

Eryri
Leighton
Eryri

569pts
526pts
492pts

(8)
(7)
(8)

Male under 40
1. Stuart Moore
2. James Creaser
3. Dave Austin

Wye Valley 392pts
Eryri
309pts
Calder Valley 248pts

(6)
(4)
(3)

(2)

Male over 40
1. Paul Jenkinson
2. Michael Kelly
3. Ed Harmer
Male over 50
1. Stephen P Jones
2. Arwel Lewis
3. Ross Powell

Eryri
Eryri
WFRA

558pts
529pts
508pts

(6)
(6)
(6)

Male under 23
1. Matthew Stott
2. James Blore

Chepstow
Chepstow

181pts
171pts

(2)
(2)

(4)
(3)
(3)

Male over 60
1. Don Williams
2. John Morris
3. Mike Blake

Eryri
Buckley
Eryri

499pts
432pts
367pts

(9)
(6)
(5)

Male over 40
1. Max Suff
2. Dimitri Vorres
3. Kevin Hagley

Hereford
372pts
Griffithstown 192pts
SWRR
174pts

(4)
(2)
(2)

(4)
(6)
(3)

ý BY HELEN FINES

2009 Prizewinners
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celtic corner
Male over 50
1. Peter Williams
2. Andy Stott
3. Clive Rowberry

MDC
Chepstow
Hereford

347pts
295pts
275pts

(5)
(4)
(5)

Male over 60
1. Steve Herington Hereford
297pts
(4)
2. Gary Gunner
Croft Ambrey 294pts
(6)
2. Les Williams
Eryri
249pts
(4)
Female under 40
1. Helen Fines
Calder Valley 368pts
(4)
2. Naomi Prosser
Hereford
171pts
(3)
3. Julie Davies
Griffithstown
143pts
(2)
Female over 40
1. Angela Jones
2. Sharon Woods
3. Liz Francis
Female over 50
1. Gill Stott
2. Sue Ashton
3. Christine Vorres

Brecon
163pts
Mynydd Du 138pts
Chepstow 134pts

Chepstow 236pts
Chepstow 116pts
Griffithstown 77pts

(2)
(2)
(2)

(4)
(2)
(2)

( ) indicates number of races completed

WFRA OPEN / WELSH
CHAMPIONSHIPS AND SERIES 2010
Details are in the 2010 FRA Fixtures Calendar
and on the WFRA website (www.wfra.org.uk).
These are Open Championships and Series.
Competitors do not have to have membership
of any particular organization or have Welsh
qualification to participate. For more details visit
the WFRA website or contact Ross Powell (Tel:
01286 881491 or e mail ross@wfra.org.uk).

Navigation Courses
The WFRA organized a fully subscribed
Navigation course in Llanberis on 15th
November 2009. A Navigation course was also
held in south Wales in January. The next course
in north Wales will be on 7th March. For more
details on future Navigation Courses check the
WFRA website or contact Ross Powell.

2010 WFRA Wales and Borders Race
Calendar
This is a comprehensive Calendar, containing
details of all Fell races in Wales and the Borders
that were available at the time of publication.
It includes some races not in the FRA Calendar.

The Calendar is free to paid-up members. Non
members can obtain a copy for £3.00p from
Geoff Clegg. Cheques payable to ‘Welsh Fell
Runners Association’. Please enclose a C5 size
(162mm x 229mm) SAE with standard first or
second class postage.

Membership
The Welsh Fell Runners Association is an
independent Organisation providing the
following services for fell runners in Wales –
 An annual Race Calendar
 Regular Newsletters (minimum 3 per year)
 Website
 Open Championships
 Civil Liability Insurance for members
(including Race Organisers).

Membership costs £10 per year.
Membership forms are available on the WFRA
website – www.wfra.org.uk. Alternatively,
contact the Membership Secretary – Geoff
Clegg, West Point, 19 Deganwy Road, Deganwy,
LL31 9DL. Tel 01492 582631.
Email geoff@wfra.org.uk.

The Wharfedale Clinic
O F M U S C U L O S K E L E TA L A N D S P O RT S M E D I C I N E
CO SPONSORS OF THE YORKSHIRE SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS

Dr Martyn B Speight
MB ChB, Dip Sports Med, MLCOM, Dip M-S Med, FFSEM
Musculoskeletal and Sports Physician, Registered Osteopath
Registered Specialist with Private Health Insurers
Complete management from diagnosis to treatment and rehabilitation to prevention of
injury recurrence
Treadmill Assessment
Diagnostic Ultrasound
Manipulation/mobilisation
Soft-Tissue Techniques
Injection Therapies
Advice/Exercise Prescription
and more ...

Excellent network of contact with
specialist surgeons and other practitioners
for referral if appropriate

Martyn with Calder Valley’s Yorkshire golden girls &
Yorkshire team champions, Bingley Harriers

On-site physiotherapy and
sports massage also available

From back pain to knee injury; plantar fasciitis to achilles problems, musculoskeletal
physicians are trained in the comprehensive management of joint and soft-tissue
dysfunction. Combine this with specialist training in sports medicine and a personal
interest in fell-running and you have a practitioner who understands your problem.

COURTHOUSE STREET, OTLEY, LEEDS LS21 3AN
Tel: 01943

850 950
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ý BY BRIAN COVELL

The Bob
Graham 24
Hour Club

Over 350 members and guests attended the
biennial dinner of the Bob Graham Club held at
Shap Wells Hotel on 10 October 2009. After an
excellent meal the proceedings were enlivened by a
number of poems with a fell-running theme related
in a delightful Cumbrian dialect by Steve Grundy.
Non-Cumbrians did not have the benefit of subtitles.
The club chairman, Selwyn Wright, thanked the
committee members who had helped to organise
the evening, and congratulated the hotel staff for
their efficiency in catering for such a large number.
Certificates were presented to new members by
Mark Hartell, the club president, Fred Rodgerson,
founder of the club and former chairman, and Anne
Johnson (nee Stentiford), holder of the women’s
24-hour fell record. Amongst the successes were:
Simon Waller, Garry Beardwood and Paul Jackson
who completed the round in winter; David Waide
aged 50 who did 50 peaks in his first attempt at the
BG round; a father and son duo, Kevin and Andrew
Perry; twin brothers Mark and Patrick Blythe. A
special award was made to Heather Dawe from
Otley who in June 2008 became the 100th lady
member.
The total membership is now 1529, of which 112
are ladies.
The enjoyable and exhuberant evening ended
in traditional style with dancing to the music of the
ever popular Striding Edge Band.

ý B Y S T E W A R T H A L E – A C C E L E R AT E

Fell Racing Gets Gritty...
One Series and Seven Events.
In 2009 Attercliffe based running store,
Accelerate, teamed up with local Fell Racing
Event Organisers to form the Accelerate
Gritstone Series. The series proved to be
more than popular and for 2010 it is back,
with more events and entries from the fell
running community already being received.
Last year’s Series was won by Stuart Bond
and he has already pledged to defend his
title. He will be looking for a clean sweep
of events, something he narrowly missed
out on last year. The series attracted a wide
spread of runners, including novice fell
runners and a variety of age groups. Local
champion fell runners Lloyd Taggart and
Janet McIver were also seen toeing the start
line of quite a few of the events within the
Series. All of the local clubs were involved
with Dark Peak dominating across many of
the age categories.
The Series is open to anyone, even if they
do not belong to a local club. To compete for
the Series runners will need to compete in
five of the seven events and their scores will
be added together for the final scoring.
The series was originally pulled together
by Accelerate’s Stuart Hale, who voiced the
idea to Andy Moore, the then organiser of
the very popular Burbage Skyline Fell Race
and member of Dark Peak Fell Runners. “It
was Andy’s idea for the name of the Series
and we thought we would start low key just
to see how popular the idea would be!”
So with runners asking for more,
organisation for the 2010 Series began in
October and a total of seven events have
been announced. The series kicks of on the
4th March with Wolf’s Pit (Shatton Moor) and

culminates with the Wingather Fell Race,
from Buxton on the 10th October. Many of
the events are traditional and attached to
local Country Days or Sheepdog Trials so
offering something for the whole family.
All the races involved are popular in
their own right, each representing all that
is considered the best in Peak District Fell
Racing. The only similarity between each
event is the fact they ‘go up and they come
down’, are friendly and very well organised.
In addition to the support received from
Accelerate both Terra Nova and New Balance
will be providing extensive prizes for the
Series, which will also include quality spot
prizes and a pair of fell shoes for the ‘Most
Improved Series Runner’.
The Accelerate Gritstone Series is Free to
enter and full details can be found on the
Series website: www.gritstoneseries.co.uk

Full Series Event Listing:








14th March, 11am, Wolf’s Pit
11th May, 7.30pm, Burbage Skyline
4th June, 7.30pm, Castleton
13th June, 11am, Accelerate Edale
25th July, 11am, Great Hucklow
4th September, 11am, Longshaw
10th October, 11am, Windgather

Accelerate is Sheffield’s largest dedicated
running store catering, in-depth, for both
road and fell running. Accelerate are
actively involved in the local running scene
supporting the 2010 Totley AC Race Series
and local athletes Janet McIver (Fell) and Chris
Shelton (Road).
Accelerate also manage and support Team
Accelerate Adventure Racing.

Great Hucklow 2009
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ý BY MARTIN STONE

Martin Stone’s

LONG
DISTANCE

N E WS S U M M A RY  F E B R UA RY 2010
FRA LONG DISTANCE AWARD 2009

Manny Gorman won the 2009 Long Distance
Award for his record breaking journey across the
Scottish Corbetts. We summarised his journey in
the October News but you can see a full article
about his extraordinary achievement in this
magazine.
It’s the best winter in years. Here are
summaries of three recent epic journeys that
show us the spirit of Winter Adventure in the fell
running community is still thriving. Please keep
the news of your own adventures coming in.

JEZ BRAGG – WEST HIGHLAND WAY
RECORD IN MID-WINTER

Photo © Murdo McEwan

As early as 2006, members of Carnethy Hill
Runners were discussing the possibility of
making a serious mid-Winter attempt at the
West Highland Way. You’ll read Murdo McEwan’s
article in this magazine which tells of the long
gestation period before the attempt took place
on 19th December 2009. Murdo had been
intending to take part but best laid plans were
Jezz Bragg - Pause at Victoria Bridge

scuppered due to injury. This left Jez Bragg,
who hold the record for the 95 mile race in 15hrs
44mins, to make a Winter south to north attempt
on his own.
Jez was accompanied for the first six hours by
Lucy Colquhoun who holds the ladies’ record for
the WHW in 17hrs 16mins. Jez completed the
remainder of the route on his own, supported
at a number of road crossings by a small
group of loyal friends from Carnethy HR. The
temperatures remained sub-zero throughout the
run and Jez had to cope with a stiff snow shower
which lasted from Tyndrum to Victoria Bridge.
The daylight lasted from Beinglas through to the
bottom of the Devil’s Staircase and Jez’s time for
the 95 miles was an amazing 21hrs 14. During
the WHW race in summer, only the top 20% of
finishers complete the route within the time that
Jez had taken to complete the route in midWinter. What makes it all the more remarkable
is that Jez wasn’t racing, was mainly on his own
and had to cope with a trail coated with miles
of ice.

MARK SMITH - BOB GRAHAM
ROUND IN MID-WINTER
Winter came early to Lakeland and by the
shortest day, the high fells were covered with
snow and ice and temperatures were well
below zero. Mark prepared well throughout the
autumn and after a last minute plea for help on
the FRA Forum, he set off on 18th December at
20:00 travelling clockwise with a great team of
pacers and supporters. The night was crystal
clear and there was not a breath of wind. Mark
ran legs one, two and half of three under an
extraordinary mosaic of stars and galaxies.
He turned his head torch off for a better look
whenever he could. A new moon meant an
even better appreciation of the stars that night.
Despite the bitter cold (minus seven in the valley,
below minus ten on the tops) it was a joy to
be out. He had been dreading the long hours
of darkness, but given the conditions, it was a
privilege to be out. He made excellent progress
and it didn’t become light until a stunning
sunrise as he climbed the flank of Bowfell. Until
the Scafells he had been ahead of his 23 hour
schedule but a painful descent of Scafell into
Wasdale on rock hard, unyielding ground made

him realise that descents would be slow from
now on.
To make matters worse an icy blizzard
from the north began as they climbed Kirkfell
and this was to hamper progress all the way
until they left the fells at Newlands. Darkness
descended on the team as they headed from
Gable towards Grey Knots but there was still
time to complete within 24 hours. More time
was lost on the Buttermere fells but reaching
Robinson, the 42nd and final summit, there were
still 96 minutes remaining. Time was frittered
away descending iced up rock steps and the
final unexpected problem was 4.5 miles of roads
into Keswick, covered in black ice. Mark’s knees
had become very painful from the relentless
pounding on the descents and sadly, his 24
hours expired at Portinscale. The Moot Hall
was reached in 24hrs 24mins, a mighty fine
achievement and the challenge had been one
of life’s great experiences. For more details, read
Mark’s article elsewhere in the magazine.

BILL WILLIAMSON – SOLO
UNSUPPORTED CUMBRIAN
TRAVERSE ON A COLD WINTER’S
NIGHT
The route is a high-level traverse of 21 Lakeland
peaks involving some 35 miles and 12000 feet of
ascent. It was devised by Sue and Dick Courchee
and was first completed in 2005. The route is
from Broughton Mills in Dunnerdale to the Moot
Hall at Keswick and can be completed in either
direction. For more details of the route, see
http://gofar.org.uk/.
Bill completed the Cumbrian Traverse entirely
as a night run, solo unsupported, setting off at
18:13 on Thursday 11th February. Bill writes “It
took me 12hrs 16mind due to the usual night
run meanders and some very icy conditions.
The way off Great Gable in particular was quite
tricky, my micro spikes not being long enough
to provide a good grip due to the angle of the
slope. I lost my cup and water bottle during the
first two hours - not a good start. I had to drink
with a plastic bag at streams which due to the
height of the traverse and the temperature were
few and far between. It was clear until Wrynose
but had high cloud and no moon so very dark
with a bitter cold wind. After Cold Pike I was
in the cloud and it started snowing. Visibility
was very poor at about 10m and I overshot the
North Top of Great End and had to backtrack to
get the North West descent right. Gable was a
real slog with lots of very hard patches of snow.
I went straight up in the end, conditions at the
top were evil with a strong wind blowing from
the north east but for some reason I set off in the
opposite direction? After about 100m I realised
my mistake and went back up and over the top
to do battle with the descent.
The traverse from Honister to High Spy took
ages, lots of ice above Dale Head Tarn where I did
a good impression of Bambi (didn’t notice the ice
due to long reeds covering it). I wasted a load of
time looking for Maiden Moor as the cloud was
still down and only when I gave up looking for it
did I run over the summit that was 30m away. I
had a mad descent of Cat Bells (must be 20 years
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ý BY TONY WIMBUSH
since I’ve been on the lower section) then a fast
run along the road as I thought sub 12hours
was possible. I reached Portinscale Bridge
with 7 mins to go but a new barrier had been
installed to stop people crossing it. Went for a
river crossing instead but half way across with
the water up to my thighs I though this is a bit
silly and went back to the bank. With the wind
now out of my sails (plus freezing legs) I walked
up the riverside path to the A66 then mustered
up a slow jog to the Moot hall. Micro spikes were
worn from Coniston Old Man to half way down
the descent to Wrynose but I should have put
them on before Dow Crag really. I wore them
again from half way up Cold Pike until Styhead
and the descent of Gable to Green Gable. This
was a really wonderful route and I plan to do it
again in the spring when there is some sun!”

ADRIAN BELTON – A CORRECTION
In the October 2009 Long Distance News,
I mentioned in passing that Mark Hartell
had completed a record number of peaks in
Snowdonia in 2000, beating Adrian Belton’s July
1989 record. What actually happened was that
Mark originally planned an attempt in May 2000,
it got delayed and then he ran into problems
during his attempt at the end of July 2000 and
stopped at Llanberis? Apologies to Adrian for my
mistake. In 1989, Adrian and Helene Whitaker
(nee Diamantides) both carried on to complete
The Ramsay Round and then the Bob Graham
during the same Summer. Adrian’s 3 rounds
were completed within about a month and
he still holds the record for Ramsay’s Round.
Helene set the ladies record for all three rounds
and two years later in 1991, Anne Johnson (nee
Stentiford) improved on Helenes times for the
Welsh Classical and Bob Graham Rounds.

FRA LONG DISTANCE AWARD –
NOMINATIONS PLEASE
I keep a register of Long Distance Individual Fell
Records and rely on those who set new records
to keep me informed. If you complete a long
distance mountain challenge that you think
would be of interest, please send details to the
address below so that others can be inspired to
repeat or improve on your achievement. The
award year ends on 30th September and in the
first part of October, a panel of long distance
‘enthusiasts’ examines details of outstanding
performances and a suitable recipient of the
award is chosen.

The CalderValley Round
(16 miles and 4000 feet)

A roller-coaster route that dips and weaves its way round the heart of the South Pennines
contrasting high open moors and secluded valleys with a unique industrial heritage. It may be
completed at any time.
Equal to an AL category fell race this training run cum challenge started life way back in 1989
and it has been knocking around in various guises ever since. To celebrate its 21st birthday it has
been re-launched with its own webpage to operate in conjunction with the FRA forum. Plus it
now has a more streamlined course specifically designed to appeal to fell-runners. Much of the
route is on good tracks with just a couple of tricky bits so it should be easy to follow.
It’s all really dead simple. It just follows the principle of a 3 peaks type challenge:
 Download the route sheet – go to www.gofar.org.uk and select the general menu to access
the Calder Valley Round web page.
 Run the course at any time to suit yourself following the route exactly as described and
record your times at the controls
 Like all worthwhile things in life it depends on honesty so please stick exactly to the route
and do not look for shortcuts between the controls!!
 Log your overall time, name and club on the FRA Forum: go to www.forum.fellrunner.org.uk then
select – recce – calder valley round
There are 3 target times to aim for:
Elite – sub 3-00
A class – sub 3-30
Standard – over 3-30
There are no prizes or entry fees – just the reward of a good
day out on the hills! The more that do it the more interesting
it will be so get together with your club mates and sort out a
date to do it. It can even be done on a summer evening – just
the excuse for having a pint afterwards! It is hoped it will also
provide some friendly informal competition between local
clubs. Calder Valley Fell Runners, Todmorden Harriers, Keighley
& Craven AC and Idle AC have all been invited to join in.
All runners take part at their own risk. Although it is a
relatively safe route do carry full body cover, food and drink.
There is a spring after leaving Stoodley Pike about 100 m to the
right before the stile. Map and compass required.
If there is enough interest a summary of all 2010 completions
can be published on the FRA Forum at the end of the year.
Good running, enjoy the route and try something a bit different
this year!
No entry fee!

Please send a schedule and brief details of any
record-breaking run to:
Martin Stone, Sleagill Head Farm,
SLEAGILL, PENRITH CA10 3HD,
Tel/Fax: 01931 714106
Email: martin.stone@sportident.co.uk

WWW.GOFAR.ORG.UK
Tony Wimbush has setup an excellent website
that documents long distance routes. If you
have completed a new route or have something
newsworthy about the long distance scene,
please help Tony to keep the website up-to-date
by also sending an email to info@gofar.org.uk.
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A midwinter 95
mile adventure

Sunset from Altnafeadh
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BACKGROUND

Starting off across Rannoch Moor

Ready to start

Victoria Bridge: Deer in the river

Almost twice as long as the
gestation period of an elephant, it
took nearly three and a half years
for this little adventure to come to
fruition. The seeds of an idea had
first been sown by Tim Downie, a
stalwart of the West Highland Way
race, in the late summer of 2006.
Tim had missed the race through
injury and was now proposing a
“Way Highway West” in midwinter,
travelling north to south, i.e.
against the ‘normal’ direction.
Reaction to his idea was almost
universal that he was barking mad.
2 or 3 of us gave encouragement
but I wasn’t able to take the
matter any further myself. The
only person to swallow Tim’s bait
hook line and sinker was Dave
‘Mad-Dog’ McLelland. The two
of them trained hard and, setting
off from Fort William at 08.00
hrs, went on to complete the
journey some 27½ hours later.
To a certain extent they were
fortunate to hit a particularly mild
weather spell, enduring ‘only’ ca.
26 hours of constant drizzle. A fine
achievement.
Tim’s account can be accessed
on http://www.zen31010.
zen.co.uk/troontortoise/
RunningtheWayHighlandWest.htm
Fast forward ca. 18 months to
mid 2008 and a small group of
us were bouncing around the
idea of having a go ourselves –
probably south to north. Given
the possibly inclement weather
and the obvious risks involved, it
was thought prudent to sound out the official
Powers That Be, and make it kind of ‘official’, as
well as giving it a bit more authority/recognition.
It would be a massive understatement to say
that cold water was poured on the scheme
– simply a resounding ‘NO’ with the words
‘insurance’, ‘liability’ and ‘litigation’ to the fore.
It felt somewhat dispiriting in the scheme of
things that a hundred years ago the golden age
of Heroic Arctic exploration was in full swing, yet
now we had progressed to this state of affairs.
However, nothing had really been organised, so
the idea was shelved for the time being without
too much grief. Ironically though, on our chosen
date of travel, the weather was absolutely
horrific. Even a slow traverse of the Rannoch
Moor section alone would have been a Titanic
struggle of a journey. We’d never even have
started and didn’t need the Authorities’ wisdom
to tell us it would have been crazy to attempt it
on that particular day.
Fast forward to late summer 2009. Myself and
‘A.N. Other’ runner were having one of those
typical conversations along the lines of “What’s
your next race / what are your plans?”. I had
nothing earmarked beyond the Pentland Skyline
race. He too had nothing beyond October –
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Early stages of Rannoch Moor
there was a long gap in our respective diaries;
the midwinter WHW idea was resurrected. The
first thing agreed was that it would be totally
hush-hush and below the radar – no question
of it being in any way ‘official’ or open for others
to come on board. The second was the date –
what, exactly, qualified as ‘midwinter’ as opposed
to just ‘winter’? Mid-February may be winter but
there’s several more hours of daylight than in
mid December, so its kind of different. Was the
actual shortest day the only one to qualify? The
Bob Graham Club website
http://www.bobgrahamclub.org.uk/index.
php?page=winter gave us what seemed to be
sensible and authoritative guidance:
“Winter rounds were discussed most recently
by the BG Club committee at its meeting in May
2008. It seems appropriate to produce some
guidance on what the Club accepts as a winter
round. One of the main functions of the Club is
to monitor and record attempts, so it is right that
it should do its best to set out the parameters of
that record-keeping.
The Club perceives that there are 2 distinct
types of winter Bob Graham Round which
are: the “Mid-winter” round which, taking its
inspiration from the earliest attempts on a winter
round by Pete Simpson and Martin Stone in
the early 1980s, is attempted at any time from
the weekend before the shortest day through
to the first period of decent weather after the
shortest day but to be completed no later than
10 January; and the “Winter” round, which is a
round not falling within the definition set out
above, attempted during the period starting on
1 December and finishing on 1 March.
Even this distinction is artificial, because
conditions on the shortest day could be quite
benign, whilst full winter conditions could well
be experienced at any time before or after within
the wider definition of “winter”. Ultimately,
though, if records are to be kept, someone has
to set parameters to keep them by. The Club
is persuaded by the view of the early winter
pioneers that the challenge represented by
maximum hours of darkness puts the “Midwinter” round into a category of its own.”
In order to qualify for mid-winter status,
Saturday 19 December would be our date, whilst
our target time was sub 24 hours; and, to be a
bit more prescriptive, within the one calendar
day. South to north being the preferred route.

Jez refuelling at Glen Coe
ski road 71 miles

So…… start at 00:00 hrs, the beginning of
the 19th, and finish by 23:59 hrs the same day.
There was to be a new moon a couple of nights
beforehand, so even a clear sky wouldn’t give
much moonlight. Not helpful. Daylight/torchfree would be approx 08:00 hrs – 16:00 hrs, give
or take a little either side depending on cloud
cover/grey overcast. So we calculated we’d be in
darkness until about Beinglas Farm (ca. 40 miles),
then daylight until around the Devil’s Staircase
(ca. 76 miles), then darkness through to the
finish at Fort William (95 miles).
Getting a support team together could be
a major challenge. Being the weekend before
Christmas many folk might be away, or have
conflicting priorities – shopping with the family,
and suchlike activities. We were keen that the
support crew in the latter stages should be
alert and not themselves suffering from having
been many hours on-the-go; plus it seemed
a bit much to ask the same people to commit
themselves right through from ca. 22:00 hrs on
the 18th (leave Edinburgh) through to possibly
03:00 hrs on the 20th (arrive back in Edinburgh).
Without divulging any details about the
adventure, apart from the date/timing, I started
asking around Carnethy Hill Running Club folk
who, I thought, might be interested in such an

adventure. Ideally they would know the WHW
route themselves, and have experience of very
long runs – so they’d be in a position to provide
informed and knowledgeable assistance. We
really wanted 6 people (3x2). Amazingly, and
fortuitously, 6 responded in the affirmative
almost immediately. Keen to help! Without
knowing what they were letting themselves in
for!! We also had another couple as possible
reserves/standbys.

THE TEAM

A.N. Other’s identity was now divulged to our
6 support crew: Jez Bragg doesn’t need much
introduction to those familiar with long distance
running. Current holder of the WHW race record,
he’d won gold medal in the recent 100km race
at the Commonwealth Championships based
around Keswick, and finished 3rd in the USA’s
most prestigious 100 miler (Western States
(WS100)) in the summer.
Myself. I’ve been on the podium several times
during the past decade following various very
long races, but my trophy cabinet is of bird table
(small) sized dimensions by comparison. Sadly,
my one and only running record (MV50 held
for a few years at the Manor Water Sheepdog
Trials Hill Race) was recently (and somewhat
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comprehensively) consigned to the history books.
The support crews – 3 teams of 2. Olly
Stephenson and Jamie Thin would transport
us to the start, and provide support to
Rowardennan (27 miles). They would then
head home. Team 2 – Russell Stout and Lucy
Colquhoun – would provide support from
Beinglas Farm (40 miles) across to the Glencoe
Ski Road (70 miles). Team 3 – Alun MortonLloyd and Andy Millard – from the Ski Road
to Fort William, plus transporting us home to
Edinburgh. All these supporters had either
completed the WHW race themselves or given
support on it, and between them had completed
many ‘long gruelling challenges’ around the
world. Jez and I could not have had a better
qualified group of people to back us up – we
mustn’t let them down!

Photo © Murdo McEwan

Photographs by Alun Morton-Lloyd (AML); Olly Stephenson (OS); Murdo McEwan (MM)

Lundavra: minus 5 C last refuelling

TRAINING
surplus to any requirements. Then Jo (my wife)
had a brainwave – why don’t I just swap roles
with Lucy? Lucy do the run in my place, and I
be in Team 2 support alongside Russell. I should
just say here that Lucy is a real class-act runner,
being the Ladies record holder in the WHW race;
and this year having won the 52 mile Glasgow
to Edinburgh canal race outright/overall.
Jez texted Lucy along the lines of “Errr, Lucy,
Murdo’s crocked and had to pull out. I’ll phone
you…..” She, being clever, immediately put 2
and 2 together, and knew what was coming.
Famously, and most fortuitously, she agreed
– despite getting only ten days notice and
having done no specific training. A very noble
gesture. She did emphasise that she wasn’t
necessarily committing to the whole distance;
just to set off, play it by ear, and see how things
progressed. The show was still on! Opinion was
expressed that a Jez / Lucy combination would
be somewhat quicker than Jez / Murdo. I had to
agree, but declined to comment…

THE WEATHER
The weather was going to make or break the
whole enterprise. We were glued to weather
forecasts, wwws, and regular updates from Pete
D. based in Kinlochleven. The forecast for the
19th looked like being very cold – below freezing

throughout – but with little wind. However, a
heavy snow shower would be coming down
from the north, hitting Tyndrum and Jez / Lucy
about 12 noon, and lasting a couple of hours
before they emerged out of it. The forecast for
the following day (our Plan B: delay the entire
timetable by exactly 24 hours) was dire. Go for it;
stick with Plan A; green light signals given to all
three support teams.

THE RUN
Olly and Jamie left Edinburgh with the two
runners, plus a mountain of kit, soon after
22:00hrs. I then went to bed! No news received,
I reckoned all was going to plan. Then, just as
Russell and I were packing up the car to head
off for Beinglas shortly before 06:00 hrs, a text
came through from Jez: “Lucy’s decided to call it
a day. I’m going on!” Some rapid thinking / plan
changing. We’d got all Lucy’s kit with us, but she
would now be returning to Edinburgh with Olly
& Jamie. A hasty re-shuffle of the car’s contents,
and off we go – keen to get to Beinglas for the
designated 08:00hrs. We do so. Just. Meanwhile
I had checked all was okay with Lucy. Thankfully,
yes. It was now nearly half-light. A tiny wrensized robin was hovering expectantly around
our feet, this car park no doubt a good source of
snacks for hungry robins. He gratefully accepted
Photo © Alun Morton-Lloyd

From his various performances through the year
Jez was super-fit and just really needed to keep
ticking over. We’d always said that we weren’t
out to bust a gut to do it as fast as possible.
We didn’t want to hang around wasting time
unnecessarily but weren’t too fussed about
shaving a couple of minutes off here or there.
It wasn’t a race, it wasn’t ‘organised’ – just,
hopefully, a long enjoyable day out. It was
pretty obvious to everyone, not least myself,
that we’d be going at Murdo-pace, rather than
Jez-pace – and I’d made him well aware of it.
My own training was all going to plan. At my
first Pentland Skyline race since 2004, and 5th
appearance overall, I clocked a PB and really felt
on a roll. But it did seem strange to be ramping
up the mileage/training during September
/ October when most folk were in more of a
winding down/end of season mode.
Then, at the end of October, potential disaster
struck me. Injury. Six weeks of no running was
the experts perceived wisdom. I cross-trained
like crazy and dutifully followed my rehab
regime to the letter. This was all very well but
with 6 weeks off that would leave only 2 weeks
until the big run, which should have been
spent tapering down/fine tuning. There was a
dilemma. I had to balance the recovery from
injury with getting some reasonable mileage in
with getting a bit of a taper in. I started running
somewhat tentatively after 4 weeks with the aim
of building up gradually for three weeks then
effectively cut right back for the final week. Jez
was kept fully informed. Progress was ‘okay’
until, ten days before the big day, ‘ping’ – the
injury reminded me that it was still very much
lurking in the background. Whilst it wasn’t
serious I knew it was definitely the signal for me
to pull out of the run. Part of me was gutted,
part of me was more philosophical. It would
have been foolhardy to embark on a venture of
this scale in this state; a big chance of coming a
big cropper.
The whole enterprise was at stake ~ weeks
of planning, preparation, and everything lined
up. The choice seemed to be either to call the
whole thing off, or for Jez to run it on his own.
Understandably he wasn’t enthusiastic about
either option. I was feeling a real spare part,

Early stages of Rannoch Moor
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a small piece of emergency flapjack supposedly
reserved for Jez.
The part of the WHW along the northeastern shore of Loch Lomondside leading up
to Beinglas can be treacherous, slippery, and
convoluted enough in daylight with many a
person running out of steam / enthusiasm
hereabouts during the race in midsummer. Jez
was now on his own, in darkness, in sub-zero
temperature, negotiating jumbled ice-covered
rocks and tree roots. I headed down to meet
him, and continued and continued – somewhat
further than expected. I was glad to see him, I
must say! He’d been moving gingerly and was
only now able to open up the throttle a bit,
having stopped to add some comments to the
“Dario Book”.
By way of explanation, the Dario Book is a
visitors book to the memory of Dario Melaragni,
secreted near Doune Bothy. Dario, a wee man
in stature, but a colossus in spirit, had been the
mainstay of the WHW race organisation for the
past ten years. At 46 years he had tragically and
suddenly died back in the summertime. This
stretch of the route was one of his favourites, the
book being a small gesture, one of many from
folk who held him in the highest regard.
While Jez receded at speed into the distance,
I tried repeatedly to phone through his catering
requirements (porridge, tea, lots of it) to Russell.
To no avail, no signal. But everything was set
up and ready to roll. Broad daylight now as I
arrived, Jez tucking in; no wind, still a bit below
freezing. We were all fired up. Jez bounded off,
keen to make up for lost time on the rough
section. The trick for Russell and I was now to
head northwards pronto straightaway to be
sure all was to hand and ready for Jez’s arrival.
Made sure he was kept warm, fed and watered
promptly but not over hastily.
Everything was going to plan. Alun and Andy
(bless them!) hooked up early – at Tyndrum – just
as the forecast driving snow arrived. Alun got
some great ‘action-man’ photos as Jez sped up the
hill into a swirling whiteness. Although he was
on his own, we now had 2 support vehicles and
four of us in attendance. Bridge of Orchy quickly
passed. By Victoria Bridge the snow had moved
on; Jez paused for a photo opportunity with deer
crossing the ice-covered river as a background.
A very still, quiet, and wintry scene. He’s totally
focussed on the task in hand – distance to go/
timing/splits/likely hour of finishing. He and
Russell set off across Rannoch Moor – energetic
springs in their steps. Very hard to believe Jez had
already covered over 60 miles.
Over in Glencoe, it is colder, there’s about an
hour of daylight left. A message comes through
from Russell – “porridge, tea, lots of it, for both
of us”. They bound in, pink-cheeked and totally
hyped up. Russell departs homewards; no
tarrying for Jez – get to Altnafeadh, the bottom
of the Devil’s Staircase, before using a torch. The
reflected whiteness of the snow helps, as daylight
fades. A stunning sunset to the southwest.
Alun joins him for the Devil’s Staircase
climb over to Kinlochleven. This is a bit of an
unknown. Will the north side descent from the
top of the D.S. be one greet sheet of ice? Pretty

likely. In darkness, Andy and I drive round to
Kinlochleven. It’s cold. It’s empty, the main road
as slippery as a snake in places. Not inspiring.
Jez and Alun trot in, not quite so briskly now.
Jez’s mouth is drooping a bit at the edges, but
the descent down the north slope had been a
charge through deep snow. Not ice. That was
fortunate. “Something for you to ponder now,
young man”, I say. “Are we going to finish at
the official WHW route end (by the roundabout
where the Glen Nevis Road joins the main A82);
or on another 500 yards to the Leisure Centre,
where the WHW race ends?” “Funny you should
ask – I’ve just been thinking about that myself.
I reckon we’ve got to go for the Leisure Centre.
Don’t want anyone accusing us of not doing the
whole thing!” Great, we’re all agreed on this.
Jez departs, not quite so nimbly; the
temperature is dropping; the colder air makes
breathing harder. We three drive round to
Lundavra, a single track winding 8 miles deadend to the middle of nowhere. There is much
ice on the road and evidence that the handful of
vehicles using it have slipslided in many places.
We get to within ca. 200 yards of the designated
meeting place, too risky to take the car further.
Andy sets off back to meet Jez. The
temperature has now dropped to minus 5°C,
the lowest yet. A star-gazers paradise above.
No sign at all of life apart from lonely Lundavra
farmhouse’s single light in the middle distance.
No sign of any footprints on the snow covered
tracks. 7 miles left. Relief as we see two
torchlights appearing. There had been a lot of
ice over this last section; several tumbles; morale
rather battered. The briefest of stops, just get it
over now. Andy continues with Jez. Alun and I
by car – even more slip-slidy now – to the Fort
William Leisure Centre. We pause there for a
bit – marvelling at Jez’s fluidity of movement, his
running style, and his mental fortitude. We trot
down back the way to meet them emerging on
to the tarmac from the Braveheart car park. One

mile to go. 7 minutes is all it takes. There’s no
reception party, just the three of us to witness
Jez touch the Leisure Centre door and stop his
watch. 21 hours, 14 minutes. A few photos, a
quick change of clothing, down the road to the
chippie, then the long slow (it is now snowing
heavily again) drive back to Edinburgh while
we start texting the news and going public
about the event for the first time. A remarkable
achievement! Mission accomplished!!

EPILOGUE
Over the years nearly 500 people have
completed the WHW race in midsummer in ‘race
conditions’, with more than 20 / 24 hours of
daylight, ranging in time from Jez’s record 15:44
to nearly 35:00. This 21:14 is well inside the top
20% of all these finishers. I believe he’s now the
first person to complete it solo (supported) in
midwinter, as well as being well under our target
24 hours, and well within the one calendar day.
Can his time be lowered? Probably. Could it
be done in sub 20 hours? Maybe. Time will no
doubt tell.
A huge amount of planning, preparation and
back-up went into this exercise – vital, in my
opinion if one is to attempt it at this time of year.
To some extent we may have been lucky. Two
days later the temperature at Tyndrum dropped
to -12°C; ten days later, again at Tyndrum, it was
-15°C. As I conclude this write-up it is now two
weeks after the run. Much of the country has
been covered in snow and ice throughout the
past fortnight ~ the “worst” (“best?”) winter for
15 years, “they” say. The whole thing may not
have got off the ground at all; it may well have
stopped mid-way. We ‘carpe’ed the diem’ and
went for it – and it worked. A pleasure, and a
privilege for me to be part of it. Likewise, I hope,
for all the others involved. Without them, and
their unstinting assistance, it would just have
been an unfulfilled daydream.
Now… what’s next on the agenda?

Finished – Jez and Murdo
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The Corbett
Round 2009
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It’s hard work leaving
Rum on Finlandia

Bottom left: Sgurr na h-Aide, Glen Dessary
Main photo: 12th Dec. Westies Annual
Dinner, FRA LDA Chris Upson 2003, Manny
Gorman 2009, Charlie Campbell 2000.
Below: Flying down Glen Lyon

Bloody hell, I made it!
219 Mountains in 70 days – that’s only 3 a day,
right? Eh, wrong. Throw in the sailing unknowns,
the late winter weather and biking disasters,
never mind the ridiculous mileage between
mostly individual hills, expected knackerdness,
geographical logistics and general spitting out of
the dummy on many occasions, it doesn’t simply
boil down to an average number of hills per day.
The inspiration? Well I remember the idea was
already rooting about my head when Westies
Club mate and Munro legend Charlie Campbell
completed his epic Round back in 2000, and one
evening had mumbled similar intentions over
a pint or 7. Munros are fine and big but I have
always chosen something a little different for my
various long distance ventures in the past – stuff
that is new and fresh, not simply copying a route
or idea. This one was just a bit bigger than usual.
It was always intended as a journey and not a
record attempt, a holiday and not a chore, and
of course an excuse to go running with a load
of mates in largely new hills and the places I
love most.
To help me relax and stay focussed, I was lucky
enough to gain some liquid sponsorship from
the wonderful Cairngorm Brewery of Aviemore,
and it seemed to work well every night after a
hard day.
The planning took way longer than the
actual Round and I was deliberate in not pre
estimating the amount of ascent involved as
this may well have done my nut in right from
the start. An estimate of a thousand miles was
ok, and the very rough guide of 60 days was
not too daunting, but of course anything could
– and would, happen, knocking the timescale
further back, testing the patience of a very
understanding employer.
In brief (as 70 days can be), the route started
in Harris on An Clisham, and sailed south down
the Scottish west coast visiting Skye, Rum, Mull,
Jura and Arran, a bit like an extended Scottish
Island Peaks Race, except we were able to use an
alternative route to get to Arran via the Crinan
Canal, unlike the unfortunate SIPR competitors
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Above: The van gets a paint job
Main photo: Sound of Arisaig
Left: Spring time on Beinn an
Lochain, Rest and be Thankful

who were forced to spew their way round the
ferocious Mull of Kintyre just a week later. I had
a very pleasant bike ride along the canal bank
to Ardrishaig! Having fantastic fun manually
working all the locks along the way made
up slightly for the pain of losing a day on the
schedule due to the enforced detour because of
the foul wind seven tides at Kintyre.
The yacht was the beautiful Finlandia, the
new and treasured craft of retired Cairngorm
MRT leader John Allan, and his first mate
Anne. (Anyone with a love of the hills should
read John’s biography “Cairngorm John”, with
mountain rescue stories of hilarity and tragedy
to keep you crying for one reason or another).
The expedition for John, by his own admission a
relative newcomer to sailing, was something new
and challenging, having never undertaken such
a long trip of A to B to C etc, usually preferring
to follow the wind, or drop anchor as it suits;
therefore I am indebted to his understanding of
my requirements and his patience.
There were two crews, who changed over
halfway at Tobermory on Mull, consisting of
various mountain biking friends and work
colleagues, Archie & Sandra John & Fiona, who
also happen to be competent sailors, enduring
some vile freezing weather mixed with some
stunning sunshine and world class scenery, all to
keep me moving over the 11 island Corbetts.
It took ten days to get back on the mainland at
Troon in Ayrshire. After that final Force 8 epic and
scary sail across from Arran I said, standing on
the marina pontoon, that even if I didn’t manage

to finish the Corbetts, then it had already been
the trip of a lifetime.
The hard work was only just beginning.
The gale that bounced us into Troon
continued for the next three days through the
Scottish Borders seven Corbetts, and I endured
some quite exhausting and at times scary
weather, both on the bike and in the hills. Most
memorable being an epic fight on White Coomb,
not just to get to the top but to get off the hill
alive, arriving back at the camper van utterly
destroyed and hypothermic.
Next day a 100 mile road cycle in gale force
winds took me to more familiar territory near
Arrochar and at last the first hill company
and support from my many club mates of
Westerlands CCC, which was to prove priceless as
the run progressed.
Our club Captain, Chris Upson, himself a
previous winner of the FRA Long Distance Award
for his Lakes 24 run in 2003, was instrumental
in getting my blog site (corbettrun.blogspot.
com) up and running – a fantastic tool for others
trying to track us down or keep up with progress.
Whenever possible myself, Brenda or anyone
else along on the trip could update it, making
a fantastic log of the event. Another friend,
Archie Lang, gave me his GPS to carry around in
my bum bag which helped enormously when
tallying up the stats at the end. I still don’t know
how to work the bloody thing for navigation –
give me a map & compass any day!
The first couple of days in the Arrochar area
were at times horrendous in freezing torrential
rain, with howling winds, or in the case of Beinn
an Lochain, near whiteout conditions and I very
nervously slithered over the top in thick snow, at

the same time the Ben Lomond Race competitors
just on the other side of Loch Lomond were
suffering the same unpleasant fate.
However, at last the weather broke and I
was able to recharge my morale batteries in
blazing sunshine and soaring temperatures for
the next week as the route took the first sweep
east across the Trossachs, even taking in two
Munros that got in my way, Stuc a’Chroin and
Ben Vorlich. The highlight of this section was
day 17, the first “must do” big day of five hills
from Beinn a Choin, heading east to Ben Ledi: 28
miles & 10,600ft, an 11 hour day running solo in
unaccustomed scorching hot sun, nearly killing
me but wow, great fun! I was so tired at the end
of this day I couldn’t finish my pint... seriously.
My ever patient partner, Brenda, took to
driving the large campervan like a duck to water,
and with only one serious hiccup at Kinloch
Hourn, navigated her way around Scotland on
many roads she had never seen before, driving
the van on wheels-width single track roads with
hairpin bends and 1 in 3 gradients to manoeuvre
over. Almost without fail there was instant food
to be had, grub packed for the next day, gas,
water and toilet duties all taken care of, initially
giving very little time to herself. However as
the trip wore on we learned to manage things
more effectively and this allowed Brenda to start
ticking off hills to a grand total of 32 – more
than anyone else who came along for multiple
support days. An event like this cannot work
without someone like Brenda in the engine room
to take in hand the endless day to day chores
and constant support coordination.
I just didn’t have the time or energy to deal
with all these seemingly mundane but vital
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Slick chick Brenda in Glen Lee

things. All I had to do was to simply eat, sleep
and keep running.
The pull back west again gave a mixed bag
of weather which was tolerable. Good days in
the hills of Glen Lyon and around Tyndrum were
again shared with friends from various Scottish
hill running clubs, and the continual change of
personnel kept things interesting for me, with
fresh takes on the trip, the changing hills, and
life in general, like getting the news updates –
conversely, it also meant that no one had to suffer
my crabbit moods for too long when the weather
was bad, or I was feeling knackered and low.
Navigation was a constant focus when the
weather was poor because a mistake, while
probably easily corrected, could severely bash
morale and bad days could become very grim
as energy and time is lost. Fortunately it only
happened on a couple of occasions but that was
enough and usually due to tiredness and poor
decision making, sometimes lack of food being a
root cause...
Food, oh lovely food!
I simply couldn’t eat enough. I started the
trip with plenty of belly baggage all stored up,
knowing it would vanish, and despite Brenda’s
best efforts, it did indeed. Large breakfasts of
cereal, bread and Complan would set me up,
and if I was returning to the van between hills or
having breaks from the bike saddle then pasta
or rice dishes were shovelled in with cakes or
doughnuts to chase it down. On the hill I insisted
on real food – proper filled rolls with meat and
cheese etc, pork pies and sausage rolls, crisps,
bananas, and of course the obligatory cereal
bars, Dioralyte sachets and wonderful Complans,
which could pull me up the days last climb by
the hair, just when I wanted to drop and die. The
food had to keep changing and be interesting or
I wouldn’t be able to face it and at the same time
loaded with carbs. Latterly when all the belly
jelly was used up, I had to be very careful to eat
constantly without fail or risk bonking out, which
only happened on two days. Creeping up on me
like a stalker and before I realised it I’d be on my
back feeling like death. Davie Duncan of Ochils
Hill Runners started me drinking Coke, a thing
I usually avoid, but what a kick it gives to tired
limbs and on hot days with a glass & ice it was a
real treat and boost to morale. Water is easy in
the Scottish hills – if it’s not running down your
bloody neck then you are wading through it, so
I only ever carried a wee plastic 500ml Lucozade
bottle and simply drank as I travelled; I only ever
carried the 500mls if it was exceptionally hot or
when going onto ridges. Very rarely was there no
water at hand.
Beer of course figures in most hill runners
diets and I am no exception. The good people of
the Cairngorm Brewery in Aviemore were good
enough to sponsor me with ample supplies of
their wonderful range of ales – enough for the
duration – and every night would see a few
being dispatched. On the right occasion, like
watching the evening sky seemingly on fire over
the Sound of Arisaig and in the good company
of Charlie Campbell and sister June, more than
would normally be wise to drink were put to
rest... all good carbs of course.

Another giant traverse to the east starting
at Kinlochleven took me over stunning (in the
sunshine at least) Rannoch Moor with a night
at a favourite Westies party venue, Loch Ossian
Youth Hostel, a truly special place to visit. After
a long day, split in half due to a bit of tendonitis,
sitting outside in the early evening sun with the
loch mirror calm and surrounded by mountains,
drinking beer with my dad and good friend Dave
Rogers in absolutely silence – a memory for life.
I marched on into more familiar territory, just
south of our Kingussie home which gave me a
boost, and again with a large posse of Westies
and friends to share the fun. The weather
stayed fantastic for nearly two weeks and I
floated through the Corbetts of Drumochter,
Gaick, Pitlochry, Glenshee and Clova. I was now
very strong and long 12 or 14 hour days made
little difference to me. I knew my routine and
my pace and ticked off the hills steadily over
the days and weeks with confidence high and
having a great time.
Mentally I had broken the route down into
sections, with small goals to be achieved
along the way to keep me keen and this was
an important few weeks with many targets
being met – Mount Battock, the most easterly
hill – via Braemar into the Cairngorms and hill
100 Carn Ealasaid – onto my own training hills
around Aviemore – a huge lift to get to the
halfway hill Carn an Fhreiceadain, and mountain
bike at crazy speed off the summit straight
into Kingussie to a have night at home – a few
massive 28 mile days, taking me into remote
Corrieyairack and Glen Roy and eventually
crossing the Great Glen for the home straight...
all be it a long one!
However, like life itself, you just never know
when a spanner is going to be dropped into
the engine. On day 43, having reached the
most southern point of Ardgour, I stupidly lost
concentration whilst descending a very steep
and loose gravel track on my mountain bike, and
went Superman! Straight over the handlebars
landing with an earth shaking smack on the
ground, my left knee taking the full whack. Oh
dear... or words to that affect.
The knee instantly swelled up like a rugby ball

and bending it was traumatic. Somehow, after
a handful of painkillers, I carried on and very
slowly climbed Beinn Resipol in the evening. It
turned out to be worth the agonising descent
to come, as the sunset behind distant Eigg and
Rum was absolutely stunning, and a fitting
setting for Chris to top his last Corbett! Drams
were shared to celebrate before I hobbled and
winced my way back to Strontian, taking two
and a half hours for less than five miles. Utterly
depressed I was certain the run was over, all
because of a bloody bike fall. I rued the accident
all night long and had to tell my gathered
supporters the next day that at the very least I
would need a few days off for physio treatment
but probably that is was game over.
Not so. After three frustrating (and sunny) days
of constant ice, physio and drugs at home in
Kingussie, we headed back to Strontian and with
a collective sigh of relief I managed a single hill,
one of my favourites in Scotland, Garbh Bheinn,
with the aid of walking poles (or cheating sticks
if you like) which would stay with me for the next
few weeks to give the knee as much support as
possible.
Next day I hit a six! A big day north (slowly)
to Callop that really had to be done in one go,
as splitting it was a logistical nightmare, but
it worked and whilst the knee hurt a lot, I was
definitely back in the game. Phew.
The weather seemed to understand my plight
and stayed very good for a few more days as I
worked my up the best coastline in the world
through Argour, Moidart, Knoydart and into
Kintail where it clagged in for a few hard days.
I was also biking strongly again – I didn’t even
consider road biking between the hills as proper
exercise now as it seemed so effortless. My
confidence was back and whilst I had lost time
I did not even try to make it up as this was not
the focus – the goal was just to finish, to push
on now with a dodgy knee would be risking all
and I am not a gambler. My employers were kind
enough to realise my predicament and extended
my leave by a week, thus removing a huge
burden. All I had to do was stick to my scheduled
days and I did, like glue.
My two sons, Manuel (13) and Duncan (11)
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came along on the trip for several weekends,
ferried to & from us by friends. They always made
me smile at their cheeky comments on the state
I was in at the end of each day. It often takes the
savage honesty of a child to chop through the
grumpy face after a hard day on the hill in crap
weather, and whilst they needed strangling on
several occasions, they also always left me on
a high, counting the days for their fighting and
bickering to return.
Six huge 12 to 14 hour, back to back
days through the magnificent and remote
Achnashellach, Torridon & Fisherfield ranges,
surrounded by Munros, Corbetts and every other
un-listed mountain was a pleasure which cannot
be given justice in these few lines. It is a part of
Scotland where to describe it means you must
stand in it – nothing else will come close. With
the Blog as a log and a bank of over 5000 photos
to choose from, it is not difficult to picture myself
still running those magic days, over and over
again in a kind of Groundhog-day.
Being in the remoter parts of the land did not
prevent a steady stream of friends from coming
along to share a day on the hill or to spend the
day with Brenda if she needed help or company.
Various friends and club mates were scrambling
to get up for a piece of the action before it was
too late, and I’m glad they came because the
run was turning out not to be just mine, but
their’s too. It was the people who were making it
happen and be so special to be part of.
Beinn a’Chaisteil by Loch Vaich was hill
number 200 on day 65 and at the end of that
already fantastic day of three hills, 14 miles &
5400ft on foot and 27 miles & 2900ft on the MTB,
and a 50 mile road cycle into an outrageous
sunset on the west coast; in that different world
that is Assynt.
The finish line was really in sight now,
only days away, and I was being allowed to
pass through the most spectacular scenery
imaginable in almost perfect weather.
Day 66, Cul Beag, Cul Mor, Canisp, Breabag
– probably my favourite day of the 70. Simply
stunning, even with a biblical downpour and
thunderstorm in the afternoon, before clearing
for a world class sunset on Breabag. You can’t win
these things in raffles and people other than you
reading this article probably have no idea what
it feels like to be running off a hill in that special
little moment of time. It was a pleasure to share
it with Chris and with Geoff Simpson of HBT.
After a very quick morning trip over the three
Quinag tops on Day 67, Brenda and I sped off
250miles to Glasgow to see AC/DC play an epic
gig at Hampden Park! This had been planned for
months in advance so I was not missing it just
because I had dropped off the planned schedule!
Angus and the boys did not disappoint, and then
it was 250miles back to Assynt next morning to
do the other half of the day that I had split in
order to go to the gig. The driving took its toll
however and I had a very bad time in the late
afternoon, feeling and running like a zombie.
Day 69. We can smell the beer now. Surely?
A huge day heading over Meall Horn, Arkle and
Fionaven was made far too exhilarating when we
got hit by a huge thunderstorm on the summits.

Ben Loyal with Manuel and Duncan
– and Brenda in my head

Hiding below a ridge for several assaults to pass
over I got an unexpected call on my mobile – it
was Brenda and she was hurt, badly. “I’ve had
a wee incident” she understated, and at first
seemed bad enough to be perhaps a broken
arm, sustained by falling off my bike when trying
to deliver it for me to a point at the bottom
of Foinaven. It merited a long trip, courtesy of
Chris, (and not before she organised someone
else to take the bike to its destination for me!)
to Inverness to get it x-rayed, where the horrible
truth unravelled. I got the call once I was off the
hill and back at the van, and thankfully with my
boys there for the next few days. Brenda had
broken her shoulder ball off and shattered the
cup wide open into many pieces, and dislocated
the whole thing in the process, and required
major surgery the next day.
She couldn’t be there for the last day, my
engine had stopped.
I couldn’t speak to anyone.
My feelings on it from the blog, the next night
sitting with a beer in the village of Kincraig... “I
was completely crushed on Thursday night with
Brenda’s news. I wasn’t going to do the final day,
it was all very dark. Hills didn’t matter then...
but they do. They get your head straight again,
they clear the cobwebs away and flush the mind

clean. I hid in the van that night, not wanting to
face anyone except my two boys, and after the
head spinning for hours and virtually no sleep I
just had to do what Brenda wanted me to do –
finish it”. My thanks to Bob of Sandstone Press for
picking out this honest little quote.
I did finish it. With my boys and my dad and
many friends and my club mates. We all finished
it for Brenda. The real star of the show.
Sure, Ben Loyal wasn’t the party it was meant
to be, and bits of it are just a blur with plenty
tears behind the strategic sun glasses, as Brenda
went through five hours of surgery as I stood
on the summit; but we did get back there many
weeks later to stand on top of that hill again
and there have been plenty of parties and beers
since to celebrate what was an epic 70 days.
Life was good and simple – the Round had
become a way of life, and we loved every minute.
My heartfelt thanks go to all those who
shared it and helped us enjoy and achieve it;
and to those previous FRA Long Distance Award
holders who thought the Round worthy of being
considered next to such great names as Joss
Naylor, Martin Stone, Hugh Symonds, Charlie
Campbell, Helene Diamantides and Chris Upson
to name but a few.
I am humbled and proud to be there too.-
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UFO ?

An ULTRA close encounter!
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Excellent comfort and stability
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Reserve power mode and battery level indicator
Modular system
* 4 hours on max setting - 34 hours 20 minutes on economic

www.lyon.co.uk/outdoor/ultra.html
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Cold therapy
A MID-WINTER BOB GRAHAM ROUND – DECEMBER 18/19 2009

We’re not going to make it…
By now it was hard to know whether I was cold
or not. I suppose I must have been. I’d been
going for 22 hours and there was a fierce blizzard
raging all around. Despite the darkness, which
had made such an unwelcome return, I could
see so much detail. A frightening amount.
The remarkable cardboard texture on Jen’s
frozen-solid waterproof as she broke a trail for
me through the shin deep snow, the random
beams from headtorches scouring the bulging
white fellside, the big fat flakes of snow as they
whizzed past my hood and, crucially, the figures
on my watch which told me that I had less than
two hours to get from this snow bound flank of
Hindscarth to Keswick.
I was sick of this blizzard. It had been with us
since Kirk Fell and was getting worse. For the
first time since the bad patch near Wasdale, the
thought leaked out again:
We weren’t going to make it in time.
If it were summer, this would be fine, like it
was two years ago. But I needlessly reminded
myself that this was not summer. The hard
ground, wicked snow and constant sub-zero
temperatures had conspired to make running,

eating, drinking and expending any energy so
very difficult. I had spent most of the day feeling
sick from drinking icy water that had part frozen
in the bottles. This was full on winter. Midwinter, 2 days before the solstice and I now truly
knew the difference. I’d done a summer round
and that felt hard. This was 20 times harder. It
was not fine.
As the weather gathered round me ever more
tightly, I withdrew into myself and just counted
paces. I got annoyed when Clive gave me a gel
which made me lose count. I found that I was
climbing well, faster than the summer schedule,
but descending was proving difficult. The frozen
solid ground from the previous legs was making
itself felt. Despite rallying strongly on leg four,
that descent from Scafell was still echoing in
every step. The painstaking descents ironically
betrayed the fact that my condition was going
downhill fast.
But I was not done in, not yet. There was no
thought of stopping for a second. Despite being
nervous about the time, I knew that I was going
to finish. There had been too much pain for this
to register as a failure. Pain today, with the effort
and severe conditions, and pain for the last six

months of training through some tough and
uncertain times. This midwinter round was not
about the record books, it was about helping me
with what was in my head – some seriously cold
therapy. So there was one choice - keep going,
no matter what.
As descent turned to climb, that final pull up
Robinson, I started moving well again. I was outclimbing one or two of my pacers. Robinson’s
summit appeared and I had 98 downhill minutes
to get to the Moot Hall.
All eyes were on the clock.

Redundancy
I thought this was going to be my dream job.
In January 2009, I was asked to take charge of
modernising a new local authority. I recruited
my staff and worked like trooper for 6 months
solid. Training suffered, and stress increased,
but it was (just about) worth it. I’d lost a lot of
fitness, but something had to give. On balance,
things were good.
Suddenly the goalposts moved. My
organisation didn’t have enough money to pay
for the staff it had recruited, including those that
I had taken on. The powers that be got caught
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Gardening Leave
Now what?
Part of the deal was some paid time off –
‘gardening leave’. This was a chance to readjust,
to lick my wounds and plan my next move.
That next move was never going to involve any

gardening.
I was very low. I am not house-husband
material and started looking for work, but was
contractually unable to start a new job for some
months. So, I trained.
I ran up Moel Famau, my local fell just over
the border in North Wales, countless times. The
Tattenhall Railway, an almost impossible incline
up an old construction site, became a regular
punishment. I started recognising my studmarks
from previous days on Moel-y-Gamelin. But it
was all a bit aimless and it didn’t really lift the
cloud for any longer than the runs themselves.
A return home from a run was a return to no
focus, dwindling confidence and an increasingly
worried wife.
We agreed I needed to focus upon something.
I could afford some time off and decided to make
the most of it. The timing of my redundancy
pointed to something in autumn or winter. I’d
never met anyone that had done a winter round,
and I’d never supported one.
A quick look at the calendar and the idea
presented itself. Train, do the BGR just before
Christmas, recover and eat like a pig, start
working again in the new-year. With that, the

Approaching the summit of
Scafell Pike. Temperature
approx minus 10

Photo © Bob Wightman

with their pants down. I was summoned, along
with every other manager, and told to lose
people. I was told to lose lots of people, most
of those that I had taken on and moulded into a
great little team. I would be left with a skeleton
crew. It was a horrible development.
I was determined to retain as many of these
bright and able people as possible. It occurred
to me that one way of doing that was for me to
offer to leave, take a good package, and ply my
trade elsewhere. Falling on my sword meant the
team I would leave behind would remain mostly
intact and with a chance of success. It was either
that or face months of stress and misery with no
staff and little chance of any success to soften it.
Before I knew it, I was gone. I negotiated a
good package and walked away in early July
from my dream job with my prospects and
confidence in complete tatters.
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Sunrise on the Bowfell ramp

18/19 December was chosen and I got started.

Whilst it doesn’t suit everyone, I decided to
ensure I climbed at least 10,000 feet a week
from the start of August to December. Some
specimens can do less and get round, others
can do much more and stay uninjured. This rule
worked for me in 2007 for my summer round
and so off I went.
I ran the Borrowdale race in 4:27 at the start of
my training campaign, before I had a chance to
get fit. My clubmate Peter Taylor was a full hour
in front of me, finishing 18th. He ran well; I felt
slow. I felt that I was biting off much more than
mid-packer Mark could ever chew. What the hell
was I doing?
I kept going with the 10,000 feet a week, more
sometimes. Most of those feet were run, not
walked, on my local, runnable fells (those that
did the fell relays in 2008 will know them). The
Peris Horseshoe followed and this time I was less
than half an hour behind Peter – progress! I still
felt slow and just not up to this challenge.
I stopped racing and switched to long days.
This was more soothing for me, inducing a
general weariness rather than out and out
knackeredness. I got out at night on the BGR
route. I braved the floods, and got out on the
fells on that most evil of nights, only to learn
afterwards that the mountain rescue had put out
a plea to stay off the fells. The conditions were
filthy and yet I knocked out 8000’.
Training became less about getting fit and
more about toughening up. 9 hours, 10 hours
then 13 hours+ on my own, in the darkness in
bad weather. It was so very difficult to keep
doing that, but it started to feel possible. By the
time December arrived I was more confident.
My support was slotting into place and I became
convinced that all I needed now was a fair wind.
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10,000 feet a week

Pink Rocks on Esk Pike

Count your lucky stars
Better than a fair wind is no wind at all. As
Richard, Simon, Clive and I mooched around
Keswick at something to 8 on a chilly Friday
night in December, there was not a breath.
Keswick’s stab at light pollution could not
disguise that there was one hell of a night sky up
there. I couldn’t wait to get up on the fells and
see it.
I have never seen a sky like this. Legs one
and two and half of three were all run under
an extraordinary mosaic of stars and galaxies.
I turned the headtorch off for a better look
whenever I could. A new moon meant an even
better appreciation of the stars that night – it
was worth not having the moonlight to help us.
Despite the bitter cold (minus seven in the
valley, below minus ten on the tops) it was a
joy to be out. I was dreading the long hours of
darkness, but given that I knew the way and the
sky was clear, it was a privilege to be out.
Something else that made it possible to enjoy
the night was the support I had. The mountain
goat in me prefers the idea of a solo round,
but I loved having such help from friends and
strangers alike. I was counting all manner of
lucky stars after injury and a change in plans

meant my leg 3 support had all but fallen
away. I was covered on the other legs from
my unbelievable supporters from Tattenhall
Runners. I was thinking about moving them all
around, but more out of hope than expectation,
I posted a plea for help on the FRA Forum. I was
swamped by replies.
I was very fortunate that I had five strangers
with me on that magical leg three who were no
strangers to the fells, or to supporting and doing
big rounds. Alan Lucker, Will Houghton, Ian
Charters, Bob Wightman (he of the website) and
Dave Hindley, I salute you.
Isn’t it quite mad that a simple last minute
plea on a website forum is enough to get people
out of their beds and up to the lakes at 0430 on a
freezing cold night? I’m glad for them that they
were rewarded with a stupendous sunrise and
some magical fell conditions for those first two
hours of daylight.

Good Day Sunshine
When you’re desperate to see the sun come up,
you’ll settle for any kind of sunrise. This one
stopped us in our tracks on the flanks of Bowfell.
The reds and yellows were such a vivid hue,
giving way to softer pinks on the snow covered
rocks. It was stunning.
As we arrived on Scafell Pike, I was on my sub
23 hour schedule and feeling good. To have
made a little time up during darkness (when, in
summer, it’s common to lose a little at night) was
gratifying and all was well in the world.
Right about then the wisps started coming
in. They were harmless enough, and we could
see the clouds building on the Mosedale fells
on leg four. The sun became watery and we
faltered slightly coming off Scafell Pike. Broad
Stand was out of the question due to ice and
so we plumped for Foxes Tarn, an irritating but
necessary plan B.
The gully leading up to the tarn was decorated
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The last of the great weather on Great End

Worried faces at Wasdale

with a lot of water ice, rendering it a tricky
scramble. Often we had to pull ourselves out
of the gully and onto a grassy strip above to
avoid the worst bits. It meant going slowly,
concentrating, forgetting about the clock and
staying safe. Once the tarn and easier ground
were reached, we picked up the pace and tried
to make up time. I was climbing well and was
keen to see Wasdale. This mini adventure meant
I had forgotten to eat and the rice pudding I had
on Ill Crag was fast wearing out.

appeared out of nowhere on the path from
Pillar promising proper food and hot drinks at
Black Sail. None of us knew Wayne. He’s a friend
of Simon who paced leg 2. Wayne and Simon
got chatting a few days previously about this
weekend’s events and he decided to come up
with a cache of proper food. It was surreal and I
thought I was descending (with sore quads) into
madness.
Arrival at Black Sail was wonderfully weird.
Before us lay flasks, cakes, rolls, pastries… It was
fantastic. Wayne Percival runs for Warrington
and decided to drive from there to Honister
and walk back along the route to help me. He
was fantastic and what he did for a complete
stranger defies belief.
Turns out Wayne is a BGR veteran and his son,
who was also serving at the Black Sail Café, is
contemplating a round. I’m not sure I made for a
good advert, more a dose of realism. We tucked
in whilst wondering if this was really happening.
It’s hazy now; you could probably still convince
me that it didn’t actually happen…

from and things got very difficult from here.
We pushed on, noticing that it was gradually
darkening. For the first time all day I felt some
fear. The fells, especially looking down into
Ennerdale, looked menacing as we dropped out
of the clag. My confidence started to wane.
By the time we made it to Honister, we’d lost
some more time, probably picking our way off
Grey Knotts down a steep snowy, slippery slope.
Just a few minutes were lost but enough to make
things look tight. We had three hours to get to
Keswick, in a blizzard.
I couldn’t eat at Honister, I just wanted to
change my top and go. Everyone looked
cold and tired. My wife Alison and friend Rob
were wonderful and selfless in providing all
the road support, but Honister was a bit of a
worrying time and I just wanted to leave them.
My brother had got me a coffee from Costa in
Keswick (he knows of my addiction) and kept it
warm for me. It’s all I could take in. I quaffed it
and off we went.
Still moving north, we knocked off Dale Head in
regulation 35 minutes, despite this being in pitch
black and in the teeth of a blizzard. Movement
was more difficult, my knees both started to swell
and the snow was getting deeper. My nose and
lips were sore, and then numb. I was out of it and
past caring. Hindscarth and Robinson were also
knocked off in regulation times despite the snow
and weather and I was very proud of that. The
final climb was quick after a slow descent. Now it
was all downhill.

Downhill
I was still on schedule, having lost time since
Scafell Pike. I was still feeling good, until I started
running downhill. The ground was very hard
and had been since the start. My x-talons were
providing great grip, but no support (not what
they are designed for) and the frozen ground
offered no cushioning as it does in the summer.
As we dropped out of the clag, I felt awful, a
proper bad patch. My legs were screaming and I
could barely run.
Worse still, the scree run at Rakehead Crag was
out of commission because of the ice. It looked
dangerous. So this meant a detour, and no
chance to dig my heels in and let the scree take
the strain. By the time I reached Wasdale I was 15
minutes down and feeling truly dreadful.
I was crestfallen. I felt sick and my legs
were pretty bad. The few level yards into
Brackenclose felt OK and so I knew my problem
was descending. But how the hell was I going
to make it round? Everyone looked worried. My
wife, my brother, my friends. I drank some Nuun
and asked the leg four guys, brilliant supporters
from Tattenhall, to ensure I had some to hand on
Yewbarrow.
Yewbarrow – I could barely look at it. I was
close to tears. This thing had unravelled so
quickly and I fast saw a failure looming to cap a
miserable year.
How I got out of that chair I’ll never know.
But I did, perhaps on autopilot. Before I knew
it, I was climbing Yewbarrow and autopilot duly
lifted a leg whenever I wanted it to. Things were
very much in the balance.

Gable, and a turn (north) for the worst
Fuelled by Wayne’s stock, we pushed on up Kirk
Fell and Gable. Climbing well, I began to feel
much better, strong even. We took good fast
lines up both and I started to think about making
time up on the plan.
The top of Gable was extremely cold, more
so for it being the point where all things point
north. This was where the blizzard was coming
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Descending Scafell Pike in watery sunshine

Wayne’s Café

Sports Eccles Cakes
Nick Holmes was part of the leg four support.
He has a theory that none of these gels and
sweets and sports drinks are any good. He’s
spearheading a revival amongst the fellrunners
at Tattenhall for ‘proper food’ on the hills, such as
Eccles cakes, actual sandwiches and his favourite,
the humble pork pie.
Imagine our shock when, in what was fast
becoming a blizzard, a chap called Wayne
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98 minutes from Robinson to Keswick. I’ve done
that in 70 minutes in training, albeit in summer.
Clearly, this was not summer.
As soon as we reached the rocky steps and
discovered that they were in fact icy steps, I
knew we were pushing it. 24 hours was slipping
away. It mattered, and yet it didn’t – this had
been one hell of a day and I was going to finish.
But the prize was still just about visible. Sub 24
hours was not gone yet.
Painfully slowly, but without stopping, I
reached the track and then the road. I was
looking forward to getting on those comfortable,
cushioned road shoes. As I approached the car
park at Newlands, I slid on some black ice. I feared
the worst for our trip on the road to Keswick. I
announced to all assembled that if I didn’t break
24 hours, I was still going to finish. They all
thought I’d still make it, or at least said so.
Sure enough, the road was an ice rink. It felt
cruel after all that fellrunning. I ran up that first
rise and slipped into the verge. So I walked for a
bit and tried again. Forty minutes to go, four and
a half miles to run – surely I can do that? Each
time I tried to run, I’d get into a little rhythm.
Then the ice would come and I’d be almost over.
I feared a slip would mean not finishing at all and
so I pulled back. Then my knee just popped. The
hard ground had finally taken its toll and I was
reduced to a limp. 24 hours was gone.
I kept going, and the supporters slowly
changed their support from pushing me on
quickly to guiding me home comfortably as they
came to realise the game was up. The 24 hours
finally ticked over as we entered Portinscale, still
sliding around.
I watched the numbers tick over and sighed. I
marked the occasion by having a much needed
pee behind a very large hedge. I set about doing
my bit to melt a big thick patch of ice! It was a rare
moment of solitude on a day where I had many
brilliant people by my side. I was upset for them
for not having made it. I thought about their help
and got a lump in my throat. Reeling, I lingered a
short while before getting myself together.
I emerged from the hedge feeling better and
determined to knock this round off, 24 hours or
otherwise. The time pressure was gone and we
walked and talked. People were very warm about
what we’d all done that day. They were quick to
reassure me that I was already a member of the
BGR 24 hour club so what did it matter?
It mattered to me hugely as I touched the
railings of the Moot Hall to what seemed
misplaced cheers and congratulations. My time
– 24:22

What’s 22 minutes between friends?
It’s fair to say that when I finished I was not too
happy, other than that this was over. It was hard
to look any of my supporters in the face.
We dived into a pub where I got changed in
the loos. I emerged to a cheer. I still thought
that was misplaced. Then Wayne and son arrived
fresh from Black Sail. Wayne looked and spoke
like a no nonsense fellrunner and I thought that
he was going to be the first one to commiserate
me rather than congratulate me, which is what

A freezing cold Great
Gable summit

I wanted, curiously. He was just like the others,
aglow with congratulations. He read my mind
and said that 22 minutes doesn’t matter to this lot
as he gestured towards a warm and friendly room.
Next day, I returned home and reluctantly
logged on. With a gulp, I logged onto the
FRA Forum to see if anyone knew about the
round, expecting a barrage of well meant
commiserations. I was still referring to it as a
failed round, but no-one else was. The Forum
was alive with kind words. When you consider
that our sport is about working hard, no excuses
etc etc, this forced me to finally rethink my view
of the day.
I’m still gutted that I missed the 24 hour
target, but to complete the round on a wild
winter day like that has finally started to sink in
as something to be proud of. It provided me
with a focus during a dark time personally and
proved that I don’t give in easily.
Job done!

My brilliant supporters:

Lessons?

Post Script

I learned an awful lot that day. I learned that
winter rounds in full winter conditions are not
simply darker, colder versions of a summer
round. There are other aspects too:
§§
Harder ground means more impact on your
legs and so you need to consider cushioning
when choosing your shoes. All I did was think
about grip
§§
Take warm drinks on the hill with you, don’t
just rely on the road crossings. I felt sick early
in leg 2 from drinking so much icy water from
the bottles. This meant I was eating less and,
as Ian said at Dunmail: If you stop eating, you
stop
§§
Make the most of the faster ground. I was
cautious about going off too fast but wished
I’d have had more time in the bank when we
got to a tricky Foxes Tarn ascent and when
the blizzard came around Pillar/Kirk Fell
There are other lessons, but these are the ones
that had the greatest impact and could have
made 22 minutes worth of difference…

I managed to find a good new job shortly into
the new year. When I look back at all that time
off, I can say without hesitation that I made the
most of it!

Everyone who does a round is always grateful
to their supporters and finds it hard to express
it. I’m no exception – they were all magnificent
and this article wouldn’t be complete without
mentioning them.
§§
Road Support – Alison Smith and Rob
Webster
§§
Leg One – Clive King, Simon Martland,
Richard Kenworthy
§§
Leg Two – Simon Ellis, Ian Lancaster, Peter
Taylor
§§
Leg three – Will Houghton, Dave Hindley, Ian
Charters, Alan Lucker, Bob Wightman
§§
Leg Four – Dave Sykes, Andrew Gooda, Nick
Holmes, Paul Miller (and on his birthday too!)
§§
Leg Five (fell) - Dave Sykes, Andrew Gooda,
Paul Miller, Jen Taylor, Clive King, Gaz Evans
§§
Leg Five (road) – Andrew Gooda, Alison
Smith, Rob Webster, Paul Miller
My deepest thanks to you all

Photos © Graham Smith

The descent of man

Photos © Dave Sykes
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All over now
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After a hard year of running and racing in
the best and worst that the British weather can
offer, many of the series contenders gathered at
Wilfs and the Hawkshead Brewery in Staveley in
November for the annual awards evening. Stuart
Walker amused and entertained with his very
understated talk on the Great British challenge –
a self supported attempt to get from the Isles of
Scilly to the Orkneys and the Headings, Amanda
and Andrew, provided some great insights and
some great images to illustrate the extremes of
ultra-running from the frigid Arctic in the Yukon
to the baking heat of the Sahara in the Marathon
Des Sables.
So to 2010. Karen, Simon and Mark, the
team behind www.runfurther.com and the
championships, are pretty excited about the
season ahead and the selected races. Two of the
new entries for 2009 are retained – the UTLD
where both 50 and 100 mile options count and
the Long tour of the Peak – a tough 26 mile
route taking in some of the best country around
Bradwell. The classic Manx Mountain Marathon

Brian Cole – High Peak 40

Wuthering Hike

Photo © Nick Ham

It started with a whimper and ended with a
bang. From the first race of the series that almost
had to be cancelled to the final, epic, 50 miler
where seconds counted and top championship
spots were won and lost, the 2009 Vasque Ultrarunning Championships was a real rollercoaster.
More registered runners than before, more
grand-slammers and more points on offer with a
potential 1100 up for grabs at the ULTD 100 mile
event – the first 100 miler in the series.
In the overall men’s category, Jez Bragg won
4 races clear and amassed what looked like
an invincible 4000 points. The twist in 2009,
however, was that offer of 100 extra bonus
points for anyone completing the UTLD 100
mile event. This proved crucial as Andy Rankin
won the event outright and fully grasped the
opportunity he had in the final race to secure
another win and take the series. The 100 miler
worked well for Rachael Lawrance too, she was
the only lady to finish that event and it helped
her to secure the Ladies title in only her 2nd year
of Ultra-running.

Photo © Nick Hartell
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Michaela Colwell
– High Peak 40

High Peak 40

So, whether you want to complete all 12 races
in 2010 or simply dip your toe and find out why
it’s one of the fastest growing sports – give it
a go. It may just change your life! Signing up
for the series costs nothing and you will get
the regular newsletters with competitions and
opportunities to win great gear without even
setting a foot on the hills.
So, make 2010 your year to runfurther,
runharder, runstronger and step beyond.

Photo © Andy Heading

makes a welcome comeback for 2010 and
provides a great Easter option and there are two
brand new races for 2010 – the Hardmoors 55
which follows much of the Cleveland way and
in March could see “interesting” weather plus
the well established and highly competitive
Round Rotherham in October to round off the
series. The obvious omission which any readers
from north of the border will spot is the lack
of any Scottish races this year. Rest assured
we fully intend to include at least one Scottish
race in future years and for this year there is
a complementary new series based purely in
Scotland – the Scottish Ultra marathon series.
We are delighted to have Clif, Thorlo, OMM
and Vasque all still with us as sponsors – all make
great stuff and really want to support the growth
of this wonderful sport. Please support them
and our retail partner – Lakes Runner. You can
find out more about their products and link to
Lakes Runner to make your purchases through
the Championship pages. Keep checking back
to www.runfurther.com too – we are putting in
a lot of work over the next few months to make
this the best site around for all things Ultra. Race
listings, product reviews, coaching and “how to”
articles, book reviews, information about the
many challenge rounds/runs and interviews with
some of the top men and women in the sport.
As the season unfolds we always look eagerly
to see how many people still have a score from
every event. Grand Slamming, completing
every race in the series, is a huge challenge and
one that in our first 3 years, only 3 people had
completed. In 2009 alone we got four and it was
so close for a fifth; Dick Scroop had to withdraw
from the later stages of the UTLD but still
completed all the remaining races – as an over
60 and in his first full year of running Ultra! Not
a bad start to the career and it seems that the
experience has enthused him to do it all again
– look out on www.runfurther.com over the
coming months for details of his epic challenge
and to help his fundraising. The fab four who did
complete all 12 – Julie Gardner, Nick Ham, Paul
Dickens and Tim Whittaker were rewarded with
their “tour” fleece depicting all the races and
distances.

Photo © Nick Hartell

Photo © Mark Hartell

Right: Three of the four 2009 Grand Slam Winners:
Tim Whittaker, Nick Ham and Paul Dickens
Below: 2009 Champions - Andy Rankin and
Rachael Lawrance
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Lakeland 3000 foot peaks
& major road passes
Supported bike/run
During the dark days of foot’n’mouth many miles
were spent on the road bike with Rob Blyth and
Chris Lumb, mulling over the prospect of adding
a quick run up and down the 3000ft Lake District
peaks whilst cycling the circuit of the major road
passes (as visited on the Fred Whitton round) as
one continuous circuit. The circuit consists of 100
miles / 10,600ft climb on the bike and 23 miles /
9660ft climb on foot.
It was first completed in 2003 by Rob (see
June 2003 Fellrunner – Martin’s Long Distance
Summary). With both myself and Chris injured
at the time we had managed to convince him
to make a solo-unsupported attempt which
he completed in 16hrs 58mins in April 2003.
Rob and Chris later completed an unsupported
round together and reduced this time to 14hrs
53mins – saving time by drafting each other on
the bike section.
With rounds already completed solounsupported and paired-unsupported it seemed
the best approach was to try and reduce the
time with a supported attempt. Bit easier too!
The most time to be saved would be in being
able to draft a fresh support rider on the bike.
Plus having a support car meant quick changeovers with kit/abandoning bike.
Finding support riders capable of sub-8 hour
Fred Whitton times in the middle of the summer
holidays proved tricky. The minimum I reckoned
I could do it with was one rider and one support
car driver – and that’s how it turned out.
Starting on Helvellyn and then reversing
the Fred Whitton route (missing out the bit
to Coniston obviously) means finishing with
Skiddaw and then riding the A66 over Dockray
– a far less risky final few hours than coming
off the Scafells and tanking down Wrynose and
Kirkstone on the bike when knackered.
I set off on 14th August at 06:30 from
Glenridding – a drab, overcast, low-cloud,
gloomy forecast day – hoping to knock 2hrs off
Rob & Chris’ time of 14:53.   Tod Harrier Sarah was
driving the car round, laden with 16 malt loaves,
a kilo of jelly babies and more gels than could
fill a paddling pool – not all for me of course. All
looked promising apart from the weather.
Reached Helvellyn bang on the rather
sketchy schedule but wet and greasy so took
it slowly down Swirral. Later, flying down the
descent, trying to make up time, had altimeter
malfunction so missed the trod to Mires beck
so via Lanty’s Tarn, 10 minutes behind schedule.
Lesson no.1: don’t buy a Timex altimeter for
£75 unless you want to think you are at a
different height than you are. One good thing
about having support is that you can moan to

someone about things that have gone wrong,
demand loads of food, then leg it without saying
thanks after they’ve sat patiently in the car since
dawn.
First leg on the bike up Kirkstone ok –
hopefully make up some time on the descent
down The Struggle – 1.4 miles at 40-50mph.
However, stuck behind van all way. Cockley Beck
15mins down – well the timings are still a bit
of guesswork anyway. Off up Mosedale to the
Scafells. Low cloud made navigation on the tops
tricky but the developing sparkles in eyes and
peripheral vision weren’t helping – must be the
coffee – will cut down. Normal service resumed
in eyes but slow going down the very greasy
rocks to Fox’s tarn from Scafell (might have tried
Broad Stand if dry and had been down it more
recently than 18 years ago). Up to Mickledore
and Scafell Pike, then off down the slightly-scaryin-the-mist-on-yer-own eastern descent used in
the Old County Tops race. Crags on both sides

so just keep going down the rocky spur in the
mist till there’s a crag in front too, don’t panic but
drop off to the right and down the steep grass,
then down the really steep grass, down, down,
down to Great Moss and leg-relief. It’s amazing
how the memory recalls info from 7 years since
last that way. Felt great to be high in the big hills.
Back at Cockley Beck, quick transition into
bike gear, say Hi to Mat who’s riding round from
there, moan about the things that went wrong a
bit, then head off up the steep side of Hardknott
before the legs know what’s hit them. Now an
hour behind schedule but still on for 13:40hrs.
Down Hardknott where mountain-biking skills
came in handy after narrow miss with car. Sat
behind Mat who did all the hard work round
to Whinlatter via Cold Fell – blimey its a long
way – where we were only 30mins down.
Needed 20mins rest here on account of saving
30 minutes. Up Newlands, down to Buttermere,
slogged up Honister and belted up Borrowdale
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to Keswick feeling good. Set off up Skiddaw 40
minutes behind schedule with Sarah, fleetingly
liberated from support car duties, for company.
Good job as I suddenly felt really, really tired
and needed coaxing all the way. Cold and very
windy and took much longer than thought so
got down at 19:20 and had to ride at breakneck
speed to get back to Glenridding by 20:29 so
finally round in 13hrs 59mins. Phew! About
7:30hrs on the bike, 5:30hrs on fells and 1hr
changing/eating/faffing at changeovers.
So all in all a good day out with no major
problems, great support & company and a car
full of malt loaf leftover to boot. Given that I
had a support car and a fresh rider to sit behind
for the majority of the ride, Rob & Chris’ time
is pretty impressive. As Rob noted, having
support changes the nature of the challenge

Left: Down off Helvellyn
before breakfast.
En-route to Scafell and the
clag. Oh it was fun really.

– it’s definitely easier than unsupported, no
question. However, it’s still a great adventure and
challenging. I could have gone faster on the fells
if weather was dry and clear, especially over the
Scafells and may have lingered at the support
car for a bit long sometimes. Will have to have
another go.
So far there’s been three successful rounds

(all by V40’s). Having read Tom Gibb’s account of
his Welsh cardinal summits ride/run in the last
Fellrunner there’s definite scope for a GB ultraduathlon series – Scottish 4000’s (Lochaber 4000ft
summits, linked by bike to Cairngorm 4000ft
summits), English Lakes 3000ft peaks & road
passes and Welsh cardinal summits – the latter
two being similar bike / run lengths. Any takers?

13hrs 59mins later at finish.
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International
Opportunities
England
Selection contact: Alan Barlow (Chairman)
Tel: 0161 483 9330 Email: international@fellrunner.org.uk
Funding restrictions may affect the number of teams supported and
athletes should expect to make some financial contribution to travel costs
although the selection committee will endeavour to minimise this.

WorldYouth Challenge

Selection

For many runners gaining an international vest is a significant
achievement to aim for and knowing how best to gain selection can
be a bit of a mine field, particularly with the different committees/
countries etc involved. What follows is a summary of the international
opportunities for 2010 which fall under the mountain running banner
(not including any that may exist in Sky running), plus who the key
contact is for each, and where to find selection policy details. Hopefully
this will help prevent some of the confusion of previous years.

UKA
UKA’s policy is to ensure athletes of the appropriate standard are
sufficiently prepared for competing at major championships with a
primary focus of winning medals.

European Championships (up and down)
4th July, Sapaneva Banya, Bulgaria
The official trials will be held at Keswick on Sunday 6th June 2010.
Maximum team of four senior men, four senior women, four junior men
and three junior women to be selected

World Championships (uphill)
5th September, Kamnik, Slovenia
The official trials will be held at Llanberis on 8th August 2010.
Maximum team of six senior men, four senior women, four junior men
and three junior women to be selected
Further details of both races will be made available on the UKA website
under mountain running, as well as via the FRA website
UKA Chair of Selectors Sarah Rowell at saz@srowell.demon.co.uk

27June, 2010 Susa, Italy
England Team: 3 junior men and 3 junior women. Athletes must be born
in 1993 or 1994 (please note athletes must be aged at least 16 on day of
travel)
Selection: Coiners race, May 3

Snowdon International – Llanberis Wales
24 July 2010
England Team: 4 men and 3 women.
Selection: Inter Counties, 22 May N Wales

WMRA World Long Distance Championships
21 August Pikes Peak USA
England team 3 men 3women
Selection: 3 Peaks, 24 April

UK Home Country International
Scotland, September 18/19, uphill
Teams and selection tbc

British and Irish Junior Mountain Running Championships
Ireland, date and venue tbc
England Team: 4 U18 men, 4 U18 women, 4 U16 men, 4 U16 women
Selection: further details to be advised via FRA website and Fellrunner
when known .

U23 development race
In the past a development team was selected to go to the final Grand Prix
race. It is intended to send a development team to this race. Selection will
be at the World Champs trial.
Details will be published on the web site and the Fell Runner if details are
known before publication deadlines. England team 3 men 3 women
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Team GB

Northern Ireland
Not all eligible places will necessarily be filled. Seniors based outside NI
should compete in at least one mountain event in NI during the season to
be considered for selection.

WorldYouth Challenge
27June, 2010 Susa, Italy
Up to three junior men & three junior women, (born in 1993 or 1994 and
aged 16 or over on day of event). Selection will be based on current form
up to 20 May.
Contact : Tish McCann
Tel: 028 4372 3275
Email: tishimc@yahoo.co.uk

Snowdon International– Llanberis Wales
24 July
Teams of four Senior Men and three Senior Women will be selected, based
on current form, up to 26 June.
Contact: Ian Taylor
Tel: 028 9028 0790
Email: ir.taylor@ntlworld.com

WMRA World Long Distance Championships
Pike’s Peak, USA, 21 August
Teams will be considered for this event - if interested inform selectors by 26
June.
Contact: Ian Taylor
Tel: 028 9028 0790
Email: ir.taylor@ntlworld.com

UK Home Country International
Scotland, September 18/19, uphill
This is the final of the UK Mountain Running Challenge series, open to
individuals and senior teams. This will be an uphill only event, with the date
and venue still to be confirmed. Selection details will be published later on
the web, but is likely to include current form up to 14 August.
Contact: Marty McVeigh
Tel: 078 6753 6217
Email: martin.mcveigh@osni.gov.uk

Wales
For further information contact Arwel Lewis on 01248 671202 or 07977
601029

WorldYouth Challenge
Italy - 27 June
Teams
4 junior boys under 17 years
4 junior girls under 17 years
Selection: Trial Races TBC:

Snowdon International– Llanberis Wales
24 July
Teams:

4 senior men (A team) 3 senior ladies
3 senior men (development team)
Selection: Based on current form and performances in fell races

WMRA World Long Distance Championships
Pike’s Peak, USA, 21 August
Teams
3 senior men
2 senior Ladies
Selection: Athletes will be selected on current form in endurance events.

UK Home Country International
Scotland, September 18/19, uphill
Teams and selection tbc

British & Irish Junior Mountain Running Championships

British & Irish Junior Mountain Running Championships

Ireland, date and venue tbc
There will be up to four teams of four in the following age categories
selected – U18, U16 (both boys and girls) – plus up to four individuals at
U14. Selection will be based on performance up to 11 September, with
primary focus on latter date.
Contact : Tish McCann
Tel: 028 4372 3275
Email: tishimc@yahoo.co.uk

Ireland, date and venue tbc
Teams:
4 under 18 boys & 4 under 18 girls.
4 under 16 boys & 4 under 16 girls
Selection: Trial Races: August TBC.

Smarna Gora International Races
Slovenia, 2nd October
Team
Open to under 16 development athletes.
Selection: Open to those young athletes who have shown potential in
mountain running events

Other International Races
If funds allow teams may be sent to other suitable events such as the WMRA
Grand Prix series of International Mountain races. For further information
on these races visit the WMRA website at www.wmra.info
For further information contact Arwel Lewis on 01248 671202 or
07977 601029
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Scotland
Selection contact
Mark Johnston (Chairman of the Scottishathletics
Hill Running Selection Committee)
Email: Mark_Johnston@tiscali.co.uk
The full selection criteria for the Scottish
International Fixtures (Youth Challenge,
Snowdon, Junior & Senior Home Internationals)
will be published in the Scottishathletics
International Handbook published in February
2010. Please contact Scottishathletics
(see www.scottishathletics.org.uk)
if you wish a copy.

Date
22 May
27 June
24 July
21 Aug
28 Aug
18 Sept
19 Sept

Race Type
Championship
International
International
Championship
Championship
International
International

Robbie Simpson

Event
UKA Inter Counties Championship
World Youth Challenge
Snowdon International
WMRA World Long Distance Championship
WMRA Masters Championship
Home Country International
British and Irish Junior Mountain Running Championships

Location
Clywidian Hills, North Wales
Susa, Italy
Snowdon, North Wales
Pikes Peak, Colorado, USA
Korbielow, Poland
Aonach Mor (tbc), Scotland
tbc, Ireland

Age Category
Senior
U17
Senior
Senior
Veteran 35+
Senior
U18 & U16

Selection Date
20 April
8 June
22 June
tbc
n/a
2 Sept
2 Sept

McCain UK Mountain Running Challenge
2010 will also see the start of an exciting new initiative, the McCain UK
Mountain Running Challenge – this will be an open four race challenge,
with three races required to count in the overall standings (for which
prize money will be available). McCain already support a number of
initiatives at UKA and have heavily invested in the domestic competition
scene and it is excellent news that Mountain Running has now been
included within the overall McCain Challenge which now covers all
disciplines.

The races are:
 Intercountries race, Lletty
 European Championships trial – up and down
 World championships trial – uphill
 Home Countries International – uphill, Scotland

22 May
6 June
8 August
18 or 19 September

Further details will be made available on the UKA website under mountain
running

Maximising your chance of selection
In most cases teams are at least partly selected using the results of a
nominated trial. However other places are often available, sometimes
runners are unable to make a trial and in some cases there is no trial
or runners are requested to provide additional infromation to support
their case.
All selectors are dedicated to what they do, and all keep a close eye on
results, especially of events such as the Championships, the WMRA Grand
Prix etc. However selectors are not infallible, there are lots of races and lots

of runners – some well established, others shooting up through the ranks.
Please therefore for your own sake, as well as to assist the selectors, if you
are in a position where you need to provide performance details, provide as
much infromation to support your case as possible – do not rely on others
knowing everything you have done and all your relevant PBs.
Thank you and good luck for the season
Sarah Rowell
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The 30th

Smarna Gora
International Mountain Race 2009

Photos © Mark Croasdale

This was the fourth time England had sent a
team of under 23s to this international event and
again it was a great success. The emphasis of this
whole weekend isn’t about the performance,
though we do want everyone to run well!!! It’s
about experience, learning what racing is like
in Europe – racing against some of the best
Mountain runners in the world. It’s also about
learning to deal with travel and different kinds of
courses and conditions.
The teams, as in the past, were selected from
the World Championship Trials, it was open to
English athletes who didn’t make the GB team
for the World Championships and who also
didn’t make the England Commonwealth Teams.
With the World Trials being very competitive
anyone making these teams thoroughly
deserved their place for the trip to Slovenia.
The men’s team selected was: Gary Priestley
(12th World Trial), Tom Addison (26th), Matt
Clowes (29th), and the women’s team was Emma
Clayton (6th), Zanthe Wray (12th) and Alison
Lavander (18th).
The best way to travel to Slovenia is by Easyjet
from Stansted to Ljubljana. Once you arrive in
Slovenia the hotel is only 10 minutes away. As
in the past, all the invited athletes stay together
and this creates a great atmosphere before and
after the race.
Also running from England were Nick
Swinburn, hoping to make up for an indifferent
performance at the Commonwealths and Natalie
White back racing after a few injury problems.
We arrived to rain but the forecast for the
weekend was for sun and a bit of cloud. On arrival
at the hotel the team went for an easy run before
we met up for dinner and the presentation of the
race numbers and race details.
The England team

On race morning it was
cool and cloudy and ideal
for mountain running, the
course consisted of a fast
start before ascending up
through the woods, in the
middle there’s a descent of
about 3-4 minutes, before
In the leading positions Italian
a steady climb round the
Antonio Toninelli was clear and went
back of Smarna Gora before
on to win in an impressive time of
coming out through a
40m 03s followed by Robert Krupicka
meadow and up to the
(Cze) and five times World Champion
finish.
Marco De Gasperi (Ita). In 6th was
Tom Addison Commonwealth Uphill Champion
The race started
promptly at 10am with
Jonathan Wyatt (NZ) with Nick
Robert Krupicka (Cze) and
Swinburn having a run more a custom
Mitja Kosovelj (Slo) leading the way, followed
to his talent and he came home in 19th. First
by Italians De Gasperi, Toninelli and Manzi. The
home for the England team was Tom Addison
England men’s team were packing well in and
having a great run finishing in 21st position,
around the top 20. In the women’s race course
next it was Gary Priestley in 24th and then Matt
record holder Andrea Mayr was already on her
Clowes 28th. Emma Clayton maintained her
own, the English women were around the top
form and came home in an impressive 9th to
10, again running quite close together.
make the prize list, next came Alison Lavender
At the top of the first major climb the field
(12th) and Zanthe Wray (17th).
was well strung out with Italian Antonio Toninelli
At the finish the weather was good and
now leading the way with Andrea Mayr even
everyone was able to relax enjoy the views and
further clear in the women’s race. The English
have some well earned food and drink. The prize
team were still close together but Tom Addison
presentation followed and as it was the 30th
was having a great climb and had moved clear
celebration of the race it went on longer than
of team mates Gary Priestley and Mat Clowes.
usual! To finish the day we had to run back down
Tom wasn’t far behind Nick Swinburn who was
to the start and get the bus back to the hotel.
also having a good race. Leading the way for
That evening there was another celebration and
the Women’s team was Emma Clayton, followed
final awards of the Grand Prix Series. All the team
by Alison Lavender and Zanthe Wray who was
enjoyed the trip and gained valuable experience
struggling with a thigh jury. All the team had
that they can put towards making the senior
good descents through the trees and over the
teams next season.
rough gulley and all pulled back some time,
which gave them all a boost for the final ascent.
Results
Men
1st
2nd
3rd
6th
19th
21st
23rd
24th
28th

A Toninelli (Ita)
R Krupicka (Cze)
M De Gasperi (Ita)
J Wyatt (NZ)
N Swinburn (Eng)
T Addison (Eng)
M Gilbert (Wales)
G Priestley (Eng)
M Clowes (Eng)

Women
1st
A Mayr (Aut)
2nd
A Frost (NZ)
3rd
L Krkoc (Slo)
9th
E Clayton (Eng)
10th
N White (Eng)
12th
A Lavender (Eng)
17th
Z Wray (Eng)

40m 03s
40m 09s
40m 16s
40m 58s
44m 24s
45m 10s
45m 20s
45m 34s
46m 54s
45m 41s
47m 19s
47m 35s
54m 06s
54m 54s
55m 49s
59m 06s
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6th WMRA Long Distance Mountain Running Challenge

Tour de Tyrol – Kaisermarathon
This year saw a change to the LDMRC with the
invitation of National Teams to run in the event
on 10th October in Austria. With this information
only given to the Home Nations in spring it
created a problem for selection. England decided
to select their athletes from known form as it
would have been very difficult to ask athletes to
run another long race at such short notice.
The response from the athletes was great,
especially the men and it was very tough to select
due to the depth and quality. With the women we
did struggle with selection and in the end didn’t
send a full team, but with those selected we had
Men’s Results:
1

Lauenstein, Marc

SUI

2

Wyatt, Jonathan

NZL 3:12:05,4

3:06:20,1

3

Lightfoot, Ricky

GBR 3:14:05,2

4

Chemungor, Raymond Kemboi KEN 3:14:51,5

5

Sturm, Marco

GER 3:18:23,2

6

Bett, Daniel

KEN 3:19:02,5

7

Yegon, Robert Kipkemoi

KEN 3:21:11,6

8

Peace, Andrew

GBR 3:21:44,7

9

Bründlinger, Christian

AUT 3:22:06,1

10 Lennox, Jethro

GBR 3:22:14,2

11 Donnelly, Morgan

GBR 3:22:26,9

12 Anthony, Alistair

GBR 3:23:13,7

13 Steiner, Anton

ITA

14 Artup, Ben

AUS 3:26:32,1

15 Beha, Josef

GER 3:27:27,9

16 Richmond, Kenneth

GBR 3:28:30,9

17 Zupancic, Marjan

SLO 3:28:44,2

very strong runners. The men’s team of Ricky
Lightfoot, Andy Peace, Morgan Donnelly and Jon
Duncan had a great day and won a superb Silver
Team Medal behind a quality Kenyan squad.
To cap it off Ricky had a brilliant run to take the
individual bronze. We only sent two women,
Anna Lupton and Pippa Jackson, who had mixed
fortunes, Anna had spent most of the summer in
Europe and had a great run to finish in 9th, with
Pippa having an off day and struggling home in
41st. Next year the race will be incorporated into
the Pikes Peak race in the USA in mid August and
we hope to send full teams.
England 2nd Team: Morgan Donnelly, Jon Duncan,
Ricky Lightfoot and Andrew Peace

Top 3 (l-r): Jonathan Wyatt (2), Marc Lauenstein (1),
Ricky Lightfoot (3)

3:24:29,0

18 Gruber, Herbert

AUT 3:29:43,3

19 Duncan, Jon

GBR 3:30:37,2

20 Peachey, Simon

GBR 3:31:37,9
Anna Lupton

1

Pichrtova, Anna

CZE

03:28:57,4

2

Danilova, Evgeny

RUS

03:29:23,0

3

Frost, Anna

NZL

03:33:20,9

4

Rukhlyada, Elena

RUS

03:38:19,1

5

Bateup, Angela

AUS

03:48:35,0

6

Pankovskaya, Irina

RUS

03:48:55,5

7

Haverd, Vanessa

AUS

03:49:27,4

8

Middleton, Colleen

AUS

03:50:08,8

9

Lupton, Anna

ENG

03:52:36,4

10 Mertova, Michaela

CZE

03:53:32,3

11 Bott, Alexandra

GER

03:54:11,4

12 Müller, Britta

GER

03:57:18,5

13 Gordon, Claire

SCO

03:57:27,3

14 Robertson, Iona

SCO

03:59:03,7

15 Hock, Sabine

GER

04:00:01,9

24 Mowbray, Megan

SCO

04:20:36,1

41 Jackson, Philippa

ENG

04:37:45,7

Photos © Mark Croasdale

Womens Results

Anna Lupton’s Kaisermarathon
The height of the Hohe Salve mountain in
Austria’s Tirol, where the Kaisermarathon
finishes, is not really a big deal in Alpine terms.
At 1,829 metres (about 500m higher than
Ben Nevis) Hohe Salve doesn’t even come
close to the altitudes some Alpine mountain
races reach (Switzerland’s Schilthorn Inferno
finishes at 2,970m and the Canazei Skyrace in
the Dolomites goes above 3,000m). So if the
Kaisermarathon simply started at the foot of
Hohe Salve and finished on its summit it would
be a straightforward climb of 1,100 metres. But
that would be all too easy.
Instead the race route takes us on a little
warm-up along the valley for a flat, mostly
tarmac half-marathon (sudden intake of breath
from every fell runner in the country), and only
after halfway do the hills kick in... and kick in
they do with a vengeance. First of all, we climb
the mountain next to Hohe Salve, Hart Kaiser
(presumably the organisers thought we’d like
to practise on a completely different mountain
first), a climb of 752m over about 5k. Then we
descend for just long enough to drain all feeling
out of our legs, before – we finally begin the
climb up to Hohe Salve summit… the pièce de
résistance... the cruel killer climb... the ‘are-theytaking-the-mick’ finale. It’s nearly 700 metres
(over 2000 feet) uphill over about 2 miles. And
this comes 24 miles into the race. Woah! So who
walked? Who walked?! Okay, I walked. Briefly. But
I think it was a fairly respectable ‘marching’ type
of walk, rather than a ‘I-want-to-lie-down-anddie’ kind of walk (photographic evidence might
suggest otherwise). I managed to overtake a
German and a Czech to improve my position
amongst the women to 9th. At one point on that
final climb I heard my name being called from
up above and wondered if I had completely lost
it – but it was my mum and dad cheering from
a cable car, which was a really cool (and quite
bizarre) experience (first time for everything).
The last few metres before the finish steepened
and roughened underfoot and I was cursing
everyone and anyone and doing some rather
impressive grunting that would make Monica
Seles look quiet and reserved, then all of a
sudden it was over.
A marshal covered me in a foil blanket,
shepherded me to a seat and put a drink in my
hand, which startled me (I must look rough as
hell, I thought), until I realised they were doing
the same to everyone. Blimey, you don’t get all
that fuss at the end of the 3 Peaks. The ‘stunning
360 degree views’ were obliterated by thick
cloud, but I’d been lucky enough to recce the
second half of the course a few weeks earlier
on a beautifully clear sunny day so I wasn’t too
disappointed.
I was disappointed, though, that the man I saw
running in lederhosen at the Drei Zinnen race
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The final climb

Anna Lupton
at the finish

in the Dolomites (where I spent a fab weekend
with the Rochdale Harriers lot), didn’t race at
the Kaisermarathon (as Paul from Rochdale
observed: I knew I was having a bad race when
the bloke in leather pants overtook me). One
thing I was glad about, though, was that the
freaky cow I encountered when recceing the
final climb a few weeks earlier, wasn’t there on
race day. She’d stared at me, made me detour
right round her then actually started to follow
me up the hill, looking sufficiently moody to
make me wonder if my final moments in life
would be spent under her great big hooves.
Respect is due to the other British runners
who flew out the day before the race, with no
opportunity to acclimatise to the altitude or
see the course – I doubt I could have done the
same without seriously bonking on race day. The
Kaisermarathon rounded off a three-month stay
in the Alps for me, during which I’d trained and
raced at altitude, which undoubtedly helped me
on race day.
Some things I learnt from the Kaisermarathon:
that it’s a great feeling to put on your first
England vest, all shiny and new on the morning
of a race; that coming first British woman isn’t a
bad feeling either; that it’s not worth drinking
the beer at the finish because it’s alcohol-free.
ALCOHOL-FREE. I suppose Austria is a foreign
country and they do things differently there and
all that, but honestly.
But here’s my big lessons learned… it’s not
BIG and it’s not CLEVER to do the following: wear
a cap for 95% of a marathon that really annoys
you but which you keep on because you’re sure
the sun will come out at any moment, only
to fling it on the ground, sick of the bloody
thing, at the foot of the final very long, exposed
climb, just as the sun appears in full glory…also
stuffing banana pieces down your running bra

for later consumption is not a good idea (just
very, very messy… although possibly good for
your skin?)… that consuming horrible vanillaflavoured energy gels at every drinks station
just because they are offered and they’re free
is also not a great idea (after a few, you feel
like you’ve eaten a load of air fresheners) …
all of these things I did. In all seriousness, the
most important lesson I learned from the whole
experience is that compared with the stress
involved in getting my touring bike onto an
Easyjet flight home the next day, running the
marathon was a piece of cake.

Jon Duncan’s Kaisermarathon
I’ve now got a PB for the marathon. Arguably I
could get a faster one in London or Berlin, but
those races would not be as scenic, nor would
they have the same excitement in the last 3km.
More of that later.
Saturday 10th October was time for the
Kaisermarathon – 42.2km and 2160m climb
from Söll, Austria, to the top of the Hohe Salve
via the Wilde Kaiser gorge. This year the race
was the nominated ‘World Mountain Running
Association long distance challenge’ – the 6th
time that this event has been held – always
attached to an existing event with ‘tradition &
reputation’. Last year it was combined with the
Three Peaks race with a British first and second in
the results. This year was to be a more European
race with an essentially flat half marathon,
followed by a hilly second half, with the majority
of the climb split over two main ascents.
The British contingent were unanimously
concerned about the first half of the race – no
one really relishing the prospect of a flat, largely
road half marathon immediately preceding what
otherwise looked like an interesting hill race

course! (Well, maybe Jethro was!)
Very quickly a pack formed at the front with
Ricky settling in. Morgan and I joined a group a
minute or so behind and were accompanied by
most of the Scottish team. Andy was another
minute behind this – but as both Morgan and I
suspected, the wise experience would pay back
soon for Andy. Mark, the eventual winner and a
friend of mine from the Swiss orienteering team,
set off quickly and was running alone at the front
(and pulling away) from the second kilometre.
Largely uneventful in the first half, the race
really started at 21km with the first climb. Here
any early pace errors were quickly punished and
several runners fell backwards as the path pulled
up through the ski slopes. Suddenly, Ricky was in
front of us, walking and looking in a bad way. As
we got closer he looked behind and picked up
the pace again. A few kilometres later, without
us ever closing him down, he suddenly took off –
Pheonix from the flames – and must surely have
had the quickest second half of the race.
Me and Morgan had a remarkably similar pace
and ran shoulder to shoulder from the start. I felt
strong at 30km and pulled away a few metres
from Morgan, but on a switch back after the
first climb noticed that Andy was getting closer
to both of us. My good feeling was short-lived
and as the first descent started I became stiffer,
quickly losing my advantage to Morgan, and
having to watch as Andy came flying past thanks
to his perfect pace judgement earlier. At 35km
the wheels came off and cramp set in. The last
few kilometres were going to be tough and I had
to give up my company with the other English
and Scottish runners.
From Hexenwasser to the finish were three
kilometres and 750 metres of climb. Normally
such an extreme finish would have been to my
advantage, but now I was well outside of my
comfort zone and could only struggle up the
ski slope, watching the helicopter filming the
winners close to the summit. A strong cramp
attack close to the summit held me up and
during this ‘break’ whilst a spectator helped
relieve the agony, the first two women came
past. A landmark moment – the first time I’ve
been beaten by a lady in a hill race, and I couldn’t
do anything about it but watch them go!
Ricky finished a brilliant third, catching the
Kenyan Chemungor in the finish chute! Andy
judged pace perfectly to finish strongly in 8th
and Morgan almost caught last year’s winner
Jethro to finish 11th. (Although Jethro did
say that it was the first time he had ever seen
Morgan in a hill race not smiling!) I managed
19th and just missed my pre race target of 3hrs
30. But still, like I say, a PB!
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Try a Sky

ý B Y R U T H P I C K VA N C E

There are many superb races to choose from
– on page two I profile one race, the Italian
‘Sentiero delle Grigne’ which I believe merits
attention.
Below are details of the Skyrunner® World
Series races; other ISF recognised skyrunning
races around the world can be found on
www.skyrunning.com.
To complete the World Series and get a ranking
you need to do three races plus one Trials race.
However, you can do any race individually. All
races are open to competent athletes over 18
years of age, and require a medical certificate.

Since the formation of the International
Skyrunning Federation in 2008, World
Championships of the various skyrunning
disciplines take place every four years, coinciding
with even years, alternating with the SkyGames®
(2012).
In 2010, these World Championships will be
hosted in Italy.
Only national teams from ISF member countries
can compete in the ﬁrst two, while the SkyRaid®
and Ultra SkyMarathon® are open to individual
runners or commercial teams as well.

Background photo: Sentiero Grigne

2010 SKYRUNNING WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS - ITALY
 Vertical Kilometer®
Dolomites VK Canazei
 SkyMarathon®
Premana, Lecco

Jul 16
Jul 25

SKYSPORTS EVENTS
 SkyRaid® Team Championship
Orobie SkyRaid, Bergamo
 Ultra SkyMarathon® Championship
Trofeo Kima, Sondrio

Aug 8
Aug 29

Sentiero Grigne 2005

2010 SKYRUNNER® WORLD SERIES

©Maurizio Torri

GET PLANNING, GET TRAINING AND BE INSPIRED

©FSA

The 2010 World Series Skyrunning calendar is out

 SPAIN: Maratòn Alpina Zegama-Aizkorri
Basque Country
May 16
 FRANCE: Chaberton Marathon
Montgènevre
Aug 1
 USA: Pikes Peak Marathon
Colorado
Aug 15
 ITALY: Sentiero delle Grigne SkyMarathon®
Pasturo, Lecco
Sep 19
 MALAYSIA: Mount Kinabalu International
Climbathon
October 23/24

2010 SKYRUNNER® WORLD SERIES’
TRIALS

 RUSSIA: Vertical SkyRace
Mt Elbrus
May 10
 PORTUGAL: Circuito dos 3 Cântaros
SkyRace®
Parque Nat. da Estrela
Jun 13
 ANDORRA: Vallnord SkyRace®
Jun 19
 SWITZERLAND: Course de Sierre-Zinal
Zinal
Aug 8
 ITALY: Red Rock SkyMarathon®
Vezza d’Oglio, Brescia
Aug 22
 JAPAN: Mt Ontake SkyRace®
Nagano
Aug 29
 UK: The Ben Nevis Race
Fort William, Scotland
Sep 4
 SPAIN: Carrera de La Sagra
Puebla de Don Fadrique, Granada
Sep 11
 VENEZUELA: Ávila SkyRace
Caracas
Sep 11

Skyrunner® World Series: circuit open to individual skyrunners and commercial teams based on the sum of the
best 3 World Series’race results and one World Series Trial.
Ranking points breakdown: 100-88-78-72-68-66-64-62-60-58-56-54-52-50-48-46-44-42-40-. The ranking points
in the final race will be increased by 20% for all World Series competitors. Prize: € 10,000
Italy also has its own skyrunning calendar with over 80 races to choose from, available at: www.skyrunning.it
(see Calendario Gare)
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Profile of a SkyMarathon

®

This year this classic 43 km Italian race, ‘Sentiero
delle Grigne’ , has been selected as a World Series
Race yet again. This is understandable when you
have sampled the superb organisation, stunning
scenery and technical route. The race welcomes
and encourages foreign participation – if you
have never tried skyrunning and are fit enough
for this...consider taking up the challenge.

COMMENTS

Tom Owens: “Sentiero delle Grigne is a great race
and a real adventure. There are long sections of
technical running with great ridges and parts
of the route require the use of fixed chains and
ropes. The organization and hospitality are
brilliant. It is a very competitive race and draws
the best mountain runners from around the
world and it often attracts quite a few British
runners – Simon Booth has done the race several
times. However, there is also a Half Marathon
race incorporated as part of the event for those
people who perhaps do not feel they can race
the whole 43km.
Andy Symonds: “This course is long (4-5 hours)
and gets high up into proper mountains – no
messing around in the valleys! The views are
spectacular and the running is a good mix of
terrain, largely on small alpine paths, including
some real rough stuff – some sections of chains
and parts where if you were walking you
wouldn’t be proceeding face-forwards. The
organization of this classic Italian mountain race
is second to none – plenty of drinks and food
stops and the atmosphere at the finish is great
with the whole town coming out to support. I
will certainly aim to do this race again.”
Ruth Pickvance: “This is a truly awe-inspiring
race. The limestone crags, cliffs and scenery
are stunning. There is a real professional level
of organisation yet the friendliness of the
organisers and the mountain community cooperation and involvement are what strike you
as much. I like the fact that there is a shorter
race incorporated in the event which is less
technically challenging and more runnable
although still demanding enough! It is a
wonderful, challenging sample of skyrunning if
you have never tried it.’’

The race organization is based on a strong
co-operation between hundreds of volunteers,
associations and sponsors from the neighboring
mountain communities of Valsassina, Lecco
and Brianza. There are literally hundreds of
people making this race happen and despite
the technicality of the route and the altitude,
there are an astonishing number of supporters
all along the way – not to mention the numbers
involved at the finish with the post-race meal
and the prize giving.

THE RACE
The “Sentiero delle Grigne” (literally ‘’Footpath
of the Grigne’’) is an ancient traditional
communication path between the eight refuges
on the slopes of the mountains around Lecco
and Valsassina.
The race takes about five hours to complete.
The male record belongs to the Spaniard Kilian
Jornet in 4h 43’54” (2007) and Emanuela Brizio
from Italy has the female record of 5h. 32’01”
(2008). Both are the standing Skyrunner® World
Series Champions.
The route with its 43 Km and 3,200 meters of
gradient is technically divided into three parts:
the slope to the Grigna Meridionale (2177m),
classified as technical, with some equipped/fixed
lines, followed by descent and then by the slope
to the Grigna Settentrionale (2410 m), runnable
but tiring, and the final section along the fast
and challenging descent toward the end of the
valley and the finish line at the small village
of Pasturo which, with its 650m altitude, is the
lowest point of the run.
Following the race path, the alpine refuges are
Soldanella, Rosalba, Elisa, Bietti, Bogani, Brioschi,
Pialeral, and Riva. Being logistic bases for the
organization, the refuges are also refreshment
points for the athletes.

Corinne Favre decending at Sentiero Grigne
The surrounding scenery gives a classic view of
the Lombardia mountains: tall limestone crags
and walls of rock with the two highest peaks:
Grigna Settentrionale and Meridionale, well
visible on clear days from Milan.
It is also interesting to note that the race
is attempting to calculate its carbon dioxide
emissions and off-set this by the acquisition and
care of over 11000 m2 of forest in Costa Rica.
There are full details (in English) of how to
register; how to arrive at the race and the
route on the website: www.gsamissaglia.it/
trofeo.html
Luigi Brambilla is the Sentiero delle Grigne
race director : info@gsamissaglia.it

Altitude (metres)

When: September 19th, 2010
Distance: 43k x 3,200m ascent
Website: www.gsamissaglia.it/trofeoeng
Nearest airport: Bergamo (Milan). Pasturo is
approx 40km from Bergamo

©Maurizio Torri

Sentiero delle Grigne, Lecco, Italy

THE TROFEO SCACCABAROZZI
The Sentiero delle Grigne SkyMarathon®
offers a trophy to the winner dedicated to
mountain climber Giacomo Scaccabarozzi who
disappeared on the Grigne slopes in 1998.

Distance (kilometres)
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Everest
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Photos courtesy of Anna Frost

Interview with Anna Frost
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In December last year Anna Frost finished an
incredible 6th overall and first non-Nepalese in
the Everest Marathon. She took 27 minutes off
Angela Mudge’s women’s record with a time of 4
hours 35 minutes.
A Kiwi who has been based in Wrexham
with her Welsh boyfriend since 2006, Anna has
been a force to be reckoned with on the world
mountain running circuit since 2005.
At the inaugural Commonwealth Mountain
Running Championships in Keswick in 2009
she dominated the uphill only race and walked
away with gold. In 2008, she won the World
Mountain Running Association (WMRA) Grand
Prix, finished 10th in the WMRA World Trophy
in Valais, Switzerland and was 4th in the WMRA
Long Distance Mountain Running Championship
at the 3 Peaks in Yorkshire. In 2009, she was 3rd
in the WMRA Long Distance Mountain Running
Championship at the Kaisermarathon in Austria.

Everest

The Decision to Race
“I started racing for Saab Salomon Outdoor
Team at the beginning of 2009. It was then that
I was going through the race calendar with the
fantastic team manager, Tim, and we decided the
Everest marathon would be an awesome way to
finish the season.“
The Preparation
“I was plagued with a knee injury from
September 2008 and finally had it operated
on in May 2009. My racing season was put on
hold, as well as my running training. I always
had the Everest Marathon in the back of my
mind and I knew I needed to get in some
big days at least walking at altitude. So while
Gilbert (my boyfriend) and I were travelling
throughout mainland Europe from mountain
race to mountain race I was clocking up some
big walking days and a few big road bike rides
up and down some massive cols. It was great
motivation for me to get out.“

The Event
“I met the other athletes in Namche Bazar two
weeks before race day. Over the next couple of
weeks we (about 60 foreigners) slowly walked
up the Khumbu Valley, acclimatising to the high
altitude. Race day started at 6.30am at Gorak
Shep at 5160m. It was surprisingly mild and
the sky was just turning to a soft pink. In total
the race dropped 2060m and climbed 1300m.
It was incredible running through the valley
as the colours of the sky changed from pink to
purple and lit up the surrounding mountain
summits. There were aid stations about every
5km that provided good incentives to keep up
the running even though the terrain was really
rough and the altitude was biting at the lungs!
At about 8km I went over badly on my ankle,
which really had me screaming. I had to make a
decision whether to finish or not, but realised I
would have to walk out anyway so thought I may
as well just do it. It was mentally the toughest
race I have ever had to do. At about 25km I
caught up to the leading foreign male and the
leading Nepalese woman and ran with them
until a steep gruelling uphill where I knew I had
my chance to get a gap. So heads down, tails
up I went for it. By 5km to go my ankle pain was
immense with every step. I knew I was in touch
of the record as long as I could stay on my feet...
which would have happened if it wasn’t for the
Yak that butted me to the ground with 2km to
go. Finally, I was running along the main street of
the finishing village... tears streaming down my
face through happiness, exhaustion and pain. I
did it!“

Ambitions post Everest
Anna’s ultimate aim is to win the IAAF World
Mountain Running Championships in an uphillonly year. This event, known as the WMRA World
Trophy prior to 2009, alternates between uphillonly one year and up-and-down the next. In
2010, it is uphill-only and so is Anna’s main target
for the year.
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She will also contest the WMRA Mountain
Running Grand Prix, a series of events across
Europe, to regain the title she won in 2008. In
addition, she plans to travel to the Pikes Peak
race in the USA which is this year’s WMRA Long
Distance Mountain Running Championships.
As if this were not enough, she has just
completed her first race in the World Vertical
Circuit (www.verticalrunning.org), finishing
3rd in Milan. These races involve racing up
skyscrapers and this is a new challenge that
Anna is very excited about. So, 2010 looks like a
busy year!
In the future Anna would like to find some

time to focus on road running, a branch of the
sport she also enjoys, to reduce her PBs for 10k
(36 minutes) and half-marathon (78 minutes).

Training and Race Planning
“At the start of the year I write down all the major
races that I would like to participate in and then
fill in the gaps with other possible races. I then
work out a training schedule that will provide me
with base/mileage, strength endurance, specific
strength work (uphill repetitions) and then, in
the final weeks before a major event, such as the
World Mountain Running Championships, some
speed and, of course, taper/recovery. It is all

quite flexible though, as many things can change
for many different reasons and it is important
for me to not get stressed about training/racing
alterations.“
“Because I am always travelling, either for
weekend trips to races or in our van across
Europe, I don’t really have a ‘typical’ training
week. However, in a usual week I do try to do two
long runs, a tempo/interval session and some
hill reps. I also like to cross train on the mountain
or road bike, in the gym on cross trainers,
swimming and taking some ‘chill’ time for Body
Balance (a mixture of yoga, Pilates and tai chi).”

Uphill or Downhill?
“I definitely enjoy the uphill races more than
the up and down courses. I love just being able
to get into a heads down tails up mode and
slogging it out up a big steep hill. The steeper
the better for me. I don’t think I can switch my
brain off enough to run downhill like some of the
fell runners can.“
Anna attributes her awesome reputation
on the steep uphill courses to the leg strength
gained from the games and sports she did at
school and university: hockey, rowing, touch
rugby and triathlon. She also lived in the very
hilly city of Dunedin in New Zealand so was
forced to do all of her training on hills.

Support Team
“I have mentors: John Hellemans, my coach in
NZ, and Chris Sole, my physiotherapist in NZ.
There are also some other amazing people that
are my encouragement and motivation: Tim
Lloyd, the Salomon Team Manager, Andy Walling,
my physiotherapist and everyone at the Salomon
Team. Of course, my biggest support club are
my Mum, Dad and sister, all my family and super
boyfriend and friends.”

In a Nutshell
Anna continues to improve and push the
boundaries on the mountain running scene. She
seems to enjoy achieving in the mainstream
events without being frightened of having
fun by squeezing into her schedule off-thewall events if they suit her talents. With some
exciting plans for 2010, Anna’s exploits will be
well worth following.
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BY DAVE WEATHERHEAD & BARBARA CARNEY
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ý B Y D A V E W E A T H E R H E A D & B arbara C ar n e y
BATCH BASH
Shropshire
AS/3m/1000ft 03.06.09
A super evening, good racing. Richard was not
pushed at the front end. A record turn out and
raised £601 for Shrewsbury Hospital cancer unit.
Phil Harris
1. R. Roberts
Eryri
27.07
2. I. Grindley O/40
Wolves
28.21
3. S. Cale
Unatt
28.45
4. P. Jones
Oswest
29.51
5. J. Castillo
SAC
30.00
6. A. Birch
Tris
30.10
7. A. Yapp O/40
Mercia
30.15
8. R. Lamb O/45
Mercia
30.24
9. M. Bollam
Mercia
30.42
10. D. Ho?
Wrek
30.56
VETERANS O/50
1. (13) G. Jones
SAC
31.46
2. (47) G. Senior
Mercia
35.52
VETERANS O/60
1. (62) C. Wilkinson
Shrop
38.22
LADIES
1. (25) A. Bartlett
SAC
33.31
2. (28) M. Brice
Mercia
33.55
4. (59) V. Swingler O/40 Shrop
37.54
5. (74) E. Clarke
Mercia
40.34
106 finishers

THE DRUID
Denbighshire
AS/5m/1200ft 17.06.09
For the fifth year running Ian Houston, having
completed the gruelling Bala Triathlon at the
weekend, won the annual midsummer race up
and around the Iron Age hill fort at Foel Fenlli but it was a close shave with Tim Higginbottom a
mere two seconds behind.
Times were a little faster this year due to
footpath resurfacing and the wooden steps up
the North face of Foel Fenlli are being rebuilt.
Sarah Hammond, who is gradually returning
to top form, won the ladies’ race over a minute
clear of Denbigh Harrier Rhian Pierce. This was
the first of the Clwydian Summer Trots evening
races, which are growing in popularity with a
record number of entries this year.
Martin Cortvriend
1. I. Houston O/40
Wrecs
32.57
2. T. Higginbottom
Eryri
32.59
3. N. Ashcroft O/40
Amble
33.15
4. E. Loffil
Kesw
33.16
5. J. Brown
Buckley
33.56
6. P. Taylor
Tatten
34.44
7. S. Butterworth
Eryri
35.04
8. J. Montgomery O/40 Clwyd
35.57
9. N. Parry
Clwyd
35.59
10. S. Roberts
Buckley
36.01
VETERANS O/50
1. (15) C. Ashley
Wrex
37.57
2. (18) N. Holmes
Tatten
38.16
VETERANS O/60
1. (33) P. Roberts
Buckley
41.06
2. (45) J. Morris
Buckley
42.39
3. (49) P. Walker
Wrex
43.28
VETERANS O/70
1. (75) P. Norman
Wrex
51.06
LADIES
1. (22) S. Hammond O/40
Tatten
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39.05
2. (28) R. Pierce
3. (42) L. Morley
4. (43) D. Urquhart
5. (52) T. Williams O/40

Denbigh
Wrex
Buckley
Denbigh

40.27
42.01
42.26
43.57

HOTFOOT UP FAMAU
Denbighshire
AS/3.5m/1200ft 01.07.09
On a very hot sultry evening at the Hotfoot
up Famau race, there was a record entry of 84
runners exactly the same number as at The
Druid two weeks earlier. Perhaps due to the heat,
no record times were recorded. A slight route
change provided quite a dramatic drop of about
800 feet in 125 yards which everybody seemed
to enjoy!
Tim Higginbottom won the men’s race and
Lisa Morley of Wrexham AC was the first lady
home.
Martin Cortvriend
1. T. Higginbottom
Eryri
36.16
2. N. Ashcroft O/40
Amble
36.29
3. J. Brown
Buckley
37.47
4. P. Taylor
Tatten
39.28
5. S. Edwards
Buckley
39.38
6. S. Fox O/40
Wirral
40.29
7. S. Butterworth
Eryri
40.31
8. S. Roberts
Buckley
40.57
9. L. Eccles
Unatt
41.18
10. A. Broughton
Helsby
42.12
VETERANS O/50
1. (11) C. Ashley
Wrex
42.36
2. (18) V. Edwards
Dees
44.37
3. (28) S. Bellis
Buckley
46.14
VETERANS O/60
1. (30) J. Morris
Buckley
46.31
2. (51) P. Walker
Wrex
51.56
3. (54) S. Hatfield
Prestat
52.09
VETERANS O/70
1. (63) P. Norman
Wrex
53.47
LADIES
1. (40) L. Morley
Wrex
48.55
2. (46) B. Tiedtke O/40 Prestat
50.43
3. (48) K. Stott O/40
Tatten
51.09
4. (57) S. Roberts
Buckley
52.58
5. (71) L. Jones O/40
Wrex
55.38
84 finishers

SALTWELL HARRIERS
Co. Durham
BS/5.5m/1000ft 07.07.09
He came he saw and he conquered. Ben
Abdelnoor returned to his native North East with
the intention of not only regaining the Saltwell
Harriers Fell Race crown but the course record
too, set by Nick Swinburn the previous year.
In the 13 years since this fell race started, the
record has only been broken twice and Ben’s
intention was to make it a third time. Ben led
from the start and had opened up an impressive
lead by the half way point. If he was to break the
record, he would certainly need something in his
tank for the ¾ mile up hill finish. As he turned the
final corner with 50 metres to go and a willing
crowd of supporters and officials cheering him
on, Ben crossed the line in 40 minutes dead,
creating a new course record by 4 seconds. A
deserved victory.

Sarah Lister, making her debut in this race, had a
comfortable win finishing over 2 minutes ahead
of Jacqueline Keavney.
Team prize went to Tynedale who also
provided the Guest of Honour, ladies’ record
holder Rachael Vincent, who declined to run due
the imminent arrival of a new family member.
Keith Wood
1. B. Abdelnoor
Amble
40.00
2. P. Addywan
Ryton
44.17
3. P. Vincent
Tyne
44.39
4. J. Blackett
DkPk
45.19
5. G. Hudley
Walls
45.57
6. G. Arthur
SShields
46.55
7. W. Horsley
NFR
47.51
8. S. Mathews
Blythe
47.51
9. M. Broadhurst
Tyne
47.57
10. P. Myerscough
Unatt
48.03
LADIES
1. S. Lister
Blackhill
52.52
2. J. Keavney
Swale
55.30
3. K. Middlemass
Unatt
56.59
4. B. Sendlhoffer
Amble
57.17
5. S. Finn
AllenV
57.55

THE GREEN GREEN GRASS OF
HOME
Denbighshire
AS/4m/1500ft 22.07.09
Fifth anniversary of this race - the route changes
every year, which is fun as runners never quite
know what to expect. Due to some helicopter
launched bracken spraying, we had to avoid a
fair chunk of the mountain and this year’s race
was a fairly straightforward climb to Moel Famau
and back. Tim Davies missed the Snowdon
Race because his wife was giving birth to a
daughter (Congratulations by the way!) but he
was allowed out on this calm cool Wednesday
evening to demolish the rest of the field by some
distance.
Neil Ashcroft was very happy with another
second place ahead of a promising new face for
Eryri Harriers by the name of Sam Smith, who
seemed to enjoy himself. Mary Gillie celebrated
her birthday by wining the ladies’ race with Sarah
Hammond and Rhian Pierce in 2nd and 3rd
places.
This was the final race of the Clwydian
Summer Trots – all three races being completed
by the sprightly Over 70 Peter Norman.
Furthermore his fellow clubmate, Charles Ashley,
was the Over 50 victor in all three!
Martin Cortvriend
1. T. Davies
Mercia
28.28
2. N. Ashcroft O/40
Amble
31.01
S. Smith
Eryri
31.14
4. J. Brown
Buckley
32.06
5. R. Dunn U/23
Tatten
33.09
6. P. Taylor
Tatten
33.29
7. J. Moore O/40
CaldV
33.51
8. S. Edwards
Buckley
34.01
9. N. Parry
Clwyd
34.03
10. I. Lancaster
Tatten
34.11
VETERANS O/50
1. (16) C. Ashley
Wrex
35.11
2. (21) R. Powell
WFRA
36.11
3. (25) N. Holmes
Tatten
36.33
VETERANS O/60
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1. (46) C. Williamson
Shrop
2. (54) I. Jones
Wrecs
3. (57) N. Griffiths
Spect
VETERANS O/70
1. (74) P. Norman
Wrex
LADIES
1. (23) M. Gillie O/40
Clwyd
2. (31) S. Hammond O/40
37.09
3. (42) R. Pierce
Denbigh
4. (44) L. Morley
Wrex
5. (53) S. Rowlands
Clwyd
(77) S. Charman O/50 Spect
(82) J. Reid O/50
Wrecs
82 finishers

40.21
42.16
42.45
47.51
36.28
Tatten
39.17
39.52
42.01
50.19
61.22

LINGMELL DASH
Cumbria
AS/4.5m/2500ft 25.07.09
A packed out Wasdale was the perfect setting
for the 4.5 mile long and 2500ft accent ‘Lingmell
Dash’ fell. The race is now in its seventh year of
raising funds for the Wasdale Mountain Rescue
Team and this year the Anthony Nolan Fund. This
out and back course provides stunning views for
both the runners and spectators whilst raising
awareness and funding for both charities.
This year’s race was also the eighth
counter in the 2009 Cumberland Fell Runners’
Championship and a record number of 53
runners lined up at the Wasdale Head Inn before
setting off across the valley floor and on to the
lung bursting climb to the summit.
Mathew Hulley and youngster Tom Doyle
soon pulled away from the trailing field. Mathew
turned at the summit first and maintained his
comfortable lead to finish in 49:16 – 3:40 outside
Rob Jebb’s 2007 record with Tom finishing
second and his own team mate, Peter Brittleton
(V40), third.
For the ladies, Robyn Anderson climbed well
and finished in 70:50. In second, Lindsay Buck
(LV45) maintained her excellent record in the
race having pushed Robyn all the way to the
summit where Race Organiser, Tim Brooks, was
waiting.
All the prizes had all been kindly provided
by local businesses with Lingmell House B&B,
Wasdale Head Inn, Burnthwaite Farm B&B, Great
Gable Brewing Company and The Barn Door
Shop all making contributions. All the runners
also received a bottle of ‘Trail Ale’ donated
by Howard Christie from the Inn, which also
provided the team prize which, this year, went to
Cumberland Fell Runners with Gavin Pattinson,
Darren Block Paul Jennings and Dave Atkinson
acting as counters. WMR Team Leader, Julian
Carradice, also presented special prizes to Chris
Cripps and Saffron Price-Walters as being the
first team members home.
Jim Davis
1. M. Hulley
DkPk
49.16
2. T. Doyle
Helm
51.38
3. P. Brittleton O/40
Helm
52.13
4. G. Pattinson
CFR
54.49
5. R. Taylor O/40
Prest
55.42
6. D. Block
CaldV
57.31
7. M. McIvers
BCombe
58.12
8. C. Valentine O/45
Kesw
58.25
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9. J. Rainford O/45
Prest
10. D. Wilkinson O/45 LongE
VETERANS O/50
1. (13) R. James
Cald V
2. (18) M. McLoughlin Prest
3. (25) J. Hazel
FRA
VETERANS O/60
1. (35) R. Whitiker?
CaldV
2. (42) M. Sizer
Holmf
3. (50) D. Morgan
CFR
LADIES
1. (34) R. Anderson
Prest
2. (39) L. Buck O/45
CaldV
3. (41) S. Price-Walters WMRT
4. (49) B. Haywood O/40 CFR
5. (51) A. Strafford O/40 Bleng
53 finishers

58.53
59.03
60.34
63.23
66.42
71.30
81.33
89.57
70.50
76.38
78.39
88.09
92.52

CREAG DHUBH
Highland
AS/4.5m/1225ft 01.08.09
1. R. Simpson
2. D. Rodgers O/40
3. A. Wright
4. C. Donnelly O/40
5. M. Gorman O/40
6. M. Williamson
7. J. Waldie
8. S. Burns
9. J. Woods
10. A. Smith O/40
VETERANS O/50
1. (26) G. Brooks
2. (32) D. Duncan
3. (39) M. McLeod
VETERANS O/60
1. (78) P. Portedus
2. (81) J. Jardine
3. (85) I. McManus
VETERANS O/70
1. (96) G. Sharp
LADIES
1. (35) G. Irvine
2. (37) E. Homewood
3. (38) R. Armitage
4. (50) C. Slimon
5. (53) J. Simpson
(67) J. Wilson O/40
(71) T. Smith O/50
(72) M. Calder O/50
96 finishers

Dees
Lochab
Carneg
Lochab
Westies
Bella
Cornwall
Lochab
Unatt
Dees

28.42
29.08
29.13
29.32
31.27
32.00
32.23
32.26
32.50
32.52

LAC
Ochil
Westies

36.53
38.07
39.47

Unatt
LAC
Irvine

49.32
50.04
52.58

Surrey

86.02

HHR
Westies
Aberd
Unatt
Bella
Carneth
Dees
Westies

38.21
38.37
38.39
40.42
42.19
45.21
46.28
47.15

STANHILL
Lancashire
BS/5m/800ft 11.08.09
On a wet and windy day 33 runners braved the
conditions and set off. Early leader was last year’s
winner, Lee Passco, closely followed by team
mate John Sutton and Bruce Elsworth. Halfway
round, eventual winner Peter Haworth, whose
dad Rob Haworth won this race in 2007, hit the
front followed by Bruce. It was a tussle to the end
with Pete out sprinting Bruce on the run in.
Beckie Taylor impressed with an easy win in the
ladies.
Results were all thrown as thick mist came
down and some flags vanished!! But all runners
enjoyed the food in the pub afterwards. Thanks
to G2 and Gibsons for sponsoring the event, and

to the farmer and pub owner - 15th year next
year.
Thanks all.
A. Passco
1. P. Haworth
Horw
31.56
2. B. Elsworth
Wharf
31.58
3. J. Sutton
B’burn
32.16
4. L. Passco
B’burn
32.54
5. R. Owen O/50
B’burn
36.32
6. M. Blackburn
B’burn
36.37
7. D. Ashcroft O/45
Longw
36.47
8. L. Clough
Clay
37.26
9. B. Taylor
B’burn
37.38
10. P. Archer O/40
Clay
37.39
VETERANS O/50
1. (5) R. Owen
B’burn
36.32
2. (18) P. Murphy
Darwen
39.51
3. (22) S. Fish
Accring
42.16
VETERANS O/60
1. (32) J. Taylor
Darwen
54.39
LADIES
1. (9) B. Taylor
B’burn
37.38
2. (24) K. Culshaw
Wigan
46.07
3. (33) K. Atherton O/45 Darwen
54.55
33 finishers

THE TAVERN FELL RACE
Denbighshire
AM/9.5m/2900ft 22.08.08
Firstly a bit of explanation.
The Tavern Trail Fell Race was a fondly
remembered series of three races of differing
distances over the Clwydian Hills last held in the
early 1990s. Last year I organised a race from the
same venue, The Kinmel Arms Tavern. Although
this was registered in the calendar this year as a
repeat of last year’s race, we had to change the
route and venue due to landowner issues. The
new race, of similar dimensions, from Lletty Farm
in Llangynhafal evidently fitted the bill and we’ll
stick to this next year!
Anthony Smith enjoyed himself in winning the
men’s race and Andrea Rowlands ran superbly to
come in 6th overall.
Great turnout of Wrecsam Triathletes! Thanks
to all the marshals, plus Julian, for the drinks.
Martin Cortvriend
1. A. Smith
Amble
85.12
2. J. Brown
Buck
86.37
3. J. McQueen
Eryri
89.52
4. A. Bowyer O/40
Wrecs
90.41
5. S. Roberts
Buck
91.23
6. A. Rowlands
Eryri
91.31
7. A. Broughton
Helsby
92.59
8. S P Jones O/50
Eryri
93.22
9. P. Jenkinson O/40
Eryri
93.28
10. N. Parry
Clwyd
94.31
VETERANS O/50
1. (8) S P Jones
Eryri
93.22
2. (12) C. Ashley
Wrex
97.41
3. (13) G. Hodges
Chesh
97.43
VETERANS O/60
1. (18) I. Jones
Wrecs
106.03
2. (20) J. Morris
Buck
106.21
3. (30) M. Blake
Eryri
111.26
VETERANS O/70
1. (53) P. Norman
Wrex
129.55
LADIES
1. (6) A. Rowlands
Eryri
91.31
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2. (27) S. Lewis
Altrinch
3. (32) S. Rowlands O/40 Clwyd
4. (38) K. Norman
Wrecs
5. (42) L. Jones O/40
Wrex
(63) S. Charman O/50 Spect
66 finishers

110.21
113.43
117.42
119.16
140.28

BRECON BEACONS
South Wales
AL/19m/5400ft 22.08.09
1. M. Shaw		
2. R. Roberts		
3. H. Aggleton		
4. R. Gordon		
5. J. Carter O/40		
6. A. Lewis O/50		
7. R. Findlay-Robinson		
8. M. Giles		
9. S. Link O/40		
10. D. Powell O/40		
VETERANS O/50
1. (6) A. Lewis		
2. (15) C. Clemison		
3. (24) C. Wilcox		
VETERANS O/60
1. (13) D. Evans		
2. (17) J. Marsh		
3. (20) D. Williams		
LADIES
1. (16) A. Bartlett		
2. (18) A. Jones O/40		
3. (19) L. Barker		
4. (29) J. Davis		
5. (39) G. Tombs O/50		
6. (41) C. Dallimore O/50		
54 finishers

2.43.12
2.53.13
2.53.53
3.00.09
3.16.22
3.19.25
3.20.50
3.24.37
3.24.37
3.31.38
3.19.25
3.38.18
3.55.03
3.36.28
3.40.44
3.44.26
3.38.38
3.41.02
3.44.17
3.58.22
4.28.11
4.29.16

3. (61) M. Coles
VETERANS O/70
1. (76) L. Sullivan
2. (95) B. Thackery
LADIES
1. (31) H. Page U/23
2. (36) D. Gowans O/45
3. (39) D. Atkins
4. (49) L. Slater
5. (50) K. Angus
(63) A. Harding O/45
(70) B. Savage O/45
(75) J. Rawlinson O/55
95 finishers

Valley

50.40

Clay
DkPk

55.09
75.15

Hfax
Accring
Chorl
Clay
Settle
Tring
Clay
Clay

45.32
46.34
46.46
49.03
49.11
51.27
53.00
55.08

TRANS BRITAIN
Lakes/Dales
156m/6 days/12.09.09 to 18.09.09
Day 1 Gretna to Caldbeck 35 miles
The race got away at 09.00 from Gretna and
headed south via Carlisle to Calbeck in the
foothills of the Cumbrian mountains. After 35
miles first in were David Wilson and Graeme
Chamberlin in 8.48.40. Karen Levy was next in
very closely followed by Andrew Green with Jen
Jackson closing the gap in the last section of the
day.
1. D. Wilson		
8.48.40
1. G. Chamberlin		
8.48.40
3. K. Levy		
9.35.15
4. A. Green		
9.35.56
5. J. Jackson		
10.31.06

Day 2 Caldbeck to Mell Fell 24 miles
A mercifully shorter day on Day 2 but included
the first of the climbing that would certainly
be a feature of the next day. David Wilson and
Graeme Chamberlin were once again neck and
neck but Andrew Green turned the tables on
Karen Levy with Jen Jackson once again closing
the gap in the last section of the day.
1. D. Wilson		
4.57.59
1. G. Chamberlin		
4.57.59
3. A. Green		
6.21.07
4. K. Levy		
6.21.09
5. J. Jackson		
6.48.10
Day 3 Mell Fell to Rydal 19 miles
This stage of the race was the one that goes
higher than the rest of the race covering five of
the Cumbrian peaks. The weather was perfect for
running ion the “tops” and David Wilson showed
his fell running credentials by getting clean
away from the field finishing in a very impressive
4.57.59, which spookily was exactly the same as
the previous day. Andrew Green also had a great
run finishing second in 5.53.11.
1. D. Wilson		
4.57.59
2. A. Green		
5.53.11
3. G. Chamberlin		
6.23.38
4. K. Levy		
7.02.52
5. J. Jackson		
8.16.58
Day 4 Rydal to Dent 34 miles
This stage saw a new stage winner in Graeme
Chamberlin liking the slightly flatter conditions
and more opportunity to “run”, David Wilson still

Trans Britain 2009

PENDLETON
Lancashire
AS/5m/1500ft 29.08.09
Ninety five entrants completed the race in bright
and breezy conditions. Numbers were down
slightly on the previous year, probably reflecting
the clash with Dentdale.
Ashley Holt won the race in a time of 38.16, 26
seconds ahead of Vet 45 Kevin Harding. Stuart
Fogg was third.
Holly Page U23 won the ladies’ race in 45.32
– over a minute clear of Debbie Gowans. Dawn
Atkins was 3rd lady.
My thanks to all who ran and special thanks to
all Clayton club members who volunteered and
provided help and advice.
Hope to see you all next year.
Mike Eddleston
1. A. Holt
Ross
38.16
2. K. Harding O/45
Tring
38.42
3. S. Fogg
Clay
38.54
4. A. Payne
Clay
39.11
5. J. Titmuss
Unatt
39.45
6. G. Jackson
Ross
39.49
7. Q. Harding O/45
Bowl
39.50
8. J. Dryden O/40
Settle
39.59
9. A. Orr
Clay
40.14
10. D. Walker
Clay
40.24
VETERANS O/50
1. (19) R. Crossland
Unatt
42.14
2. (30) A. Hindle
Settle
45.26
3. (32) J. Pickup
Clay
45.34
VETERANS O/60
1. (22) T. Hesketh
Horw
43.31
2. (56) D. Fell
CFR
49.46
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wasn’t that far behind. The weather was again
perfect for running which all the field enjoyed
Jen Jackson being heard saying “I am enjoying
this so much I could run all day!”, which given the
length of the stage, was probably just as well!
Andy Green had another good day finishing
third.
1. G. Chamberlin		
9.02.06
2. D. Wilson		
9.29.45
3. A. Green		
11.19.00
4. K. Levy		
11.19.02
5. J. Jackson		
11.24.01
Day 5 Dent to Settle 26 miles
With a couple of big climbs including Pen-yghent, David was back to his winning ways with
Andy Green always in pursuit. Karen Levy got
a nasty twist on her ankle just prior to the first
checkpoint and was forced to pull out of the
stage but vowed to be fit for the last stage in
Wales. Arriving at North Ribblesdale RUFC, club
physio Dave Bryant, was on hand to ease some
of the muscle aches ahead of the final stage.
1. D. Wilson		
7.22.37
2. A. Green		
7.53.21
3. G. Chamberlin		
8.30.52
4. J. Jackson		
9.42.03
Day 6 Wrexham to Ruthin 18 miles
It is fair to say that none of the competitors were
exactly pinging around like spring lambs on the
start line in Wales for the last leg but with nearly
140 miles in their legs already this was hardly
surprising but everyone was on the start and
ready to go. This stage provided a mix of Welsh
hills, forest trails and very pretty scenery with a
stunning finish in the sunshine at Ruthin Castle.
Andrew Green put on a spurt at the day’s only
checkpoint and ran away from the rest to record
his first stage win.
Graeme Chamberlin followed him in with a
weary but victorious David Wilson close behind,
who was followed in by a plucky Karen Levy just
34 seconds behind. Jen Jackson finished shortly
afterwards with the smile she had all week.
Having all got in the only thing left to do was
for the “Trans Britain Trail Blazers” to spray each
other with champagne, which they duly did.
Steve Adams
1. A. Green		
4.17.30
2. G. Chamberlin		
4.33.56
3. D. Wilson		
4.37.34
4. K. Levy		
4.38.08
5. J. Jackson		
5.27.39
Overall results
1. D. Wilson		
40.15.08
2. G. Chamberlin		
42.17.11
3. J. Jackson		
52.09.56
4. K. Levy		
62.55.51

SETTLE LOOP
NorthYorks
BM/9.5m/1500ft 13.09.09
Adrian Pickles scored a convincing victory in the
second Settle Loop Trail Race.
Adrian, who lives within sight of the Loop
course at Malham Tarn, crossed the line first two
minutes clear of his nearest rival, Philip Taylor.
Martin Lee finished third with Andy Evans and
John Dryden in fourth and fifth.
In the ladies’ race Suzanne Budgett was an
outstanding winner taking almost five minutes
off the ladies’ record set the previous year and it
was five minutes before second placed Caroline

Pollard crossed the line.
With generous sponsorship from Castleberg
Sports, Hilly, The Gym, Buon Vino, Rebound,
Alastair Humphreys and The Talbot, there was a
prize list well worth winning. Adrian and Suzanne
each took home a £50 voucher for Castleberg
Sports.
Newlywed Mark McGoldrick won the three
months free membership of The Gym for first local
male along with first local lady, Settle College
languages teacher Rachel Hill.
The Loop proved a successful race for the local
club with four Settle Harriers finishing in the top
10 and 18 club members taking part in all.
The race is run to boost funds for Settle’s
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers and raised
around £750.
Organiser Tracy Wilson said: “We are delighted
with the amount raised. I would like to thank all
the businesses who sponsored us with prizes
and other help, and everyone who assisted with
marshalling, baking and the smooth running of
the event, also the landowners and, of course, the
runners.”
Julia Murfin
1. A. Pickles O/50
Settle
1.01.02
2. P. Taylor O/50
Ross
1.03.00
3. M. Lee O/40
Ross
1.03.37
4. A. Evans O/50
Settle
1.04.21
5. J. Dryden O/40
Settle
1.04.57
6. M. McGoldrick
Wharf
1.05.31
7. T. Smith
FRA
1.05.53
8. A. Pilkington
Settle
1.06.07
9. M. Saunders
Bowl
1.07.00
10. P. Archer O/40
Clay
1.07.03
VETERANS O/60
1. (25) D. Waywell
Wesh
1.12.48
2. (85) B. Gibbs
Unatt
1.36.28
3. C. Redmond
Unatt
1.40.48
L
A
D
I
E
S
1. (13) S. Budgett O/40 Horw
1.08.37
2. (29) C. Pollard O/50 NYM
1.13.35
3. (31) J. Khoueiry
Holmf
1.14.49
4. (35) D. Hagger O/40 Ilk
1.15.54
5. (43) K. Taylor O/50
Ross
1.18.37
(91) L. Eden O/60
Ilk
1.53.20
91 finishers

28TH STRETTON SKYLINE FELL
RACE
Shropshire
BL/19m/4450 13.09.09
1. R. Roberts
2. R. Stafford
3. S. White
4. N. Thomas O/40
5. J. Hedger
6. F. Blunt
7. A. Carruthers O/40
8. N. Parry
9. M. Lawson O/40
10. D. Powell O/40
VETERANS O/50
1. (11) S. Daws
2. (20) K. Braznell
3. (26) J. Rusius
VETERANS O/60
1. (25) J. Marsh
2. (60) G. Gunner
3. (81) D. Finch
LADIES
1. (13) V. Swingler O/40

Eryri
Mercia
Mercia
Telf
Unatt
NFR
Hales
Clwyd
Cheps
Aberyst

2.32.40
2.39.19
2.39.28
2.45.13
2.46.15
2.57.30
2.58.10
2.58.45
2.58.55
2.59.45

Telf
Hales
Clay

3.00.15
3.11.41
3.20.35

TarrenH
CroftA
MDC

3.20.25
3.45.40
4.10.20

Shrop

3.06.15

2. (20) K. Braznell O/50
3. (29) H. Skelton
4. (32) M. Price
5. (38) S. Barbour
(43) J. Clarke O/50
(50) Y. Lewis O/40
85 finishers

Hales
Newp
Mercia
Evesham
Dudley&S
Mercia

3.11.41
3.22.17
3.24.50
3.30.50
3.33.06
3.38.45

PADFIELD FAIR SCAMPER
Cheshire
BS/5.5m/1050ft 13.09.09
1. A. Jones
Salf
2. R Gould 16 -17
EChesh
3. S. Bell O/40
DkPk
4. S. Edmundson
Horw
5. J. Robinson
NFR
6. M. Ollerenshaw
Gloss
7. N. Curtis
FatB
8. C. Pender
Newb
9. J. Nuttall
Penn
10. M. Cliff
Bryn
VETERANS O/50
1. (23) J. Patterson
Holmf
2. (26) R. Rees
Penn
3. (27) S. Temple
Kghly
VETERANS O/60
1. (39) R. Hart
Glossop
2. (48) D. Smith
Stockp
3. (53) N. McGraw
Glossop
VETERANS O/70
1. (73) B. Thackery
DkPk
LADIES
1. (21) H. Elmore
Totley
2. (24) T. Greenway O/40 Ilk
3. (30) S. Curtis O/40
FatB
4. (34) N. Grobken O/40 Penn
5. (45) E. Rose O/40
Penn
(46) A. Brentnall O/50 Penn
(55) A. Dinsmor O/60
Penn
(66) A. Vencouska O/50 Unatt
74 finishers

34.57
37.43
38.26
38.43
39.15
39.16
40.50
41.04
41.23
41.38
45.42
46.07
46.27
49.10
51.59
53.37
71.46
44.66
45.43
46.43
47.37
51.07
51.35
56.27
64.13

PADFIELD PLUM FAIR JUNIOR
SCAMPER
13.09.09
Boys 6 – 11
1. J. Wilson		
2. S. Wynne		
Girls 6 – 11
1. (10) B. Jackson Turner		
2. (14) E. Christie-Lowe		
Boys 12 – 15
1. (12) S. Barraclough		
2. (16) J. Topliss		
Girls 12 – 15
1. (8) H. Rowland		
2. (29) B. Southworth		

10.09
10.12
10.57
11.17
11.04
11.27
10.48
13.23

LANTERN PIKE FELL RACE
Derbyshire
BS/5m/1050ft 19.09.09
The sun shone once again at the Hayfield Show
and Sheepdog Trials, and the Derbyshire crowds
turned out for the general festivities- and to
witness the climax of the prestigious Hayfield
Championship.
Simon Coldrick won the senior race by over
two minutes but Ricky Wilde’s 32 year record
remains unbroken. Sandra Lewis was first ladythe first of many wins to come by all accounts.
Simon also won the Hayfield Championship with
Mary Edgerton taking the local ladies’ bragging
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rights.
Over half of the prizes on the day were won by
local Pennine runners- a great feat considering
that the walking wounded of Pennine also
provided most of the race marshals (and
hecklers) en route.
The move to a high-technology results
service suffered from a number of gremlins- so
apologies to all of those winners that missed
out on the applause and adulation that they
deserved. I believe they all went home with
appropriate prizes despite the glitches.
Thanks to everyone that helped out,
particularly Mel Cranmer’s organisation of the
junior races.
Don’t miss next year’s race on Saturday 18th
September!
Jim Trueman
1. S. Coldrick
Penn
33.20
2. T. Brunt
Holmf
35.27
3. N. Winfield
Penn
35.28
VETERANS O/40
1. D. Dunn
Penn
36.24
2. J. Hewitt
Gloss
37.24
VETERANS O/50
1. T. McGaff
CheshHR 35.57
2. L. Best
Penn
40.14
VETERANS O/60
1. R. Taylor
Penn
40.48
2. B. Alsop
Bust
50.31
VETERANS O/70
1. G. Arnold
Prest
59.11
LADIES
1. S. Lewis
Altrinch
42.56
2. J. Mellor
Penn
43.17
N. Grobben O/40
Penn
44.37
M. Edgerton O/45
Penn
45.44
K. Harvey O/50
Penn
46.30
A. Brentnall O/55
Penn
47.23
B. Haigh O/60
P’stone
51.55
B. Dermansell O/65
Stockp
67.00
246 finishers
JUNIORS
C. Graig U8 Boy		
3.5
I. Harry U8 Girl		
4.42
H. Turnbull U10 Boy		
3.49
N. Simpson U10 Girl		
3.47
B. Ross U12 Boy		
8.07
A. Brooks U12 Girl		
8.37
T. Craig U14 Boy		
20.49

GOOD SHEPHERD CLASSIC
WestYorks
BL/15m/2000ft 19.09.09
Fell runners headed for Mytholmroyd on
Saturday 19th September to compete in the
annual Good Shepherd Fell Race and with all
race proceeds going to the Rainbow House
charity it was a welcome sight to see a bumper
turnout of 107 runners in attendance.
The race starts at Dauber Bridge and winds
up through Spring Wood onto Erringden Moor
where runners make their first of two checkpoint
visits to Stoodley Pike. Due to enforced route
changes, the race now takes in a loop of the
picturesque Withins Clough Reservoir where
runners then have to negotiate their way to the
next checkpoint through some tricky, pathless
terrain. Runners then descend to London Road
before facing an energy-sapping climb all the
way back up to Stoodley Pike for the second
time. A long drop to Cragg Vale, a steep climb

to Robin Hood Rocks and then a sprint along the
cycle track to Mytholmroyd completes 14 miles
of varied terrain with over 3000 feet of climbing,
1000 feet more than advertised!
In glorious sunshine local man, James
Logue, was the fastest man on the day leading
a breakaway group of three other Calderdale
men: Andy Wrench of Todmorden Harriers, Gavin
Mulholland of Calder Valley Fell Runners and
Andy Thorpe of Halifax Harriers, who contested
the lead all the way round.
Logue used his local knowledge and
navigation skills to good effect to establish a five
minute winning margin when the other three
men lost their way due to some key flags being
removed near the end of the race.
In the ladies’ race, Anne Johnson continued
her impressive form to win the race by a 15
minute margin from Clare Duffield.
Todmorden men were first team with Calder
Valley Fell Runners taking first place for the
ladies.
Jason Stevens
1. J. Logue O/40
Horw
1.45.32
2. A. Wrench O/40
Tod
1.50.33
3. G. Mulholland
CaldV
1.50.50
4. A. Thorpe O/40
H’fax
1.51.29
5. P. Taylor O/50
Ross
1.55.00
6. J. Hemsley O/40
Wharfe
1.55.00
7. D. Collins O/50
Tod
1.58.25
8. S. Watkins O/40
Baild
1.59.32
9. S. Smithies O/40
CaldV
2.00.48
10. J. Emberton O/40
CaldV
2.00.59
LADIES
1. A. Johnson O/40
CaldV
2.06.49
2. C. Duffield
Tod
2.20.33
3. K. Taylor O/50
Ross
2.26.44

LOWE ALPINE MOURNE
MOUNTAIN MARATHON
Mourne Mountains, N Ireland
19/20.09.09
For the umpteenth time, the Mourne Mountain
Marathon enjoyed settled weather which we
have come to expect in mid-September. A band
of light rain passed through late on Saturday
morning dropping the clouds down onto the
hills for a few hours. The afternoon improved and
by the evening we had lovely conditions and
cloudless sunshine on Sunday. With several new
Mountain Marathons sprouting up in mainland
GB this year there is less incentive for GB runners
to travel to the Mournes and this year’s elite
entry was disappointingly down. This presented
a good opportunity for the local teams to shine.
The Elite course picked up a few marks in
Tollymore Forest, then had a long leg to a crag
close to the Blue Lough before turning back
on its self and heading for the top of Slieve
Bernagh and eventually the overnight camp at
Bloody Bridge where a recently opened official
site welcomed them with good ground and
fantastic views. On Day 2, the course went up
Chimney Rock Mountain then across to a stream
source on the north side of Slieve Donard.
After a manned check point on the Donard/
Commedagh col the course looped up and
down on both sides of the Brandy Pad before
arriving at another manned check point at the
Hares Gap which marked the start of a 7-point
cluster leading eventually to the finish back at
Tollymore.

The Newcastle pairing of Deon McNeilly and
Eamon McCrickard held a significant advantage
half way through Day 1 but lost out to the
superior navigation of another local team,
Billy Reid and Gerry Kingston, who held a 20minute lead at the overnight camp. McNeilly
and McCrickard turned the tables on Day 2 by
choosing a faster route through the cluster and
ended up the elite class winners by a mere two
and a half minutes. Jonathan McCloy and Paul
Weir were third in splendid isolation, well ahead
of Ivan Park and Paul Mahon. The only lady in the
Elite category, Norma Rea came fifth with her
husband Dave Ewart and they pushed the vets
team of Ricky Cowan and Fred Hamond into fifth
position.
The B course was very similar to the Elite
only missing out the climb to the top of Slieve
Bernagh but it also enjoyed the same cluster as
the Elites on Day 2. The course planner does this
on purpose so that B class teams can compare
themselves to Elites. Early in Day 1 nine B class
teams had produced a time which would have
placed them fourth in the elite at this stage food for thought and maybe an incentive to
move up and test themselves in the Elite next
year.
The sun shone as the teams finished and
many tired runners lay around and soaked it
up. Denis Rankin conducted the prize giving
assisted by our local sponsor, Dion Jackson.
Denis talked about the situation of the B class
and Elite entries being down and wondered
how we can encourage more people to test
themselves at these levels. On the other hand
the C class is tremendously popular and the D
class continues to grow in popularity each year.
After the main prize giving was concluded Denis
made two special awards. One was to Brian
Layton for his long term support of the event. He
has racked up fifteen consecutive MMM’s. With
an eye to the future he also gave a special award
to the youngest team, Craig Palmer and Allan Mc
Keown.
Finally, a big thank you to all those people
who helped out with marshalling, registration
and running the campsite. Also to our sponsors,
Lowe Alpine and Jackson Sports, for their
generous support for the fifth year running.
Everything went so well that we had the whole
event packed up by eight o’clock, a record, and I
was home by ten with my feet up in front of the
telly. I don’t think I was the only one.
Jim Brown
Elite class
1. D McNeilly/E. McCrickard
11.30.47
2. B. Reid/G. Kingston (Vets)
11.33.28
3. J. McCloy/P. Weir		
12.49.17
4. I. Park/P. Mahon		
13.39.32
5. N. Rea/D. Ewart (Mixed)
14.52.47
B class
1. M. Alexander/J. McCormick
09.33.21
2. T. Martin/S. Martin		
10.03.10
3. D. Newell/R. Donaldson
10.07.44
4. R. Lang/A. Gilkison		
10.12.38
5. D. Wilson/D. Mitchell (Vets)
10.28.59
10. S. Murray/K. Duggan (Mixed)
11.36.51
C class
1. D. Wetherill/A. Chatterton (Vets) 7.48.15
2. M. Bignall/C. Finlay		
8.27.41
3. A. Zholobenko/O. Largey
8.34.18
4. R. Warnock/C. Ross		
8.51.02
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5. P. Davis/D. Curley		
9.03.00
7. L. Colyer/S. Colyer (Mixed)
9.18.02
11. L. Masterton/T. Greig (MixedVets) 9.44.54
32. C. Samways/F. Mullan (Ladies)
10.45.21
D class
1. D. Asquith/M. Asquith		
7.23.09
2. B. Cook/K. Greig (Mixed)
8.06.15
3. M. Murphy/E. Murphy (MixedVets) 8.13.31
4. A. Teasdale/C. Boden (Ladies)
8.24.30

EDDIE LEAL AND BRENDA LAWSON
MEMORIAL
Isle of Wight
19/20.09.09
The Fifteenth Isle of Wight Fell Running Series was
held at the weekend and consists of three races
held over two days with the runners covering
24 miles of off-road running with over 4300 feet
of ascent. This year we had a record number of
finishers with 156 runners registered and 350
finishing the 3 races. The races were hosting
the SEAA Fell Running Championships for the
eleventh year.
Whilst we have no proper ‘fell’ terrain on the
Island the races meet the FRA classifications for
ascent and distance and the hills around Ventnor
have some of the steepest climbs and descents
around.
Race One, the St. Boniface Fell, is held on the
Saturday morning and consists of a straight dash
from the seafront at Ventnor to the top of St.
Boniface and back down, the runners covering 3
miles and 776 feet of ascent.
It’s then all too short a gap to Race Two, The
Ventnor Horseshoe, held on Saturday afternoon.
The runners again start at the seafront and
ascend St. Boniface before descending to Wroxall,
through to Cooks Castle and then the railway
line before the long ascent to St. Martins Down,
Luccombe Down before returning via a descent
of St. Boniface. The runners cover 8 miles here
with 1600 feet of ascent.
Sunday morning sees quite a few stiff runners
lining up for the Wroxall Round, the longest with
the runners covering 13 miles and 2000 feet of
ascent. The race starts off relatively flat through
La Falaise Park before ascending to Watcombe
Bottom and Stenbury Down. It’s then a steep
descent to Stenbury Manor Farm before another
ascent to Gat Cliff, Freemantle Gate. Then through
to the Donkey Sanctuary and the railway line
before another long ascent to St. Martins Down
and Luccombe Down before the descent of St.
Boniface to the finish.
The races were slightly lengthened through
the town this year for safety concerns with new
records starting for all races.
The very good weather for all three races led to
some fast times with the first 3 runners in Race 3
beating the old record on a longer course!
This year the events were renamed in Honour
of Eddie Leal, a founder member of the Fell
Running Association (Membership No. 2) and
Brenda Lawson who both started the Ventnor Fell
Running Association.
The races are organized by the Ventnor Fell Run
Association with assistance from Ryde Harriers.
Many thanks to the Red Cross, Maureen Cawley
and Geoff Lawson. David Martin from Ventnor
Rugby Club for organizing marshals on Sunday,
George Harlow for organizing marshals for
Saturday and Sunday from the Rotary Club and

the many other marshals for their help, without
which the event would be impossible to stage.
Thanks also to WightLink for sponsoring the ferry
fares for the competitors and Paul Judge of the
Leconfield Country House Restaurant Bonchurch
for race sponsorship.
Many thanks to Bob Niblett, David Yates, Dave
and Joy Furmidge, the Makins and Chris Powell,
for timekeeping and recording. Thanks also to
Lorraine Baron for the race sweeping.
Chris Lewis
Overall results
1. N. Torry
Serpent
4 pts
2. R. Phillips
Serpent
5 pts
3. H. Torry
Serpent
9 pts
4. Z. Grice
StubbG
14 pts
5. A. Robbins
Serpent
14 pts
6. V. Booth O/40
CheshHR 19 pts
7. G. Parsons O/40
LndnFr
22 pts
8. M. Richards O/50
GoytV
31 pts
9. M. Braley
Serpent
31 pts
10. N. Barberis-Negra
Serpent
34 pts
LADIES
1. J. Fanning
Serpent
7 pts
2. S. Dickson
LndnFr
7 pts
3. A. Wingler O/40
Highgate 10 pts
4. K. Laforet
Serpent
12 pts
5. L. Denison
Serpent
21 pts
6. L. Gettins O/40
Compton 22 pts
7. M. Valencia
LndnFr
25 pts
8. L. Gaffney O/40
Loughton 25 pts
9. P. Glover O/40
CaldV
32 pts
10. C. Real
Loughton 37 pts
(16) J. Brown
Ryde
55 pts
RACE 1 – ST BONIFACE FELL
AS/3m/780ft
1. N. Torry
Serpent
18.45
2. R. Phillips
Serpent
19.04
3. H. Torry
Serpent
19.11
4. Z. Grice
StubbG
20.28
5. A. Robbins
Serpent
21.21
VETERANS O/40
1. (6) A. Owen
LndnH
21.23
2. (7) G. Parsons
LndnFR
21.24
VETERANS O/50
1. (13) M. Richards
GoytV
21.50
2. (19) A. Crossley
EGrinst
22.48
VETERANS O/60
1. (41) G. Newton
Tadw
24.33
2. (67) M. Adams
BristW
27.20
VETERANS O/70
1. (99) F. Makin
HolmeP
30.45
2. (117) F. Cash
Lought
36.50
LADIES
1. (18) A. Wingler O/40 Highgate 22.20
2. (23) S. Dickson
LndnFr
23.03
3. (25) K. Laforet
Serpent
23.12
(87) J. Brown O/50
Ryde
29.01
122 finishers
RACE 2 – VENTNOR HORSESHOE
BM/7m/1500ft
1. N. Torry
Serpent
55.08
2. R. Phillips
Serpent
55.49
3. H. Torry
Serpent
56.26
4. Z. Grice
StubbG
61.50
5. A. Robbins
Serpent
62.24
VETERANS O/40
1. (6) V. Booth
CheshHR 62.41
2. (8) G. Parsons
LndnFR
63.32
VETERANS O/50
1. (9) M. Richards
GoytV
64.41
2. (16) N. Holmes
FleetC
67.25

VETERANS O/60
1. (30) G. Newton
Tadw
2. (58) P. Townsend
Unatt
LADIES
1. (15) J. Fanning
Serpent
2. (24) S. Dickson
LndnFR
3. (29) H. Wallington
O/40
Sthmptn
(88) J. Brown O/50
Ryde
114 finishers
RACE 3 – WROXALL ROUND
CL/13m/1500ft
1. R. Phillips
Serpent
2. N. Torry
Serpent
3. H. Torry
Serpent
4. A. Robbins
Serpent
5. V. Booth O/40
CheshHR
VETERANS O/40
1. (5) V. Booth
CheshHR
2. (7) G. Parsons
LndnFR
VETERANS O/50
1. (9) M. Richards
GoytV
2. (19) N. Brooke
WellsC
VETERANS O/60
1. (34) G. Newton
Tadw
2. (61) M. Adams
BristW
LADIES
1. (13) L. Whiley O/40
Reading
2. (24) J. Fanning
Serpent
3. (27) S. Dickson
LndnFR
(79) J. Brown O/50
Ryde
112 finishers

70.10
78.07
66.47
69.32
69.57
88.17

80.19
80.57
82.28
91.49
92.06
92.06
93.47
95.06
101.52
106.24
118.44
97.54
103.28
103.59
130.01

CLWYDIAN JUNIOR SERIES PONDEROSA RACE
Wales
20.09.09
The weather was lovely and the ground dry for
the last of the Clwydian Junior Series. There was
a great turn out and great to see new runners,
even some from Australia. Eight competed in
the 6-7 years old, Freya Davis out right, closely
followed by Billy McCorkell. In the 8-9 years race,
Tom Holmes ran a great race but Sasi Williams
and Martha Owen were hard of his heels. Sasi
and Martha fought it out the whole way round,
Sasi just finished ahead. Lilly Davis and Lucia
Hughes both powered up the hill but Lilly took
the lead on the descent. Grant Leach, Matty
Blackwell and Madison Davis all gave great
performances in the 12-13 years old race, Matty
won in 9.24.
Freya and Billy also won the series for the 6-7
years, Tom and Martha won the 8-9 years old,
Tom won all three of his races. Lilly and Lucia
were joint winners of the 10-11 years catergory.
Grant and Madison won the series for 12-13
years. Jim Davis won the ‘Best Marshal prize.
Mary Gillie
12-13 years - 2.05km/220m
1. M. Blackwell		
9.24
2. G. Leach		
10.01
3. M. Davis Girl		
12.41
10-11 years - 1.74km/220m
1. L. Davis Girl		
8.59
2. L. Hughes Girl		
10.31
8-9 years - 1.19km/50m
1. T. Holmes		
4.51
2. S. Williams Girl		
4.56
3. M. Owen Girl		
4.57
4. H. Hodgson 		
5.22
5. M. Hodgson Girl		
5.33
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4.59
5.42
5.52
6.02

DALEHEAD
Cumbria
AS/4.5m/2210ft 20.09.09
1. R. Lightfoot
Ellenb
46.13
2. S. Booth O/40
Borr
48.31
3. M. Fraser
Kesw
48.45
4. T. Addison
HelmH
49.56
5. M. Hulley
DkPk
52.17
6. P. Jackson Lady
Kesw
53.15
7. B. Proctor O/50
HelmH
54.53
8. M. Addison
HelmH
55.06
9. A. Labram O/40
Eden
55.59
10. C. Upson O/40
W’land
56.43
VETERANS O/50
1. (7) B. Proctor
HelmH
54.53
2. (19) S. Addison
HelmH
62.08
3. (29) K. Walker
Unatt
70.17
VETERANS O/60
1. (24) J. Downie
Kesw
67.24
LADIES
1. (6) P. Jackson
Kesw
53.15
2. (36) C. Cunningham Borr
77.36
3. (37) L. Dunn
Kesw
77.51
4. (38) A. Downie O/40 Kesw
78.40
41 finishers

STANAGE STRUGGLE
Derbyshire
BM/6.1m/1200ft 20.09.09
1. S. Bond
TFS
2. A. Ward
Clowne
3. J. Morgan O/40
DkPk
4. I. Phillips
Mat
5. C. Gilhooly
DkPk
6. J. Rocks
DkPk
7. G. Moffatt O/40
DkPk
8. B. Stewart
Holmf
9. P. Hodges
DkPk
10. L. Banton
Clowne
VETERANS O/50
1. (25) J. Mooney
Macc
2. (40) R. Fawcett
DkPk
3. (44) A. Moore
DkPk
VETERANS O/60
1. (71) P. Gorvett
DkPk
2. (99) N. Oxley
Unatt
3. (120) G. Breeze
Ilk
LADIES
1. (26) J. McIver
DkPk
2. (27) C. Howard
Mat
3. (74) S. McCormack
Sheff
4. (89) L. Morgan-Jones
O/40
NDerby
5. (92) R. Evans
DkPk
(150) J. Crowson O/40 DkPk
(234) J. Walller O/50
DkPk
(248) E. Turner O/50
Unatt
(261) C. Hartwright O/60 Totley
286 finishers

38.00
38.22
40.34
40.59
41.05
41.14
41.39
41.58
42.02
42.08

Fairholmes, near Ladybower Reservoir, the route
starts with a long climb on to Derwent Edge
after which the terrain eases. Heading south via
Stanage, Burbage and Frogsatt Edges the race
finishes near Baslow.
This year’s event was blessed with good
weather again and the runners recorded very
quick times. First was Matty Brennan in a time of
2.58.00.
Apart from taking in some spectacular scenery
along the way this is a great fundraiser for Edale
Mountain Rescue team, who organise and help
marshal this event.
The race is just over 20 miles, all off road,
mainly on paths and tracks. At the end the
organisers laid on courtesy buses to take those
who needed it, transport back to the start. The
buses run every 30 – 40 minutes but included in
the entry fee is a free drink at the local pub - the
perfect way to unwind and chat about the race.
The race is increasing in popularity each year.
The event will be run again on 25 September
2010. Entries will be taken from January 2010.
Neil Roden
1. M. Brennan		
2.58
2. W. Newton		
3.00
3. T. Clarke		
3.03
VETERANS O/40
1. S. Rivers		
3.04

VETERANS O/50
1. S. Whittaker		
LADIES
1. Z. Proctor		
2. N. Hall		
3. K. Ashworth		
68 finishers

3.59
3.04
3.26
3.30

SCAFELL PIKE
Cumbria
AS/4.5m/3000ft 26.09.09
An unbelievably perfect day but with cloud on
the summit, so full kit was required - 73 starters,
up 2 on last year – and six juniors! I’ll have to
check the records, but I don’t think we’ve had
8 runners under/up to the hour for many years.
Conditions must have been superb.
The winner, Nick Fish, was beaten to the
summit by runner-up and junior winner, Robbie
Simpson. Third place went to Simon Booth (also
1st V40).
The ladies’ winner was Sarah Ridgway, second
Hazel Robinson, third was Lynne Clough (also
1st LV40).
Robbie Simpson won the junior U18 category,
second overall, second Jack Smith, third Andy
Fleet.
The next three special trophies were won by
the same people as last year, quite a record.
Nick Fish in the lead at
the Scafell Pike race

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

6-7 years - 0.75km/50m
1. F. Davis Girl		
2. B. Mckorkell		
3. I. Owen Girl		
4. K. McCabe Girl		

44.15
46.35
46.58
49.57
51.47
53.52
44.18
44.38
50.03
51.15
51.24
56.08
62.54
64.20
67.02

NINE EDGES ENDURANCE
Derbyshire
BL/20.4m/2930ft 26.09.09
This event, now in its 4th year, is a linear route
following nine grit stone edges on the eastern
side of the Peak District National Park. Starting at
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BLACK MOUNTAINS FELL RACE
South Wales
AL/17m/5200ft 26.09.09
Winner and first veteran, Mark Palmer, sprinted
across the finish line fifty seconds inside Billy
Bland’s old veterans’ record.
Ladies’ winner, Helen Fines, finally ended
second placed Jackie Lee’s siz consecutive
wins, but I still got my kiss from Jackie at the
presentation!!
Thanks again to all helpers – Adrian and
Sharon Woods, Adrain and Kerry Andrews, Dick
Finch, John Battersby, Ricki and Emma Baylis, Les
Williams, Chris and Jessica Taylor, Sue Ashton,
Cliff and St Peter’s School, Alastair Tye, and
anybody else who I’ve missed.

Photo © Pete Hartley

The King of the Mountains trophy (cumulative
points from the Snowdon, Ben Nevis & Scafell
Pike) had 11 entries this year & was won – again!!
- by Bruce Elsworth, second the ‘prince’ Andy
Fleet and third was Gary Fleet.
The Queen of the Mountains was Linda
MacEwan, another repeat performance!! the
princess was Cath Bradley and third, Ali Thomas.
The winning Jack & Jill couple were again
Mike and Hazel Robinson – a great performance,
second Ian and Sarah Ridgway, third Nick & Julia
Fish.
Thanks to Richard Green & Terry Kirton on the
summit checkpoint, Peter O’Neill base radio,
course flagging & stock control!! Jim Davies
and Lindsay Buck race registration, stopwatch
& various help flagging, also to David Elthorpe
for providing the safety cover and to John Rae
for taking the pictures – I sent a link to the FRA
under Snapfish, I’ll try to figure out a way to give
you all a link to them.
It was a lovely event to organise – hope
you enjoyed the buckets of flapjacks. I’ll try to
improve the manufacturing process so there are
less broken ones next year - trust you all had a
good run & we’ll see at least some of you again
next year.
Cheers,
Richard Eastman
1. N. Fish
Borr
54.06
2. R. Simpson
Dees
54.37
3. S. Booth O/40
Borr
55.38
4. S. Bond
TFS
56.03
5. A. Whittem
CaldV
58.05
6. M. Hulley
DkPk
59.16
7. M. Robinson O/40
DkPk
59.37
8. P. Cornforth O/45
Borr
60.00
9. J. Coe
DkPk
61.36
10. N. Ashcroft O/40
Amble
61.52
VETERANS O/50
1. (26) G. Bastow
Ripon
71.45
2. (28) P. Chapman
Ripon
71.59
3. (30) I. Robinson
Clay
72.07
VETERANS O/60
1. (65) M. Walsh
Lytham
94.30
2. (67) T. Heffersman
Stroud
98.36
3. (70) P. Walsh
Bowl
106.40
LADIES
1. (23) S. Ridgway
Eryri
70.34
2. (25) H. Robinson
Amble
71.02
3. (35) L. Clough O/40 Chorl
75.53
4. (47) C. Bradley
Wharf
79.50
5. (50) A. Thomas O/40 Eryri
80.34
(71) V. Bachelor O/50
Stroud
131.15
73 finishers

Gareth Jackson (Rossendale) & Steve
Smithies (CVFR) – Thieveley Pike 2009

Puffing Billy (Boiler now broken and derailed!!)
1. M. Palmer O/40		
2.27.10
2. L. Taggart O/40		
2.30.51
3. H. Aggleton		
2.46.03
4. R. Gordon		
2.54.14
5. A. Powell O/40		
2.54.35
6. S. Long O/40		
2.54.48
7. P. Murrin		
2.55.17
8. H. Fines		
2.57.34
9. D. Nettlefield		
3.04.30
10. M. Lawson O/40		
3.05.21
VETERANS O/50
1. (17) C. Taylor		
3.14.58
2. (24) D. Johnston		
3.24.15
3. (25) S. Davies		
3.25.05
VETERANS O/60
1. (40) D. Finch		
3.46.44
2. (58) G. Jones		
4.36.52
3. (62) G. Gunner		
4.48.16
LADIES
1. (8) H. Fines		
2.57.34
2. (13) J. Lee		
3.10.22
3. (30) P. Webster		
3.29.30
4. (38) V. Lawson		
3.46.15
5. (42) E. Barrett		
3.49.08
(43) N. Morgan O/40		
3.49.08
(47) L. Summers		
3.58.52
65 finishers

THIEVELEY PIKE
Lancashire
AS/4.25m/1300ft 26.09.09
To my relief, because I had been unable to
contact him prior to the race, last year’s winner,
Ben Mounsey returned the venerable trophy –
engraved and cleaned – before the start. I had
worried needlessly. Ben showed his intentions
by establishing a lead before he left the start
field and retained the trophy by posting a time
of 32.26, leading Calder Valley to the team prize.
Second was first V40, James Logue, third Andy
Wrench and fourth Chris Smale (1st V45). From a
personal and club point of view, it was great to
see Mike Wallis on the entry list after his longstanding injury, but unsurprisingly, he couldn’t
prevent in-form Phil Taylor from taking the V50
prize.
In the ladies’ race, Todmorden easily claimed
the team prize, with Lauren Jeska in first place,
Claire Duffield, second and Kath Brierley fourth,
first lady vet. The Tod procession was only
interrupted by Lorraine Slater, a new recruit to
the Clayton ranks. Clayton also picked up the
LV55, LV60 and V55 categories, while Lawrence
Sullivan, days before his 75th birthday, took the
V70 prize, defeating all the V65s in the process.
Grateful thanks to all the Clayton members
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who helped in any way at all with the race.
Such a level of support eases the job of the
race organiser considerably. Once I had
set up in the school hall, my main task was
to operate the electronic timer – you will
not be surprised that I managed to make
a mess of it! Once the timer was running,
all I had to do was press a button as each
runner crossed the line, but I managed to
miss one. DOH!
Thanks to Wesham RR, Todmorden and
Preston Harriers for choosing the race as
a club championship counter, giving an
increased number of entrants. This, plus fine
weather and no access difficulties, made for
a most enjoyable and successful occasion.
Pete Booth
1. B. Mounsey
CaldV
32.26
2. J. Logue O/40
Horw
33.02
3. A. Wrench O/40
Tod
33.46
4. C. Smale O/45
Unatt
34.11
5. B. Stewart
Holmf
34.23
6. C. Livesey
Prest
34.25
7. S. Smithies O/40
CaldV
34.40
8. A. Fowler U/20
Prest
34.59
9. A. Thorpe O/40
Hfax
35.03
10. G. Jackson
Ross
35.24
VETERANS O/50
1. (11) P. Taylor
Ross
35.47
2. (15) M. Wallis
Clay
36.46
3. (16) R. Owen
B’burn
36.53
VETERANS O/60
1. (41) P. Lyons
Ross
43.22
2. (66) G. Large
NVets
47.29
3. (71) P. Marshall
Tod
48.40
VETERANS O/70
1. (76) L. Sullivan
Clay
49.44
2. (105) G. Arnold
Prest
59.40
LADIES
1. (28) L. Jeska
Tod
40.58
2. (40) C. Duffield
Tod
43.08
3. (48) L. Slater
Clay
44.20
4. (47) K. Brierley O/45 Tod
44.47
5. (57) K. Taylor O/50
Ross
46.23
(69) J. Rawlinson O/55 Clay
48.14
(73) L. Abdy O/45
Tod
48.56
(101) K. Goss O/60
Clay
56.28
(111) L. Eden O/60
Ilk
67.48
112 finishers

LONGMYND HIKE
Shropshire
BL/50m/9800ft 03.10.09

RAB MOUNTAIN MARATHON
Cumbria
26/27.09.09
The Howgills around Sedbergh, bordering
Cumbria and the Yorkshire Dales, was the host
to this year’s Rab Mountain Marathon. Now
in its third year, the marathon organised and
run by Dark & White Events has seen a steady
increase in the number of competitors entering
each year. From modest beginnings, the event
now draws in excess of 500 competitors for two
days of self-sufficient mountain challenge and
navigation. Various classes of race allow entrants
the option of going full-blown hell for leather or
the walkers’ class, in the words of the organisers,
“it is for those who wish to have a weekend out
in the hills.”
Competitors carry all kit that is needed
with them for the two days, including tent for
the overnight camp, the emphasis being on
lightweight and minimalist. Pre-requisites in
the rules give a minimum kit requirement that
has to be carried for safety reasons and random
kit checks at the end of the race ensure these
rules are adhered to, thus ensuring the safety
of competitors and preventing any such ‘media
storms’ experienced in recent years!
This year saw Elite competitors allowed 7 hours
to complete as much of the course as possible,
whilst the other classes were given 6 hours. The
use of SPORTident timing equipment meant
competitors found checkpoints and logged their
passing by “dibbing” in the appropriate control
box. With points deducted for late return, route
choice and timings were essential. Late return
between 1-5 minutes meant 1 point deducted
for every minute, 6-10 minutes late; 2 points per
minute, 11-15 minutes late; 5 points per minute,
16-30 minutes late; 10 points per minute and over
30 minutes late, saw you lose your day’s effort
with all points scrubbed.
In a peculiar twist of normality, clear skies and
fantastic warm weather blessed all who entered
the 2009 Rab Mountain Marathon, was it almost
too warm? Competitors rely largely on water
taken from streams and becks, choosing not to

carry the extra weight of fluids, but risking the
possibility of becoming dehydrated.
Halfway through the day most competitors
had moved in to the northern-most part of
the Howgills towards the overnight camp,
situated on the eastern side of the hills. The
miles of undulating terrain provided challenging
checkpoint locations, with some hidden at the
base of gullies, whilst others were based on peak
summits.
The end of day one saw all athletes assemble
at the overnight camp, with reports from the
first day wholly positive, the course and choice
of terrain was well received with complaints
only relating to tired feet and hamstrings. This
mountain marathon is set out in such a way that
there is no obvious route to follow, competitors
choose their own route and the level of positive
feedback shows that great care is taken by
the organisers in planning and setting out the
course.
A few hundred tents adorned the camp site
where competitors were required to stay the
night, something that resembled a festival, only
a lot more civilised, with most competitors in
bed and asleep by 9 00p.m. A 7.15 a.m. start
awaited those eager to get stuck into day two.
Misty conditions meant a slightly cooler
second day. On Sunday the elite class were
allowed 6 hours and the standard classes 5
hours to finish the course. The penalties for late
return were the same as day one. The early mist
was short lived, making navigation a lot more
straightforward. With generally good visibility,
competitors were able to spend more time
running and less time on the finer points of route
selection.
The shoulder of Grere Fell was a deciding
point for many racers, the choice was to head
directly north for some of the highest scoring
checkpoints or begin to head directly west, back
in to the main concentration of checkpoints
which held slightly lower values. A mixture of
knowledge in one’s own ability and amount of
time left, forced this decision for many.
Adrian Boyes

Navigating with care as the cloud
comes down on day 2

A record turnout, only a small shower and a
full moon, good racing and a long day.
Phil Harris
1. A. Rankin
Cambs
8.02
2. S. White
Mercia
8.09
3. A. Davies O/40
Mercia
8.27
3. A. Smalls
8.27
5. M. Beale
8.33
6. J. Hedger
Unatt
8.40
7. M. Humphreys
Stroud
8.52
8. M. Smith
8.53
8. C. Johnson
8.53
LADIES
1. (11) N. Spink
DkPk
9.51
1. (11) V. Swingler
Shrop
9.51
3. (26) C. Kenny
10.26
3. (26) K. Nash
10.26
5. (40) P. Page
11.00
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Photos © Dave MacFarlane -www.planetfear.com

Light trails at the overnight
camp below the Howgills
Elite class
1. S. Pyke
2. A. Pilkington
3. S. Bellamy

StaffsM
Settle
Mercia

700 pts
695 pts
670 pts

Male (solo/team)
1. D. Duxbury
Amble
2. N. Talbott/J. Davies Unatt
3. R. Findley-Robinson DkPk

590 pts
539 pts
485 pts

Female (solo/team)
1. B. Harper/D. Smith
2. J. Gillyon/C. Evans
3. B. Lee

405 pts
385 pts
380 pts

Totley
Kesw
Unatt

Male Veteran
1. S. Watkins
Baildon
2. A. Ward/P Stopford Dk Pk
3. M. Buskwood
Totley
Female Veteran
1. H. Deeney/S. Booth Ilk
2. C. Dallimore / LesCroups MDC
3. A. Sykes/S. Jones
Unatt

342 pts
340 pts
295 pts

Mixed pair
1. D. de Bellaigue/ T. Challan
2. J. Moulding /B. Lonsdale
3. S. Anderson/H. Gilbert Totley

465 pts
450 pts
410 pts

Cloud inversion on the first
morning of the marathon

500 pts
485 pts
475 pts

Mixed Veteran Pair
1. J. Zakrzewski/D Brown Dumfries
445 points
2. M. Berners-Lee/L. Berners-Lee Unatt 440 points
3. S. Caldwell/ C. Elphick Eborienteers 425 points
Generation Pair
1. S. Martin/T. Martin
DPFA
2. D. Newton/W. Newton Matlock
3. I. Marshall / K. Duckworth Sadd

485 points
240 points
160 points

Walkers’ Class
1. P. Matthews
2. N. O’Gorman
3. P. Williams/P. Byers

259 points
223 points
174 points
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AUTUMN LEAVES
Lancashire
BM/8.5m/1700ft 03.10.09
With gale force winds ripping over Marsden
Moor, it was never going to be a day for records
to be broken. Unfortunately this wasn’t quite the
case for one of our competitors who suffered
a nasty broken ankle on the rough section
through the golf course. Special mention must
go to two former winners of this event - Yvonne
Beckwith and Dominic Franklin, who selflessly
gave up their own races to attend to the stricken
runner. As race organiser, I insisted on random
kit checks at the start of the race and feel entirely
vindicated as this accident could well have had
a more serious outcome had the kit requirement
of full body cover not been enforced.
The race itself saw exactly one hundred
runners set off up Boat Lane for this, the last
Autumn Leaves race (in Autumn). The host Club
put out a strong team, pacing four in the top six.
Up front, Colin Bishop had a real tussle with our
Prodigal Son, Sean Willis, (1st V40), with less than
half a minute separating them at the end. Adam
Taylor from our guests from the weekend West
End Runners, came home third, a further sixteen
seconds behind.
In the ladies’ race, Yvonne’s Florence
Nightingale act may have allowed team mate
Laura Davison to take the honours with Ginny
Willey and Jill Robinson (1st LV50) taking the
minor places.
In the most important competition of the
day, our Cake competition, Colin Bishop did
the double by winning best decorated cake.
This did cause the organiser an issue in that
the winning cake is presented to the race
winner. Colin did not want his cake back so was
generously donated to the pair who attended at
the aforementioned incident. Best tasting cake
went to Sue Ratcliffe and best junior cake went
to Sam Darke. All of the cakes were then greedily
consumed by the very windswept competitors.
As stated this was the last running of this race
in Autumn due to nesting issues. We have our
Ravenstones race in May, so we are swapping
the two events, so make sure to keep an eye on
the Fellrunner for revised dates and race title.
Possible date is Saturday 1 May 2010.
A massive thanks to all at Saddleworth, who
once again turned out in their numbers to make
sure this event was a great success. Also to Up
and Running for their sponsorship.
98 finishers
1. C. Bishop
Sadd
1.04.28
2. S. Wills O/40
Sadd
1.04.51
3. A. Taylor
WestEnd 1.05.05
4. I. Ridgway
Eryri
1.08.16
5. R. Green O/40
Sadd
1.09.15
6. A. King
Sadd
1.09.29
7. P. Rowley
Sale
1.09.38
8. G. Hill O/40
CaldV
1.10.25
9. S. Booth O/40
Unatt
1.10.37
10. D. Keeling O/40
Chesh
1.11.32
VETERANS O/50
1. (11) R. Crossland
Unatt
1.11.39
2. (22) D. Fretwell
Kghly
1.16.24
3. (27) C. Marshall
Kghly
1.17.51
VETERANS O/60
1. (53) G. Large
NVets
1.24.22
2. (68) J. Hignett
Ross
1.30.10
3. (83) T. Greene
Sadd
1.38.15

VETERANS O/70
1. (97) P. Lott
LADIES
1. (34) L. Davison
2. (41) G. Willey
3. (43) J. Robinson O/50
4. (56) M. Macniven
5. (61) M. Devine
(67) G. Barber O/40
(69) G. Wisbey O/40
(98) L. Eden O/60
98 finishers

WestEnd

2.03.46

WestEnd
Middle
Settle
Sale
Chorl
Saddle
CaldV
Ilk

1.19.35
1.21.20
1.22.03
1.25.28
1.27.02
1.29.56
1.30.39
2.04.50

FAN FAWR
Brecons, S Wales
AS/2m/1000ft 03.10.09
1. P. Ryder
2. R. Gordon
3. H. Aggleton
4. P. Murrin
5. C. Flower O/40
6. G. Hunt
7. H. Fines
8. M. Suff O/40
9. M. Bryant O/40
10. J. Aggleton O/50
VETERANS O/50
1. (10) J. Aggleton
2. (12) C. Taylor
3. (15) P. Williams
VETERANS O/60
1. (26) L.Williams
2. (36) D. Finch
3. (38) R. West
LADIES
1. (7) H. Fines
2. (22) H. Bennett
3. (23) B. Thomas
4. (37) D. Woodbridge
5. 40) J. Richards
40 finishers

Brych
MynDu
MDC
Chep
MynDu
RMarines
CaldV
Heref
MDC
MDC

17.13
17.32
17.41
18.37
18.58
19.06
19.47
20.38
20.49
20.52

MDC
MDC
MDC

20.52
21.16
21.45

Eryri
MDC
MDC

24.32
27.00
27.25

CaldV
MDC
Unatt
Griffiths
Griffiths

19.47
24.09
24.12
27.07
34.39

ARENIG FAWR
S Wales
AM/6.7m/1900ft 04.10.09
1. S. Smith
2. S. Pyke O/40
3. I. Richards
4. W. Horsley
5. M. Roberts
6. H. Matthews
7. I. Houston O/40
8. C. Jones
9. M. Cliffe
10. H. Fines
VETERANS O/50
1. (16) S. Jones
2. (17) I. Edgar
3. (24) D. Colclough
VETERANS O/60
1. D. Williams
2. M. Blake
3. P. Roberts
LADIES
1. H. Fines
2. A. Rowlands
3. J. Moore
4. A. Pepperman
5. W. Trimbel
E. Salisbury O/40
M. Oliver O/60
S. Ridings O/50

Eryri
Staffs
Meirion
NFR
Eryri
MynDu
Wrex
Eryri
Eryri
CaldV

58.41
59.09
59.30
60.07
60.27
62.14
62.58
63.23
64.16
64.40

Eryri
Eryri
Staffs

67.26
67.30
70.56

Eryri
Eryri
Buckley

74.58
77.15
79.49

CaldV
Eryri
Unatt
Unatt
Eryri
Eryri
Eryri
Clwyd

64.40
68.48
80.53
84.44
88.07
95.49
100.13
110.21

SANDSTONE TRAIL RACE
Cheshire
A Race CL/17.1m/2150ft 04.10.09
The 33rd running of these one-way races took
place in beautiful early autumn conditions. The
firm dry conditions underfoot helped all 308
finishers, many of them regulars, to feel they
had enjoyed one of their better runs and some
course records were comprehensively beaten.
John Brown broke the A race record by a clear
5 minutes in 1.50.20, despite a few minor route
choice errors along the way. However, the first 4
finishers beat last year’s winning time of 1.59.25,
including the 2008 winner, Tom Annable, who
was nearly 2 minutes quicker and came in 4th.
Previous record holder Glen Groves, Liverpool
Harriers AC, had to retire with an injury but has
vowed to return in each of the next 2 years with
a mission to achieve a unique two consecutive
wins.
The first 5 finishers were under 2 hours
whereas only Tom achieved this last year. MV50
and 60 records both went (Ian Lancaster, 2.04.40
and Ken Burgess, 2.17.26, as did the FV50, Sandra
Connell 2.48.55. First Lady, Ruth Isaacs, 2.20.35,
is a regular star performer in the Sandstone.
Tattenhall Runners, the club most local to the
race route, took the Team Prize.
There is a trophy for the First Orienteer in the
A Race as the organising club is an orienteering
one, Deeside OC, (the origins of the race lie in
Karrimor training in the 70s), and this went to
Andrew Thorpe of EPOC, a very creditable 5th
overall in 1.59.59, another record time.
The shorter B Race was hotly contested and
again records were broken. Peter Brook took
first place by a bare half minute over Jeff Kettle
and the next 3 were close on his heels. First
Lady Laura Murphy was 7th overall in 1.16.11,
respectably close to the record of experienced
fell runner Karen Parker’s 1.15.37 in 2007. FV40
Gill Mead beat her previous record time by
nearly 4 minutes in 1.17.39, and was 10th overall.
The most convincing new record has to be
Mike Smithard’s MV60 time of 1.19.29, over 7
minutes quicker than the previous best.
Chester Tri completed their high standing this
year by taking the Team Prize.
The one-way nature of the event makes for
complex organisation, with buses from the finish
in Delamere Forest to the starts at Duckington
and Beeston, and all the inherent problems of
marshalling over nearly 20 miles of hill and track.
Both races have been lengthened since 2005/6
due to complications with road crossings and
access, so the records are now of recent date.
None of this seems to discourage the runners
who have entered in droves in the last few
years. Because the race route is a long distance
footpath, a maximum entry of 190 per race is
imposed by the organisers. This year entries
were full 3 weeks before the closing date and
waiting lists were established. Those runners
who withdrew before race day had their places
filled by an overworked entries secretary. The A
Race winner was only given a place the evening
before the race (that’s presumably why he did
not know where he was going). The use of
Sportident timing has made timekeeping and
results production much easier, the link with
orienteering providing the necessary computing
expertise.
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The great popularity of the races is something
of a conundrum for Deeside Orienteering Club,
as finding an organiser has become increasingly
difficult. The present white knight is Geoff Shaw
of Helsby AC, who was so impressed with the
race, he joined Deeside and took the races on; he
is about to embark on his third year as organiser.
So, enter early and see you all next October.
Barry Barnes
1. J. Brown O/40
Salf
1.50.20
2. K. Begley O/40
ChestTri
1.56.03
3. V. Van Woerkom
Epsom
1.56.25
4. T. Annable O/40
ValeR
1.57.46
5. A. Thorpe O/40
EPOC
1.59.59
6. P. Taylor
Tatten
2.00.38
7. M. Hatton O/40
SChesh
2.01.37
8. D. Harris O/40
Chest
2.03.33
9. A. Staveley O/40
Burnden
2.04.07
10. A. Clague O/40
WChesh
2.04.25
VETERANS O/50
1. (11) I. Lancaster
Tatten
2.04.40
2. (16) G. Earlam
Ellesm
2.10.05
3. (39) P. Miller
Tatten
2.22.45
VETERANS O/60
1. (25) K. Burgess
Altrinch
2.17.26
2. (49) T. Burke
PennyLn
2.27.43
3. (77) N. Griffiths
Spect
2.37.35
VETERANS O/70
1. (141) P. Norman
Wrex
3.21.33
LADIES
1. (33) R. Isaacs O/40
Pensby
2.20.35
2. (34) N. Lowe
SChesh
2.21.26
3. (41) M. Conaghan
PennyLn
2.36.16
4. (63) S. Jackson
L’pool
2.32.15
5. (67) J. Molyneaux O/40
ValeR
2.32.41
152 finishers

B Race
CM/10.6m/950ft

1. P. Brook
2. J. Kettle
3. K. Bryers O/40
4. C. Gibbs O/40
5. M. Houghton
6. P. Frodsham O/50
7. L. Murphy U2/0
8. C. Murphy U/20
9. D. Gough O/40
10. G. Mead O/40
VETERANS O/50
1. (6) P. Frodsham
2. (13) D. Abel
3. (17) A. Garnett
VETERANS O/60
1. (15) M. Smithard
2. (22) M. Whiteside
3. (44) S. Baird
LADIES
1. (7) L. Murphy U/20
2. (8) C. Murphy U/20
3. (10) G. Mead O/40
4. (27) R. Majumdar
5. (39) A. Hughes
156 finishers

ChestTri
WChesh
Wirral
Wirral
Spect
LastInn
L’pool
L’pool
ValeR
Chest

1.12.49
1.13.36
1.14.30
1.14.45
1.15.49
1.16.11
1.16.25
1.17.14
1.17.28
1.17.39

LastInn
Unatt
Spect

1.16.11
1.19.16
1.20.01

DEE
Tatten
Chard

1.19.29
1.21.13
1.28.46

L’pool
L’pool
Chest
UNOC
Ellesm

1.16.25
1.17.14
1.17.39
1.22.53
1.26.57

HOPE MOORS & TORS
Derbyshire
BL/20m/3700ft 04.10.09
1. A. Perry		
2. A. Ward		
3. M. Ollerenshaw		
4. S. Pope (Veteran)		

2.47.39
2.52.35
2.54.07
2.55.56

5. T. Webb		
6. R. Murray (Veteran)		
7. I. Phillips		
8. M. Terry (Veteran)		
9. K. Perry (Veteran)		
10. K. Bailey (Lady)		
109 finishers

2.56.57
3.04.12
3.06.47
3.07.00
3.07.18
3.08.23

HOPE SKYLINE
Derbyshire
BM/8.5m/1500ft 04.10.09
1. M. Franklin		
2. H. Elmore (Lady)		
3. I. Parnell (Veteran)		
4. N. Wootton		
5. M. Law		
6. G. Davies		
7. G. Kendall (Lady)		
8. R. White		
9. D. Bone (Veteran)		
10. M. Hobson (Veteran)		
63 finishers

1.14.28
1.17.56
1.18.01
1.22.14
1.23.08
1.23.21
1.23.40
1.23.43
1.23.46
1.23.49

MANOR WATER
Peebles
BM/10m/2200ft 10.10.09
Colin Donnelly, who has just passed his 50th
birthday, won the race for the third time in four
attempts in a time of 68.50 (the fourth-fastest
over the course). Not content with winning the
race, Colin said afterwards that he had been
hoping to break the record of 68.14 in the ideal
running conditions that prevailed this year.
The race is held in conjunction with the Manor
Water Sheepdog Trials, one of the major events
of the year in the Manor Valley, and under the
auspices of the Carnethy Hill Running Club and
this was its 17th year. The race starts at Glack
Farm, near Croftlea, and the route goes via Glack
Hope to the ridge between the Manor Valley and
Dawyck as far as The Scrape, at 2,348 feet, returning the same way. The total distance is 10 miles
and the total climb is 2,200 feet. This year the 86
runners comprised 67 men and 19 women.
Second in the race was Brian Marshall in 71.03
and 3rd was Peter Devenport in 71.38. First in
the M40 class was Bruce Smith, 2nd was Des
Crowe and 3rd was Adam Anderson. Second in
the M50 class was Andy Spenceley and 3rd was
Gordon Cameron . First in the M60 class was
Douglas Milligan, second was Alan Yates and 3rd
was Chris Oliver..
First lady was Kate Jenkins in 80.51, 2nd
was Lucy Colquholn in 84.46 and 3rd was Keri
Weatherhogg in 89.32. First in the W40 class was
Leanne Haining and 2nd was Kate Friend. First in
the W50 class was Jean Robson.
The race takes place with the co-operation
of Dawyck Estates Ltd, The Wemyss & March
Estates, Fountain Forestry plc and Mr Barr of
Woodhouse Farm.
The organiser would like to take this opportunity publicly to thank those who sponsored
the day’s events. The principal sponsor of the Hill
Race was again Broughton Ales and there was
voucher support from Young & Co (Footwear)
of Peebles. The winner also receives a silver cup
engraved as The John Nash Memorial Trophy, in
recognition of the local farmer who initiated the
race.
Dr D Graham Pyatt
1. C. Donnelly O/50
Lochab
1.08.50

2. B. Marshall
3. P. Davenport
4. B. Wiseman
5. B. Smith O/40
6. D. Crowe O/40
7. A. Anderson O/40
8. D. Mepham O/40
9. M. Reid
10. A. Birnie O/40
VETERANS O/50
1. (11) A. Spenceley
2. (16) G. Cameron
3. (23) G. Pryde
VETERANS O/60
1. (33) D. Milliagan
2. (56) A. Yates
3. (64) C. Oliver
LADIES
1. (17) K. Jenkins
2. (22) L. Colquholn
3. (36) K. Weatherhogg
4. (41) J. Connor
5. (45) R. Smith
(54) L. Haining O/40
(71) K. Friend O/40
(78) J. Robson
(81) S. King
86 finishers

HELP
Unatt
Ochil
Carneth
Shettle
Carneth
Unatt
Unatt
Bella

1.11.03
1.11.38
1.12.41
1.15.01
1.15.52
1.17.30
1.17.36
1.17.51
1.19.09

Carneth
Carneth
Lomond

1.19.51
1.20.43
1.25.05

Solway
DkPk
HBT

1.28.51
1.38.16
1.43.03

HBT
Carneth
Perth
Moorft
Moorft
Gala
Carneth
ADAC
Gala

1.20.51
1.24.46
1.29.32
1.32.06
1.34.19
1.37.32
1.49.20
1.59.19
2.07.42

LANGDALE HORSESHOE
Cumbria
AL/14m/4000ft 10.10.09
With special entry arrangements for the race as it
formed part of the English Championship, it was
very pleasing to have such an excellent response
to the request for cancellations by those unable
to run. Everybody on the waiting list was offered
a run and Mountain Rescue gained a sizeable
donation. Strange that on the day over 100
runners failed to appear. Weather conditions
were good, although poor visibility on Bowfell
and the Crinkles caused a few problems.
A tactical race developed at the front, with
no attempt at the 1977 record. The first six
runners had 43 seconds between them with
Vets to the fore (11 of the first 20). Simon Booth
(Vet 40) won in 2.05.02, followed by Graham
Pearce, Simon Bailey, Rob Hope and evergreen
Ian Holmes. Other notable finishers were Mark
Roberts Vet 45 in 12th place, Willie Bell Vet 55
53rd and the Vet 60 contest was won by Ben
Grant in 70th just 5 seconds ahead of Jack Holt.
Pudsey & Bramley convincingly beat Borrowdale
for first team.
In the ladies, Jane Ready of home club
Ambleside, defended her title finishing 52nd
in 2.33.14, the best time since the record was
set by Helen Diamantides in 1992. Helen (now
Whitaker) was 2nd lady and first Vet 40, Jackie
Lee came 3rd. Wendy Dodds was high up the
ladies list as first Vet 55. Ambleside beat Ilkley to
the team prize.
Roger Bell
1. S. Booth O/40
Borr
2.05.02
2. G. Pearce
P&B
2.05.08
3. S. Bailey
Mercia
2.05.12
4. R. Hope
P&B
2.05.15
5. I. Holmes O/40
Bing
2.05.22
6. M. Speake
DkPk
2.05.45
7. L. Taggart O/40
DkPk
2.06.24
8. B. Bardsley
Borr
2.07.53
9. J. Heneghan
P&B
2.08.37
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Photo © Bill Smith

Hazel Robinson
(Ambleside) descending
from Blisco in the
Langdale Horseshoe.

10. C. Pender
VETERANS O/50
1. (8) D. Gartley
2. (17) R. Smith
3. (19) A. Bocking
VETERANS O/60
1. (32) R. Hart
2. (42) N. McGraw
3. (44) P. Pearson
LADIES
1. (15) S. Cooper O/40
2. (36) A. Oldham O/50
3. (38) S. Clapham O/40
4. (50) L. Palmer O/40
5. (58) G. Darby O/40
(62) S. Heywood O/60
(69) A. Vencovska O/50
71 finishers

Newb

1.03.02

FRA
EChesh
Chesh

1.02.23
1.08.33
1.09.10

Gloss
Gloss
EChesh

1.12.45
1.17.22
1.17.32

Gloss
Unatt
Gloss
Gloss
PennyLn
Gloss
Unatt

1.06.48
1.16.25
1.16.39
1.18.16
1.21.06
1.24.24
1.32.13

MENDIP MUDDLE
Bristol Somerset
CL/12.4m/1400ft 11.10.09

10. P. Vale
Mercia
11. D. Hope
P&B
12. M. Roberts O/45
Borr
13. G. Devine O/40
P&B
14. J. Davies O/40
Borr
15. B. Mounsey
CaldV
16. J. Morgan O/40
DkPk
17. J. Logue O/40
Horw
18. M. Palmer O/45
MynDu
19. M. Robinson O/40 DkPk
20. S. Birkinshaw O/40 Borr
VETERANS O/50
1. (53) W. Bell
CaldV
2. (63) G. Briggs
Penn
3. (65) S. Oldfield
BfdA
4. (68) P. Taylor
Ross
5. (72) J. Winn
Ellenb
VETERANS O/60
1. (70) B. Grant
H’gate
2. (71) J. Holt
Clay
3. (115) M. Noble
Penn
4. (131) K. Carr
Clay
5. (155) D. Tait
DkPk
LADIES
1. (52) J. Reedy
Amble
2. (83) H. Whitaker O/40 Ilk
3. (91) J. Lee
Eryri
4. (102) H. Robinson
Amble
5. (103) A. Johnson O/40 CaldV
6. (120) K. Bailey
Bing
7. (125) L. Jeska
Tod
8. (140) L. Lacon
Holmf
9. (154) E.Clayton
Scunth
10. (160) H. Berry
Holmf
(162) J. Carter O/45
CaldV
(184) W. Dodds O/55
Clay
(232) S. Burns O/50
Clay
(245) K. Thompson O/55 Clay
309 finishers

2.08.51
2.10.13
2.10.18
2.14.43
2.15.08
2.15.43
2.16.23
2.16.31
2.16.45
2.18.45
2.18.55
2.33.22
2.37.03
2.38.25
2.38.43
2.39.20
2.39.05
2.39.10
2.49.30
2.54.24
2.58.43
2.33.14
2.42.45
2.44.29
2.46.50
2.46.53
2.49.52
2.50.51
2.57.02
2.58.25
3.00.03
3.00.31
3.12.18
3.22.57
3.30.26

DAVE BRAY TINTWISTLE
MEMORIAL RACE
Cheshire
BM/8.5m/1160ft 11.10.09
This year was the fourth running of this
increasingly popular and friendly race, with
a record 74 runners completing the race.
Unfortunately, the weather was not as kind as
in previous years, with low cloud and drizzle,
but sunshine for the prize giving. With the great
Andi Jones on international duty in Birmingham
the race was won by Mark Ollerenshawe in a
time of 54.44. This was some 4 minutes off the
time set in 2008 by Andy. The second runner
home admitted to running off-course and after
investigation the first three runners were, sadly,
disqualified.
For the rest of the field it was business as usual
with Sandra Cooper in as first lady and a V40, Phil
Jaques had a fine run to finish 3rd (MV40) and
a strong run by the great Dale Gartley to finish
8th and first male vet 50. Angela Oldham in 36th
place (LV50), Roger Hart 32nd (MV60) also were
amongst prize winners.
As usual, a huge thank you to the army of
marshals, record keepers and family supporters
who make race possible. Also the landlord and
landlady of the Bull’s Head who host the venue
with such a genuine spirit of supporting the life
of Tintwhistle village. See you all next year.
David Willis
1. M. Ollerenshawe
Gloss
54.44
2. C. Fell
Ross
55.30
3. P. Jacques O/40
EChesh
1.01.05
4. S. Gallagher O/40
EChesh
1.01.26
5. M. Steave
Unatt
1.01.35
6. J. Doyle O/40
Penn
1.02.08
7. J. Burke
Unatt
1.02.21
8. D. Gartley O/50
FRA
1.02.23
9. S. Grundy O/40
EChesh
1.02.54

The Mendip Muddle is Weston AC’s toughest
race yet is arguably the most enjoyable.
Enjoyable that is if you don’t mind over 1400ft
of climb over the 12.6 mile course. Held in
the glorious and spectacular setting of the
Mendip Hills near Weston-super-Mare, the
Muddle attracts a hardy bunch of runners who
appreciate the dramatic views from the highest
point of the race, at Beacon Batch. The weather
gods were firmly against us this year with heavy
rain falling throughout the race and providing
such a contrast to the summer like conditions
from 2008. Despite the rain, the marshals and
race volunteers kept their spirits high and
cheered on the runners throughout the course.
The poor weather meant that the hills felt a bit
steeper than usual (if that is possible!) and the
ground that extra bit muddy but despite that,
the finishing times were very quick. First across
the finish line was Richard Phillips, with Hugh
Aggleton and Matt Marshall following closely
behind. For the ladies, first home, and in a new
course record, was Helen Fines, with Robyn
Golding and Clare Prosser making up the other
major placings.
Thanks to the bumper entry of 314 entrants
and generous sponsorship of the race, we were
once again able to donate a significant sum
to the Wrington Vale branch of the RNLI. A big
thank you to the Weston AC and RNLI marshals
and volunteers who gave up their time to make
sure the runners got around safely and for also
giving them generous encouragement along the
route.
A note for your diary, next year’s Muddle will
take place on 10 October 2010.
Bryan Morley
1. R. Phillips
Serp
1.20.19
2. H. Aggleton
MynCymru 1.24.20
3. M. Marshal
Chippen
1.25.12
4. S. Everington
Unatt
1.25.46
5. R. Schofield O/40
Chippen
1.29.38
6. H. Fines Lady
CaldV
1.30.08
7. J. Rance
Unatt
1.30.11
8. P. Dodd O/50
Chippen
1.30.34
VETERANS O/50
1. (8) P. Dodd
Chippen
1.30.34
2. (19) P. Fews
Unatt
1.34.07
3. (34) C. Daniel
GWR
1.38.04
VETERANS O/60
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1. (87) J. White
2. (95) M. Adams
LADIES
1. (6) H. Fines
2. (14) R. Golding
3. (27) C. Prosser
4. (33) P. Stephens
5. (47) K. Britten
(85) N. Morgan O/40
(114) E. Parfit O/40
(143) M. Martin O/50
(153) L. Dow O/50
(192) H. O’Shea O/60
(205) G. Constable O/60

Weston
BristWst

1.51.05
1.51.45

CaldV
Westb
Wells
Weston
Cleve
Cheps
Nails
Unatt
Bath
Abing
Cheddar

1.30.08
1.32.41
1.36.30
1.37.48
1.41.05
1.50.32
1.53.52
2.00.29
2.02.00
2.09.48
2.14.49

Great weather on the day enabled125 runners
to enjoy this scenic course that travels from
Wales into England and back. Some competitors
covered extra distance when they followed
some misleading route markers that another
event organiser had started to clear away. Mercia
runner, Tim Davis, again established his position
with a clear lead and Andrea Rowlands was first
lady home.
Saddleworth runners had a raiding party came
down as this was one of their championship
races.
As usual, there was soup and samosas for all.
Thanks to all those who generously sponsored
my daughter with her funding for “Project Trust”
who have awarded her a place in South Africa
teaching local children for a year.
My thanks to all the marshals, kitchen helpers
and the runners (who all carried the necessary
kit)
See you next October
Rick Robson

WINDGATHER FELL RACE
Cheshire
BL/13.5m/2500ft 11.10.09
The forecast for the day was set fair and it looked
a fine day over Windgather and Shining Tor. But
the Goyt Valley can be deceitful. Within minutes
of the start, the rain came in and low cloud
making this a difficult race for everyone and
many runners felt the cold up on the top. 147
runners started the race and there were happily
no incidents.
Lloyd Taggart, returning from Langdale the
day before with bruises and cuts, ran a brave
race and came home first. He also took the Goyt
Valley Series trophy this year, having won each
of the three races he entered. Having collected
his prizes he was straight off to catch the ferry to
the Isle of Man. He will be missed by all of us and
was given a special presentation as a parting gift
of appreciation for all his support and help for
the Goyt Valley Series.
Second, third and fourth places were all hotly
contested by local fell runners, David Aucott,
Rick Houghton and Andy Pead.
First Lady home was Sandra Lewis with Julia
Nolan and Rachel Nolan coming in 2nd and
3rd respectively. But the Goyt Valley Series
trophy was taken by Caroline Scott (4th place in
Windgather) who had the top score in the Series
races she entered.
Despite the weather many positive comments

were made once again about the course and
organisation, with one runner rounding off his
comments with “…Cracking t shirt, Carrot and
Coriander soup and a couple of cheese and
pickle butties, just to round of a perfect day, who
could ask for more?”
Thanks to the many Rotarians and our
local running clubs who offered their help in
stewarding and marshalling the race.
Andrew Heywood
1. L. Taggart O/40
DkPk
1.37.38
2. D. Aucott
DkPk
1.38.45
3. R. Houghton O/40
Buxt
1.39.50
4. A. Pead O/40
GoytV
1.40.54
5. L. Banton
Clowne
1.43.49
6. C. Egdell
DkPk
1.46.01
7. D. Hawkins O/40
Buxt
1.46.11
8. B. Lomas O/40
Congle
1.46.58
9. G. Hill O/40
CaldV
1.47.05
10. J. Perry
Wharf
1.48.14
VETERANS O/50
1. (15) J. Mooney
Macc
1.51.31
2. (23) P. Addison
DkPk
1.55.03
3. (27) A. Moore
DkPk
1.55.55
VETERANS O/60
1. (25) B. Blythe
Macc
1.55.21
2. (49) R. Baines
DkPk
2.04.59
3. (85) J. Carrier
Beest
2.20.29
LADIES
1. (54) S. Lewis
Altrinch
2.07.19
2. (60) J. Nolan O/40
DkPk
2.11.58
3. (76) R. Nolan O/40
Penn
2.15.47
4. (78) C. Scott
Sinf
2.17.35
5. (81) M. Calver O/40 Macc
2.18.18
(97) D. Pelly O/50
Amble
2.26.02
(107) H. Winder O/50
Macc
2.32.06
144 finishers

UKA BRITISH RELAY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Cumbria
18.10.09
A little rain and mist did not deter a record 154
teams, near 900 runners, at the 21st UKA Fell
Relay Championships held at Kirkland Leaps.
This even included Mourne Fell Runners all the
way from Northern Ireland
The morning started well with fine weather
and the fast first leg had good visibility. The third
leg the navigational leg, however, proved costly

Photos © E Gilhouley

BREIDDEN HILLS
Shropshire
BM/7m/2300ft 11.10.09

to many teams as the mist was down to 500
feet. On the final leg Mercia led from Bingley
with Pudsey & Bramley in third place, which
appeared to be the probable final position. But
as we know, anything happens in fell racing and
theses first 3 teams had failed to check in at the
first checkpoint. I don’t think it was due to the
mist rather than a little lack of concentration at a
vital point on that leg. There was no alternative
but to disqualify them. All 3 teams accepted
this decision without grumbles. This promoted
Borrowdale, who actually finished 4th to be the
eventual overall winners.
CFR decided to include a Vet 50 and Lady V40
category. UKA were reluctant to provide medals
for these so CFR provided them. For the first year
we thought it was fairly successful with seven Vet
50 teams and three Vet 40 teams. We had some
positive e-mails supporting this. In time, I think
there will be a lot more teams wanting these
categories included
The hugely successful day was put down to
15 months of planning by CFR Club members.
On the day, Lamplugh School provided bacon
sandwiches, cakes, tea and coffee, Wilf’s Café of
Staveley provided the hot meals. Timekeeping
was professionally overseen by’ Sportident’.
An extra thank you to all the marshals, without
whom the event could not take place. There
is much appreciation from CFR to the Relay
sponsors ‘Invest in Cumbria’ and Pete Bland
Sports.
Harry Jarrett
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1. Borrowdale		
2. Dark Peak		
3. Calder Valley		
4. Eryri		
5. Dark Peak O/40		
6. Mourne		
7. Horwich		
8. Borrowdale O/40		
9. Keswick		
10. Northumberland FR ‘B’
VETERANS O/50
1. (43) Clayton le Moor		
2. (64) Durham		
3. (75) Dark Peak		
LADIES
1. (29) Dark Peak		
2. (33) Calder Valley		
3. (56) Keswick		
(82) Clayton le Moor O/40
(92) Calder Valley O/40		

3.29.06
3.30.36
3.38.38
3.38.47
3.40.26
3.40.55
3.44.21
3.48.13
3.48.16
3.48.43
4.31.40
4.49.12
4.53.36
4.24.46
4.27.40
4.45.16
5.00.52
5.10.10

RACE TO THE SUMMIT
Lancashire
BS/4m/800ft 24.10.09
The previous year’s Running Bear “Race You To
The Summit” clashed with Withins Skyline and
drew a lower than average field of 36 runners.
This year’s move to a Saturday - after forty
two years of being held on the final Sunday in
October, proved a good one, improving the
turnout by more than double.
The seventy eight competitors were led home
by Chris Smale over this four mile blast to The
White House and back. Chris revels in this kind
of fast course and although he was hard pressed
by Sean Willis, put his name on the Summit
trophy for the third time, and won his third pair
of Gladiator fell shoes courtesy of Running Bear
Sports.
The two former Todmorden Harriers were
neck and neck as they touched the wall of The
White House on Blackstone Edge. Chris opened
up a gap on the fast descent and led the way
back to the Summit. However, as he crossed
the line he was surprised to find that Sean
had closed him down on the final run-in, and
gasped disbelievingly at the time gap of only
four seconds. One of the most impressive runs,
however, came from 15 year old Sean Carey who
placed third, just ten seconds behind Smale.
Lauren Jeska won the womens section more
comfortably on her first visit to the event, and
was delighted with her first prize of Gladiator
fell shoes. Ros Dunnington finished in second
place to win the vets’ prize, with consistent Claire
Hanson in third.
Mike Fanning made the long drive south
worthwhile as he placed fourth, one ahead of
Andy Fleet, while Philip Taylor made up the top
six to win the over 50s’ award. Graham Breeze
took the over 60s while evergreen George
Arnold took the over 70s’ prize.
Thanks to Gloria and Dixie at the recently
completely renovated Summit Inn. They always
make us welcome and provide good food and
ales afterwards.
Many, many thanks to my great mate Bill
Smith who travelled over from Liverpool by
public transport to help compile the results
sheets, and to Bob, Jackie and Kathrine who
stood in the drizzle taking times and recording
positions on the finish line.

Finally, again, thanks to Tony Hulme for
providing the prestigious prize of new fell
running shoes to the first male and female.
I noticed a few jaws drop when I made that
announcement in the pub. Yes, it is very
impressive to have such a fine sponsor in the
current climate.
See you next year.
Allan and Jackie
1. C. SmaleO/40
Unatt
29.14
2. S. Willis O/40
Sadd
29.18
3. S. Carey U/16
Tod
29.24
4. M. Fanning O/40
Borr
29.58
5. A. Fleet
CaldV
31.02
6. P. Taylor O/50
Ross
31.07
7. N. Penn
Wakef
31.15
8. M. Green O/40
W’akef
31.52
9. D. Chan
Unatt
31.58
10. V. Booth O/40
CheshHR 32.01
V
ETERANS O/50
1. (6) P. Taylor
Ross
31.07
2. (17) J. Cook
Roch
33.17
3. (21) D. Kelly
Ross
34.34
VETERANS O/60
1. (49) G. Breeze
Ilk
39.31
2. (52) G. Large
NVets
39.53
3. (63) D. Illingsworth Unatt
42.25
VETERANS O/70
1. (73) G. Arnold
Prest
48.15
LADIES
1. (23) L. Jeska
Tod
35.17
2. (32) R. Dunnington
O/50
EChesh
36.55
3. (37) C. Hanson
CaldV
37.28
4. (40) S.Sherratt
Wesh
37.58
5. (48) J. Howells
Wharf
39.26
(53) K. Taylor O/50
Ross
40.07
(70) C. Heginbotham
O/40
Sadd
45.29
(75) L. Thurston O/40
Sadd
52.09
(77) L. Eden O/60
Ilk
54.22
78 finishers

SCREES FELL RACE
Cumbria
24.10.09
The Screes Race this year was not in the FRA
Calendar, and the weather forecast was dreadful,
so we were pleasantly surprised when 42
runners turned out on the day. The rain held
off until after the start of the race but came
down heavily on the return. This year’s race
was won by Nick Fish and the first lady home
was Kate Cooker, who had run over the fell
from Eskdale to start the race! Ricky Lightfoot,
the winner of The Screes Race for the past few
years, and the record holder, was running in the
Mount Kinabalo Race in Borneo that weekend.
Ellenborough, however, still managed to win the
team prize, with CFR in second position.
Thanks to Nick and Karen Speed-Andrews
(The Screes Inn) for providing the venue, the
Tatie Pot and the prizes. Thanks to Joss Naylor
for starting the race and presenting the prizes,
including a copy of his biography “Joss” to the
first lady.
The race was organised by the Hughes family
and friends in memory of Danny Hughes who
died earlier this year. Danny had organised the
Screes and Middle Fell races for the past ten
years.

Hughes family
1. N. Fish
2. C. Knowles O/40
3. G. Thorpe O/40
4. B. Taylor O/40
5. D. Block
6. I. Davies
7. S. Ford
8. J. Winn O/50
9. T. Cushion
10. N. Ray
VETERANS O/50
1. (8) J. Winn
2. (16) I. Ellmore
3. (17) A. Reid
LADIES
1. (19) K. Cooker
2. (24) J. Fish
3. (31) J. Trevaskis
4. (38) B. Haywood
5. (39) L. Buck
41 finishers

Borr
CaldV
Amble
Ellenb
CaldV
Kesw
Ast&Tyld
Ellenb
Kesw
Ellenb

43.28
47.17
47.53
48.06
48.14
48.17
48.23
48.30
48.37
48.51

Ellenb
Scarb
Ellenb

48.30
53.26
55.12

CaldV
Borr
CFR
CaldV
CaldV

56.28
59.42
64.36
73.38
77.05

THE 18TH WITHINS SKYLINE
WestYorkshire
BM/7m/1000ft 25.10.09
This was Penistone Hill on a good day. Gale force
winds and driving rain, but this couldn’t put 19
year old England international, Tom Addison off
his stride as he won this race for the third year
running - all you juniors take heed Tom has not
always been ‘top dog’. In 1999 at the Withins
Quarry runs he finished third in the under 8
race, and has run in all the races throughout
the age groups ever since, winning only once
in 2004, the under 16 race. He was to the fore
throughout, following his cousin Mark who
led the field up to Oxenhope Stoop but Tom,
fresh from racing for England in the Samarna
Gora Mountain Race in Slovenia where he
finished 21st, still wasn’t too sure of the route
and followed 1994 & 2000 winner, Andrew
Wrench to Top Withins Ruin. From there the
speed increased along the tourist path towards
Bronte Bridge. Here Tom made his move, and by
Bronte Bridge had 50 yards on the chaser. Just
like last year he ran all the steep climb up Bronte
waterfalls, but this time decided not to take a
dip crossing the water at the top. Still pushing
all the way to the finish Tom crossed the line in
45.04, over a minute faster than his winning time
last year, Ian Nixon ran his way into second place,
while Andrew won the V40 framed picture yet
again, and in ninth, 2002 winner Steve Oldfield
retained the V50 picture for the fourth year
running, and his name is on the V40 picture
seven times.
37 year old Ian Taylor, a cyclist come runner,
finished an impressive fourth running for the
new Craven Energy Tri club,,before long time
leader Mark Addison in fifth. It would seem that
besides being covered in mud from the Skyline
terrain, far too many runners were reporting
back about a missing paving stone just above
Top Withins Ruin, which caused some deep and
meaningful discussions with the ground, luckily
no serious issues were encountered. However
we will be getting in touch with the countryside
commission and this ‘tombstone’ sorry, paving
slab will be replaced forthwith.
British and English under 23 fell champion
Emma Clayton, who runs in the colours of
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Scunthorpe, but who lives in Leeds, won the
ladies’ race finishing 42nd overall, 21 year old
Emma had Anne Johnson and Jo Buckley for
company at Withins Ruin but, like Tom, she was
far too fleet of foot winning with a minute in
hand. 44 year old Anne set a new V40 record
improving on Vanessa Peacock’s 2005 time by 39
seconds, she also led Calder Valley to the ladies’
team beer prize with Jo third and Claire Hanson
14th. Tall tales are always told in fell running,
and 64 year old Chorley Harrier, Jan Atkins, has
just added another, as she made the claim ‘I’m
getting slower’, and then proceeded to break her
own three year old record by four seconds! Your
tongue will drop out Jan, or at least you’ll get
black spots.
Rat finks away as fifty one under 8 athletes
were off at break neck speed along the grassy
quarry bottom, to climb to the mass of parents
and spectators cheering encouragement high
above them. Stoop under 8 winner, Matthew
Crorken, led up the quarry wall, but Logan
Hargreaves-Madhas the Soreen under 8 winner,
picked the best line. From then on the two were
neck and neck until the finish where Matthew
sprinted away to win by two seconds. ‘I thought
Logan had won, he seemed to have more power
than me, but I surprised myself because I really
wanted to win the ‘freshly severed foot’ for
winning. I like parts of the body, the new record
showed how competitive it was, so I am really
pleased’, said Matthew. A very competitive Logan
is always on the look out for races and new
challenges, and found one the day before at the
Beachy Head Marathon in Eastbourne, where
he ran in the 2K race and finished in the top ten,
before climbing back into his parents camper
van and travelled all the way back to Yorkshire,
as he couldn’t ever miss a Rat Run! First girl in
the under 8s was Keera Nelson, who was chased
home by Laura Knowles and Ellee Keating,
Laura was also the winner of the free prize draw,
where she won a tin of Cadbury’s Heroes.N inety
youngsters took part in the combined U10, U12,
U14 and U16 races, an encouraging 21 up on
last year. No time records were broken, but that
wasn’t down to the calibre or enthusiasm of the
athletes, it was simply the awful weather. The
troop of regular rattlings didn’t disappoint with
Declan Bulmer under 16, James Hall under 14,
Philip Done under 12, Charlie Lowrie under 10,
Rosie Hellawell under 16, Issy Wharton under 12,
Lily McGuinness under 10, all winning their age
categories, with new rat runner Sarah Hodgson
winning the under 14 age group. Rat fever is
obviously spreading because this our cheesey
traps have attracted youngsters from Lancaster &
Morecambe AC, City of York, Holmfirth, Newbury,
and Qegs Wakefield, who all enjoyed the hard,
but quirky races. Many thanks to King Rat, Mike
Ayers of Precision Pest Management whose
ideas and financial help has enhanced these
races and allowed them to grow and flourish,
which means a goody bag stuffed full of treats
like a sugar mouse, popping candy, a bag of
crisps, a tongue painter lolly and of course a
Curly Wurly with a prized certificate. What makes
this certificate even more special is it’s designed
by YOU, in the year long competition. 15 year old
Rosie Hellawell’s design was chosen by Mike for
this years certificate, which was kindly printed
by Up & Running. Rosie won a Cadbury’s tin

of Roses, a selection box and a tube of sweets
for her winning efforts, and Beatrice Toman,
Gabriele Scobie, Zoe Kitching, Matthew Toman,
Toby Kitching and Logan Hargreaves-Madhas
all won selection boxes and tubes of sweets,
while all other entrants won a tube of sweets.
So just remember, when you say you’re bored,
or have nothing to do, get a piece of paper and
draw a rat or mouse and see where it takes you.
Mike is keen to encourage more fancy dress, he’s
willing to put plenty of prizes up for you and
with it being close to Halloween, spooky ghosts,
witches, skeletons, pumpkins or any other scarey
costumes are welcome. Remember, it’s great to
win, so the races are competitive, but for those of
you who want more fun then this is a chance to
participate and have a scream!
The Woodentops
1. T. Addison
HelmH
2. I. Nixon
P&B
3. A. Wrench O/40
Tod
4. I. Taylor
CravEnTri
5. M. Addison
HelmH
6. T. Brunt
Holmf
7. B. Stewart
Holmf
8. C. Gale
Ilk
9. S. Oldfield O/50
Unatt
10. T. Edward O/40
Clay
VETERANS O/40
1. (3) A. Wrench
Tod
2. (10 T. Edward
Clay
3. (12) S. Clawson
Ross
VETERANS O/50
1. (9) S. Oldfield
Unatt
2. (32) I. Rowbotham
Ilk
3. (46) R. Crossland
Unatt
VETERANS O/60
1. (99) B. Rawlinson
Ross
2. (137) I. Goodyear
Bing
3. (146) P. Jagan
Bing
LADIES
1. (42) E. Clayton
Scunth
2. (54) A. Johnson O/40 CaldV
3. (57) J. Buckley
CaldV
4. (63) C. Sanderson
Bing
5. (83) K. Pickles O/35 PudseyP
(94) C. Pollard O/50
NYM
(231) J. Atkins
Chorley
260 finishers
JUNIORS U/10, U/12 & U/14
1m/150ft
1. J. Hall U/14
Wharfe
2. M. Wharton U/14
CaldV
3. B. Johnston U/14
Wharfe
4. P. Done U/12
Kghly
(9) C. Lowrie U/10
Wharfe
(12) S. Hodgson
Girl U/14
LancsM
(21) I. Wharton Girl U/12 CaldV
(22) L. McGuinness
Girl U/12
EChesh
84 finishers
JUNIORS u/8
0.5m/100ft
1. M. Croken
PrincMary
2. L. Hargreaves
Wharfe
3. J. Alderman
Pendle
(17) K. Nelson Girl
CaldV
(19) L. Knowles
Kghly
(20) E. Keating
Kghly
50 finishers

PASSING CLOUDS RACE
Staffordshire
BM/9.75m/1850ft 25.10.09

47.41
51.46
52.41

This year saw the race starting from a new venue
at Tittesworth Reservoir Nr Leek, with a modified
course to enable this. We had a record field this
year with 151 runners. The weather this year was
excellent and the going dry, giving good times.
Simon Bailey was again entered and
proceeded to run away from the field to finish
more than 6.5 minutes clear in a time of 68.19.
Second place and first MV45 went to Malcolm
Fowler. The ladies’ race was led from the start
by Karen Davison, who finished 10th overall in
79.03, almost 3 minutes in front of last year’s
winner, Jackie Lee.
Dark Peak Fell Runners seem to have adopted
the race and were present again in great
numbers for the second year running. The new
venue and course were well received and will be
the same in 2010.
John Amies
1. S. Bailey
Mercia
68.19
2. M. Fowler O/40
CheshHR 75.01
3. A. Taylor
Sadd
75.36
VETERANS O/50
1. (17) A. Moore
DkPk
82.33
VETERANS O/60
1. (31) B. Blyth
Macc
86.33
LADIES
1. (10) K Davison
DkPk
79.03
2. (14) J. Lee
Eryri
81.47
3. (30) K. Bailey
Merion
86.20
(46) J. Dickens O/40
Trenth
89.76
(132) J. Waller O/50
DkPk
117.55
(136) S. Butcher O/60 Shelt
120.45
151 finishers

58.43
61.30
61.52

GREAT WHERNSIDE
NorthYorkshire
AS/4m/1555ft 31.10.09

45.04
45.53
45.58
46.08
46.19
46.40
47.21
47.31
47.41
48.23
45.58
48.23
49.06

62.16
53.29
53.53
54.35
57.26
58.22
73.05

6.26
6.37
7.03
7.05
7.27
7.42
8.02
8.04

2.53
2.55
3.03
3.53
4.01
4.04

Good weather prevailed once more for this year’s
event. This, no doubt, contributed to an excellent
turnout in conjunction with the race hosting the
Yorkshire Fell Running Championships.
John Heneghan ran a very respectable time,
holding off the challenge from Karl Gray and
Graham Pearce. The ladies’ race was dominated
by 16-year old, Melanie Hyder – surely a star for
the future.
I am aware of some problems associated with
the run in to the finish which occurred this year,
so next year I intend to vary the marking to give
more choice of route approaching the funnel.
Pete Jebb
1. J. Heneghan
P&B
30.45
2. K. Gray O/40
CaldV
30.58
3. G. Pearce
P&B
31.01
4. B. Mounsey
CaldV
31.50
5. G. Mulholland
CaldV
32.12
6. D. Birtwistle U/18
Hgte
33.23
7. B. Stewart
Holmf
33.41
8. J. Smith U/18
Wharfe
34.17
9. S. Carmichael
CityHull
34.32
10. L. Banton
Clowne
34.37
VETERANS O/40
1. (2) K. Gray
CaldV
30.58
2. (11) S. Smithies
CaldV
34.40
3. (14) P. Crabtree
Kghly
35.51
VETERANS O/50
1. (13) P. Taylor
Ross
35.48
2. (16) G. Schofield
Horw
36.03
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Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

RAB/DARK & WHITE EVENTS MINIMARATHON

John Heneghan at
Great Whernside

Edale, Derbyshire
01.11.09
1. R. Dearden (Veteran)		
2. J. Moulding		
3. B. McCoubrey		
4. A. Billington		
5. B. Whalley (Veteran)		
6. T. Tillet		
7. S. Martin (Veteran)		
8. A. Bell (Veteran)		
9. R. Dearden (Lady)		
10. B. Crane		
166 finishers

265 pts
250 pts
245 pts
240 pts
235 pts
234 pts
226 pts
222 pts
215 pts
213 pts

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

SHEPHERDS SKYLINE
WestYorks
BM/6m/1150ft 07.11.09

U18 Duncan
Birtwistle at
Great Whernside

3. (22) I. Rowbotham
VETERANS O/60
1. (46) M. Walsh
2. (57) K. Carr
3. (69) D. Tait
VETERANS O/70
1. (163) B. Pycroft
LADIES
1. (33) M. Hyder U/18
2. (39) E. Clayton U/23
3. (40) L. Lacon
4. (63) C. Pollard O/50
5. (68) L. Griffiths
6. (80) S. Smith
(119) L. Lord
(120) C. Whittaker O/40
166 finishers

Unatt

37.04

Kend
Clay
DkPk

39.22
40.22
41.33

FRA

63.14

HelmH
Scunth
Holmf
NYM
Holmf
Bing
Clay
Kghly

37.33
38.55
39.00
41.10
41.31
42.38
47.28
47.29

Another great turn out for both the junior
and senior races for one of the muddiest
races for some time. Although inundated with
runners and supporters, the parking problems
experienced in previous years didn’t materialise.
Our coned passing place system worked well
- our thanks go to everyone who shared cars,
cycled up etc.
With 83 juniors braving the boggy, precipitous
course, and the demonic cowbell ringing, the
five junior categories were hotly contested as
usual. Despite the conditions, Ruby Sykes and
Lucy Alderman set a new girls’ record in the U14
race racing in neck and neck to finish in 11.11.
Great performances across the categories saw
Calder Valley Juniors claiming 3 out of the 8 first
places.
The senior race saw a storming run from
Graham Pearce to finish 1st, with Helen Fines
winning the ladies’. Emulating their junior team,
Calder Valley took both the men’s and ladies’
team prizes.
There were certainly some muddy sights seen
crossing the finish line, the mud emphasising
the big grins on many faces. I’m sure we all
revert to childhood when given the chance to
romp through glutinous mud. Unfortunately, the
wash down hose became a mere trickle as the
water supply to the pub was cut off early in the
afternoon - it will definitely be back on for next
year!
Our thanks to all the Toddies who turn out
to help make this race happen, and to all those
who turn up to run. It always makes our wedding
anniversary rather hectic, particularly with
the post-race dash up to the FRA Presentation
night...but who’d want it any other way?
Cheers
Mandy & Phil
1. G. Pearce
P&B
42.07
2. B. Mounsey
CaldV
43.15
3. J. Brown O/40
Salf
43.59
4. S. Carey U/18
Tod
44.32
5. A. Whittem
CaldV
45.16
6. S. Smithies O/40
CaldV
45.51
7. C. Smale O/40
Unatt
46.15
8. B. Elsworth
Wharf
47.11
9. T. Edwards O/40
Clay
47.18
10. S. Still
Unatt
47.27
VETERANS O/50
1. (15) P. Taylor
Ross
48.17
2. (29) I. Rowbotham
Ilk
50.20
3. (34) D. Collins
Tod
51.20
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Tod
Bing
Wesh

60.32
62.16
62.26

Prest
FRA

80.50
88.07

CaldV
Rad
Meririon
Otley
Holmf
Settle
Bing
CaldV
Ilk

49.47
50.02
53.48
56.47
57.14
57.40
67.34
86.08
98.48

ROACHES
Staffs
BL/15m/3700ft 08.11.09
Whilst the weather was mild and dry, underfoot
conditions where wet and muddy, and with
none of the lead runners prepared to set a pace
on the outward leg, overall times where well
down on previous years. This is a tough course
and very close to being to be an AL category and
includes a double-crossing of the river Dane near
Gradbach and the climb to Shutlingsloe.
An excellent turnout and many thanks to all the
runners.
There was a very close finish with Stephen
Pyke using his experience and course knowledge
to close rapidly over the final run in over the
fields from the Roaches, but James Kevan took
the honours by sixteen seconds. There was a fine
run from Karen Davision to take the ladies’ prize
in a very fast time considering the conditions.
This year the course took a more direct route
after the river crossing, which although rougher
underfoot was a couple of minutes quicker.
Many thanks to all the very helpful
landowners and farmers, Macclesfield Harriers
and Mow Cop Runners helpers, Raynet, St Johns
and Meerbrook Village Hall committee.
Andrew Addis
1. J. Kevan
Horw
2.08.16
2. S. Pyke O/40
StaffsM
2.08.32
3. S. Willis O/40
Sadd
2.09.25
4. D. Aucott
DkPk
2.11.40
5. T. Brunt
Holmf
2.11.42
6. C. Bishop
Sadd
2.17.17
7. R. Houghton O/40
Buxt
2.18.08
8. M. Fowler O/40
Chesh
2.19.00
9. D. Holloway
Penn
2.19.15
10. J. Minshall O/40
Gloss
2.19.57
VETERANS O/50
1. (27) A. Moore
DkPk
2.32.35
2. (33) D. Hogg
Gloss
2.34.35
3. (35) D. Allen
DkPk
2.35.40
VETERANS O/60
1. (25) B. Blyth
Macc
2.30.45
2. (58) R. Taylor
Penn
2.43.00
3. (81) A. Brentnall
Penn
2.51.28
LADIES
1. (16) K. Davison
DkPk
2.26.37
2. (59) R. Lawrence
Macc
2.43.09
3. (64) C. Coonan
Ashb
2.44.41
4. (66) J. Dickens O/40 Trenth
2.45.05
5. (72) H. Marshall
Unatt
2.45.45
(78) I. Hughes O/40
Burnd
2.49.40

(106) K. Harvey O/50
(114) K. Braznell O/50
205 finishers

Penn
Hales

3.00.42
3.02.53

LEG IT ROUND LATHKIL
Derbyshire
BM/7.1m/950ft 08.11.09
With a turnout just short of last year’s record, the
2009 ‘Leg It’ race was again a success with the
contribution to the Lathkil Hotel’s Children in
Need fund raising effort topping £800.
Thank you to all of the runners, race marshals
and the registration/finish team. The latter were
again under pressure to get the ‘scores on the
board’ and the patience of the prize winners
was much appreciated as the handful of glitches
were sorted in the running order results.
Sponsors Up and Running of Manchester were
kind enough to provide goodie bags again for
the majority of the finishers. Category winner
prizes were donated by Everards Brewery and Up
and Running. Many thanks.
As for the prize winning runners, first across
the line was Es Tressider, some 90 seconds ahead
of runner up and first Vet 40 Stephen Pope.
The first Vet 50 male to reach home in a very
competitive 13th position was Mark Salkild. We
also had a very fast V60 winner in Barrie Williams,
32nd overall.
In the ladies’ race, congratulations to Laura
Gibson winning ahead of club mate and last
year’s winner, Pippa Wier.
Of the 182 who started, we only had one
retiree, but for a while we also had a competitor
missing. All credit to the Totley runner who
having taken a detour to Monyash, realised his
error and retraced his steps to get back on route,
and then proceeded to complete the course,
taking in the final loop down the lower reaches
of Lathkil Dale to finish in 2 ¼ hours – a new
record for the ‘Leg It Round Lathkil and Monyash’
Fell Race. Joking aside, all were extremely
relieved to see the green vest appear on the last
climb out of the Dale – and we will look at extra
marshals in Caves Dale next year.
Once again, a big thanks to all involved and
we hope to see you all again in 2010 – the date
for your race diary is Sunday 13 November.
Joe and Al.
1. E. Tresidder
DkPk
46.26
2. S. Pope O/40
Unatt
47.59
3. L. Banton
Clowne
48.03
4. N. Corker
SutCold
48.06
5. A. Perry
Unatt
48.30
6. S. Lynch
DkPk
48.46
7. T. Smith
Unatt
48.55
8. M. Stenton O/40
Unatt
49.12
9. R. Snowden O/40
Totley
51.06
10. C. Lynch O/40
Unatt
51.13
VETERANS O/50
1. (13) M. Salkild
DkPk
53.03
2. (21) R. Fawcett
DkPk
53.41
3. (22) I. Hill
Bing
53.54
VETERANS O/60
1. (41) B. Williams
Clowne
57.35
2. (92) M. Round
Sutton
63.36
3. (98) R. Campbell
Staffs
64.10
LADIES
1. (35) L. Gibson
Totley
55.34
2. (64) P. Wier O/40
Totley
59.41
3. (76) C. Burrall
Trail
60.32
4. (82) P. Leach O/40
DkPk
61.26

5. (97) A. Wainwright
O/40
Unatt
(140) S. Haywood O/60 Saddle
(142) J. Waller O/50
DkPk
(146) Y. Twelvetree O/50 Totley
(151) C. Hartwright O/60 Totley
181 finishers

63.54
70.06
70.41
71.03
72.07

COP HILL FELL RACE
WestYorks
BM/7m/900ft 08.11.09
96 runners enjoyed excellent conditions in
the annual Meltham Cop Hill Fell Race. An
undulating, two lap course, with the highlight
being the climb up and descent from Meltham
Cop.
The race was won in impressive style by Ben
Riddle in 38.01. Ben led the race throughout
from Shaun Dimelow and Ben Crowther. Tessa
Walker finished in an impressive 43.17 to win the
ladies’ race by a margin of over one minute from
Helen Berry. Julia Johnson was the third lady
finisher.
The host club, Meltham AC, were well
represented and rewarded with good
performances from Matt Dillingham (45.27),
Graham Sykes (who posted 46.10 on his 55th
birthday), Giles Bailey (46.32) and Ray McArthur
(46.44).
Martin Sturdy
Photo © Richard Asquith www.flamingphotography.co.uk

VETERANS O/60
1. (122) P. Jackson
2. (144) I. Goodyear
3. (145) D. Waywell
VETERANS O/70
1. (239) G.Arnold
2. (250) B. Piecroft
LADIES
1. (23) H. Fines
2. (24) A. Lupton
3. (51) K. Bailey
4. (82) L. Martin O/40
5. (84) L. Griffith
(93) C. Evans O/40
(189) M. Green O/50
(247) K. Pierce O/60
(257) L. Eden O/60
258 finishers

Meltham AC runners Graham Sykes (69), followed by
Giles Bailey (51) descending the Meltham Cop
1. B. Riddle
2. S. Dimelow
3. B. Crowther
4. K. Lilley O/45
5. A. Rees O/40
6. A. Normandale O/50
7. B. Stevenson O/45
8. A. Shaw O/45
9. D. Stewart
10. C. Holmes
VETERANS O/50
1. (6) A. Normandale
2. (14) M. Springer
3. (26) P. Paxman
VETERANS O/60

Salf
DkPk
H’fax
Sheff
DenbyD
York
P&B
Holmf
Spenb
Unatt

38.01
38.39
39.05
39.33
40.04
40.34
40.55
41.09
41.22
42.08

York
Horsf
York

40.34
42.27
45.53
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1. (34) D. Tait
DkPk
2. (46) R. Futrell
Holmf
3. (49) I. Bithell
YorkKnaves
LADIES
1. (21) T. Walker
Salf
2. (22) H. Berry
Holmf
3. (41) J. Johnson O/45 Holmf
4. (50) L. Ewart O/55
Holmf
5. (58) K. Sinkinson O/45 Holmf
(81) J. Smith O/55
Sheff
(96) L. Eden O/60
Ilk
96 finishers

48.12
50.53
51.11
43.17
44.25
50.02
51.14
52.53
56.58
74.15

DUNNERDALE
Cumbria

Photo © Bill Smith

AS/5m/1800ft 14.11.09
The final club championship fell race in local
SW Cumbrian running club Black Combe’s
2009 series, was their own organised
Dunnerdale event from the picturesque
hamlet of Broughton Mills.
A popular little classic the route takes in a
lung busting uphill road section to the foot of
the Knott which is then climbed before runners
take in the checkpoints at Raven Crag, Stickle

Pike and Great Stickle, prior to a fast, almost all
downhill run, including another road bit, back to
the finish in the field opposite the Blacksmith’s
Arms pub.
Poor weather conditions made this year’s
Dunnerdale race a tricky affair to run, and the
record entry field of 276 runners, for the only
fell race in England on the day, toed the line
for the midday start, was greeted with strong
winds and moderate rain. However, neither
the male or female course records were
broken and there were just three retirees.
Leading from the start was a massive tit
for tat battle between teenager Tom Addison
and Lloyd Taggart, the lead changing hands
throughout the race before the youngster
just pipped the Yorkshireman by six seconds,
winning in 39:36.Lloyd was first MV40. Third
place went to local lad, Ricky Lightfoot
recording 40:28.
The women’s race also was a nip and
tuck affair between the top two, with race
favourite Natalie White leading up to Raven
Crag CP only to pull her achillies tendon
and retire from the race injured. This then
Jackie Winn (Ellenborough) in the
latter stages of the Dunnerdale race

allowed young Melanie Hyder and Fellrunner
magazine cover star, Jane Reedy, to battle
it out together to take the honours here. A
close thing throughout, the 16 year old just
got pipped by her more experienced partner,
winning in 48:12, Mel just 10 seconds behind.
Third lady was Lynne Clough who was also
first LV40.
A brilliant turnout of twenty-four Black
Combe Runners took part, with many also on
organising duties, plus club points were up
for grabs. This was a race last year’s champion,
Pete Tayler, had to do, with only Patrick McIver
his main threat to challenge him for the title,
and be first BCR back to retain his crown,
and he duly obliged, finishing 51st overall in
a speedy 50:47, whilst the lady champ Sue
Hodkinson recorded a good 59:02, retaining
her crown for another year. Patrick finished in
a creditable 56:49.
There were some problems encountered
at the finish line because of the large turnout
resulting in some runners having to queue
in the funnel before getting their times
recorded, for which we at Black Combe
Runners wish to apologise over, and promise
to have this matter rectified for next year’s
event.
The club wish to thank local landowners
and residents for allowing us to use their land
for parking and the race, of which without
their gratefulness, this event just wouldn’t
have been possible.
Date of next year’s race is 6 November
2010.
Karl Fursey

PENMAENMAWR
Gwynedd
BM/11m/1500ft 14.11.09
It must be every race organiser’s nightmare to
wake up to the kind of weather forecast that
we had on the race day. 70mph winds and
persistent rain would do nothing to help the
already saturated ground. With a race this size,
the worry is not for the faster runners but those
further down the field who (in good conditions)
take up to 2:45.00 to complete the course, and
the marshals who spend considerably longer
out there. The decision was therefore made
to run a shorter 8 mile course in order to keep
marshalling easier. The new route did however
continue to finish down the infamous “donkey
path” much to the delight of the fellrunners –
and dismay of the roadies!
I knew Tim Lloyd had been training hard and
would certainly win the Vets’ category but I
didn’t bank on him winning the race outright. He
was clearly delighted by his first fell race win –
great effort indeed! He was trailing Iwan Morton
until near to the end of the race where he made
a real effort on the final descent, gaining over a
minute on second place.
In the ladies’ race, Andrea Rowlands notched
up another win in what turned out to be a close
race between t he 3 local ladies, all finishing
within a couple of minutes of each other.
The race passed without incident until Andy
Allen appeared at the finish smiling but clearly
with an arm at a very odd angle! It turned out
that he dislocated it after a fall on the last hill
– luckily close enough to the finish. All runners
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DRUIM FADA CHASE
Fort William
15.11.09
A record field of 74 runners lined up and both
the male and female records were broken by a
big margin. Teenager Robbie Simpson took 3
minutes off the male record and Nicola Meekin
took nearly 4½ minutes off the female record.
Craig Mitchell came 2nd, just ahead of 16 year
old Craig Tomisenl. Two teenagers in the first
three - another record? It was great to see the
juniors right up there. Amanda Blackhall also
beat the old record to come second in the
women’s race - she is getting seriously fit.
Only 73 runners finished as Caroline Cole’s
race finished brutally and abrubtly with just a
mile to go at the cattle grid where the route
emerges from the forest. Caroline was lying
about seventh in the women’s race, and was
concentrating on the route choice just ahead,
watching the arrows and the opposition and
which way they were going at the junction just
beyond the cattle grid. However, she never saw
the cattle grid!! The race organiser was lucky she
got up with minor injuries only - bruised, grazed
and temporarily unable to breathe. This cattle
grid will feature in next year’s risk analysis!
Roger Boswell
1. R. Simpson
Dees
42.57
2. C. Mitchell
Lochab
47.35
3. C. Tomisen
Tober
48.29
4. B. Poll
Lochab
48.33
5. J. Hepburn O/40
Lochab
48.39
6. G. Barnett
Creg
49.05
7. P. Ward
Lochab
49.09
8. S. Fallon O/40
Carneth
49.10
9. J. Coyle O/40
Carneth
49.13
10. A. Smith O/40
Dees
50.01
VETERANS O/50
1. (18) A. Dent
Lochab
54.08
2. (27) D. Duncan
Ochil
56.10
3. (33) J. Treasurer
Lochab
58.01
VETERANS O/60
1. (37) D. Tomlinson
Lochab
59.39

2. (41) J. Banks
3. (44) E. Orr
LADIES
1. (14) N. Meekin
2. (19) A. Blackhall
3. (30) K. Page
4. (35) S. Byrne
5. (36) N. Forster O/40
(39) L. MacEwan O/40
(53) N. Kennedy O/50
(66) A. Kitson O/50
73 finishers

Lochab
Lochab

60.25
62.19

Lochab
Lochab
Lochab
Lochab
Lochab
Lochab
Lochab
Lochab

50.40
54.14
57.29
58.08
59.29
60.12
65.43
73.05

TOUR OF PENDLE
Lancashire
AL/16.8m/4830ft 21.11.09
Congratulations to all prize winners and
everybody who raced. The diversions must
have helped with the erosion caused by the
race in previous years - we must recognise our
responsibilities. The two diversions probably
increased times by approximately 5 minutes. On
a clear day the new site for CP1 can be seen from
the old one but dense cloud, quite common on
race day, ruled that advantage out.
We had a big response for entries on the day;
£10.00 not much of a deterrent, next year it be
£15.00. Please pre enter and use the “Tours”
race entry form, you need to be aware of the
“Requirements”.
Next year, the cut-off at CP4 will be 1.45.00,
based on the 10:30 a.m. start. There will also
be an early start, 10:00am, for slower runners.
Please consider this start if you expect to be over
4.30.00. My concern is not just for the safety of
runners but also the marshals. The temperature
and wind speed were reasonable this year but
it was raining and when you are standing about
in it for hours, it’s tough. It was dark when some
of them got back to registration and marshals at
the finish where still outside. This is an A Long
race and not for novices.
The draw for the commemorative race plaque
was won by Andrew Robinson of Clayton le
Moors. It was made by Kieran Horrigan
Lost property:

Well I’ve got loads; a ladies’ black jacket, 4 or
5 hats, 2 pairs of gloves and 2 or 3 odd ones, a
drink bottle, a blue bath towel and I kid you not,
a 265MB memory stick from a digital camera;
that must be a first. Please give me a ring if you
think any of this is yours and we can arrange for
its return. I have also had a request from a runner
who has lost a green Hagler jacket. The RRP for
this jacket is £165.00, so you can appreciate
him wanting it back. If you picked it up and are
waiting for someone to ask about it, this is the
asking, if you wish to remain anonymous you
could post it to me or just put it through my
letter box and I will return it to the owner.
Thanks to all marshals and helpers.
Kieran Carr
1. D. Raby
Chorl
2.38.30
2. J. Morgan O/40
DkPk
2.38.35
3. T. Brunt
Holmf
2.38.43
4. S. Harding
Macc
2.39.10
5. A. Orr
Clay
2.39.18
6. M. Green O/45
Horw
2.40.31
7. R. Mellon
Bowl
2.41.25
8. T. Edward O/40
Clay
2.41.42
9. M. Russell O40
Bolt
2.42.06
10. A. Brown
Clay
2.42.07
VETERANS O/50
1. (17) I. Rowbotham
Ilk
2.48.19
2. (30) G. Schofield
Horw
2.54.27
3. (41) A. Robinson
Clay
2.59.53
VETERANS O/60
1. (53) B. Blyth
Macc
3.02.16
2. (70) K. Carr
Clay
3.07.47
3. (124) D. Tait
DkPk
3.20.57
VETERANS O/70
1. (280) R. Stafford
Horw
4.25.28
LADIES
1. (18) K. Davison
DkPk
2.48.31
2. (31) H. Fines
CaldV
2.54.31
3. (52) L. Clough O/40 Chorl
3.02.04
4. (63) H. Berry
Holmf
3.04.31
5. (95) L. Martin O/40
Otley
3.14.05
(197) W. Dodds O/55
Clay
3.42.04
(231) K. Thompson O/55 Clay
3.53.53
(292) K. Goss O/60
Clay
4.47.15
301 finishers
Photo © Pete Hartley

received a free bottle of Conwy Brewery beer
and later, soup provided by the Fairy Glen Hotel
and the Dwygyfylchi Pub. So, thanks to them but
also to the family contingent who once again
were fantastic. Also the marshals, Team Dolly
& Raynet and Cotswold Outdoor for supplying
some of the prizes.
Chris Near
1. T. Lloyd O/40
Menai
1.00.32
2. I. Morton O/40
Eryri
1.01.16
3. S. Lovatt O/40
Unatt
1.01.19
4. S. Smith O/40
Eryri
1.02.09
5. J. Hunt O/40
DPFR
1.02.29
6. J. McQueen O/40
Eryri
1.03.46
7. D. Chan O/40
Helsby
1.04.00
8. N. Parry O/40
Clwyd
1.04.14
9. B. Murphy O/40
L’pool
1.04.22
10. A. Staveley O/40
Burnd
1.04.23
VETERANS O/50
1. (19) S. Jones
Eryri
1.07.16
VETERANS O/60
1. (80) M. Blake
Eryri
1.19.30
LADIES
1. (31) A. Rowlands
Eryri
1.10.15
2. (35) J. Hemming
Eryri
1.11.17
3. (42) R. Law
Eryri
1.13.09
188 finishers

Tour of Pendle 2009: Rod Sutcliffe (Calder Valley) climbing away from Churn Clough Reservoir
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HARRIERS v CYCLISTS
WestYorks
CM/6m/650ft 22.11.09
130 entries (93 runners and 37 cyclists) battled
against the elements and provided a very
exciting and closely fought contests between
those on two wheels and those on two legs, with
the first 10 counters on bikes beating the first 10
harriers by a mere 2 points, despite the added
obstacle of yet another fallen tree in the recent
storms.
There were some remarkable individual
performances in the muddy and wet conditions
of which the most notable were those of Simon
Bailey, whose tremendous run relegated course
record holder, Rob Jebb, to a rare second place
on his bike. Furthermore, Simon was only 15
seconds behind Rob’s record from last year!
Perhaps the most outstanding performance,
however, was that of Victoria Wilkinson, who
beat the previous ladies’ record set by Sarah
Rowell in 1999, by 1 minute and 21 seconds.
The significance of this achievement is made
all the more noteworthy as Victoria, as many of
you will know, is recovering from a year when
her running has been severely hampered by a
serious foot injury which required surgery earlier
in the year. Our congratulations go to Victoria
for the effort she has obviously made to regain
her fitness. How long will this record stand as the
previous one lasted for 10 years?
Bob Dover
1. S. Bailey
R Mercia 33.27
2. R. Jebb
C W’base 35.03
3. I. Taylor
C Craven 35.41
4. S. Thwaites
C Crosstrax 36.05
5. T. Adams
R Ilk		 36.46
6. R. Gould
R EChesh 37.06
7. S. Chrey
R Tod		 37.21
8. N. Clough O/40
C Fietsen 37.53
9. N. Crampton
C Crosstrax 37.57
10. J. Wright
R Tod		 38.20
VETERANS O/50
1. (20) P. Wilkin
C Fietsen 39.24
2. (27) D. Collings
R Tod		 41.51
3. (30) B. Goodison
R Abbey 41.59
VETERANS O/60
1. (67) G. Breeze
R Ilk		 48.17
2. (67) I. Goodyear
R Bing		 48.23
3. (86) M. Ford
R Bing		 52.38
LADIES
1. (14) V. Wilkinson
R Bing		 38.46
2. (34) K. Pickles
R PudseyP 42.32
3. (47) J. Buckley
R Bing		 45.05
4. (51) K. Bailey
R Bing		 45.47
5. (59) R. Saxton
R Otley		 47.06
(77) S. Fulton O/50
R Bing		 50.16
(80) M. Green O/50
R Bing		 50.41
(87) A. SrivastanaO/40 R Otley		 52.46
129 finishers

RIVOCK EDGE
WestYorks
AM/6.3m/835ft 22.11.09
It does not seem 12 months since the last fell
race and certainly not four years since the
Keighley Explorer Scouts took over the race from
the Keighley and Craven Athletic Club. Whilst we
have aspirations to become as well known and
as professionally run as our bigger sister - The
Fellman Hike (run through the Keighley Scout
Service team), we like to think we have come on

a long way.
From the numbers of runners who have
returned to run this year and the extremely
positive feedback from all those who took
part, the Explorer Scouts certainly went away
feeling their effort in setting up the course and
organising the race was appreciated.
So to the report....
With some of the heaviest rainfalls recorded,
the conditions underfoot can only be described
as extremely wet with one section more akin to
an open bog! But the mixture of open moorland
and forestry sections with a canal section which
many runners found the most gruelling after
running some 8 kilometres, gave the runners an
good array of ground conditions testing even
the best of the runners.
Despite the forecast of further rain, numbers
for the race were up on last year with one runner
from Canada (our first international runner). 119
runners finally started the race.
As expected, no new course records were set
with all the runners well spread out at the finish.
First time entry, Lewis Banton, came in first
with an excellent time of 53.02 with Gareth Hird
coming in second with Philip Turner hot on his
heels.
Fastest female and 12th in the overall placings
was Jo Walker in 57.51, well ahead of Karen
Pickles, who completed just under the hour.
Holly Williams was a creditable 3rd..
All the veteran groups were represented
this year with prizes going to the first in each
category.
As always, my thanks go to the farmers and
the forestry owners who give us access to all
the privately owned areas, to supporters and
Keighley Network Scouts, West Yorkshire police
and Habasit Rossi (Silsden) who helped make
things run smoothly on the day. And finally to all
the runners who participated, who by running
the Rivock Hill Fell Race are directly supporting
Explorer Scouting in Keighley.
Thanks to responsible runners not practising
on the route, all the landowner have agreed to
the race going ahead on their land next year.
Derek Wild
1. L. Banton
Clowne
53.02
2. G. Hird
Wharf
53.55
3. P. Taylor O/50
Ross
54.18
4. S. Turland O/40
Ilk
54.48
5. J. Ryder O/40
Ilk
55.36
6. G. Stephens O/50
Unatt
55.49
7. R. Tench O/40
Ilk
56.12
8. A. Alton O/40
Unatt
56.37
9. G. Williams O/45
DkPk
57.10
10. S. Booth O/45
Unatt
57.30
(22) I. Hill O/50
Bing
61.05
VETERANS O/60
1. M. Walsh
Kend
1.00.19
2. T. Hesketh
Horw
1.00.28
3. S. Batley
Skyrac
1.07.29
LADIES
1. J. Waites
CaldV
57.51
2. K. Pickles
Pudsey
59.58
3. H. Williams
KCAC
60.40
4. G. Myers O/50
Wharf
63.39
5. E. Spencer
Pendle
64.11
J. Robinson O/50
Settle
64.21
H. Lambert O/40
CaldV
67.41
T. Gavins O/45
KCAC
71.27
L. Boothman O/60
Baild
89.23

WREKIN WRECKER
Shropshire
AM/8m/2400ft 22.11.09
The rain was pouring down as almost 170
runners gathered for the 7th Wrekin Wrecker,
which was organised by Newport and District
Running Club in Shropshire. A wide variety
of abilities of athletes took part and the rain
abated as the race started near the base and
Steve Cale took an early lead at the start of the
first climb and Matt Clewes was celebrating his
50th birthday in the chasing group of three just
behind him.
The earlier rain had left the screes treacherous
and quite a few runners went down on their
backsides before running round the base to the
infamous “Goaty”, which went straight up one
of the steepest parts of the hill to the summit,
slowing even the fittest of racers. By now, Steve
Cale had a two minute lead over Ian Grindley,
Matt Clews and Paul Shackleton.
A long, winding descent through the trees
almost all the way to the base, out followed by
a long drag all the way back to the summit up
the main track, spread the field out well. Then
there was a steep descent off the top and some
tree hugging for those without suitable footwear
or confidence, followed by a short climb and
descent and the last mile along the base and
over the switchbacks to the finish, and a bottle of
Wrekin Wrecker Beer on crossing the line!
A large proportion of the runners returned
to the Buckatree Hotel for tea and coffee, plus
sandwiches and chips laid on by the Newport
Club. This also meant that all the prizewinners
could be acknowledged as they received their
awards by courtesy of Ultrasport.
The racers generally acknowledged that the
race was brilliantly organised, well marked and
marshalled by many offering lots of friendly
encouragement and well worth the travelling to
take part.
Mark Deighton
1. S. Cale
Shrews
59.30
2. I. Grindley O/45
Wolv/Bilst 1.05.13
3. P. Shackleton O/45
Clay
1.08.24
4. M. Clewes O/50
Mercia
1.08.42
5. M. Fenn
Unatt
1.10.11
6. J. Walker
Kesw
1.10.41
7. R. Barron
Staff
1.10.42
8. D. Beales O/45
Shrews
1.12.05
9. N. Lammas O/40
Mercia
1.12.53
10. S. Hawkes
AmazFeet 1.13.05
VETERANS O/50
1. (4) M. Clewes
Mercia
1.08.42
2. (13) S. Daws
Telf
1.13.48
3. (15) D. Colclough
Trenth
1.15.20
VETERANS O/60
1. (66) C. Williamson
Shrop
1.27.18
2. (68) G. Gunner
CroftAmb 1.28.17
3. (110) A. Clare-Hay
Mercia
1.35.47
LADIES
1. (21) V. Swingler O/40 Shrop
1.17.16
2. (27) M. Price
Mercia
1.18.36
3. (36) H. Skelton
Newp
1.21.15
4. (48) H. Parish
AmazFeet 1.24.14
5. (62) S. Armstrong O/40
AmazFeet
1.27.00
(141) C. Lloyd O/50
Hales
1.47.05
(142) F. Doyle O/50
Congle
1.48.41
167 finishers
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KIRKBYMOOR
BM/6.5m/1600ft 28.11.09

Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

1. T. Addison
2. M. Addison
3. S. Hebblethwaite
4. B. Bolland O/40
5. B. Procter
6. M. Robinson O/40
7. I. Davies
8. T. Doyle
9. C. Newman
10. J. Bagge O/40
VETERANS O/50
1. (14) S. Addison
2. (25) A. Miller
3. (34) M. Jowett ??
VETERANS O/60
1. (13) J. Holt
2. (18) M. Walsh
3. (44) J. Taylor
VETERANS O/70
1. (55) R. Bell
LADIES
1. (29) J. Casey O/50
2. (42) K. Rogan??
3. (50) J. Taylor O/40
4. (59) L. O’Donnell
73 finishers

Helm
Helm
Kesw
Horw
Helm
DkPk
Kesw
Helm
Wharf
Helm

51.25
52.54
55.02
55.58
56.06
56.31
57.19
57.26
57.40
59.39

Helm
Kend
BCR

61.08
65.40
69.18

Clay
Kend
Bowl

61.04
63.34
71.57

Amble

75.53

Barrow
Wharf
Bowl
Unatt

67.19
71.52
73.58
79.22

DAVID STAFF MEMORIAL FELL
RACE
Lancashire
BS/5.1m/1200ft 29.11.09
With a steadily increasing entry each year, this
race is undergoing resurgence and this year
saw the biggest entry since 2002. Runners
were not put off by the poor weather forecast
and conditions turned out to be rain free, but
slippery underfoot.
Ben Fish led all the way and won by nearly 3
minutes but did not equal his record setting time
from 2008. The youngest runners were 16 and
the oldest three were over 70.
Beckie Taylor won both the female junior and
outright female prize, with her mum taking 2nd
female 40.
Bolton Mountain Rescue dealt with two minor
injuries: a twisted ankle and a cut knee.
Many thanks to all who raced and donated to
CRY. Thanks must also go to all those who freely
gave their time and resources. In particular:
Bolton Mountain Rescue Team, Brian Winder
at ‘The Kiosk’ and three generations of the
Schofield race results service.
Florescent marshal jackets, megaphone,
plastic flags, Chariots of Fire cassettes and cow
bells!! Are we looking a bit too professional?

Kirkby Moor 2009:
Roger Bell

The race is in memory of David Staff and the
£550 profits go to ‘Cardiac Risk in the Young’.
Jonathan Stubbs
1, B. Fish
B’burn
31.45
2. C. Bishop
Saddle
34.40
3. J. Tighe
B’burn
34.48
4. D. Raby
Chorl
35.06
5. L. Passo
B’burn
35.23
6. P. Thompson
Clay
36.13
7. S. Willis O/40
Saddle
36.19
8. S. Smithies O/40
CaldV
36.29
9. G. Hird
Wharf
36.33
10. P. Taylor O/50
Ross
36.41
LADIES
1. B. Taylor
B’burn
41.59
2. J. Redmayne
Chorl
43.18
3. D. .Atkins
Chorl
43.55
4. I. Hughes O/40
Burnd
45.41
5. J. Taylor O/40
B’burn
45.58

RAB/DARK & WHITE EVENTS MINIMARATHON
Hayfield, Derbyshire
06.12.09
1. T. Brunt		
2. R. Dearden (Veteran)		
3. D. Harrison (Veteran)		
4. S. Martland		
5. A. Innes (Veteran)		
6. S. Wilson		
7. A. McCullough		
8. A. Billington (Veteran)		
9. G. Crowley (Veteran)		
10. N. Harvatt		
178 finishers

290 pts
287 pts
272 pts
267 pts
265 pts
253 pts
250 pts
245 pts
244 pts
241 pts

BOLTON BY BOWLAND
Lancashire
CM/8m/800ft 06.12.09
A night of torrential rain on an already wet
course meant that underfoot conditions would
be the wettest ever. Would many turn up we
wondered? But fell runners are a tough lot as
witnessed by the 167 who braved the elements.
At registration I noticed the presence of both
the current champion - Thomas Cornthwaite and
the evergreen, Ian Holmes. So we had a good
contest in prospect. The appearance of Victoria
Wilkinson lent class to the ladies’ race also and so
it proved as she finished in 5th position overall,
but still wasn’t able to break Maureen Laney’s old
record.
At one mile mark, Thomas had a 25 metre lead
over Ian but by the time they descended into
Holden, the positions had been reversed and so
it continued to the finish.
My thanks go to all who helped on the day,
the farmers whose land we used and the prize
givers. With your help we were able to raise over
£500 towards village hall funds.
Roger Dewhurst
1. I. Holmes O/40
Bing
47.30
2. T. Cornthwaite
B’burn
47.43
3. M. Chippendale O/40 Bowl
52.31
4. J. Addison
Helm
52.42
5. V. Wilkinson Lady
Bing
53.07
6. R. Mellow
Bowl
53.17
7. S. Swarbrick
Bowl
53.39
8. P. Taylor O/50
Ross
54.24
9. G. Schofield O/50
Horw
54.27
10. C. Holmes
Unatt
54.35
(22) B. Procter O/50
Helm
57.31
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Photo courtesy of Steve Harling – www.steve-harling.fotopic.net

10. M. Cain
VETERANS O/50
1. (19) D. Gartley
2. (32) R. Holt
3. (34) J. Mooney
VETERANS O/60
1. (35) B. Blyth
2. (53) K. Burgess
3. (80) R. Heart
LADIES
1. (26) Z. Wray
2. (56) C. Parker
3. (62) S.Lewis
4. (83) M. Whittall
5. (84) M. Dugan
(85) K. Sinkinson O/40
(88) B. Ganose O/45
(104) A. Oldham O/55
(112) G. Markham O/50
144 finishers

Man eating bogs at Bolton
by Bowland

GMCFire

39.11

FRA
Gloss
Macc

42.02
43.23
44.18

Macc
Altrinch
Gloss

44.37
47.40
50.34

DkPk
Penn
Altrinch
Unatt
Trenth
Holmf
Altrinch
Unatt
Melth

42.43
47.52
48.34
50.57
51.17
51.22
51.52
54.06
56.30

HEXHAMSHIRE HOBBLE
Northumberland
CM/10.5/1220ft 06.12.09

VETERANS O/60
1. (48) P. Bramham
2. (49) D. Waywell
3. (65) J. Lailey
LADIES
1. (5) V. Wilkinson
2. (37) J. Waites
3. (55) J. Buckley
4. (60) J. Robinson O/50
5. (77) K. Aubrey O/40
(95) C. Preston O/40
(125) L. Bostock O/50
(141) J. Atkins O/60

Kghly
Wesh
Bowl

62.56
63.02
65.08

Bing
CaldV
CaldV
Settle
Helm
Tod
Clay
Chorl

53.07
60.08
64.10
64.56
67.38
71.30
76.05
81.00

GRAVY PUD
Lancashire
BS/5m/1000ft 06.12.09
The popularity of Gravy is obviously increasing
with a record turnout of 144 runners for the fifth
year of this low key fell race. The race attracted
runners from across England with a large
contingent making the trip across from Sheffield
University. The race is staged from the Bulls Head
pub in Tintwistle which is also believed to have
been the last stopping place of Dick Turpin on
his travels across the moors to Yorkshire.
This year’s race was won by local international

athlete, Gareth Raven. Gareth has had a good
season which resulted in him being selected to
run in the World Half Marathon Championships
in Birmingham in October. Closely behind Gareth
in second place was John Rocke and Kris Jones.
Tri-athlete Mark Russell was first vet 40 home
followed next by first vet 45 Malcolm Fowler.
The ladies’ winner again this year was Zanthe
Wray. Zanthe was never challenged for the win.
Second placed was Claire Parker.
All proceeds from the race went to the
Christies. The Christies Hospital has been
an important place for several of the race
organizing team over the last few years.
The 2010 race will be held on Sunday 5
December. Don’t forget your cakes for the cake
competition!!
Andi Jones
1. G. Raven
Sale
35.30
2. J. Rocke
DkPk
36.00
3. K. Jones
SHUOC
37.12
4. C. Gilhooley
DkPk
37.25
5. M. Russell O/40
Bolton
37.40
6. M. Bowler O/45
Chesh
38.16
7. S. Roebuck
P’stone
38.37
8. P. West
Salf
38.55
9. J. Wood
Congle
39.02

Rainbows and squally showers heralded the Up
and Running 16th Hexhamshire Hobble, its first
year as presented by the local club, Allen Valley
Striders. A record field of 180 runners set off
from the Allendale Middle School sports field
on a windy but clear winter morning. The going
was extremely muddy after many weeks of rain,
particularly on the higher ground. Despite the
slippery conditions, all competitors finished in
under 2.5 hours with only 3 retirees.
Number 100, Ian Buis, triumphed in 1.08.38,
beating Philip Sanderson.. The two front runners
kept a close neck and neck position for much of
the race with Ian finally breaking away in the last
3 miles back over the fell toward Allendale. Philip
maintained his second place position from last
year beating his previous time by just two seconds.
Jenny Watts finished in an impressive 19th
position overall, to lead in the ladies’ field. Karen
Robertson was unable to add a 6th notch to her
winning titles in previous Hobbles but did claim
pole position in the veteran ladies’ 40-49 category,
having now come of age in this section since last
year’s event. Allen Valley Striders were proud to
welcome back Claire Jackson to fine form after
injury seeing her claim two prizes, first local female
finisher and 2nd place in the ladies’ veterans.
Husband Brendon was not running this year to
enable him to assist in organising the event.
Up and Running were title sponsors this year
giving each finisher a £10 voucher to spend on
some much needed winter kit. The finishers were
also treated to a warm welcome back at the
new Hobble venue of Allendale Middle School’s
sports hall where free tea, coffee and cakes
baked by the Striders were in abundance. A 10
mile run over the fells builds up a big appetite so
each runner also received a chocolate brownie
and cereal bar from local bakers, Nichol and
Laidlow.
Allen Valley Striders were delighted with the
increase in entrants from last year, with 25% of
entry fees being donated towards a local charity
Allendale Sports Club.
Graham Fraser, event organiser from the
striders said “We want to congratulate all the
finishers and we look forward to welcoming
them back next year”
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Photos courtesy of Brendon Jackson

Hexhamshire Hobble 2009

Hexhamshire Hobble 2009

Samantha Finn
1. J Buis
2. P. Sanderson O/40
3. I. Bromley
4. L. Bennett O/40
5. D. Lydon
6. S. Fraser
7. R. Parker O/40
8. G. Burns O/40
9. C. Sanderson
10. L. Armstrong
LADIES
1. J. Watts
2. K. Robertson O/40
3. C. Jackson O/40
4. S. Lister
5. T. Etherington O/40

Heaton
NFR
Tyne
NFR
Sunder
Teviot
Tyne
DFR
NFR
DFR

1.08.38
1.10.21
1.12.23
1.13.26
1.15.03
1.15.47
1.16.04
1.16.17
1.16.22
1.16.34

Unatt
NFR
AllenV
Blackhill
Clarem

1.17.47
1.21.40
1.22.22
1.27.22
1.27.37

MARSDEN TO EDALE (Tanky’s Trog)
Derbyshire
BL/21.5m/3750ft 06.12.09
Weather forecast for the day stated the torrential
rain overnight would dry up 2 hours after
daylight but at 07:00 hrs at Marsden and the rain
was bouncing down. Setting up an area for kit
check suggested it was going to be a wet affair
until Tanky’s
son came to the rescue with the tailgate of his
van as a canopy. As competitors started to arrive,
the rain started to steady and by 09:00 hrs it had
stopped.
The wintry showers soon returned part way
up the Wessenden Valley, the worst squall
waiting until most people were well exposed on
Bleaklow when horzontal hail battered our faces
in the South Westerly, reasonably strong, winds.
This didn’t seem to affect 21 year old Adam Perry
whose winning time of 3:15.00 was 1 minute
ahead of Darren Holloway.
First lady home was Karen Davison in a
creditable 3:26.00 giving her 8th place overall
and 20 minutes in front of Nicky Spinks.
A few incidents throughout the day highlight
the need for carrying enough at this time of year.
Worst “injury” was in the Snake Inn, approx 4

miles before the finish, where a retiree sat next to
the fire to warm up but did so too fast. This was
a lesson in hyperthermia. Cooling down over a
long period requires warming up SLOWLY or the
warm blood from the core travels to the outside
of the body therefore creating serious problems.
Luckily, several MR personnel were on hand to
take charge of the situation.
A big thanks to all involved - all of Tanky’s
family who were out in force, Ian and Brent for
their support prior to and during the race, all
check point and road crossing marshals and
all Woodhead MRT lads and lasses who, by the
look of some of the photos, had a great picnic,
especially on Seal Edge. I always thought some
were one chip short of a butty!!
See you next year when Clare, Tanky’s
daughter, is taking hold of the reins and taking
the race back into the hands of the Stokes family.
Andy Plummer
1. A. Perry
Penn
3.15
2. D. Holloway
Penn
3.16
3. M. Ollerenshaw O/40 Gloss
3.17
4. J. Minshull
Gloss
3.17
5. M. Hulley
DkPk
3.21
6. I. Winterburn O/40
DkPk
3.24
7. S. Lynch
DkPk
3.25
8. K. Davison
DkPk
3.26
9. N. Winfield
Penn
3.30
10. M. Stocks O/40
DkPk
3.31
LADIES
1. (8) K. Davison
DkPk
3.26
2. (24) N. Spinks O/40 DkPk
3.46
3. (34) K. Cooper
CaldV
3.56
4. (43) H. Elmore
DkPk
4.03
5. (53) H. Marshall
Unatt
4.07
(79) L. Bland O/40
DkPk
4.22
171 finishers

SIMONSIDE CAIRNS
Northumberland
BM/11m/1420ft 13.12.09
There was a record turnout for the Simonside
Cairns Race. Scott Gibson led the charge up the
first hill to Whitton and was followed by 115
other runners. Old Cheviot joined the massed
ranks, leaving the fast runners to contest the
leading places.
The day was cold but clement with the clouds
high and just a gentle north westerly breeze. The
clarts were not so clement! They were plentiful
and from Lordenshaw onwards were a constant
menace, ready to trap shoes and limbs of passing
runners.
After passing Coquet Cairn and Selby’s Cove,
the race reverted to its original route through
the trees with Christmas lights and songs to spur
tiring runners onwards. The stiff climb to the
summit of Simonside was followed by a glorious
run-in along the ridge with views stretching
northwards to The Cheviots. OC stirred his aged
bones into action, endeavouring to catch the
purple and green vests ahead. But whilst the
spirit was willing, the flesh was weak and he
settled for a steady run-in past the tower and
down the hill into Rothbury.
At the sharp end, James Buis won, making it
a double with his victory at The Hobble. Adam
Fletcher was second and Ally MacDonald third.
Karen Robertson won the ladies’ race ahead of
Claire Jackson). NFR took a clean sweep of the
team prizes.

Lee Bennett, Chris Sanderson, and Scott
Gibson won the men’s prize. Karen Robertson,
new recruit Henrietta Bolton Carter, and
Sally Welsh (making a welcome return to the
fellrunning scene) made sure that the ladies
matched the men.
The race was excellently organised by Paul
Appleby and his team, to whom many thanks
are due.
OC reckons that he’s due a swift half or
two after all that effort – strictly for medicinal
purposes of course.
Old Cheviot
1. J. Buis
Heaton
1.23.55
2. A. Fletcher O/40
Wooler
1.25.55
3. A. Macdonald O/40 Morpeth 1.28.25
4. L. Bennett O/40
NFR
1.28.47
5. C. Sanderson
NFR
1.29.28
6. D. Lydon
SundStr
1.30.34
7. P. Duffy
Crook
1.30.54
8. S. Gibson
NFR
1.31.16
9. D. Armstrong O/40
NFR
1.31.54
10. H. Bingham O/40
Tyne
1.32.53
VETERANS O/50
1. (13) N. Cassidy
Tyne
1.33.48
2. (20) P. Kelly
DFR
1.36.40
3. (26) P. Milburn
DFR
1.38.10
VETERANS O/60
1. (84) G. Fraser
AllenV
1.57.34
2. (91) R. Clark
NYM
2.00.24
3. (96) T. Hart
NFR
2.06.50
LADIES
1. (18) K. Robertson O/40
NFR
1.35.59
2. (35) C. Jackson O/40 AllenV
1.41.20
3. (48) S. Lister
Blackhill
1.45.34
4. (59) C. Buis
Heaton
1.48.51
(102) S. Davis O/50
NFR
2.11.10
116 finishers

MORTIMER FOREST
Shropshire
CM/10m/1600ft 13.12.09
1. S. Cale
2. J. Bowie
3. P. Jones
4. O. Blake
5. J. Newey
6. S. Pye
7. D. Chan
8. W. Miles O/40
9. M. Clewes O/50
10. M. Scriven O/40
VETERANS O/50
1. (9) M. Clewes
2. (26) S. Dawes
3. (45) N. Eyke
VETERANS O/60
1. (74) I. Price
2. (121) T. Press
3. (125) G. Gunner
VETERANS O/70
1. (225) H. Franklin
2. (301) P. Norman
3. (352) D. Lyons
LADIES
1. (46) J. Heming
2. (48) M. Clarke
3. (65) A. Bartlette
4. (83) H. Parish
5. (88) H. Skelton
(102) P. Knowles O/50

Shrews
Trismart
Oswestry
Oswestry
MalvernJ
AmazF
Helsby
Worcest
Mercia
Mercia

1.10.57
1.11.45
1.13.53
1.14.49
1.15.29
1.15.47
1.16.33
1.17.04
1.17.44
1.18.06

Mercia
Telford
Oswestry

1.17.44
1.21.40
1.24.57

CroftA
HattonD
CroftA

1.30.06
1.34.51
1.35.09

WyeV
Wrexham
Sphinx

1.46.23
1.59.05
2.20.27

Eryri
Telford
Shrews
AmazF
Newport
RoySuttC

1.25.12
1.25.28
1.28.49
1.30.49
1.31.31
1.33.10
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It was lucky that race organiser, Linda Crabtree,
reminded Salford to send in their entry months
before the event, otherwise they may not
have had the opportunity to retain their title.
Despite allowing 120 teams to enter the 26th
Calderdale Way Relay, the event quickly reached
its maximum.
Determined not to relinquish their title easily,
Salford worked their way from 9th on Leg 1
to cross the finish line as the race winners for
another year.
Although the weather on the day was kind
to the runners, dry but cold, it was still quite
muddy underfoot. The teams faced 10.5 miles
of tough running on mixed terrain and despite
admitting to taking a wrong turn, which possibly
contributed to them losing the overall race, Dark
Peak were the first team to arrive at the changeover point at Cragg Vale, hotly pursued by Calder
Valley.
On Leg 2, Calder Valley had a fantastic run,
chasing down Dark Peak to take over the lead to
finish second fastest time of the day. Pudsey &
Bramley had the fastest time of the day on Leg
2 in 60.33.
Salford managed to pull through for 4th place
as the Leg 3 runners set off on the shortest leg
up to Blackshaw Head, Todmorden achieving the
fastest Leg 3 time in 36.07. By the end of Leg 3,
Dark Peak regained the lead.
Leg 4 saw Salford pile on the pressure with
two of their leading runners, who scorched over
the terrain and the final killer climb to change
over at Wainstalls in first place.
The penultimate leg, an undulating route,
taking in some tricky descents from brutal
climbs, saw Salford extend their lead as they
posted the fastest Leg 5.
The final leg saw Dark Peak pull back over two
minutes on Salford but it wasn’t enough to stop
the Lancashire lads embracing victory.
It didn’t come as much of a surprise to see
Bingley win the ladies’ race from Ilkley, leading
from start to finish, and with a cushion of over 15
minutes at the end.
1. Salford Harriers
5.54.08
2. Dark Peak
5.56.17
3. Holmfirth Harriers
6.02.48
VETERANS
1. Dark Peak
6.24.48
LADIES
1. Bingley Harriers
7.13.03
2. Ilkley Harriers
7.29.35
MIXED
1. Keighley & Craven
6.54.08

Photos courtesy of Allan Greenwood

CALDERDALE WAY RELAY
WestYorkshire
6 x 50m/12000ft 13.12.09

Calderway Relay 2009:
Bingley’s anchor leg runners
Sarah Jarvis and Ali Raw,
pictured a mile from victory
on stage six at Salterhebble

THE 20TH SNOWY STOOP
WestYorkshire
BS/5m/800ft 20.12.09
The 20th annual Stoop race brought real festive
weather in the form of ice and snow which put
paid to sport in general over Britain. But fell
runners being a hardy breed who simply relish
such extreme conditions, took it all in their stride,
in fact one could say the harder it is the more
fun they have. True to form, 186 senior runners
took to Penistone Hill to run a revised course for
safety reasons, indeed it was the original route,
to the top of Oxenhope Stoop standing stone

Calderway Relay 2009: Rossendale’s
Phil Bolton and Joe Kelly approach
Cragg Vale on leg one
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and straight back.
It was 35 year old Rob Hope, the British
champion for the last three years and six times
Stoop winner, who broke trail with twice Stoop
winner and record holder, Andi Jones, in close
pursuit. Both these were first to the snowy
summit turn with Ian Holmes some ten seconds
behind. On the interestingly tricky technical
descent Andi finally lost ground on the bracken
banking, ‘it just wasn’t worth taking another
tumble or two, so I kind of held back,’ said Andi.
Ten times winner, Ian, now 44 simply skipped
down the descent he knows so well, but he
did make a huge mistake from the summit. ‘My
cunning plan was to cut the corner, but it was
a big, big mistake as I ran into deep snow and
ended up even further behind Rob and Andi
by the time I got back on to the path. By the
beck crossing Rob and I were neck and neck but
from there, Rob slowly opened a yard or two. I
was closing at the end, and kept telling myself
I was an idiot to have let him go away after the
beck. At the finish I just wish I had tried a bit
harder.’ said four times British and five times
English champion Ian, who is the current English
V40 champion. Although only three seconds
separated the two at the finish Rob was always
confident he would win, with the belief if he
crossed the beck first, the race was his, and he
looked a real cool dude crossing the finish line
for the seventh time still wearing his sunglasses.
Will Rob attain the dizzy heights of ten wins like
Ian? Maybe! But Ian did it on the trot whereas
Rob must rue the day Andi Jones beat him in
2007. Showing how hard the conditions were,
Ian’s record for this route from 1995 which stands
at 26.36 and even Jonnie Butler’s veteran record
of 28.56 were inside Rob’s winning time of 30.50.
25 year old Helen Glover won the ladies
to add to her Soreen Stanbury Splash and
Bunny Run wins finishing nearly three minutes
ahead of Tamara Hird, with 20 year old Victoria
Stevens third, Victoria led Ilkley Harriers to the
ladies’ team prizes with Kate Archer eighth
and Catherine Gibbons sixteenth. 50-year old
Caroline Pollard ran outstandingly being the
nearest runner to get anywhere near any of the
old records, Caroline finished only 41 seconds
outside the 2003 time of Jo Prowse. Many thanks
to Lyn Eden of Ilkley Harriers who gave up racing
proper to act as the sweeper for the organisers,
and keep you all safe. Runners’ partners have
much to put up with. Well, Angela Donlan from
Barnoldswick, who finished eleventh has a real
gem in partner Paul Crabtree, who acted as
the summit marshal braving the worst of the
elements. Why you may ask\/ Well, it was so mad
keen Angela could have an entry for the already
full Auld Lang Syne race - now that’s love for you!
71 juniors braved the elements to conquer
the snow bound Curly Wurly quarry courses,
where amendments had to be made to the
courses taking out the craggy quarry climb,
which was a little too icy for the organisers
liking. The changes meant it was a steeper climb
out of Penistone Hill quarry and more testing
because of the snow, otherwise the routes were
as normal, except the lake they normally traverse
was frozen solid, and the under 16 race was
reduced to one lap. Elliot Brett won the under 8
race from seven year olds’ Jonathan Evans and
George Hobbs, while Ruby Schofield finished

fifth overall. Both Elliot and Ruby received
applause from the seniors and had the honour of
shouting a loud ‘GO’, as the snow swept in again.
Then it was a quick dash back to the warmth of
West End Cricket Club and the junior prize giving
and, of course, chocolate throw out. In 6.28,
under 14 James Hall led home the cavalry charge
of the combined U10, U12, U14 and U16 races,
and in the girls, Harmony Waterman by finishing
sixth overall and first girl showed her talent,
especially since she is only twelve. Harmony is
just one of nine in the Waterman household with
Sunnivah, Tireis and Seth all running the race,
Harmony just finished behind 11 year old Seth
who she trains with, and gives him credit for her
improvement, although one day soon she hopes
to beat him. Both are rising sporting stars taking
part in swimming for the Borough of Kirklees,
running for Holmfirth Harriers and triathlon
events for Holmfirth Harriers Tri Club. Harmony
won the National Tri champs in September in
Wales, and on the bike the National Hill Climb
champs in October. Goodness knows how she
manages all the training with playing the piano
and violin, but determination could be her
middle name. Her heroes are, of course, Lance
Armstrong and Kelly Holmes.
Good to see that even though the conditions
were a little on the chilly side and more
challenging than normal, fancy dress was still
evident: the Christmas Tree by Alice Watson in
the under 8 race was superb, and thanks to Abby
Mae Parkinson, Laura Knowles, Anna Pickering,
Oliver Crabtree, Ciaren Crabtree and Emile
Cairess for their efforts, hope you enjoyed your
Cadburys chocolate stocking.
The Woodentops
1. R.Hope
P&B
30.50
2. I. Holmes O/40
Bing
30.53
3. A. Jones
Salf
31.19
4. D. Hope
P&B
32.32
5. T. Adams
Ilk
33.23
6. S. Carey
Tod
33.25
7. S. Tosh
Ross
33.26
8. T. Werrett
Mercia
33.51
9. G. Hird
Wharfe
33.58
10. S. Brock
Kghly
34.03
VETERANS O/40
1. (2) I. Holmes
Bing
30.53
2. (13) C. Smale
Unatt
34.36
3. (14) P. Crabtree
Kghly
34.39
VETERANS O/50
1. (30) I. Rowbotham
Ilk
36.59
2. (32) A. Normandale YorkA
37.04
3. (39) N. Holding
WPenn
37.34
VETERANS O/60
1. (65) D. Tait
DkPk
41.12
2. (112) S. Thompson
Bing
45.02
3. (123) J. Cox
Middle
45.32
LADIES
1. (45) H. Glover
Kghly
38.07
2. (61) T. Hird
Wharfe
41.00
3. (64) V. Stevens
Ilk
41.08
4. (77) C. Pollard O/50 `NYM
41.57
5. (90) L. Slater O/40
Clay
43.11
(183) L. Eden O/60
Ilk
72.12
183 finishers
JUNIORS
U/10, U/12, U/14, U/16
1. J. Hall U/14
Wharfe
6.28
2. J. Marchant U/12
Pendle
6.39
3. G. Weight U/14
Bing
6.52

4. B. Johnstone U/14
Wharfe
5. S. Waterman U/12
Holm
6. H. Waterman Girl U/12 Holm
9. D. Wilson U/16
Pendle
11. M. Barnes U/10
Pendle
15. R. Hellawell
Girl U/16
Kghly
16. S. Pickering
Girl U/12
Ilk
22. S. Handford Girl U/14 Kghly
33. Y. Evans Girl U/10
Unatt
47 finishers
U/8 Fune Race
1. E. Brett
Kghly
2. J. Evans
Unatt
3. G. Hobbs
Unatt
5. R. Schofield Girl
Pendle
9. D. Hunter Girl
CaldV
11. A. Brown Girl
Arient
20 finishers

7.01
7.02
7.09
7.23
7.27
7.59
8.05
9.10
10.09

2.31
2.36
2.39
2.42
3.30
3.37

CRUIM LEACAINN HILL RACE
Scotland
26.12.09
The ground was frozen solid with a lot of
snow and ice about, plenty of scope to come a
cropper.
40 brave or stupid runners started and
finished, nearly all locals, without any serious
mishaps.
However foreigners Brenda Paul and her best
friend Manny Gorman, both of Westies finished
last and first, perfect symmetry. Manny likes it
rough and the sub zero temperatures obliged.
Manny ran close to the edge of stability but
never crossed the edge and managed to stay
on his feet throughout to win by a small margin
over Craig Mitchell in a fast time considering the
conditions, 7.5 minutes outside the record.
Roger Boswell
1. M. Gorman
Westies
49.11
2. C. Mitchell
Lochab
49.54
3. B. Poll
Lochab
50.41
4. J. Hepburn O/40
Lochab
51.03
5. P. Kennedy
Lochab
51.30
6. O. Blomfield
Lochab
51.30
7. D. Munro O/40
Lochab
53.24
8. B. Goodison O/50
Abbey
4.40
9. N. McBeath O/40
Lochab
56.41
10. G. Brooks O/50
Lochab
56.50
(13) J. Treasurer O/50
Lochab
57.41
VETERANS O/60
1. (23) E. Orr
Lochab
62.42
2. (24) G. Smith
Lochab
64.10
LADIES
1. (17) S. Byrne
Lochab
59.56
2. (21) N. Forster O/40 Lochab
62.04
3. (27) L. Shaw
Lochab
65.05
4. (29) E. Pearce O/40
Lochab
65.37
5. (30) S. Ross O/40
Lochab
66.42
(38) A. Kitson O/50
Lochab
82.04
40 finishers

TURKEY TROT
Mourne Mountains
AS/5.5m/1500ft 26.12.09
For only the second time in the eighteen year
history of the race, we had to use a shortened
course due to the sheets of ice on the Trassey
Track, making the prospect of racing finishes
dangerous. The finish would be at the top gate,
but the start was as normal, so seventy six
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runners slipped and slid their way up the track,
before heading into the frosted hills.
Jonny Steede led the way, closely followed
by Gary Bailey and a Posey of fellow Mourne
Runners. As is usual in this event, there were
some visitors making their presence felt
including Tom Ferington and young Niall Till of
Helm Hill (No I didn’t make it rhyme on purpose).
They pushed through the first col and
contoured Meelmore to the second col where
Jonny still lead from Gary, with Willy Marks now
holding third position. Karen Alexander was the
leading lady.
Marshals had marked the route down from the
col to avoid the worst of the ice but, even so, it
was treacherous going and a few runners picked
up gashes and bruises as they slithered down.
Curiously, there was little snow about, but the
blue sky and biting cold was more than festive
for most.
Jonny was pushed hard by Gary on the
descent and along the Ulster Way but he
prevailed and became the latest runner to add
his name to the Martin Mc Mahon trophy. Gary
was second, Willy Marks third and Tom Ferington
and Niall Till held off the locals for fourth and
fifth positions. First vet, and sixth overall was
Dale Mathers and first lady was Karen Alexander
in fifteenth place overall followed by hard
running veteran, Alwynne Shannon, twenty
second overall.
The prize giving was at the Tollymore
Mountain centre where mulled wine and
sandwiches were gratefully consumed, and the
hardy perennial of wading through the spot
prizes was livened up by having a quiz, with
shouted answers being rewarded by gifts from
Jacksons Sports.
Thanks to all who helped me organize and run
the event, especially the marshals who manned
the cold hill check points and Mark Pruzina;
typing info into the computer with blue hands!!
Jim Brown.
1. J. Steede
Ballymena 45.10
2. G. Bailey
MourneR 46.10
3. W. Marks
MourneR 47.25
4. T. Ferington
Corstoph 47.40
5. N. Till
HelmH
49.32
6. D. Mathers O/40
NewryCity 50.18
7. J. McKee
MourneR 50.23
8. R. Donaldson
MourneR 50.25
9. C. McGreevy O/40
TeamP
51.23
10. P. Grant O/40
NewryCity 51.27
VETERANS O/50
1. (24) S. White
N’castle
58.34
2. (25) P. McGuckin
MourneR 58.56
3. (28) M. Barton
MourneR 60.05
VERTERANS O/60
1. (69) I. Taylor
BARF
78.10
LADIES
1. (15) K. Alexander
SperrinH 53.30
2. (22) A. Shannon O/45 MourneR 57.24
3. (41) W. Findlay O/40 N’castle
64.50
76 finishers

WHINBERRY NAZE
Lancashire
BS/4m/750ft 26.12.09
143 runners made it to the line on Boxing
Day to compete in the Whinberry Naze Dash,
Rossendale Harriers’ annual festive fell race. The
four mile dash up to the summit of Cowpe Lowe

starts in Cloughfold and locals may have been
surprised to see Amy Winehouse discussing race
tactics with Elvis Presley, both of whom were
rubbing shoulders on the start line with Dennis
the Menace, Noddy and Big Ears, normally a
fairly bizarre sight, but not for this race where
competitors are encouraged to compete in fancy
dress. Despite his busy schedule at this time of
year Santa Claus usually makes an appearance
at the summit and he didn’t disappoint this year,
flying at the last minute to dish out sweets to all
who made it up there.
At the serious end of the race Sean Carey,
who was also first junior, was the first to cross
the line, although the snow and slippery
conditions underfoot meant that times were
relatively slow and Andy Norman’s five year old
course record was never threatened. Ashley Holt
was Rossendale’s first runner in fifth place but
he failed to edge out the bewigged 118, 118
character, Andrew Wrench.
Steve Clawson was next back, just holding
off the Green Cross Code Man, John Wright in
fairly extravagant fancy dress. Graham Schofield,
who turns up almost every year, impressively
made the top ten running in spikes to combat
the ice and snow after which the result sheet
reads pretty strangely with Arab Sheiks, various
superheroes including Superman and Batman,
although minus Robin, Christmas trees, Santa
Claus and various elves, Red Indian Squaws, a
Geisha girl, SpongeBob Squarepants, Freddy
Kruger, St Trinian’s schoolgirls and a harem of
concubines! Darwen Dasher Linda Clarkson was
first hot dog and a convincing winner of the
fancy dress competition.
Steve Duxbury
1. S. Carey
Tod
27.55
2. J. Logue Jun
Horw
28.32
3. J. Titmus
Unatt
28.38
4. A. Wrench O/40
Tod
28.41
5. A. Holt
Ross
28.49
6. S. Clawson O/40
Ross
28.54
7. J. Wright
Tod
28.59
8. S. Fogg
Clay
29.02
9. M. Laithwaite
AchR
29.16
10. G. Schofield O/50
Horw
29.26
LADIES
1. D. Gowans O/45
2. H. Corbishley
3. V. Mousley
143 finishers

Acrring
Ross
Acring

34.26
35.44
35.44

THE 16TH AULD LANG SYNE RACE
WestYorkshire
BM/6m/800ft 31.12.09
1. A. Brownlee
2. I. Holmes O/40
3. J. Brownlee
4. A. Jones
5. S. Bailey
6. G. Pearce
7. A. Osbourne
8. M. Roberts
9. S. Tosh
10. G. Hird
VETERANS O/40
1. (2) I. Holmes
2. (14) S. Smithies
3. (16) M. Russell
VETERANS O/50

Bing
Bing
Bing
Salf
Mercia
P&B
Leeds
Eryri
Ross
Wharfe

39.35
39.49
39.58
40.09
40.12
40.46
42.42
43.13
43.17
43.28

Bing
CaldV
BoltTri

39.49
44.13
44.23

1. (33) P. Taylor
Clay
2. (40) I. Rowbotham
Ilk
3. (58) D. Collins
Tod
VETERANS O/60
1. (156) G. Breeze
Ilk
2. (158) D. Waywell
Wesham
3. (202) B. Duncan
Bing
VETERANS O/70
1. (363)G. Arnold
Prest
LADIES
1. (43) O. Walwyn
Altrinch
2. (63) E. Clayton
Scunth
3. (67) S. Ridgeway-Kleeman
O/35
Eryri
4. (87) N. Jackson U/18 Prest
5. (92) K. Bailey O/35
Bing
(119) A. Eagle O/40
Ilk
(181) E. Tomes O/50
Kghly
(368) J. Atkins O/60
Chorley
380 finishers

46.49
47.18
48.45
54.49
54.51
57.54
73.58
47.34
48.59
49.04
50.12
51.05
52.50
56.01
74.47

HILLFORTS & HEADACHES
Northumberland
AS/3m/1020ft 01.01.10
The race was cancelled due to heavy overnight
snow.

NINE STANDARDS FELL RACE
Cumbria
BM/8m/1800ft 01.01.10
With deep snow and ice on the fell side, we
were seriously thinking about changing the
route of the race. However, after talking to the
Kirkby Stephen Mountain Rescue team, they
made it clear there support was at hand. This
meant the section of the fell that was being
raced on could be flagged. On the morning of
the race, the conditions had taken a turn for the
worse, but we still went ahead. The Mountain
Rescue team were there in force to help the
event run smoothly. The race would not have
been possible without their help. Because of the
conditions Paul Brittleton led the runners out,
due to the steps at the beginning of the race
being extremely icy.
Morgan Donnelly set off, finishing first in 58.00
with Ricky Stuart winning the Veterans’ 40 and
second place. Kim Collison was not far behind
with third place. The “Flying Postman” Steve
Moffat, came first for the Veterans’ 50 and Les
Stephenson first for the Veterans’ 60.
There were many locals out showing their
support for the race with numerous entering and
with Carl Bell taking the honours. Lauren Jeska
took the lead as the winning lady with Lisa Lacon
second and Anja Phoenix third. Denise Tunstall
won the female Veteran 40 and Wendy Dodds
winning the female Veteran 50. Eden Runners
were the winning club taking both the team
events.
Special thanks to Pauline, Steve and Laura,
Thomas and Becky, Kirkby Stephen Mountain
Rescue, Cumbria Kendal Scaffold, KSSSC and The
Old Croft House for the lovely soup.
Hope to see you all next year
Paul Brittleton P.S. I’ll be back to take the local
crown next year!!
1. M. Donnelly
Borr
58.44
2. R. Stuart O/40
Kend
61.52
3. K. Collison
Unatt
64.38
4. S. Stoddart O/40
Eden
66.14
5. A. Labram O/40
Eden
66.19
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6. G. Johnson
7. J. Robbins
8. J. Bagge O/40
9. S. Fisher
10. C. Bell
VETERANS O/50
1. (12) S. Moffat
2. (28) J. Fisher
3. (36) M. Vollans
VETERANS O/60
1. (39) L. Stephenson
2. (55) E. Dealtry
LADIES
1. (13) L. Jeska
2. (20) L. Lacon
3. (31) A. Phoenix
4. (37) S. Warburton
5. (47) D. Tunstall O/40
6. (53) W. Dodds O/50
70 finishers

Unatt
Amble
HelmH
Howgill
Howgill

66.59
67.38
67.43
67.44
68.20

Howgill
Howgill
FRA

70.33
79.33
82.56

Kend
Kend

84.01
92.01

Tod
Holmf
Eden
Tod
Durham
Clay

71.21
74.59
81.21
83.10
87.27
90.58

TRIG POINT
Staffordshire
CL/15m/1500ft 10.01.10

At the height of the winter’s snow and freeze,
the race was one of the few to go ahead that
weekend, albeit over a slightly shortened and
sometimes slippery course. Runners braved
sub freezing, initially bright conditions, but the
slower ones faced driving snow towards the end
of their race.
The real heroes were the ever committed
marshals, who manned registration, the course
and finish, and much welcomed refreshments
at the hall. Their efforts were appreciated by
all. Unlike the runners who, despite at least 5
different stages of warning and briefing, tried
to avoid the kit check and run in inadequate
kit. One runner was so badly equipped that he
was withdrawn from the race. In very harsh, and
potentially deteriorating conditions, competitors
must respect the FRA and organiser’s positions
on this.
As for the race, Pete Vale led throughout, but
by only a few seconds at mid way, for others to
make serious navigation errors on their return in
the snow. His win, by 9 minutes was outstanding,
as was the second place run of now M50 and
club mate Matt Clews.
The ladies’ race was tight to the last check
point with 3 runners in sight of each other. Zoe
Procter was able to use final descent to pull away
and win after many second and third places in
previous races.
144 runners started and 140 finished. The
retirees are to be thanked for reporting to
marshals or phoning the organiser who was
relieved to get everyone back in daylight.
The runners also thanked for the many kind
comments and appreciation of a tough
challenge.
Next year is the 25th running of the race
and will be on the second Sunday in January. It
would be nice to see everyone who has run in
the previous 24!
Bob Dredge
1. P. Vale
Mercia
1.19.19
2. M. Clewes O/50
Mercia
1.28.23
3. S. Cale
SAC
1.28.25
4. S. Fenney
Stone
1.29.03
5. C. Jeffrey
StaffsM
1.29.26
6. S. Shanks
FellP
1.29.32
7. I. Grindley O/40
WolvBil
1.29.33

8. P. Hammond
WolvBil
9. A. Davies O/40
Mercia
10. N. Lammas O/40
Mercia
LADIES
1. (20) Z Proctor
Bowline
2. (22) T. Greenway O/45 Ilk
3. ((26) A. Bartlett
Shrews
30 finishers

1.29.42
1.30.55
1.32.01
1.35.42
1.36.01
1.37.07

KYMIN WINTER RACE
Monmouth
AS/3.9m/1150ft 09.01.10
At his third attempt Tom Gibbs won this short
but difficult race with a time 5 minutes off the
record.
The race was held in snowy and bright
weather on the Kymin Hill just outside
Monmouth for the 58 runners who signed on
at the Monmouth Boys School Sports Centre.
From the start in a snow covered Mayhill Lane,
Tom was always in control and pulled out a
commanding lead by the head of the first climb.
His closest rival and Chepstow Harriers club
mate Matt Stott was chasing hard but couldn’t
get close to the leader. Next up were Rob Sage
and Stuart Crees, road runners from promoting
club Les Croupiers but, unused to mountain race
taped markings, they took the wrong route on
the first descent and lost several minutes and
places.
After crossing the tarmac Mountain Road
the route descended through steep snow with
several people losing their footing and sliding
down on their backsides ! All survived to reach
the bottom and the second climb up Wyesham
Lane and the knee deep powder snow on the
top. Heavy going and great fun but not many
had raced in these conditions before. The final
climb took the runners past the Tower at the top
of the Kymin where those not contesting the
leading places were able to take in the views
across to The Black Mountains and The Sugar
Loaf with the leaders starting the long sprint
down through Beaulieu Wood and down to
the finish. Things at the front stayed the same
with Tom Gibbs eventually winning by nearly 2
minutes.
Ladies’ winner, English International fell
runner Kate Bailey, had less than 20 seconds
advantage over namesake Kate Beecher from the
promoting club. Local man, Simon Blease, took
M50 first place as he did last year.
After hot showers in the Sports Centre, it was
awards, sandwiches and a pint in The Mayhill
Pub warmed by a welcome open fire.
Most agreed at the finish, it was a great day
out in the snow!
Thanks to all athletes for taking part and
to,marshals, timekeepers, St John’s Leisure
Centre staff and the Mayhill Pub. What a great
day to race over the Kymin, powder snow, good
views and a pint at the end. Hope you come back
next year.
Rod & Angela Jones
1. T. Gibbs
Chepstow 34.41
2. M. Stott
Chepstow 36.23
3. M. Suff O/40
Heref
37.50
4. M. Lawson O/40
Chepstow 38.24
5. J. Blore
Chepstow 38.43
6. R. Self O/40
LesCroup 38.46
7. K. Bailey Lady
Merionydd 38.52
8. S. Blease O/50
Brycheiniog 38.57

9. A. Creber O/50
10. K. Beecher Lady
VETERANS O/60
1. (22) G. Gunner
2. (45) G. Jones
3. (48) R. Brown
LADIES
1. (7) K. Bailey
2. K. Beecher
3. (26) C. Dallimore
4. (28) L. Summers O/40
(37) G. Stott O/50
(57) C. Johnson O/60
58 finishers

Chepstow 39.08
LesCroup 39.11
CroftA
42.57
Chepstow 52.07
Chepstow 53.43
Merionydd
LesCroup
LesCroup
Chepstow
Chepstow
LesCroup

38.52
39.11
44.14
44.26
46.55
61.46

SHINING CLIFF WOODS
Derbyshire
BM/6.5m/1173ft 10.01.10
Snow and a chilly wind did not prevent over 100
hardy runners taking part in the first of three
races in Shining Cliff Woods, Ambergate.
The revised safe, but shorter, course still
provided a challenge and, fortunately, not one
competitor sustained an injury.
23 year old James Walker easily won the race
ahead of veteran, Karl Webster.
Interestingly, 59% of the runners were veterans
and so we must all do what we can to promote
more events for youngsters.
David Denton
1. J. Walker
SheltStr
31.12
2. K. Webster O/40
Matlock
32.03
3. M. Gilbert
Wrelsam
32.10
4. E. Murden O/40
Unatt
32.46
5. M. Brennan
Erewash
33.09
6. C. Howard Lady
Matlock
33.17
7. G. Smith
HattonD
33.24
8. M. Beighton
DerbyTri
33.44
9. S. Cooper
SheltStr
33.49
10. R. Wilkinson O/50
FRA
34.10
VETERANS O/50
1. (10) R. Wilkinson
FRA
34.10
2. (26) J. Birch
LongE
37.07
3. (29) N. Lander
Erwewash 37.45
VETERANS O/60
1. (21) S. Brister
Matlock
36.44
2. (33) T. Press
HattonD
38.50
3. (51) B. Warwick
Derwent 41.42
LADIES
1. (6) C. Howard
Matlock
33.17
2. (36) D. Lee
Matlock
39.11
3. (52) L. Crane
Unatt
41.48
(65) C. Rowe O/50
LongE
43.19
(72) H. Soiris O/40
HolmeP
44.16
91 finishers
SHORT RACE
1. G. Tighe O/15
Matlock
18.14
2. A. Beswick O/40
Unatt
22.11
3. J. Davidson
Unatt
22.50
(6) R. Clark
Unatt
26.05
12 finishers

THE 27TH STANBURY SPLASH
WestYorkshire
BM7m/1200ft/ 24.01.10
Ian Holmes seems to have a great fondness for
this race and must really love his Soreen Malt
Loaf because the 44 year old has now won the
event consecutively since 1996, mind you way
back then Ian does admit he did have more hair,
but his running has certainly not receded. Just
ask Graham Pearce and the other 298 runners
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who chased him round the Splash course.
29 year old Graham Pearce did give Ian a
tremendous tussle and hung on to his shirt
tails until the scenic Ponden Valley circuit. Here
Graham’s mistake was to take up the running
in to the head wind, which of course tactically
astute and Soreen King, Ian, was happy to
oblige Graham. This gave Ian some respite and
allowed him to regroup ready to attack again
and by Upper Heights Ian was back in control
and gaining yardage, to keep that advantage
to cross the line with 17 seconds in hand. So
Graham, runner up last year, was yet again
foiled in his quest to wrestle the Soreen crown
from Ian Holmes.
27 year old Tom Adams just couldn’t live with
the pace of these two early on, and finished
over 2 minutes behind Graham, with Tom Brunt
and Rick Stuart in tow. In all Woodentops races
the first male, female and Veteran 40 collect
prizes ‘Crackerjack’ style, and with V40 Ian
Holmes being the outright winner, he requested
that the category prize should go to the next
V40 home, so a shocked Rick had his hands full.
There may have been a battle at the front but
the real war was for the much coveted locals’
trophy, which is awarded to the first runner
home who lives within one and a half mile
radius of any part of the course. Electrician, Paul
Crabtree would love to get his hands on the
trophy but was thwarted yet again, this time by
his own making, because his encouragement,
training and help for team mate and training
partner, Christian Holmes, has made him quite
a force to be reckoned with. Into the final mile
of the race, these two were neck and neck,
with no quarter being given. Stride for stride
they slugged it out until the final stretch onto
Penistone Hill and the finish at the cricket
ground. 36 year old Christian just had the edge
with one second in hand as both crossed the
finish line in a heap. Christian, has only been
running for just over a year and has made great
strides in the sport after playing football as a
striker for Bronte Wanderers and Wrose Albion.
‘I have to thank Paul for all his help, his training
has brought me on tremendously and you
could say he has trained me to win, which I
don’t think I could have done without him, what
a sportsman Paul is,’ said local champ Christian.
25 year old Helen Glover surprised herself by
winning the race for the third time, having won
it before in 2007 and 2008. She also won the first
local ladies’ prize for the third time too, Helen
thought she wasn’t that race fit, but she had
far too much pace for Karen Pickles the second
lady home, whilst in third was Anne Johnson.
Ilkley ladies won the team prize for the third year
running with Graham Pearce’s wife, Kay, fifth,
Alison Eagle, sixth and Kate Archer, eleventh.
Lots of runners have personal goals but
for one young lady the Soreen race was extra
special, Lyn Eden had last year set a target of
competing in 65 races to mark her 65th birthday
and the Soreen event was the culmination
of this. At the finish she was greeted by well
wishers and fellow Ilkley Harrier team mates
with champagne, flowers and banners, and
at the prize presentation received more
champagne from Ilkley Harriers and a big cake
with a picture of her competing in one of her 65
races from the Woodentops, plus an almighty

cheer from the runners in the Old Sun Hotel.
The junior ‘Chew it then do it’ Soreen races
remain as popular as ever with 139 competing
and have a real family theme to them, it’s great
to see youngsters of athletes coming in to the
sport with a few new faces running for the first
time in the U8’s, well done Beauanya Lawrence,
Alexis and Eve Whitaker etc. hope this is the first
of many. The winner of the U8
8s’ racel was George Hobbs, with two seconds
to spare from Ray Laybourn and 7 year old
Richard Done third. Pendle AC supplied the
first two girls, with Ruby Schofield only five
seconds behind Richard in fourth overall while
team mate 7 year old Briony Holt finished
eighth overall. We’re going to have to order
more numbers next year for the U10, U12,
U14 and U16 races with 105 competing, the
start underneath the crag is a sight to behold,
and shows that kids love competing in the
outdoors. These courses have everything, fast
running, twists and turns, ups and downs, a
lake to traverse and most importantly a Soreen
goody bag full of treats at the finish, just what
every kiddie wants! Congratulations to Zac
Howe – U16, Lewis Byram – U14, Seth Waterman
– U12, Matthew Crorken – U10, Pippa Barrett
– GU16, Harmonie Waterman – GU14, Phoebe
Howe – GU12 and Gemma Johnson – GU10,
the category winners. As well as the first three
in each age group getting prizes off the table
they also received a new ‘Fruity Five’ delicious
sliced fruit loaf , before the air was full of Soreen
Go bars, Snack Packs and chocolate thrown out
by Soreen girl, Sarah Louise Heslop, there ends
another successful set of Junior Quarry Runs. A
big thank you to Soreen for their enthusiastic
support of these events.
The Woodentops
1. I. Holmes O/40
Bing
43.17
2. G. Pearce
P&B
43.34
3. T. Adams
Ilk
45.54
4. T. Brunt
Holm
46.08
5. R. Stuart O/40
FRA
46.20
6. R. Lawrence
Bing
47.00

7. B. Stewart
Holmf
8. S. Carmichael
CityHull
9. C. Loftus
Kghly
10. I. Wellocx
Wharfe
VETERANS O/50
1. (30) N. Holding
WestPenn
2. (53) D. Collins
Tod
3. (54) N. Pearce
Ilk
VETERANS 0/60
1. (68) M. Walsh
Kend
2. (109) N. Bush
Ilk
3. (139) A. Dixon
FRA
VETERANS O/70
1. (292) G. Arnold
Prest
LADIES
1. (44) H. Glover
Kghly
2. (64) K. Pickles O/35 PudseyP
3. (89) A. Johnson
CaldV
4. (105) R. Whitehead O/35
58.54
5. (115) K. Pearce
Ilk
6. (126) A. Eagle O/40 Ilk
7. (128) C. Pollard O/50 NYM
(273) J. Atkins O/60
Chorley
(297) L. Eden O/60
Ilk
298 finishers
JUNIORS
U/10/ U/12 & U/14 - 1m/150ft
1. L. Byram U/14
Holmf
2. J. Howe U/14
Horw
3. P. Done U/14
Kghly
4. E. Cairess U/14
Bing
5. S. Waterman U/12
Holm
6. H. Waterman Girl U/14 Holm
7. P. Howe Girl U/12
Horw
(13) M. Crorken U/10
PrincMary
(48) G. Johnson Girl U/10
9.23
87 finishers
U/8 - 0.5m/100ft
1. G. Hobbs
HuddsGS
2. R. Laybourn
Abbey
3. R. Done
Kghly
4. R. Schofield Girl
Pendle
34 finishers

47.03
47.12
47.57
48.34
51.34
53.59
54.01
55.14
59.23
61.51
84.34
52.58
54.45
57.38
Bing
59.50
60.37
60.48
77.21
94.44

6.35
6.46
6.48
6.51
6.54
7.17
7.18
7.49
CaldV

3.22
3.24
3.32
3.37
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!VAILABLE &EB
Rogelli as a brand might be new to the UK, but it
is well established in Europe, where it has been
designing and selling running gear since 1996.

ANDY PEACE, SARAH ROWELL AND MARTIN PEACE

EXCLUSIVE TO
PETE BLAND SPORTS
AVAILABLE IN STORE,
ONLINE & ON OUR
MOBILE SHOP

Pete Bland Sports has joined forces with Martin
Peace, Andy Peace and Sarah Rowell to exclusively
bring you Rogelli clothing.
“As long time runners, who have both competed at the top of our sport, we know only
too well the importance of quality, functional clothing that not only fits well and looks good, but
also sells at a sensible price. The Rogelli brand impressed us in all these areas, and some hard miles
running further convinced us of the kit’s quality and value” – Sarah Rowell
“On seeing the product for the first time, I immediately recognised its quality. This is backed up by
the fantastic value with some of the cheapest prices for clothing I have seen in a long time. I new
immediately that this was a brand we would be stocking” – Matt Bland

•
•
•
•
•

Breathable
Very light
Soft touch
Quick drying
Comfortable to wear

spirit lite

functional Breathable Sportswear

Running

MENS BOONE TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at
the underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL
SAN DIEGO SHORT TITE - £12
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

LADIES SHELBY CAPRI - £20
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

MENS BANKS TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at the
underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

DYNACOOL BRUSHED
Spinning
The effect of brushing the material gives
higher insulation and an extra soft touch on
the inside.

MENS SASSARI ¾ PANT - £20
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

LADIES ALBIA TOP - £25
• Stretch inserts for optimal movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

LADIES ALGONA TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at
the underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

LADIES ANDERSON TIGHT - £22
• Stretch inserts for optimal
movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more
safety
• Zip pocket on back
• Zipper & reflection stripe at the
underside
• Small inside key pocket
• Sizes: XS, S, M, L

ORDER ONLINE NOW OR PLACE YOUR ORDER BY PHONE
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Tel: (01539) 731012 www.peteblandsports.co.uk
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Lakes Runner
www.lakesrunner.co.uk
Tel 015394 31272

Ambleside

Birmingham

Tobutt Sports
www.runningandfitness.co.uk
Tel: 01204 308506

Bolton

Sportshoes.com
www.sportsshoes.com
Tel 01274 530 530

Bradford

Easy Runner
www.easyrunner.co.uk
Tel 0117 929 7787

Bristol

The Derby Runner
www.derbyrunner.com
Tel 01332 280048

Derby

IronBridge Runner
www.ironbridgerunner.co.uk
Tel 01392 436 383

Super Lightweight off road racing shoe incorporating the all new Walsh
Pyra-grip sole unit that makes this a very comfortable winner.
s 5LTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
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s 1UICK $RYING
s n INCLUDING  SIZES

spirit peak

Pete Bland Sports
www.peteblandsports.co.uk
Tel: 01539 731012

Kendal

Facewest
www.facewest.co.uk
Tel: 01943 870550
Natterjack Running
www.natterjack.co.uk
Tel: 0151 735 1441
Running Fox
www.running-fox.co.uk
Tel: 01509 231750
Loving Outdoors
www.lovingoutdoors.co.uk
Tel: 0845 257 7382
Tony Pryce Sports
www.tonyprycesports.co.uk
Tel: 01643 703447

Leeds
Liverpool
Loughborough
Manchester
Minehead
Newport
Newton Abbot

Frank Elford Sports
www.frankelfordsports.co.uk
Tel: 01752 265122

Plymouth

Purbeck Sports
www.purbecksports.co.uk
Tel: 01929 423 235

Swanage

Natterjack Running
www.natterjack.co.uk
Tel: 01704 546082
Compass Point
www.compasspoint-online.co.uk
Tel: 01253 795597
Bourne Sports
www.bournesports.com
Tel: 01782 410411
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Exeter
Gloucester

Pro-Direct Sports
www.prodirectrunning.com
Tel: 0870 608 0442

s "REATHABLE
s #OMFORTABLE
s -OTION CONTROL
s n INCLUDING  SIZES

Edinburgh

Gloucester Sports
www.gloucestersports.com
Tel 01452 413 525

Ultrasport Ltd
www.ultrasport.co.uk
Tel: 01952 813918

Lightweight trail running shoe offering high levels of comfort and performance
over longer distance, incorporating the all new Walsh Pyra-grip sole unit.

Bath

Birmingham Runner
www.birminghamrunner.com
Tel 0121 745 6007

Footworks
www.footworks-uk.com
Tel 0131 229 2402

functional Breathable Sportswear

MENS BEDFORD TOP - £25
• Stretch inserts for optimal movement
• Dynacool brushed
• Flatlock seams
• Reflection logos for more safety
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Alderley Edge

Running Bath
www.runningbath.co.uk
Tel 01225 462 555

functional Breathable Sportswear

DYNACOOL
Cycling
Is an elastic fabric specially developed by
Rogelli with the following properties.

Running Bear Ltd
www.runningbear.co.uk
Tel 01625 582 130

The Runners Guide
www.therunnersguide.co.uk
Tel: 01803 690444
The Bike Factory
www.ukbikefactory.com
Tel: 01663 735020
ENQUIRIES
PERFORMANCE
www.walshsports.co.uk
01204 370374
HERITAGE
www.normanwalsh.com
0207 388 6496

Southport
St Annes
Stoke on Trent
Torquay
Whaley Bridge

Bolton
London
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RUNNING BEAR

All year round wherever you choose to run
We have what you need for fell,road or trail

SPRING 2010

Nike
Inov-8
Walsh
New Balance
Saucony
La Sportiva

Visit our online web site www.runningbear.co.uk or for the latest special offers just give us a call 01625 582130
We make our own range of functional clothing ideal for the fells – Our specialist thermal range includes
baselayer £15, Thermal gloves with thermal wrist protection £10. And lots more!
We also stock the leading brands of footwear and clothing
Also available instore gait analysis
Our comfy lambswool Bearfoot socks are still only £10 for three pairs – and despatched first class post

www.runningbear.co.uk

The Fellrunner – Spring 2010

5 LONDON ROAD, ALDERLEY EDGE,
CHESHIRE SK9 7JT
Tel: 01625 582130
e-mail: info@runningbear.co.uk
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